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GATHALAKSANA OF FANDITADHYA

[ A TREATISE ON PRAKRIT METRES ]

BY

PROF. H. D, VELANKAR, M A.

INTRODUCTION

Summary (1) Introductory - a correction, (2) Mss ou which the edition is

iased. (3) Analysis of the Contents of the work, Vv.1-39 (4) Analysis of the

Tontents, Vv 40-62. (5) Analysis of the Contents, Vv. 63-75 (6) Analysis
>f the Content", Vv. r

6-96. (?) Vv, 76-96 did not form part of the original
ext. (8) Vv 15 and 30 are similarly doubtful (9) So are also Vv. 26-29 and

10) Vv. 39, 52 and 55 (11) The author. (12) Four points regarding the

iate of the author. (13) Detailed examination of the last point Sanskrit

ind Prakrit, the languages of the learned and the masses respectively

14) The Prakrits and the Jamas. How they maintained the distinction

letween the learned and the masses. The tendency of the masses and the
ultivation of their language. (15) How the elevation of * the language of

he masses '

to
'

a literary language
'

takes place. (16) The rule illustrated

y Prakrits andMarathj. (17) The origin and similar elevation of the Apa-
hrams'a language The probable date of the latter. (18) Apabhrarhsa is

ather a stage through which every Prakrit has passed but all Prakrits in

bus stage may not have become litsrary languages. (19) Thus the Maharastrl

Lpabhramsa may not have become a literary language f20) The conclusion

egarding the date of Nanditadhya, the author ]

1 After editing Virahanka's Vrttajatisamuccaya, I directed

ny attention to another work on Prakrit Metres described by me
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In my Descriptive Catalogue, Vol. I, p. 37. My description of

the work, however, is a little misleading. The facts regarding

the Ms. are as follows : The name of the work is Gathalaksana ;

that of the author is Nanditadhya The commentary is not by
the author him self but by some body else. Further our Ms, con-

tains only the Avacuri but not the text. Ignorance and oversight

are jointly responsible for the wrong description which I then

gave and for which I now regret.

2 I was greatly disappointed when I discovered that our Ma-

did not contain the text But I referred to my Jinaratnakosa

( An alphabetical list of Sanskrit and Prakrit Mss. of Jainism to

be published shortly ) and found thai there were two Mss. at

Ahmedabad. I wrote to Mr K. P. Mody, B, A., LL. B., who with

his usual kindness promised to help rne in the matter and secured

these Mss ior me in a few days. One of these ( A ) contains

Ratnacandra's commentary and ends exactly like Peterson's Ms.

descubed by him at Report III, p. 224. This commentary is very
brief. II does not give a Sanskrit rendering of the Prakrit illus-

trations but only explains a few words in them now and then.

li is, however, very valuable in that it alludes to a so far un-

known work (i.e. Svayambhu Chandas ) on Prakrit metres in

two places, ( v. 21 and v 30 ) the existence of which is further

confirmed by the commentator of Kavidarpana, also a work on

the same subject, which I soon intend to publish. It also tells us
that v 57 of the text is from Rohinlcarita, v. 59 and 60 from Puspa-
dantacariia and v. 61 from Gathasahasra Satapathalamkara. All

these works are mere names to us. A reference to my Jinaratna-

kosa is in no way helpful. A few Mss. of the Rohinlcarita are

known to exist but others are not known at all. The last looks

like an anthology of a thousand Gathas. The second Ahmedabad
Ms. ( B ) contains a few useful footnotes which at any rate do not
seem to be based on Katnacandra. The Avacuri in the Society's
Ms. ( C ) also is not materially different from that of Ratnacandra.
Its text seems to contain two additional stanzas and many
important variant readings, My edition is based upon these
three Mss.

3 Gathalaksana is a treatise, as its name signifies, on the
Gatha metre which is the oldest Prakrit metre. It is very
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commonly employed in the Jain and the Buddhist Agarnas and

shows various stages of its development I. is probably this fact

i. e, that it is a sort of sacred metre of the Jamas, that has

actuated Nanditadhya to write his treatise on the Gatha, but more
of this later on. The Gathalaksana in its present form consists of

96 stanzas written mostly in the Gatha metre Of these, about 49

stanzas are given as illustrations while the remaining contain the

definitions &c. of the different varieties of a Gatha and other

metres. In the introductory stanzas ( 1-2 ) the author tells us

that he proposes to define the Gatha and discuss the natuie of

short and long letters, which are employed in the Prakrit poems.

In stanzas 3 to 5, short and long letters are explained while the

next 11 stanzas (6-16) discuss the composition of ci Gatba. In

this discussion, very peculiar terms are used. They diffei con-

siderably from those employed by Yiiahanka and Pin^ala Thus

Sara is a Caturmatra according to our author while it is a

Pancamatra according to Pingala and Virahanka.
' Kamala

'

is

a long letter ; Nabhas is IIII and Ghana or Megha is 131, which is

usually known as Narendra or Stana. Stanzas 17-20 give the

three main varieties of a Gatha viz. Pathya, Vipula and Capala

and the three sub-divisions of the last variety. When a word

ends with the 12th Matra and does not extend beyond it in both

the halves of a Gatha, it is Pathya, and when it does not so end

but extends beyond it, it is Vipula. In a Capala, the second and

the fourth Ganas in one or both the halves are Gurumadhya
( i e. ISI ) and are both preceded and followed by long letters.

It is called Mukhacapala when they are so only in the first half,

Jaghanacapala when only in the latter and Sarvacapala when in

both. Stanzas 21-25 contain the examples of these varieties,

while 26-30 give the illustrations of Glti, Udgifci, Upaglti, Sam-

klrna and Gatha in general. In v, 31 Nanditadhya declares that

in the Prakrit language which he employs both for the definitions

and the illustrations, such forms as
'

Jiha ',

'

Kiha 7

,

* Tiha
'

( i e.

according to the commentator Ratnacandra, Apabhramsa forms )

will not occur. But the similes that he chooses in this con-

nection are very strange. He compares his composition with a

prostitute and a lustful person. Just as in the former there is no

true love or in the latter no fcrath in speech so there are no Apa-

bhrasta forms in his composition. We intend to discuss the
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significance of this remark later on. In vv. 32-37, the other four

divisions of a Gatha based upon a different principle are given
with their illustrations. They are ( 1 ) Vipra with both halves

containing long letters ( 2 ) Ksatriya with the first half containing
all long and the second half containing all short letters ( 3 ) Vaisya
which is just the reverse of the Ksatriya and ( 4 ) Sudra with both

halves containing all short letters. The illustrations in vv. 35-26

look like quotations 5 but their source is unknown. In v. 38, all

the ten varieties of a Gatha discussed so far i. e. ( 1 ) Pathya ( 2 )

Vipula (3-5) the three kinds of Capala, (6-9) the four varieties just

mentioned and (10) the mixed are recounted. It is very difficult to

understand what exactly the author means by a Misra Gatha.

The possible mixture, so far as I can see is either of ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

with ( 3-5 ) or of ( 6-9 ) with any one of ( 1-5 ). But the example

given in v. 39 does not contain any such mixture. It is a

Pathya all right ; but the characteristics of any other variety are

not noticeable in it. It is not Capala nor is it any one of the lasi

four. I am unable to understand how it is Misra. It is not pro-

bably an example given by the author himself as I will show
later ( Para 10 ), yet even when we grant that a reader inserted it,

we are unable to see how and why he should have regarded it as

an example of Misra.

4 The author next proceeds to discuss the other 26 varieties
of Gatha based upon a different principle. He enumerates them
in vv. 40-41 and explains the same in vv. 42-44. These verses

are clearly the composition of our author and he is probably the

originator of this 26 -fold division. This is why he does not
introduce these divisions as given by

*

some '

Acaryas, as for/
instance is done by Hemacandra, Chandonusasana ( N, S. P. 1912),!

p. 2? b, line 15 ff. and the commentator of Kavidarpana ( Ms. };

The first of these 26 divisions is Kamala ; it contains three short
letters which must be compulsorily employed ( cf. v. 10 ). In
the next 25, one long letter is successively replaced by two -

short ones until we get 55 short letters in the 26th variety. In
the following 11 stanzas ( 45-55 ) Nanditadhya gives some of the
six Pratyayas in respect of the Gatha. In vv. 45-46, he explains
briefly the

*

Laghu-guru-kriya
'

i, e. the process of finding out the
number of shorfc or long letters in a Gatha. In v. 47, he gives
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the total number of Matras obtaining in a Gatha. Here he gives
the weight (!) of a Gatha as equal to 57 Palas if one Matra is

supposed to be one Karsa in weight. Vv. 48-51 explain the

Samkhya i. e. the total number of possible permutations of a

Gatha. It is called the Prastara ( i. e. the Prastara-Samkhya the
total number of the Prastaras i. e. Permutations ). V. 52 gives the

Prastarasamkhya of other metres. The versa is doubtful as
shown below ( Para 10 ). V. 53 teaches how to find the total

number of letters from the known number of short letters con-
tained in it

; while vv. 54-55 give the method of finding out the
serial number of a Gatha among its varieties from the same data
i. e. the known number of short letters. The serial number is

technically called Naksatra in v. 55. This shows perhaps that
the 26 varieties of the Gatha were at one time named after the
26 Naksatras. Our author, however, has different names ( cf.

vv. 40-41 ). This topic of the Gatba is then closed with a discus-
sion and illustration ( vv. 56-62 ) of letters which become short
or long by position. Here as said above, the author quotes from
older works according to Eatnacandra.

5 Having thus explained the composition of the different

varieties of a Gatha proper and incidentally the letters which are

short and long either naturally or by position, the author now
turns his attention to those metres which are derived from the
Gatha by the addition or removal of a few Matras. These are
six in number including the Gatha, and are regarded as the
varieties of Gatha by the author. This view of the author seems
well to accord with the names of these varieties. These names
with the exception of the last, are all but slight variants of the
name Gatha. The first is Gatha with two lines of 27 Matras each

;

the second is the Gatha proper ; the third is Vigatha which is just
the reverse of a Gatha and has 27 Matras in the first line and 30
in the second. The fourth is Udgatha with two lines of 30 Matras
each. The fifth is GathinI which has 30 Matras in the first and 32
in the second. The sixth and the last is the Skandhaka and has
32 Matras in each line. These appear to be the older names of

these metres and are also employed by Pingala ; cf. I. 48. 49, 60,

61, 62 and 63. Pingala, however, gives one more variety called

Simhini, the two lines of which respectively contain 32 and 30
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Matras and is just the reverse of Gathinl. The other and probably

newer names of Gatha, Vigatha and Udgatha are respectively

Upaglti, Udglti and Glti. These are used by Hemacandra anc

others. Hemacandra treats both GatlainI and SimhinI as a mixture

of Glfci and Skandhaka, cf. p. 29a, 1. 9. He employs the names

Gatha, Vigatha and Udgatha for those varieties of a Gatha, the

first lines of which respectively contain 38, 54 and 46 Matras

while the second contain 27 Matras only. To proceed, Nandi-

tadhya gives the definitions of these sir varieties in vv. 63-65

and their illustrations in vv. 66-71. Mss. A and B do not con-

tain the illustration of Vigatha, but C seems to have it though

I am unable to reconstruct it from the Avacuri ; cf. the notes,

Two instances of Udgatha are given. The second is interesting.

Ordinarily as in v. 68, the first and third Padas of an Udgatha or

Glti contain 12 matras each while the second and the fourth have

18 each ( also cf. v. 16 ). But in the second example of Udgatha

given in v. 69, each of the four Padas contains 15 Matras as is

clear from the Yati and the rhyme ( see notes ). V. 72 corresponds

to v. 53 and teaches how to find out the tolal number of letters

in a given permutation of the Skandhaka metre which has 28 per-

mutations in all. The author of course casually suggests that the

least number of letters in Skandhaka is 34 as it is 30 in a Gatha.

V. 73 explains how there must exist at least four short letters in

the Skandhaka metre. These four compulsory short letters are the

first and the last of the sixth Gana in both halves. This Gana
must either be IIII or ISI No other Caturmatra is allowed in

this place ; cf. V. J. S. IV. 9 and Hemacandra p 28 b, 1. 14 ff.

Vv. 74 and 75 contain two illustrations of the Skandhaka con-

taining 6 and 4 short letters respectively. The purpose of the first

is not clear ; that of the second is to show where the four short

letters must occur since this is not given in v. 73.

6 Here really the work ought to end, since all about Gatha

and its varieties has been said, and this alone was promised by
the author. But all the three Mss. agree in giving what follows.

In this portion the definitions of a few other metres mostly
employed in the Apabhram^a poems are given along with their

illustrations. In this manner Paddhati is defined and illustrated

|n vv. 76-77, Candranana or Madanavatara in vv. 78-79
;

Dvi-
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padl in vv. 80-81, Vastuka and Sardhacchandas in vv. 82-83,

Duha, its varieties and derivatives in vv. 84-94 and Sloka in the

last two verses of the text.

7 The treatment of these metres appears to be foreign to the

intentions of Nanditadhya who merely promises in the beginning

of his work, to define and discuss Gatha alone. Indeed, the treat-

ment of Gatha would be incomplete if all its varieties and parti-

cularly the metres derived from it are not thoroughly discussed,

but by no stretch of imagination can the treatment of Gatha

include the discussion of metres that have hardly any connection

with it. This is, however, not the only ground which leads to

the conclusion that vv. 76 to 96 did not form part of the original

text of Nanditadhya's Gathalaksana. There are others also. In

v. 31 Nanditadhya expresses Lis contempt for the Apabhramsa

language in very strong terms. We therefore cannot expect him
to define, much less to illustrate, the metres usually employed in

the Apabhramsa language. But we actually find that vv. 76-77

and 83-94 are composed entirely in the Apabhramsa language. It

is clear that they cannot be fathered upon Nanditadhya. There

is also a third reason which shows the same thing. Nanditadhya
does not address bis work to any particular person. There is not a

single reference to a particular addressee either at the beginning

or in the sequel. He merely says
' Now I will describe or speak

out &c.
'

; cf. vv. 1, 2, 20, 32 and 63. Moreover, Nanditadhya

was probably a monk and hence address to a wife is particularly

impossible. But this is what we find in vv. 78, 79, 84 and 86.

Of these stanzas, v. 79 is clearly a quotation from Virahanka's

Vrttajatisamuccaya ( I. 17 ). It is addressed to his wife. It seems

to have been given in our work to explain some technical terms

in v. 78. But it is entirely opposed to Nanditadhya's nomencla-

ture ( cf. Sara is Caturmatra in v. 8 but Pancamatra here, being

the name of a weapon -,
also see above Para 3 ). Only v. 80 seems

to bear some relation to v. 8 and v. 48 ( see notes ) through the

term Kamala (
= long letter ). It is thus inevitable to conclude

that originally the work ended with v. 75.

8 Nor can it be said with certainty that the first 75 stanzas

are all genuine. Many of these look rather suspicious and may
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have been added by some reader. Thus v. 15 does not appear to

be quite necessary. As a rule, the illustration follows the defini-

tion and therefore v. 15 ought to have followed v. 16 where the

definition of a Gatha is completed. It should also be noted that

v. 30 is another illustration of a Gatha. Two are obviously unne-

cessary but even one is questionable* since all instances of the

different varieties of a Gatha given in vv. 21-25 are also the

instances of a Gatha in general.

9 The examples of Giti, Udgiti and Sarhklrna given in vv.

26-29 are obviously a reader's addition, of course, of a rather

early date since all the three Mss, uniformly give these stanzas

in this place. They are not the varieties of a Gatha in the proper

sense, but varieties derived from Gatha and slightly differing

from ifc. They are called Visesagathas by some. Our author gives
these varieties with their definitions and illustrations only after

finishing the 10 or 26 varieties of a Gatha proper, but he employs
different and perhaps older names ; see above Para 5 and vv. 63 ff.

Samklrna of v, 29 is the Gathim of v. 70. Some impatient reader

must have added these here thinking that the varieties ought to

be illustrated here as is done by Hemacandra for instance; see

p. 27 b. He obviously forgot that the author had not defined

them yet and the illustrations for that reason would be quite un-
called for. This difficulty is felt by Ratnaoandra who says that
the definitions of these varieties should be known from '

Svayam-
bhu Chandas *.

10 An example of Misra which is mentioned as one of the
ten varieties in v. 38 is- surely expected and v. 39 proposes to

give it but as said above ( Para 3 ) it is not really an example of

Misra, for which see for example Hemacandra, p. 27 b, 1. 4 ff. It

was probably added by a reader who thought that an example of
Mi sra was necessary though not given by the author and who
understood by it a Gatha in general. V. 52 appears to be a clear
interpolation since the names Glti, Udgiti and Upagiti were un-
known to Nanditadhya as said above. V. 55 is not found in B, nor
is it very necessary since it is almost the repetition of v. 54.

11 The author of the Gathalaksana is Nanditadhya. He is
mentioned twice i. e. in y. 31 and v. 63. The Prakrit form of the
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name is Nandiyaddha and the corresponding Sanskrit form is

Nanditadhya according to Eatnacandra or Nanditardha accord-

ing to the Avacuri in C. He both composed the definitions and

gave the illustrations of the different varieties of the Gatha.

This is clear from vv. 20 and 32. Some of the illustrations seem
to have been composed by Naditadhya himself ( see for example
21-25 where the conscious effort- to introduce the name of the

particular variety by Mudralamkara is clear ) though the others

may have been quoted by him from older writers. Thus in the

opinion of Ratnacandra, he quotes from Rohimcarita ( v. 57 ),

Puspadantacarita (vv. 59 and 60) and Satapathalamkara. Neither

the authors nor the dates of any of these three works are known.

12 The date of our author cannot be fixed with any certainty.

Yet the following facts may be offered for consideration. ( 1 ) The
name Nanditadhya : This appears to be one of the ancient

names of the Jain Yatis which are very rarely employed in later

days. We cannot assign any reasons for this fact but names
like Samantabhadra, Sthulabhadra, Bhadrabahu, Akalahka and
Umasvati are hardly assumed by the later Yatis. Nanditadhya
looks like one of such names, ( 2 ) The metre chosen by him for

discussion is one of the most ancient metres and the metre

which is extensively used in the Jain Agamas. The
fact that he restricts himself to it indicates that he
was a Jain Yati ( also see vv. 1, 21-25, 36-37, 57, 62, 67-68,

70-71 ) anxious to explain the sacred metre used for his sacred

Agamas and no other. He seems to avoid studiously the dis-

cussion of the Prakrit metres of a purely popular origin. This

would perhaps show that these metres had not yet secured recog-
nition among the Jain Monk-Pandits^ and this is possible only
in the early centuries of the Christian Era. ( 3 ) Hemacandra in

his Chandonusasana ( p. 27 bj 1. 15 ff. ) seems to have quoted
vv. 40-42 from our book. He does not mention either our work or

its author but merely says that these divisions are given by
*

some ?

writers. But as there is no ground to suppose that those

stanzas were also borrowed from some other source by our author
it may be safely assumed that they were composed by him and
were quoted from our work by Hemacandra. V. 56 again is

quoted by Ratnasekhara in his ChandaKkosa ( v. 3 ). It is true, of

2. [ Annals,B. O. R. L]
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course, that the verse is not given as a quotation by him. It

forms part of his text and Ratnasekhara probably wants us tc

believe that it was composed by him ; but it can be conclusively

proved that Ratnasekhara unscrupulously reproduces entire

stanzas or parts of them from older works such as Pingala and
others. It is nofc improbable, therefore, that the said stanza was

reproduced by him from our work. Candraklrti, a lineal descen-

dant of Ratnasekhara and the commentator of his Ohandahkosa
also quotes v. 9 and Y. 12 in his commentary on the 53rd stanza.

Even he does not mention the name of either the work or the

author, but there appears lo be no ground for a reasonable doubt

regarding the source of these stanzas. They are quite in their

place in our work and have not in the least, the appearance of a
borrowed quotation. Ratnasekhara belonged to the 15th and
Candraklrti to the 17th century of the Samvat Era. Hemacandra
belonged to the 12fch century of the same era ard if our assump-
tion is correct, Nanditadhya must have flourished much earlier.

(4 ) Lastly, the reference to the purity of his Prakrit in v. 31 by
Nandifcadhya is very significant. After giving examples of the
first five varieties of the Gatha, he declares in the next verse i. e.

v. 31 that such forms as Jiha, Kiha and Tiha shall not occur in his
Prakrit language. The occasion for this declaration is, I think,
obvious. In vv. 21-25 he has composed Ms own instances to

illustrate the Pathya and other varieties. He wants to say that,
in these and also in other illustrations that are to follow he shall
not use such Apabhrasta forms as Jiha &c. Ratnacandra is right
in interpreting these forms as an Upalaksana of the Apabhramsa
language in general. That these are the Apabhramsa forms is clear
from Hemacandra, Grammar, VIII 4. 401. Now this contemptu
ous allusion to the Apabhramsa language is a clear indication oi

an early date for our author as will be shown below.

13 From time immemorial, the Sanskrit language is regarded
as the language of the learned in India. Literature written in
this language alone could lay any claim to the attention of thej
Pandits. The Prakrits were regarded as the languages of thej
masses only. Hence when a philosophical or a scientific work!
5vas conceived, it had to be written in the Sanskrit language, as!
>therwiee there was no hn-np nf i* T^-~ j--- -
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Pandits who alone could pronounce an opinion on a literary or

scientific production. It is for this reason that we do not find any
compositions of a serious nature written in Prakrit language by
the Hindus. Even the Grammars of the Prakrit languages were
written in Sanskrit.

14 The case was slightly different with the Jain Pandits.

The Sanskrit, no doubt, was regarded as the language of the

learned even by them. While combating the indigenous non-

Jain philosophical systems, which were all written in Sanskrit,

the Jain Pandits had necessarily to resort to the Sanskrit language.

A.S a further step of this, they had to write in Sanskrit, inde-

pendent treatises expounding their philosophical doctrines or com-

mentaries on the original Prakrit Sutras, so as to make them

accessible to their Sanskrit-knowing opponents, who had as it

were, formed an
'

inner circle
'

of the learned, to which only the

Sanskritists could hope to get an admission. It is on acconnt of

this fact, that we find a very large proportion of Jain literature

written in Sanskrit. For the same reason, we also hear of the

attempts of earlier Jain writers like Siddhasena Divakara to

rewrite the whole Jain Agama Literature into Sanskrit, Bhadre-

svara records a tradition in his Kathavali, according to which

Siddhasena Divakara was once ashamed at the public scandal that

the Jain Siddhanta was merely in Prakrit and offered to trans-

late the same into Sanskrit, but was severely reprimanded by the

Sangha for this impious thought ( cf. A.pabhramsakavyatrayl,

Gaek. O. Series Vol. 37, Intro, p. 74 ). But after all, Prakrit was
the sacred language of the Jainas and had to be respected by
them along with Sanskrit. The tendency to differentiate between
*

the language of the learned
' and '

the language of the masses '

however, is unmistakably noticeable even in the Jain Pandits.

As a rule, Jain Pandits were Yatis and in many cases had

a dopted the robes of a Sramana at a very tender age. From that

early age they were taught Sanskrit and Prakrit and as a result

of this deep devotion to study became steeped in the knowledge of

Jain and non-Jain philosophical doctrines. It appears that this

distinction between the Sramanas who were solely devoted to

learning and the Sravakas who pursued with equal devotion
'

the

art of earning
?

was scrupulously maintained from the beginning
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in the Jain community. The Sravakas were as a, rule persuaded

to cultivate the knowledge of secular subjects and were not

allowed nor encouraged to study and explain even their own

Agamas. The Yatis had in this manner, secured a higher intel-

lectual plane for themselves where they were highly respected

and from which they could look down with contempt upon the

Sravakas who were virtually doomed to intellectual inferiority

since they had no access to the most respectable and rich

languages i. e. the Sanskrit and the Prakrit. This was not re-

sented by the Sravakas apparently for two reasons : Firstly

because the Jains as a community belong to the trading classes,

and secondly because, those among them whose tendency lay^rrr-

the opposite direction and were devoted feo learning could follow

their inclinations without any obstructions by embracing the

order of monks. The difficulty indeed was for those Sravakas

who could not renounce their earthly connections and yet were

deeply devoted to learning. Such persons usually directed their

literary energies towards the study and cultivation of the lower

languages which were the languages of the masses. They wrote

their poems in the popular language and for the ordinary people.

Such literary productions naturally dealt with popular subjects

which were either love or religious stories. These productions

when they contained high literary qualities become popular not

only among the masses for whom they were originally meant, but

also among the learned who, inspite of their prejudices against
the language, were not slow to recognise high poetical merit

where-so-ever it existed.

15 It is indeed in this manner, that
*

a language of the
masses

'

assumes the status of a literary language. In its earlier

stages the language is generally despised by *he learned, who in

every country and every period of history are always anxious to

keep up their superiority by carrying on their activities in a
language which is beyond the reach of the ordinary masses.
But as persons, who cannot become technically

'

learned
J

owing
to circumstances, yet have the special aptitude for writing
poetry either devotional or lyric come forward to enrich
their language by means of their literary activities, it gains in
importance and force itself upon the attention and admiration
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of the learned. Such literature naturally possesses high literary

merits since it is usually the product of natural poetic genius

and not of laboured erudition, and has little difficulty in establish-

ing the claim of its language to a place among
'

the languages of

the learned '. When this recognition is thus secured, the learned

do not think it derogatory to handle the language and gradually

begin to write in it.

1 6 That such a fate was shared by the Prakrits is clear as

shown above, from the story of Siddhasena Divakara. The name
'Balabhasa

'

deridingly given to the Prakrit points in the same

direction. Bala is an ignorant man ( cf. Manu. II. 153 ) and

Balabhasa is the language of the uneducated. In the same

manner, the vernaculars are known to have passed through this

ordeal. For a longtime, Marathi was considered to be unfit for

being emyloyed in high literary works. Jfianesivara, who wrote

his Jnanesvarl ( commentary on Bhagvadglta ) of high literary

value in Marathi, and was thus a pioneer of Marathi literature,

shows his consciousness of such contemptuous treatment meted

out fco that language by the learned men of his times. It was
after the composition of this work, that the Pandits could admit

that the Marathi language was capable of expressing the thoughts
of the learned. Before, the Jnanesvarl, the MaLanubhavas no

doubt produced a considerable literature in Marathi, but it

obviously did not help to elevate the language as it was written

in a secret script and was meant only for the followers of the

Mahanubhava Sect But even Jnanesvara could not elevate

Marathi to the status of a literary language. For a considerable

time after him, only religious and devotional poetry was written

in it and this was meant for ordinary masses alone. It was only
when educated persons like Ekanatha, Muktesvara and Vamana
Pandit began to write more varied kinds of literature in Marathi

that it fully and definitely became a literary language.

17 Naturally the Apabhramsa language could not be an

exception to this general rule. On the other hand, it seems to

have suffered most in this direction. The name Apabhramsa or

Apabhrasta ( cf. J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. V, new series, p. 88 ) is high-

ly significant. It bears no connection with any country as most
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of the Prakrits and Vernaculars do ; but is merely a name which

glaringly indicates the obvious contempt which was felt among
the learned for it. Dandin calls it the speech of such tribes of

lower culture as the Abhiras. It appears that while yet the

Prakrits were spoken languages, the Abhiras and similar nomadic

tribes that were long regarded as Mlecchas distorted the same as

they could not well pronounce the Prakrit words, adding at the

same time some words of purely local origin to the Prakrit voca-

bulary. This distorted form of the language current among the

Abhiras and other lower tribes in course of time became a separate

language altogether, and obtained a significant name at the hands

of the speakers of Prakrit and Sanskrit languages. As the Abhiras

were
*

a hated tribe, free-booters and Mlecchas ' &c. ( cf. Gune,
Intro, to Bhavisayatfcakaha, p, 59 ), the form of the Prakrit

language which they spoke was contemptuously called
*

the

degraded
'

or
'

the degenerated '. Even today the distorted form

of English spoken by (
''

) the fruitwalla of Byculla receives the

nickname
e

Byculla English
' and the Marathi that is spoken to

their servants (

* Hamas '

) by their Gujarati and Parsee employers

is popularly known as the
' Rama Marathi '. This

'

degraded
form

'

of the Prakrit or even of Sanskrit ( cf. Kavyadarsa, I. 36 )

included many different dialects which in course of time were

raised to the status of a literary language. At this time the name
lost its former significance and came merely to signify a

particular kind of Prakrit. It is indeed difficult to s&y when this

transformation actually took place ; but already in the latter half

of the sixth century A. D., Guhasena of Valabhl is described as
*

clever in composing works in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhram^a
languages

'

( cf. I. A. X, p. 284 ). Works written in the language
available today, however, are from the 8th or 9th century A. D.

and afterwards. In the 12th century of the Christian Era,
Hemacandra had already assigned a part of his grammar to it,

treating it at great length and with due respect. In his Chando-
nu&asana again, he defines a very large number of Apabhramsa
metres. In this connection, however, it is worth noting that
Hemacandra does not quote from existing Apabhramsa literature
as might be expected, but composes his own illustrations of the
different metres. There may have been various reasons for this.
The first and the most probable one is that he thought it dero-
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gatory for a man of his ability to compose poetry, merely to quote
from older writers. Besides, according to his peculiar method
adopted throughout his Chandonui isana, it was necessary that

the illustration of every metre shoi>id contain its name by what
is known as

*

Mudralamkara '.
^
nis meant that the illustrations

of the Apabhramsa metres had to be composed by him like those

of the Sanskrit and Prakrit ones. But it is also possible to think

that Hemacandra had no access to a sufficiently large number of

works written in Apabhramsa either because there did not exist

many or which is a more probable hypothesis because they
did not enjoy a sufficiently wide circulation among the learned

Pandits of Jainism on account of their prejudice against the

Apabhramsa language. It is evident anyhow, that this prejudice

among the Jain Pandits who were Yatis as a rule, seems to have

gradually disappeared after the time of Hemacandra who as it

were gave an official recognition to the language so far as the

Svetambaras were concerned. It is after Hemacandra alone that

we find Jain Yatis writing freely in this language.

18 My conclusions in this respect appear to be generally

borne out by the fact that before Hemacandra, Sravakas alone

are found to write in the Apabhramsa language, particular-

ly the Jain Apabhramsa which is a direct descendant of Ardha-

magadhi or Saurasenl. We certainly have to assume that nearly

every form of Prakrit has passed through what we may call the

Apabhramsa stage before it finally became transformed into a

vernacular. But it is questionable whether in its Apabhramsa

stage it ever became a literary language through the process

described above ( Paras 14-15 ). It is quite possible that some

Prakrits in their Apabhramsa stage never attained to the status

of a literary language. As said above (Para 15), it is only

through persons who have a literary bent of mind but who are vir-

tually prevented from writing in the
*

language of the learned
'

or

through persons who have an extreme devotion to their mother-

tongue, that the
*

language of the masses
7 becomes a literary

language. If, however, owing to peculiar circumstances, no such

necessity exists for men to write in it, it is perfectly obvious that

the language will not live and will be entirely lost to posterity _

for want of any literature written in it
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19 At present, literary records written in the Apabhramsa

language by the Jainas alone are found. These written in the

Maharastrl Apabhramsa are not yet discovered and I venture io

assert that they may never be discovered since I believe they do

not exist, at least on a large scale. The Vernacular descended

trom the Maharastrl Apabhramsa is Marathi. It is generally

spoken by the Hindus ( non-Jains ); the inference is that the

Maharastrl Apabhramsa too was usually spoken by the Hindus.

And since the literary-minded Hindus were not as much pie-

vented from using the literary languages as their brothers the

Jain Sravakas were (see above Para 14 ), there was not a suffi-

ciently strong motive for them to employ their Mother-tongue
i. e. the Maharastrl Apabhramsa as a medium for expressing their

literary thoughts.

20 From the above discussion it will be clear that the

Apabhramsa like other Prakrits and Vernaculars was regarded -

as unfit to be employed by the learned for a long time in the

early centuries of the Christian Era. It is at this time that our

Naditadhya must have flourished.

[ Verses marked with asterisks are doubtful, see Introduction Sections 7-10 ]
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NOTES

[ N. B. :~ VJS. = Vrfctajatisamuccaya, JBBRAS. New Series,
Vol. V. Hemacandra = Hemacaudra's Chandonusasana, printed
at N. S. Press, Bombay, 1912, by Devakarana Mulaji. Pingala =
Prakrit Pingaia, Kavyamala edition. ]

V. 3 : ^?n^ ^T-* ST^^: J^FT^T R: ^mPTT $*<l I

Com. in A. ^^WTT: here means *

a conjunct con-

sonant
' and not

'

a letter which precedes conjunction.'
In v. 5, the word is used in this latter meaning.
Perhaps we should supply ^tfi

1 3^ in the last line.

V. 4' : The letters ^, aft ( q:^t^TTTOTt ), 3T ;
, 3T, T (

and ^, 3T, ?r are not employed in Prakrit.

V. 8

1 A.

9-10 : A 5^3*n*T ^a^ ( ISI ) should not be used in un-
even ganas of a Gatha. 21st and 24th Matra must be
short L e. must consist of a short letter. Since the

sirth Gana is either IIII or ISL See above V, 8, so

also the 51st Matra must be short as the sixth gana
of the second half is made up of a single short letter,
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V. 11 - <n

v. 12 : This explains v. 9.

V, 14 : The number of short letters in a Gatha is always odd
and not even; that in a Skandhaka is always even
and never odd ; cf. VJS. III. 3-5, 10.

V. 16 ; B reads ^M^R^Epfi-HTT for

v. 1 9 : ^731 i. e.

V. 21

Vv. 21-25 : It should be noted that the illustrations contain
the name of the particular variety by Mudralamkara.
In. V. 24, B reads fcMM for

Vv. 26-30
s^See Intro., Para 9; in v. 26, A reads 3 9?S3T ?f *

MlfiRuJ. This reading is not metrically correct. In
V. 27, C seems to read BT^" for *r*fsr. On V. 29, it

remarks :

*

^qiq-Ti ^R^T srffl
1 ^^f^ '

; this would show
that the source of the quotation was known to the
author of the Avacuri. On the same verse, A says

| B reads

in second line.

V. 30 i

v. 31 : ^5
*rmi^s^; ^u'wflm^ \ JTTSTT ^ ^^srr^frq:^ ^r^ra

1

i

"

1

A.

V. 35 : The meaning of the verse is not quite clear. I give
the two interpretations of the two Avacuris * *

^T^-

f^

: 1 A.

C. In V. 36, C reads TH^^H^ for

Vv, 45-46 : These verses give the method of finding out the
number of short and long letters in any one of the
above-mentioned varieties. Count the letters of the
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Gatha ; take out 30 from the number and multiply
the remainder by 2 and add 3 to it. The tctal number
thus obtained is the number of shcrt letters in the
Gatha. To find out the number of long letters in a
Gatha, count the number of Mafcras and deduct from
it the total number of letters in the Gatha : the
remainder represents the total number of long letters.

V. 48 : s^erNcf
'

Except the long letters at the end of each
half and the sixth Amsa in the second half. For this

line, there is another reading noticed by the Avacuri

^ \ m^rf^r^Tcjtq-: t a?

&c. fSffRq7?Rg ?z(}Tzt fi% Jimren \ on V. 49, the
Ava. in C. quotes :

qT l ^'NreiRfisraS'f33f t& TTfrof i See above TV. 7-13.

Vv. 50-51 These stanzas give the total number of the kinds
of Gathas. It is 81920000 and is obtained by multi-

plying the figures representing the possible varieties
of each of the 13 Arhsas.

V. 52: rihe total number given above is naturally that
of Gatha and Udglti. In a Skandhaka it is eight
times as much. In Glti it is twice as much and in

Upagiti it is only half as much. The Verse is net
found in Ms. B ; see Intro. Para 10.

T. 53 : This gives a method to find out the number of letters

in a Gatha. Deduct 1 from the number of short
letters in a given Gatha and divide the remainder by
2. Again deduct 1 and add 30 ; the number that is

obtained is that of the letters. ^T = 1.

Vv. 54-55 It appears that the names of the ISTaksatras are

given to these different varieties of the Gatha. That
which contains the smallest number of short letters

is AsvinI and so on. Thus the -CSTaksatra-name of a

Gatha is found out by deducting 1 from the number
of short letters and dividing the remainder by 2.

The number obtained is the number of the Naksafcra
5 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. J
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whose name the Gatha has. Of. 3

i A. v. 55 is

not found in B. It merely says that by the same
method ( i.

5
e. given in V. 53 ) we find the serial

number and the name (viz. ^U^r, o?l%<TT &c.) of a Gatha.

Cf. ^rt = ^nf
1

STOW i ni ^ &T\ *i n ^tj^jr^*tt*t *rw ^r ^H^I-
^r%rr fcqrrr^r A, i% f^T^ltn

1 *

why doubt
y
?

V. 56 : This is really an exception to V. 5. It says that for

the sake of metre, the following six letters, which are

ordinarily long must be regarded as short when they
stand at the end of a word (wat^1

) and are preceded
by a long letter ( cHr<m :

). The six are <T, srt, f, fif

( fnfcf and fSf^P^ ) ^^T^rF^tfg^ and piMH^Tfc^in\4 i.e .

letters preceding the conjunct consonants formed by
* and S.

V. 57 * Herejfche T in c^^ftqr is to be pronounced as short.

The Verse according to Avacuri in A is from

, 38 :~ Herel^ in STTSTT^ i s short. For
A reads ?[^r^f%^^ri9r^t5^r, where 3*t in ^TTnr^fr is short.

Y. 59 :--- For wsfc A reads ^rf??T. Here t in <mt ( 2 ) and
is short. The Verse, ace. to A is from

V, 60 : Here ff in froinfS and in n%nt%' is short. Even thig

Verse is from u t,qy ^t^ f^d ace. to A.

V. 61 Here ^ though it precedes the conjunct consonant
sr, is short. The verse is from ^<mrT^ETT *nTOra53r y ace.
to A.

T.. 62 : Here m though it precedes g is short. For qgres O
reads M^^, as is clear from '

*R<te*rg %fl*fcild" B
reads

V. 66 second half :
*

There are no virtues in us ; you may
remember even our faults.'

T, 6T : A reads 5WTlfor'^W""and B reads 3*5 for W. After
the example of nr^T we expect that of f*TTST before
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Keither A nor B contains it. C seems to
contain it ; the Avacuri runs as follows:

*

\ unui.^To^T ?r: *: U o =
t

t o fenny 5^K^& <rr?r-

Tr. 68-69 : v. 68 is an example of ST^TO or *nf?h v. 69 also
is an example of the same metre. In the second case,

however, it appears to consist of four equal lines of
15 Matras each, instead of the usual 12+ 18; 12 + 18.

The author, however, thinks that a Gatha,-- hence
a Glti consists of two halves only ( cf. v. 6 ), and
not of four Padas as is done by some ( but also cf.

V. 16, 18 ). Any metre, therefore, having two halves
with 30 Matras in each must be regarded as *m?r
irrespective of the qm In the present example the
*mr occurs after the 15th Matra. Four metres of
this type have-been noticed by Hemacandra on p. 43b,
line 11 ff. They are (1) rrT*%^ with the *rm after
the 12th and 20th Matras ; (2) jflfdiw with the *rfJr

after the 10th and 18th Matras ; (,*: ^Tr^rT with the
*TRT as in ififS^m but the line made of 5 ^nrcrTSTs ; and
(4) sRuuH^, the line of which is ma e up of 1 q-um^
and the remaining ^msrs. It should, nevertheless,
be noted that our example must be regarded as a

metre with four lines as is clear from the rhyme and
the Yati and in this respect may be compared with
the q^Ht:ft^r of R<w. Cf. VJS. Ill 10.

? $Q+U ntor ? or ^^vnor *ri? C remarks :

V. 70 : Supply qrrcT. A notices another reading, i. e.
c

'

Cf. ^^

I ti4^. drum.

t

V. 71 : C. reads

V. 73 ' The Verse gives the method to find out the total

number of letters in a Skandhaka metre. Deduct

2 from the number of short letters and the remainder
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should be halved ; again 1 should be deducted from

the sum which is thus obtained and 34 added to it.

TWfe resulting figure is the required number of letters.

Our author does not give the different varieties of

*F?rar. Cf. E. g. VJS. IV. 9-12
; Pingala I. 63-65

;

Hemacandra, p. 28 b, line 14 ff. C. has a Verse after

V. 72 ; the commentary on this is as follows -

*3FZ Q i

V. 73 : In any fr#-ST<# variety, the least number of short

letters that is possible is 4 ; since in each half we have

a ^^ group ; cf. note on VJS. IV. 9-12.

Vv. 74-75 : Two examples of *&*&. The first contains 6 short

letters, while the second has only 4, In V. 73 B and

C read SHT for <om, and in V. 74 l^T^ for %^TC.

V. 76 ff -- See introduction. This and the following stanzas

do not seem to belong to the original text. B reads

v- 75 after v. 76.

V. 76 : <T^rcf Metre; cf. Hemacandra, p. 26 b, line 6 ff. and
43 a, line 9 S. The metre consists of four rhymed
lines with 16 Matras in each.

v. 78 * The author defines the ^^T?r?r metre which is also

called by the name iT^TT^cfR in other works. Here
Eatnacandra quotes the following

* '

sr

\ I am unable to trace the

source of the ^quotation. For the metre, cf. Hema-
candra. p. 33 b, line 2 ff. &c.

V, 79 : This is quoted from VJS. I. 17 j the address to a wife

( frfoFfftfnr) is appropriate in the original. Ace. to

VJS. T3T, W^sfT^ or T^TTcf.are all names of a ^jfre* in

general irrespective of letters of which it is made up*

Ratnacandra, however, comments thus :
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V. 80 . This gives the definition of a %nr. Of. Hemacandra
p. 32 a, line 15 ff. The metre has four lines. In each
we geb 6 4- five 4s 4- S. Of these seven Amsas, the 2nd
and the 6th are either of the S^ROT ( 1SI ) or of the

( I III ) type.

V. 81 : In the first line, C reads ^tq- for

means

V. 82 : *4^cfc is also called ^Rcprej^re?, cf. Hema. p. 37 a, line

1 ff. The special restrictions regarding the metre

given in Hemacandra are not mentioned by our

author. Ace. to him 24 Matras alone are necessary
in a line. S^ = 4 ; fimir = 3 ; urr = 4 ; i&p = 2.

The second half of the stanza defines the f%^ or

*: which is made up of a 3Rg^ and a ^&'*T or a
Cf. K. D. II. 33 and Hemacandra, p. 34 a,

line 4 ff. and 7 ff.

V. 83 : fssr ( B reads gsfj and C 5$T )
- TSarar ( ? ). I do

not know the word. The stanza looks like a quotation.

V. 84 ff. : The author gives the definitions of ^t$T V. 84 ;

V. 86 and sr^rffs^ V. 88ff.

V. 87 : C. comments on this verse thus :

I ^^T^TC^T^
'

>H<W<E is a proper name. But in

what context does the stanza occur ?

V. 89 : A has a variety of readings for this stanza.

for ^rrei% ; <3?T for gp -, ^S<n%T for ^gwfira- of C and

B ; ^Tf for irit of B ; and ?rtl% for

W. 90-92 : V. 91 is incomplete. The names are slightly

different from those of Pingala I. 67.

V. 93 *-- ' Out of the 24 m^l^Ts, the complexion of two is

white ; that of the other two is dark-blue ; that of the

third pair is red ; that of the fourth is blue and that

of the remaining 16 is golden/
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SAMKABA'S AUTHORSHIP OF THE GlTA-BHAYA

BY

B. N. KRISHNAMURTI SABMA, B. A, ( Hons. )

Tradition has it that Sri Samkaracarya, the well-known ex-

ponent of the Advaita Vedanta and author of an illuminating

commentary on the Vedanta Sutras, is also the author of a

commentary on the Bhagavad Gzta. It has, however, fathered

on him a plethora of works such as he could never have been

guilty of ; and modern critical scholarship has heen cautious to

scepticism in admitting the genuineness of the works attributed

to the Acarya. The enormity of the offence committed against

Samkara by his pious followers can easily be judged from the

fact that no less than four hundred works have been ascribed to

Samkara of which upwards of seventy five per cent are obviously

unworthy of the great master. When, therefore, modern critical

scholarship set its face against the large mass of
*

Sainkara-apo-

crypha
'

and dismissed hosts of them ab spurious, traditional scho-

lars were visibly alarmed, No doubt, traditional scholars were

quite right in opining that criticism must proceed with caution-

that conclusions should not be drawn all too hastily. For, the

craze for speculation and the inward self-satisfaction arising out

of adumbrating a new and startling theory in the field, had

critical scholars too much by the throat to permit them take a

level-headed view of things. Except for glaring instances, it is

still impossible to pass any judgment off-hand whether or not

some of the major works attributed to Samkara are really his.

Competent scholars like Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya and Dr.

Belvalkar have repudiated Samkara's authorship of works such as

the commentaries on the Nr&mha'Tapani>Mavdukyaa,Kd tiveffiivatara

Upanisads, the Vivekacutfamam, Upadesa Sahasn^ and the Stcttas.

Madhusudana Sarasvati seems to have taken for granted

Samkara's authorship of the Dasaslokl Something like the

weighty support of orthodoxy seems to have l>een given in

sign of their genuineness to the works of Samkara published in
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twenty volumes under the aegis of the Svamiji of the Srngeri

Mutt, at the Vanl Vilas Press, Srirangam. But, modern scholars

of a Wentworthian type would seem to think that not much
of a success in the matter of fixing the genuine works of Samkara
could come out of orthodox quarters.

However that may be, opinion seems still to lurk in certain

quarters that Samkara never wrote the commentary on the Qlta

attributed to him. It is given for a reason that the language and

style of the Gua Bhasya are not such as could have creditably
emanated from the illustrious author of the Sariraka Bhasya.

Though, so far, no serious divergences in the philosophical theories
and doctrinal details between the two commentaries have been

brougt to light, a difference in a methodology is discernible.

It is this. Samkara, for reasons best known to himself, has not

cared to give a benedictory stanza at the beginning of his Brahma-
Sutra-Bhasya. The G-ita-Bhasya, however, begins in the usual
manner with a benedictory stanza ; hence the incompatibility in

the same author being responsible for two such works.

As against this it must be pointed out that the omission of the

benedictory verse by itself is neither a virtue nor a vice and
constitutes no valid argument. Samkara himself, to judge from
the astonishing development of his style, as disclosed in his

Brahma Sutra Bhasya in comparison with the Gita Bhasya and
other works, appears to ha^e gradually discarded the wooden
formalities of 'commentary-making' not only in the matter of the
observance of the benediction but also in the elevation of style.
The Gift Bhasya is not the only work of Samkara where we have
the benedictory verse nor the Sutra Bhasya the only one where we
have it not !

A few extracts afc random from the Gita Bhasya would clearly
demonstrate the amusing simplicity of its style which may be
advantageously contrasted with the

'

grand manner' of the
Sutra Bhasya

arat
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: SI

.- n

-: n IT^% fir^nn%ti

t ?rrfr fsrTP^^rft^fq
1

:
i rr^^ri^frft f^frsft a*

riprafrrr

1. Cf. San^kara's use of the first person plural m the Stttra

Ti 1 1

6 [ Annals, B. O. B. I.j
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The elaborate vigraha vakyas of the simplest; of compounds
as Trfifc, ^rr%^ etc., and the explanation of such terms as Btf^ by
srfsgjj; and srcrttg^, of fsrauTRT by ?T%?R-R etc., answer very
nearlytoBhoja's caustic comment on commentators =

^TCT^rfq-
ft*j!fr ft^nt snf: TOrerit^:1 n

^

The G-lta Bhasya of Samkara must therefore be put down ai
his pnrmtiae whilst the tiariraka Bhasya has been rightly regard-ed as his magnum cpus It is interesting to note that Samfcara
clearly anticipates in his G-lta Bhasya some of the views to be er-
pressed and elaborated in the Vedanta Sutra Bhasya later onA close parallelism in matter and method is clearly discernible in'
various cases. A decided improvement both in the manner of
expression of the same idea as well as in the perfection of fa
argument distinguishes the Sutra Bhasya in all cases.

( i ) aTOTs

Gtta

: n Sutra
2 ) f snmr nm g^rf^srrer^t v&fa u G-. B.

^sff HBHlRd^ sr^fff, ^ siTf^W^ U & B.

3 ) *

( 4 )

( 5 )

"aw am-

3.

Bhojadeva
-

s Rsjamarta^a Vytti on
Anaodl^ama Swriei, 47,
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^f tjif

43

(9)

(
10 )

sfftr^ i ?r rcrrT

'

iflr ^i<7

(7

(
8 ) 3^5rr5 i

iN fifc

clff ^Ilcflft

srra i

f; SgpTT I

sqr^r : u

( 1 1 )

5ft ^FT ffrT I
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( 12
) $N^f ^r^Tp^^TJir ^rft" srf <

( 13 ) rrN" mn1

, ^r^r r^^ *rcr-*

-

*Tsrf?r

> _. .-
-^nT ^Tw* ^illl^ ^c

( 14 ) *xy ^^^ tr^sg^t ^Tn^rT^rmf^T ^ttKT l rfrT

-

xnarffr i

snjf ?I

( 15 )

srmtnr

*nrira>

fir i

Samkara again gives the same interpretation to the term jmor
occurring in the fftta and in the Kathopanisad.

The two- commentaries have thus many things in common.lie commentary on the Glta dimly foreAadowB many an idea or
Phrase which :is later on immortalised in the Sutra Bmsya Thai^ of r n

rowal

r
a
rpy of the smra m~

as -^* *-
rts lack of refinement and its inferiority ln

quftlity . ft cannofc
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thus be regarded as the work of a later Samkara who imitated

the style of his master for the simple reason that such conscious

imitation would necessarily have given us a far better specimen
than we have. For, in fairness to any imitator with a minimum
degree of efficiency for the task he has essayed, it must be ad-

mitted that the copy will not limp behind the original to any
miserable extent

II

Indian literary tradition is unanimous in ascribing to Samkara

the commentary on the Gita Samkara's commentators and

followers are not alone in their opinions of his authorship of the

commentary on the Gita attributed to him.

The critics of Samkara, especially Ramanuja and Madhva,

have credited Samkara with the authorship of his Gita-Bhasya.

The evidence of such powerful opponents of Samkara as these is

more deserving of attention than all the assurances of his follow-

ers put together the majority of whom are again later than both

Ramanuja and Madhva.

That Ramanuja and Madhva actually wrote their commentaries

on the Gita as a counterblast to the work of their predecessor

is quite obvious even as it is in the case of their respective Sutra-

Bhasyas. It is not without significance therefore that the commen-

taries on the Gita in the case of everyone of them were the earlier

works. It is claimed in regard to Madhva that the Gita Bhasya

was his earliest work. 1 A cognet and successful Bhasya on the

Gita seems to have been, in those days, regarded as the primary

qualification for one aspiring to write a Bhasya on the Vedanta

Sutras or found a new system. Ramanuja's first literary d&lut

must certainly have been the Gita Bhasya wherein he undertook

a searching criticism of the Monistic tenets adumbrated by

Samkara in his Gita Bhasya. Nor could the case have been differ-

ent with Samkara. He too, must have signalised the beginning

1. Of

( G-ranthamahka Stotra )

and also,

i^ \

( Madhva Vtjaya )
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of his philosophico-literary career by first undertaking a critical

refutation of the dogmas of his predecessors and their interpreta-

tions of the G-ita. The existence of commentaries on the Glta

prior to Sarhkara need not be startling news to any one. Samkara
himself at the outset of his G-ita Bhasya refers to several earlier

commentators on the G-ita.

And, in the course of his commentary on certain verses of th*

Gfta, states and vehemently repudiates their erroneous interpre-
tation at the hands of his predecessors. Instances are ;

STT^TrT ^ % cfff ?

( d )

( f ) sr^
1

3

I 5TrcT$?:

T ^TTR

Jayatlrfcha's gloss on Madhva's Gita Bhasya has very great
value for purposes of critical and historical research'; and modern

1. SaAkara on G-lta II, 11,

2. Ibid
, II, 21

3. Ibid., Ill, 1

4. Ibid., IV, 18.

5. Ibid., XIII, 12

6. Ibid., XVIII, 6.
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scholarship is alone the worse for it if it has not fully explored
the inexhaustible resources of this excellent commentary of the

Dvaita school

It would appear from Jayatlrtha
?

s gloss on Madhva's com-

mentary that Bhaskara, the author of an extant commentary on

the Veianta Sutras also wrote one on the G-lta} A well-known

contemporary of Samkara, Bhaskara severely criticises Samkara 's

interpretation of the Sutras. It appears, on Jayatlrtha's showing,
that Bhaskara refuted Samkara's interpretation of the Olta in a

separate commentary of his own. Jayatlrtha throws considera-

ble light on the interrelation between the two. The occurrence

of actual statements attributed to Samkara ( extracted by Jaya-
tirtha ) by Bhaskara in the extant commentary of the former fully

establishes the identity of our present text with the one which

Bhaskara had in view. To cite but a few instances, it appears

that Bhaskara objected to Samkara 's introducing his commentary
on the Glta with an account of the incarnation of Krsna and its

objects. Bhaskara, again, is reported to have rejected Samkara's

opinion under 111,1, that Sin will not ensue from mere non-

performance of action essentially an abhava as well as his

citation of the ruti
*

spsnTOrT- ^H^HNcT
'

in support. Bhaskara,

on the other hand, is reported to have held that the &uli cited by
Samkara has reference only to substances and not to gunas

which could certainly be produced from abhUvai. That Bhaskara

credited Samkara with the authorship of the G-lta Bhasya is clear

from these two instances.

Abhinavagupta, the veteran Slamkarika and protagonist of

the Saiva Siddhanta. for some reason OP other, felt himself justi-

fied in writing a commentary on the Glta an essentially

Yaisnavite treatise. Abhinavagup'ra too, had his own differences

with Samkara. Though very sparing in his criticisms of earlier

writers, lie was occasionally obliged to lepudiate the erroneous

interpretations of his predecessors. Two prominet instances at

least deserve mention in this connection.

1. Vide my paper on ' Bhaskara a Forgotten Commentator on the Ghta *

contributed to the Haraprasad Sastri Commemoration Volume.
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Abhinavagupta does not accept Samkara's explanation of the

term BTTWr^r^TT- In II, 14. Samkara here renders JTT^T by
*

senses
'

whilst Abhinavagupta renders it by
c

objects
'

in which he is

followed by Madhva.

Secondly, Abhinavagupta objects to the interpretation of all

his predecessors including Samkara, of the verse ^TsT^srsRqffasT:

T ( VIII, 16 ) ; according to which all the worlds in-

cluding that of Brahma are regarded as transitory sojourns of the

aspirant. Abhinavagupta, therefore, protests against the inclusion

of
'

sT^ni^T
'

in the list and adds

T S

5T,

U which again is endorsed by Madhva.

Ill

We will now bring together the important references to

Samkara's interpretations which are usually discarded after exa-

mination in the commentaries of Ramanuja and Madhva and in

the glosses thereto of Vedanta Desika and Jayatirtha. Neither

Bamanuja nor Madhva refers to Samkara by name; but nevertheless

they repudiate his interpretations of particular verses in signifi-

cant terms and their commentators always help to clarify such
references and identify them in Samkara '& extant commentary,
Both Vedanta Desika and Jayatirtha, on the other hand, mention
Samkara by name only occasionally but normally refer to him by
such terms as awt %i%^, gsfSerg;, 3F*r etc., usually adopted by com-
mentators. An emphatic protest must here be lodged against the
distorted spelling ^T for the rightful ^fet found in the ortho-
dox manuscripts and printed editions of Jayatirtha 's commentary
which clearly owes its origin to sheer theological odium. It is

time that the exclusions concerned realise the disreputable folly of
such procedure. But to return to our point, commentators of the
type of Jayatirtha and Desika can implicitly be trusted when they
refer the implicit criticisms of their masters to definite statements
in the Bhasya of Samkara and others.

As references to Samkara in these commentaries ar extreme-
ly numerous, mention will be made in the following pages of
only the most important of them. Precedence will be given to
the references under particular vwses in Eamanuja 's Bha$ya
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and tlie commentaTy of Desika on chronological grounds. The
references to Samkara, in the commentary of Madhva and of

Jayatirtha will be dealt with after. Pa^e references are to the

Ananda Press Edition of the Gita with the commentaries of

Samkara, Ramanuja, and Madhva wifcn the glosses.

sir

Bamanuja makes a direct hit against Samkara that the Lord's

reference to plurality of Selves gives the lie to the latter *s doc-

trine of identity-* *& ^nr^cf: *rf*3rni; sncsnrf ww* =* *r$>

on which Desika comments "

Similarly, Samkara J

s explanation of the plurality of Selves

referred to by the Lord in STrrrisFTp etc., as pertaining merely to the

bodies : ^^Nl^i^l srg^H HTrflf^^TT%sn^nr is negatived by Jaya-
felrtha -* 3T^ ^TT^cfr; ^fr^RT T^T^5^Rra'

II

Eeference has already been made to Madhva 's dismissal of

Samkara's explanation of the terms
* HT^nw } and

'

Madhva sees no point of eulogy in the term ir^isn^ ( II, 11 ) ;

and lie therefore discards Samkara's interpretation of it, attribut-

ing a note of euphemism to the Lord's remark.

Under II, 26, Jayatirtha has:

1. Tatparya Candnka of VedSnta Desika, p, 2, Ananda Press, Madrai,
1910.

2. Pratneyadipika of Jayattrtha, p* 18.

3. JRSmanuja Bhnqya, p. 51.

4. Tntparya CandrikH, p. 52

7 [ Annals, B.O.B* I, J
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Under II, 29, Vedanta Desika remarks with reference to an

alternative explanation! offered by Samkara :

Beferring to Samkara's remark:-
(11,46), Jayatlrthasays :

n

and wonders at the temerity of Samkara's assertion :

( II, 48 ).

Says Jayatlrtha under II, 54 :

and has the following

with reierence to Samkara's 'aTTcH^sreiTTciTCWT qr^3TT?H^nr ^^' (II,

55

Jayatlrtha dismisses Samkara's note on the term WTT ( II, 61 ),

as fanciful : WcTT f?q|?T^Rmf^^l^nK cT^^rT^n^TR II

Sarhkara's introductory remarks on III, 5

are set aside by Jayatlrtha :

YedS-nta Desika rejects the reading ^flS^l** sr^TT1 ^t ( III, 10 )

adopted by Sarhkara with the remark :

KJ<iHT^T: U We may note incidentally that Eamanuja
has ^f*4$i in lieu of ^rf^rr: favoured not only by Sarhkara and

Yadavaprakasa but also by Abhinavagupta and Madhva ; so that

the latter reading seerr>s to have been much more widely current

than the former, Desika'S verdict notwithstanding.

Samkara's rendering :

is discarded by Madhva :

whereupon Jayatlrtha comments :

1. Of.
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Desika flares up In a violent protest against Sarhkara's inter-

pretation of the term smrr in IV, 6 -qrOT^^m^^^m
u

Jayatlrtha rejects Samkara's special pleading in IV, 13

f5<-u^-cm*i with the

remark Qa^i^'f Irr^ IH (c=hri f^ =Hd I ft cpCc^Tj^3ff H^ Ii^tra
1 an<3 objects

fco Samkara's rendering of si^sMl^wiRprr,' into

\\

Samkaia's rendering of ^rVin'y into

f ( V, 1 ), is, at the outset, rejected by Jayatlrtha :

\\

Vedanta Desika takes exception feo Samkara's rendering of the

term ^TT^r in V, 6 into sr^ ^^TT^:'^n:^', ">THr

Says he ^q+^^

And in the next verse dismisses Samkara's : mm'-
; as puerile.

Under VI, 13 Desika quotes S^mkara with approval:

\ 3?cr.

^s not at all satisfied with the

lafcter's rendering of 5f$^nK5TrT into

and therefore adds :

;
H

Beferring to' Samkara, Desika points out under VII,

*- U 1 here is some

slight discrepancy here. For, in the text of Samkara's Bhasya which

runs :

igjJrfrRT ^r^ftrnr?^ i =* Q^wft, ^ ^|^r,
*

m?nr q^i^rSfS
'

^^RT^ \

\ TT^- ^ra
1

JT^^TI ^Aui4^J<r ^iPT^f, ir^R^rt'-

etc , the alleged

quotation from the Siuii does not occur. Desika 's citation is

faithful in other respects. Jayatlrtha too, differs from

Samkara and quotes him faithfully. In the passage which
he^*t^|t

extracts from Samkara there is no Sruti text 3T5T ^^gfift' suc^f^^f^
is attributed to Samkara by Desika. >' \

*

! !
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Reference is made by Jayatlrtha to Samkara's comment:

under VII, 6, thuswise :

Desika rounds up the 8th chapter with a trite note on qft

r wherein Samkara's interpretation of STRT ^rnr as arrftw
T 3T$T is deplored : 3TT3T

U

At the beginning of IX chapter, Madhva has in explanation

of the term sr^TRT^ sr?^ dgrwiuj?! *& rHC in lieu of

Samkara's : sr^&l'l^W ^T rf^ and Jayatlrtha remarks

\ Mi^wrfRwrw ^n^^^rHi^nwrr^r^ \\

Desika, referring to Samkara's :

WRTT, writes i ^T,
:

( IX, 10 ).

Jayatlrtha rejects *rf& 5prfK^ of Sarhkara on IX, 18, in view

of Madhva 's *T**rar USST^ui'TCf TTcT* U

Under X, 4 both Desika and Jayatlrtha have something to say

against Samkara whose renderings of ^IT as STTfrf^ita^nT and ^TIT

T*T- are set aside by Jayatlrtha while Desika rejects

those of *re and

n

Madhva has quite an interesting note on E^fa: ^TK 1^ ( X, 6 },

which Samkara understands as a reference to Bhrgu etc.

Madhva, however, understands by the
*

seven sages
'

Marlci,

AM, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and Vasistha and cites

Ifoksadharma 1 in gupport. It is interesting to note that Jaya-

tlrtha makes a pointed reference to Samkara :

even though Ramanuja also follows

Samkara's explanation. Samkara himself, in the beginning of

the Qlta Bl-asya refers
8
to Marlci etc ; and Jayatlrtha presumably

alludes to this apparent self-contrsdiction in Samkara.

Mokjadhtrma, 343, 30.

tftftf....... p. 6.
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Jayatlrtha, again, accords passing notice to Samkara's expla-

nation of 3Htqi ( X, 18 ) as STS^: j

\

and dismisses it] as unsound :

Desika dismisses Samkara's anvaya of

as puerile : c^rar; pUT%lTT spawns Tn^iNMd: ( XI, 2 ).

Samkara's interpretation of T($>|R as ^fT f%spr^t ^W^H^R^iR and

of ^TrT%ar^ as ^JW!^ ^Tcchl4^c<4<i^ come in for criticism at the hands

of Madhva ; and Jayatlrtha points out the defect in Samkara's

interpretation : sft f%HPT^n=*r cKJf^Kli'd ^H%rT^T3; t ^^s

.(XIII, 3).

Desika repudiates Samkara's rendering of aTHv^n as

in no uncertain terms :

( xin, 10 ).

Keen controversy centres round the proper interpretation of

the term 3**!%?^ in the verse RT%Prt ^T ?r.Wrf^m^^d (XIII, 12).

Several interesting views have been expressed by commentators

regarding this curious form. 1 Samkara himself refers to an
earlier interpretation of this term in the light of which 3Trnf% and

Hf<TT will be treated as separate words. Samkara departs from
this interpretation because of an inevitable contradiction which
he sees on such a view. The same interpretation is also stated

and repudiated implicitly by Madhva and explicitly by Jayatlrfcha

for quite other reasons. Samkara, ultimately, calmly admits it

as a phraseological redundancy on the part of the author of the

Qlta excusable on metrical grounds. It is against this left-

handed compliment fco the author of the Gita that both

Ramanuja and Madhva protest. Desika adds : qirT

1. The grammatical accuracy of this form has been questioned by eren at

recent a writer as Prof. V. K. Eajwade, in his unfortunate paper on

the 'Grammar of Gita' contributed to the Bhandarkar Commemoration

Volume, 1917. A criticism of which by the present writer, has alraady

^pp*ar*d in the Annals ( Vol. XI, pp, 284-299 ),
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stf5^3*3; H Jiyitfr.ha opines : ^ ?^
H Jayatirtha further

shows the invalidity of Samkara f

s objections^to the earlier inter-

pretation in terms of ar^TTT? and

srnsr i

M

De^ika protests against the remarks ex cathedra of Sarhkara
that the terms 2n%^r, sr*rr%qj etc., used by the author of the OttU
are to be taken with a grain of salt, in their phenomenal sense :

UISI tilti>
And Desika has in view the following concluding remarks of
Sarhkara : Mod^l

( XIII, 16 ).

Under XIII, 20, Desika sets aside the reading qnTOTora^- adopted
by Samkara as obscure :

Samkara, no doubt adopts ^pf*i<ui*i|^ as his main reading but is
not entirely unaware of the other reading which also he interprets
suitably : ^Tfero^^rqt^nsrft <TT3

t

< '- ..... II

^

Desika again, repudiates Samkara's one-sided explanation of the
introduction of fche example of tte sun in XIII, 33 :

'M

It

The point is raised by Desika and Jayatltha whether s^oft ft Jrft-TOm the concluding verse of chapter XIV admits ofthe interpreta-
, .q^pw,^.

: given to it by Samkara. Desika finds fault with Samkara's
introduction of these fanciful theories of the 'determinate' and

Bmhman * ' ***** *
,

,

Jayatlrtha objectso
explanation: ^r<n: ^^n; and
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Desika promptly exposes the fallacy underlying: Samkara's

explanation of the creation referred to in XV, 4 in terms of

jugglery ; 3^, sr^cTTT^T^* ^cqrc^r^r Mctld:

: u

He also dismisses Samkara's comment :

^r sm^T?4 on XVI, 8 as puerile
2
; and takes very strong excep-

tion'3 to the rendering of sisrfftS' in the same verse as ^reT ^ufiviHT

STT%BT I Jayatlrtha, for his part, draws attention to the absence
of the negative element4 on such a view as

u

Kamanuja makes an evident attempt at improving on
Samkara's plain interpretation of ^TTH^r as ^mmi^ffi': and has
instead ^nHsr^T^^rSt^ frmTn^sr^r^R^. which is no doubt better ;

for, it brings out the hollow selfishness of motive behind
the sacrifices performed by the Tamasas. Still, Samkara's

explanation does not seem to be so puerile as Desika
contends it to be : 3*cT ^

JT^THT n For one thing, Desika does not seem to

have benefited by the cleverest and happiest explanation hit off

by Abhinavagupta ^1^3^% ?rm ! ^^^ftc^^f: n Fortunately or

unfortunately, Madhva does not enter the controversy. Neither
does Jayatlrtha obtrude.

Madhva, as indicated by Jayatlrtha, equates 3?^ in XVII,
6 with ST^T^T% as against Samkara's *r^g^m?TT^owcr sFr^ps^q; u

Exception is taken by Madhva and his commentator to

Samkara's view of tf*mr ( XVIII, 2 ) as consisting of the abjura-
tion of desired acts such as Asvamedha *

u

Madhva discredits Samkara's view that reference is made to

the Samkhya philosophers in the hemistich rsnr^T ^faWl%*J% ( The

2.

3. ^TH sn
i

f?si$i<<i'W wr^rf

\ n
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point? is that Saihkara classes the view expressed in

under purvapaksa and hence ascribes it to the Samkhya philoso-

phers, whose attitude towards the question has been
significantly

set forth by the author of the Samkhyakanka :

cr%fr?n srsrrg: n But Madhva sees nothing

heterodox in c*rm gftaTa ( XVIII, 3 ), and takes his stand on the

eulogistic epithet applied to the Purvapaksins (

3H1T 13" ). This significant attitude of Madhva towards a

class of quasi-Purvapaksins may throw welcome light on the

influence exercised by
'

Samkhya
;

ethics on the philosophy of

Madhva. The cult of Pistapasu upheld by the followers of

Madhva might have been remotely inspired by
'

Samkhya
?

ethics

( though not exactly for the same reasons as were put forward by

Samkhya ). The question is doubly interesting in view of the

obvious influence exercised on the metaphysical side, by the

Samkhya Dualism and its pluarlity of Selves on the Dvaita

Vedanta of Madhva.

Jayatirtha further makes out that Samkara 's contention that the

doctrine of renunciation of acts refers only to those in the lower

plane of action and not to those who ha^e attained wisdom, is

refuted by Madhva : ^
And Jayatirtha is obvi-

ously referring to the following comment of Samkara
R8T:

: 1 1

What does
'

^cTT?rT,
7

in apposition to
(

^k,q-
?

in XVIII, 13,

mean ? Samkara explains it as ^afm% grm^r?r arwn^J qf^WTf&5

^TTnffi^ which implies that the term (
= Vedanta) stands ( as

indeed it does, in Samkara *s view) for complete negation of Karma.
Bamanuja, quite naturally, rejects such an interpretation of the

simple term ^cTFcT and Desika puts in : qn

ff&, cr^rcs: i

n Jayatirtha too, controverts Samkara iff a similar
strain.

Desika again, refutes Sathkara's exposition of the term %*^ $crft

in verse 16, in conformity with the dootrine of the non-activity
of the soul '-
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rr ep?je^ rrg; i

n The remarks attributed to Samkara

appear in the latter's commentary on'"verse 17.

Jayatlrtha accords passing notice to Samkara's rendering of
$n=r in verse 18 -

^^or-'tinrtri ^BTT

Desika dismisses Samkara 's identification of gtrry^iH in verse

19 with the Samkhya system of Kapila 1 as invalid and irrelevant

f^ \ CMW^

,
\\ Samkara, however, introduces a special

pleading on behalf of Sarhkhya :

r

.* u

Desika under verse 20, summarily rejects Samkara's equation
%^TR with monistic knowledge *- d^MH^dlcwf^nf HilT^^

i and turns down the inclusion8
, suggested by him, of an

additional ?3" after S^SH^sriSf in verse 61.

Desika makes the last reference by name to Samkara under

verse G6, where he disagrees with the latter's introductory com-
ment on the verse : TF?W ^^oflTfe I ^nTFRT *r^TcT

^ * + + + + U

and takes the additional opportunity towards the close of his

commentary on the Gttariha Samgraha of Yamunacarya, of

alluding to
rthe deceitful character of Samkara's Bhasya on

the Gtta et hoc genus omne -

\ ( Samkara ).

S. Gttartha Safagraha Hafya, of VedSnta Desika, p^73^ in*nd

$ tAnn*l, B. O. B. I.J
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IV

The voluminous textual evidence brought together in tn*

foregoing pages would clearly establish that Samkara wrote a

commentary on the G-ita. Nay. more. The identification of that

commentary with the one that is now extant and goes by his

name is also easily accomplished in view of the fact that the

extant work attributed to him presents all the main features of

that original Bhasya disclose! by the successors, critics and

contemporaries of the Acarya in their diverse writings. The

testimony of writers like Bhaskara and Abhinavagupta is parti-

cularly noteworthy. Above all, the fact that their reported

references to
* Samkara's Bhasya

7

are happily traceable today, in

the letter's work removes all grounds of reasonable scepticism in

the way of identifying the present work attributed to Samkara
with the one familiar to these early writers.

We may close with a short discussion of another allied topic

which is bound to strengthen our case. It is this. Is there any
evidence to show that

'

Sarhkara's
'

Glta Bhasya as it stands

today, is wholly the work of a single individual ? For, without

seriously disputing the existence, once upon a time, of a Bhasya
by Samkara on the G-Ita, scepticism may still entrench itself

behind its fashionable argument of the possibility and probability

always of any given work having been produced or added to, at

different times, by different personages. So that "the provenness"
of a Q-lta Bhasya by Samkara would not, at once, suffice to

establish that the entire work, as it stands today, was that of

one single man Samkara. The sceptic and the critic have

always a right to ask for such internal evidence as may establish

the unity of authorship of any given work.

To digress a little by way of illustration, the mere fact of there

having flourished a Bharata, or a Kalidasa or a Bana or a Bhava-
bhuti does not necessarily establish his authorship, in full, of the

Naiyasasha or the Kumara&arnlhava or the Kadambcirl or the

Mahaviracanta. Notorious, indeed, is the example of VySsa and
his authorhip of the entire epic. Nor is break of authorship an

unknown phenomenon in philosophical literature. One hag

simply to cite the well-known fact of th dual authorship of
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th& Anu-Bh&sya of Vallabhacarya1
. It could thus be readily shown

or argued that the historicity of a person and his being known

to have written a certain work are not, in themselves, enough to

guarantee unity of authorship. A doubt could thus be perfectly

legitimately raised against the unity of authorship of Samkara's

commentary on the Gita. Traditional and orthodox acquisition

in such a unity of authorship is no argument at all in such a case ;

for, tradition having, once at least, erred egregiously in the case

of* Vyasa
2

,

'

stands self-condemned.

No more apology is, therefore, needed to examine the internal

evidence, if any, in aupport of the unity of authorship of the

Gita Bhasya of Samkara. It is gratifying to note that the author

of the Gita Bhasya ( whoever he might have been ) refers to him-

self and to his own explanations of particular passages of the Gita

in at least three distinct places in the course of his commentary

on the same What is significant is that these references occur

in different and widely-separate portions of the commentary-

The first occurs under III, 5 ; the second under XIII, 2-, and the

last under XVIII, 3 a truly interesting distribution indeed

These three references, in their turn, presuppose three others and

thus, we have sir sections under reference. Unity of authorship

in such a case is a
*

necessary
*

assumption. Else, it would be

difficult to account for the unerring confidence with which the

author in a particular section refers to views expressed by him

on earlier or later occasions.

A.n examination of these references establishes the unity of

authorship of the commentary on chapters II, III, XIII and XVII-

( a ) Commenting on III, 5, Samkara writes :

\ qnfrot 5, ^ (n, 2

views herein expressed are clearly anticipated under

1. Whicb has been fully proved by Mr. G. H. Bhatt, m his excellent ppr
to the IV Oriental Conference, ( Allahabad ).

2. of. wqppr ^m fro ^i^m^ \

353, 11.
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(
ft )

His remarks under XIII, 2, viz,,

TO* snt 1

151^, 'flTffcpRW (XVIII,

Ii are faithfully echoed later on, under XVIII, 11

(c) Lastly, note the remarks under XVIII, 3 :

I! The extract pre-

supposed here, has already been given under (a) $upm, Besides

this, the authorship of commentary on the third chapter is also

tacitly assumed in C,
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BY

A. N. UPADHYE, M. A.

1, Previous discussions about the references to VarSnga-c^rita. fc. The
errors in those discussions, 3. Description of the newly discovered Ms. of

VarShga-carita 4. The story summarised and some critical remarks on the

style etc. 5 Authorship of this Varanga-canta. 6. The age of this work.
7. Popularity of this work and its influence on later writers 8 VarSnga-

carita as one of the earliest Jama epic-kav^as in Sanskrit 9. Another

Varanga-carita by Vardhamana, his date etc. 10. Kanarese VarSnga-carita

by Dharanipandita. 11 Concluding remarks. 12, Text of the first chapter.

1. It was some twenty years before Pt. Premi of Bombay
announced1 that Bavisena had composed a Varanga-carita besides

his Padma-carita 3
( 677 A. c. ). His conjecture was based on the

following two verses from the Harivamsa-purana* (783 A. C. ) of

Jinasena,

it

I. 34-35

Further, in support of his view he adduced an evidence, from

Kuvalaya-mala
4

, ( 778 A. 0. ) of Udyotanasiiri s based on a verse

which runs thus

This view of Pt. Premiji was accepted by all, and even a

prize was set upon the discovery of Varanga-carita of Ravisena.

1. Vidvadratnamala, p. 43. ( Bombay, 1912 ),

2. Published in Manikchand GranthamSlS ( M. G. M. ) Vole. 39-80,

3. Published in M. G. M. Vols. 31-32.

4. Se$ Jei^lmere Catalogue G. O, S. VoL XXI ; p. 43. . ,
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2, Pi Premi's conjecture and the consequent attribution of

authorship of a Varanga-carita to Ravisena are due to his

misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the above verses.

First, considering the reference from Harivamsa he is not

justified to read both the verses together, since they are not synta-

ctically connected. We can take the verse varanganaiva etc.

independently and translate thus,
"
In whom will not the style

of Varanga-carita, which is pregnant with sense arouse,

with all its factors, deep passion for itself, just in the

wise of a lovely damsel who arouses, with all her limbs,

deep passion for herself - a damsel whose speech has its purpose

done through her excellent limbs?
11

It is a self-sufficient verse

describing only the merits of Varanga-carita without mentioning

the name of its author- Secondly, the verse from Kuvalaya-mala

has not been correctly interpreted by Ft, Premiji. He is not

sure about the reading and naturally about the meaning of the

word Jadiya in the last part of the second line. Once he read

it as Jadiya and now in his introduction to Padmacarita he reads

Jaiya. Mr. Dalai quotes an extract from Kuvalaya-mala in his

notes on Xavyatnimamsa ] of Raja^ekhara and his reading too is

Jadiya. "When one scrutinizingly notes the forms ijyehirn^ te and

kairio, all in plural, he cannot but suspect that the author of

Kuvalaya-mala is mentioning two poets who are the authors of

Varangacarita and Padmacarita respectively. Neither the read-

ing Jadiya nor its improved form Jaiya is correct. The correct

reading must have been Jadila, which as we learn from other

sources, is the name of the author of Varanga-carita. For instance,

Dhavala, in his Harivamsa2
( circa llth century A. C. ) written in

Apabhramsa dialect, refers to Varanga-carita thus*:

It is plain from the above discussion that Pt. Premi's view that

Ravisena is the author of a Varanga-carita will have to be given

1. See G. O. S. Vol. L p. 124.

2. St Catalogue of Skr. and Pkr. Mas. in th* C. P, an4 B*ar,
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up for thd simple reason that, of the two evidences put forth by
him one is insufficient since it does not mention the name of the

author at all, and the second goes completely against him.

3. I have come across a palm-leaf Ms, ( 13" x 2" x 2" ) of

Varanga-carita in the Laksmisena Matha, Kolhapur. It contains

148 leaves (= 298 pages ) ; each page has eight lines and each

line ahout 55 letters. Ifc is written in old Kanarese script and the

handwriting is fairly beautiful. The age of the Ms, is given thus

at the end *

So the Ms. is about 195 years old. It is in good order, only

one page in the middle is broken across. The Ms. has some

lacunae here and there. The copyist is careful but his copy ap-

pears to have inherited some mistakes from the original- As

usual in old Kanarese Mss, short and long vowels are not disting-

uished. Here dk and th are generally represented by d and /.

Very often the copyist interchanges p and y which perhaps indi-

cates that he is copying from a Devanagarl Ms. The Ms. is com-

plete in 31 chapters and the author gives significant names to all

of them. Various kinds of usual metres are used throughout the

book The favourite metre of the author being Upajati
- a combi-

nation of stanzas of lines of Tndravajra and Upendrava]ra. The

first chapter is in Vasantatilaka Metre excepting the concluding

two verses which are in Paspitagra Metre.

4. Varanga-carita deals with the story of Varanga of the

Harivamsa, a contemporary of Neminatha and Krsna. Kins

Dharmasena, his father, appointed him as heir apparent to the

throne which incident gave rise to jealousy in the minds of his

step-mother and her son Susena who in their plottings, were

promised assistance by the minister Subuddhi in procuring the

throne for him by somehow getting rid of Var&nga. Subuddhi
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appeared like a faithful minister but he was always waiting .for

an opportunity to overthrow Varanga. Once he trained two horses,

one in a proper and the other in an inverse manner and arranged

an exhibition of horses in such a manner that Varanga mounted

the inversely trained horse,was carried away in a dense forest and

thrown off by that rash horse. The prince wandered long in the for-

est facing and passing: through various fatal difficulties and moral

tests. Once by fighting against Bhills he obliged Sagarabuddhi, the

leader of a caravan of merchants, and with him he came to Lalita-

pura where he remained unknown under the name of Kascidbhatah.

This unexpected loss of YaraDga caused great sorrow to Dharmasena

and all others. There he was installed as the head of merchants

and once again he made himself famous by crushing an enemy

that marched against the king of Lalitapura. His identity was soon

disclosed. He returned home to the great ]oy of his parents and all

other members of the family. He abandoned his father's kingdom

in favour of his elder brother Susena and requested his father to

allow him to conquer fresh territories and establish a new kingdom
in the construction of which, he would have ample scope for his

military bravery. He founded a new kingdom with the well-

planned town of Anartapura as its metropolis. Since the days of

his Yuvaraja-ship till he returned to his parents he had married

many excellent girls in whose company he spent his time in his

new kingdom. After some time, he began to feel indifference

towards this world and its pleasures. The sight of a lamp which

was extinguished at the exhaustion of oil made him leave the house ,

and enter the order of monks after placing his son on the throne.

He took diksa at the hands of Varadatta Ganadhara from whom in

his days of youth he had adopted the partial vows of a house-

holder, practised severe austerities and finally attained eternal

bliss in liberation.

Jealousy of the step-mother, wanderings in forest and the ulti-

mate restoration of kingdom these are some points in this story
'

which remind the reader of Rama's story. Jaina stories have

always a moral and they generally illustrate some religious
doctrine. More than once the author reiterates that Karmas are
all powerful and no one can exempt himself from their con-

sequences. It is faith that helps one in times of difficulties and
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the words of Jina are an ambrosial doze which cures one from
the disease of Sarhsara and they lead him to liberation. "Varanga
marries a dozen of girls, and remains always faithful to married
life. Once he bravely stands the temptation of a Yaksakanya who
came to seduce him with a view to test his vow of celibacy. Thus
poly-gamy is allowed, but strict faithfulness to married life is

demanded from every householder.

The threads of the story are not in any way intricate. Major
portion of this work is covered by long and technical sermons
by the sage Varadatta and others on Jaina doctrinal points. The
author's style is generally vigorous in narrations, chaste in des-

criptions, but it becomes tedious to a general reader when the

author goes on giving religious sermons full of technical terms

peculiar to Jainism. The work stands midway between a Purana
and a Kavya. The author wants to conform fco the standards and

import here and there the conventions of a Kavya, but in majority
of cases his descriptions and the general atmosphere can be

compared with those in Mahabharata, Paumacariya and other

works of the epic type.

5. I have not been able to find any clue as to the authorship
of this Varanga-carita in the work itself. The Colophons do not

mention the name of the author nor there is any prasasti at the end.

However, I have discovered one external evidence which sheds

light on the authorship of this 'Varanga-carita. Camundaraya,
the Commander-in-chief and minister of Racamalla ( 974-84 A. C. )

has composed in Kanarese prose a Trisasthi-salaka-purusa-earita

popularly known as Camundaraya-purana ( 978 A, C, ). In that

work a verse is quoted thus :

This phrase is found m two Mas. of the five used for the edition of

Adipurana of Camundaraya < published by Karnataka SShitya Pari-

sad, 1928 ) and in a democratic spirit the editors have relegated this

phrase to the footnote ( see page, 8. of that edition. ). A palm leaf

Ms. of Camundaraya purana written in Saka 1427 (1505. A. C.) has this

introductory remark along with the quotation ( p. 2a ) and I do not see

any reason to doubt the genuineness of that phrase. This Ms, belongs
to Mr. Tatyasaheb Patil of Nandani and is with me at present,

[ Annals, B. O. R. I. ]
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From the context it is plain that the quotation is genuine and the

verse quoted is the 15th of the first chapter of our Varanga-carita, 1

So the author of this Varanga-carita is Jata-Sirhhanandyacarya

according to Camundaraya's authority. Further, I think ^fchis

Jata-Simhanandyacarya is the same as Jatacarya referred to in

Adipurana ( c. 838 A. C. ) hy Jinasena thus :---

i. so

In a marginal note of a Ms. of Adipurana, Simhanandi is

given as the proper name of Jatacarya.
2 One is tempted to

surmise, from the above evidences, that the name of the author

is Simhnandi, and he was popularly known as Jatacarya perhaps

from his long matted hair,
' which shivered when he was deeply

engrossed in his poetic compositions \ Camundaraya calls

him Jata-Simhanandi, perhaps to distinguish him from some oth&

Simhanandi that flourished before. Jatila means one who has

matted hair and hence we can identify Jatacarya with Jatila

the latter being the author of Varanga-capita according tp

Kuvalayamala and Apabhramsa Harivaiii&a. So we can say

that this Varanga-carita is composed by Simhanandi who w$s

popularly known as Jatacarya or Jatila,
s and it is to thia

Varanga-carita that Jinasena the author of the HarivaiMa
refers.

1. See the text of the first chapter at the @nd.^

2. See-Collected "Works of B. G. Bhandarkar, Vol. II, p/272.
~

3. Pandit Jmadas of Sholapur has raised a question whether the autkor

Jatila is Digambara or s'vetSmbara. We find in this work that Vara-
datta Ganadhara is preaching his sermons seated on a slab of stone
( III. 6 ) which is against Digambara tradition according to whrtjh a

Revalinh&sB. Samavasarana or at least a G-andha-kuti. Further
heavens are enumeratad as twelve ( IX. 7-10 ) and not sixteen

according- to Digambaras.
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6. Now we should see when Jatila flourished Dhavala, who

refers to Varanga-carita as composed by Jatila, belongs to circa

llth century A. C.
; Camundaraya-purana which quotes a verse

from Varangacarita is composed in 978 A. C. ; Jinasena who

mentions Jatacarya began his Adipurana about 838 A. C.; Jinasena

who talks highly of Varanga-carita finished his Harivamsa in 783

A. C.; Udyotanasuri who mentions Varangacarita and its author

finished his Kuvalayamala in 778 A. C. Thus in the beginning of

the last quarter of 8th century Varanga-carifca was a famous

work, both in the South and the North, both among Svetambara and

Digambara writers. To account for this wide circulation and

fame, Jatila might be said to have flourished in the seventh

century 'at the latest. At present I am not in a position to put an

earlier limit to his date but this much I wish to note that

theire are some passages in Varanga-carita which reminded me of

similar passages in the works of Samantabhadra ( about second

century A. C. ) and Pujyapada ( about 500 A. C. ). So far as I

know, I have not been able to trace the name of Jatila or Jatacarya

in any epigraphical records. There flourished one Simhanandi

in the second csntury A. C. who helped the two forlorn princes

to found the Ganga dynasty. It is parhaps to distinguish from

this famous Simhanandi that Carnundaraya calls our author

Jata-Simhanandi.

7. Though its Mss. are rare today, Varanga-carita appears to

have been once a very popular work. It has received proper appre-

ciation at the hands of Jinasena the author of the Harivamsa, as

we have seen above. It is not a small thing that Jatacarya's

poetic flash has been complimented by Jinsena the author of

Parsvabhyudaya-him self a genius. Not only that but Jinasena ap-

pears to have used Varanga-carita and reproduced some topics in

his own words when writing his Adipurana. Jinasena, as he was

writing his first chapter in Slcka Metre, has recast the form only

and even some words are common. For instance, compare Adi-
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purana
1 1 122-24 with Varanga-carita I. 6-7

;
Adi. L 127-30 witl

Varanga. L 10-11; Adi. I. 139 with VarSnga. L 15 and Adi. 1. 143

-44 with Varanga. I. 16 and 14, Camundaraya's exposition

of this topic closly agrees with that in Yaranga-carita and Adi-

purana, and as we have seen above he actually quotes a verse from

the former.

8. So far as our knowledge of Jaina literature goes, Varanga.

carita is one of the earliest Jaina epics in Sanskrit written in a

semi-epic and semi-kavya style. Whether Jatila was earlier

than or contemporary of Ravisena, the author of Padma-carita

( 677 A, C, ) cannot be said at this stage. The only Jaina epic

that claims priority over Padmacarita of Ravisena and Varanga-

carita of Jatila is the Prakrit Pauma-cariya of Vimala who

according to the concluding verse of that work wrote it in 4 A. C,

9. The story of Yaranga too has proved fascinating in later

days. Vardhamana composed in Sanskrit verse another Varan-

ga- carita in thirteen chapters. It is edited with Marathi trans-

lation by Pt. Jinadasa of Sholapur. This book is a summary
of Jatila's work with which it has close phraseological agreements

in places more than one ; the author only curtails the details of

religious sermons and various descriptions, the skeleton of the

story remaining the same all the while. Vardhamana perhaps

implies that he has summarised Jatila's work when he says :

II I. 11.

Pt. Jinadas writes in the introduction to that edition that

Vardhamana's Yaranga-carita is the same as the one referred to in

Harivamsa. But this view cannot be accepted since, it is proved

beyond doubt that Jalila is the author of Var&nga-carita referred

to by Jinasena.

1. I have not quoted those passages from AdipurSrja since the work is

easily accessible. It is published with Hindi translation from Cal-

cutta ; -vrith Marathi translation from Kolhapur ; and in part with

Kanarese translation once from Bangalore and once from Mysore,
To facilitate this comparison I have given at the end the text of the

rst chapter of VarSnga-carita,
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There is no definite evidence as to the date of Vardham&na who

gives meagre information about himself. He was a BhattSraka

belonging to Mulasangta, Balatkaragana and BharatI gaocha and

he had a title paravadi-pancanana. I know of two Vardhamanas.

The first was the guru1 of Dharmabhusana, the author of Nyayadl-

pika. If this Vardhamana is the same as the guru of Dharmabhusana
then this Varanga-carita is composed in the middle of the 14th

century at the earliest, since the date of Dharmabhusana is given

as circa 1600 A. C. by Dr. Vidyabhushana
2 and 1385 A. C. by Dr.

Pathak. s The seeond Vardhamana is the author of Humch in-

scription
4 and his date is about 1530 A. C. according to Rice. It is

important to note that this second Vardhamana belonged to

Balatkara gana. Thus this Varanga-carita cannot be taken earlier

than 13th century A. C.

10. Then there is a Varanga-carita
5 in Kanarese by Dharani-

pandita who flourished about 1650 A. C. He was a native of

Visnuvardhanapura. It is witten in a popular Kanarese metre

known as Bhamini-satpadi. He says that his work is based on

previous compositions. From the fact he mentions one Vardhama-

na-yati along with other previous authors, it appears that Vardha-

mana 's Varanga-carita was his authority. The Ms. noticed by
E. B. Bu ISTarasimhacharya is incomplete containing only eight

chapters.

11. In the end I have given below the faithful text of the

first chapter of this Varanga-carita with a view that the Mss. of it

are very scarce and a complete edition with this single Ms. is not

possible in the near future and that the readers would be able to

have an idea about its style etc. and to compare the same with

other Sanskrit works. I am very thankful to my friend Prof. S. S.

Sukthankar for his ready help in preparing this essay especially

in checking errors in the following text.

1. Aitaka Pannalala Saraswati-bhavana Report III. p 81.

2. Indian Logic. Mediaeval School, p. 54

3. Annals of B. O. E. I. XII. iv. p. 376.

4. EC, VIII, Nagara. No. 46.

5f See KaranSfcaka Kavi-carita, Vol. II. p. 417 etc.
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Post-script

i. Just recently an old Kanarese inscription mentioning the

name of Jatasirhhanandi is discovered at Koppala ( Nizam State)

a place recently famous as a find-spot of Asoka inscription and

held in high respect by the Jainas of mediaeval India. It is found

on a msidi situated on the top-most peak known as Pallakki G-unde,

( i. e. palanquin rock ) on the hill adjoining Koppala. From the

foot-prints, just above the inscription, it is clear that the inscrip-

tion commemorates the death of Jatasimhanandi and it is engraved

by some of his disciple or devotee. It is partly mutilated and

runs in two lines

1 Jata&imganamdi acarya ( mahadeva ...... f ) worn out.

2 macayyam mafosidem,
1

In the same place there is one more inscription about Simha-

nandi but I am not ready, at present, to identify both for no other

reason than the fact that he is called Simhanandi and not Jata-

simhanandi, and as I have shown in the body of this paper he

was called Jatasimhanandi only to be distinguished from various

other Sirhhanandis. If we identify Simhanandi and Jatasimhanandi

the very purpose of the latter 's name would be vitiated. I am in-

clined to identify this Jatasimhanandi with the author of Varanga-

carita, since our author is known to and quoted by Camundaraya
who is well acquainted with some of the famous saints associated

with Kopanadri ( Koppala ) such as Kumarasena and Candrasena.2

iL In Amrtaslti 3
, a didactic work ascribed to one Yoglndra, a

verse of Jatasimhanandi is thus quoted,

The plam-leaf Ms. of Varanga-carita being beyond my reach

now, I have not been able to verify this quotation.

1. I am very thankful to Mr. P. B. Desai of Dharwmr through whoie
kindness I could get a copy of this inscription.

2. Cnmij<Jaraya PurSna, 1, 15 and 17.

3. See Annals of B. O. B. I. XII, ii, p. 162,



NIRVANA AND BUDDHIST LAYMEN

BY

DE. BIMALA CHURN LAW, M. A,, B. L., Ph. D.

Nirvana ( nibb&na ) is, according to the Samyutta Nikaya (Vol,

II., p. 117 ), cessation of existence ( bhavanirodho nibbanarh ). It is

according to the Visuddhimagga,
1

pancannam khandhanamnirodho

( extinction of five khandhas ). The Visuddhimagga further

points out that there is only truth and no second ( ekam hi saccam

na dutlyam ). This is the idea of nibbana involved in this

passage. Nibbfina includes absence of passion ( viraga ), destruc-

tion of pride ( mada nimmadana ), killing of thirst ( tanhakkhayo ),

freedom from attachment ( alayasamugghato ) and destruction of

all sensual pleasures ( Kamapipasa Vinaya ), these are the attri-

butes of nibbana. It is the cessation of all sufferings
-

( sabbadu-

kkhupasama samkhata Y> In the same work we find that nibbana

can be attained through meditation (jhana), wisdom (panna),

precepts ( slla), steadfastness ( araddhaviriyo )

4
etc.

In the AtthasalinI ( p. 409 ) nibbana means that from which

the arrow of desire ( tanhasaxnkhatam vanam niggatam va tasma

vanati nibbanam ) is gone away. It is freedom from all sins,

final release from the lower nature as Mr. Maung Tin puts it

( Expositor, 51 8 ). In the SumangalavilasinI ( Vol. I., 217 ) Buddha-

ghosa says that a person obtains nibbana making himself free from

the wilderness of misdeeds* Nibbana is described here as the

state of bliss ( duccarita kantSram nittharitva paramam khemanta-

bhumim Amata-Nibbanam papunati ). This is in agreement with

what has been said in the Milindapaiiho ( p. 69 ). In the Katha-

vatthupakaranatthakatha nibbana has been described as a void

( J. P. T. S., 1889, p. 178 ; of. Dhammapada, verse 93, Sunnato). Ac-

1 Vol. II, p. 611.

* Vol, 11, p. 497.

Z Vol I, p, 293.

4 Vol. I, p. 3.
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cording to the Abhidhaxrirattbaeargaha it is FO called because it

is a departure from that craving which is called vara, lusting or

craving. It is to be realised through knowledge belonging to

the four paths. It is the obiect of those paths and of their fruition.

It is called lokuttara samkhafcam. It is excellent, uncreated, and
it is free from lust.

1

Dr. Poussin* points out that according to the doctrinal tenets of

Buddhism, accurately and profusely explained in every part of the

Scriptures, Nirvana is annihilation. But this meaning is very

vague. We do not agree with him when he further points out that

the most exact and most authoritative definition of Nirvana is not

annihilation but
'

unqualified deliverance,
7

a deliverance of which
we have no right to predicate anything*''. Nirvana means the extinc-

tion of raga, dosa and moha ( passion, hatred and delusion ). Mrs.

Rhys Davids is perfectly right when she says in her learned

introduction to the Dhammapada that Nirvana is the waning out of

all evil, raga, dosa and moha. ( The minor Anthologies of the

Pali Canon, pt. L, p. xix ).

It is clearly pointed out in the Samyutta Mkaya that Nibbfina
is ragakkhaya, dosakkhaya and mohakkhaya (Sarnyutta Nikaya,
IV., 251 ). It is true as Mrs. Rhys Davids points out that Nirvana
is nothing but diminishing of the vicious and the weak in the

man which is the negative aspect oi his positive advance in

becoming. The literal meaning of 'nirvana' is 'nibbapeti' that

which is extinguished We can gather a clear idea of the subject
from various Pali Books, the Dhammapada, the KhuddakapStha,
the Sutta Nipata and the Milindapafiho.* Some have translated

1 NibbSnam pana lokuttara sariikbatam catumagga-fiSncna. sacchikS-

tabbam magga-phalanam alambana-bbutam vana-samkhStSya tachSya
nikkbantatta mbbancm ti pavuccati, asamkhatam anuttararfi

mbbSnam YSnamutta ... 3 ( Abhidhammattha-Sa m gaba, p. 31,

in J. P. T. SM 1884 ).

3 The way to Nirvana, p. 133.

3 The way to Nirvana, p. 131*

4 Vide ray paper
' Idea of INibbana in the Milindapafibo { Journal ofths

Mahabodhi Society , October, 1931 ). I have discussed all these point*
in my forthcoming volume on tbe History of Pali Literature,

11 [ AnnaU, B, O. R. L ]
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the' word, 'NfbbSna' as 'ambrosia', 'immortality', 'perfect be^Hje
1

Summum Bonum, etc. We all know that an arahat
obtajn$

Nirvana, Arhattva and Nirvana are synonymous. Childen

rightly points out that nibbana in verse 23 of the Dhammapaja

means arhatship ( Pali D ;
ct., p. 269 ). He further points out tht

nibbana is used to designate two differnt things: ( 1 ) the state

of blissful sanctification called arhatship, and ( 2 ) the annihi-

lation of existence in which arhatship ends ( ibid. , p. 266 ). This

view of CMlders has been supported by James D'Alwis in his

'Essay on Buddhist Nirvana', a review of Max. Miiller's Dhamraa-

pada,

Next conies the question whether a layman can attain nirvana,

We are shocked to read pp. 150-151 of the Way to Nirvana where

Dr. Poussin writes thus, "Laymen, however faithful, generous, and

virtuous they may be, even if they practise the fortnightly

abstinence and continence of the Upavasa, cannot reach NirvSna,"

In other words, according to Dr. Poussin only the monks after

having reached the fourth stage of sanctification can obtain

nirvana. We find it otherwise if we closely examine the following

references from Pali books. A close study of the Guhatfchaka

Sutta(p. 58) and the Jara Sutta ( p. 129 ) of the Mahaniddesa

together with their commentaries by Dhammapala helps us to

look for the munis both among the householders and the recluses.

The munis are defined as persons who have attenuated their sins

and have seen nibbana and as to householders, they are represented

as persons who are overburdened with all household duties. No
other discrimination is sought to be made between the Agara-

munis and the Anagaramunis than this, that while the former

keep to the method of household life, the latter do not. As for the

attainment, both are held out as equally competent to win the

highest state, which is nibbana1
.

1 Iggram majjhe vasanta agSramupino pabbajjupagatS anSgSramunino
sattasekkbainunino arahanta asekkhamuniuo paccekabuddbS pacceka-
munino sammasambuddhs munimumno, -X.g5ramunmo a"g5nk? ti

kasigorakkhadi SgSnka-kamme nijutta, ditfhapadati ditthanibbana,
vifinSta sSsanSti vinnatam sikkhattayasasanam etesanti vififiSta

AnSgarE ti kasigorakkhSdi agariyakammam etesam nafcthit,

anagSrS ti vuccanti. ( Commentary on the Mahaniddesa.

Edition, p, 218, Guhatthaka Sutta and Jarn Sutta ).
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In the Afiguttara ITikaya we find mention of 21 lay arahats.1

T. W. Rhys Davids in his learned introduction to the SSmanfia-
>hala Sutta calls them laymen arahafcs ( S B. B.

, Vol. II,, p. 63,
'. n. ) If we are to believe the statement of Dr. Poussin, how was
t possible that laymen became arahats fully qualified for

>btaining nirvana. In the Elathavatthu ( Bk. IV, p, 268, P. T. S. ),

ve find that kulaputta Yasa, householder Uttiya and young
brahman Setu attained arahatship in all the circumstances of
ife in the laity.

2
Referring to this point S. Z. Aung and Mrs.

Ihys Davids have inferred that a layman under exceptional
ircumstances may attain arahatship but to keep it he must give
ip the world ( Points of Controversy, p. 158, f. n. ) . We find that
\ W. Rhys Davids and Q A. F. Rhys Davids in part iii, p. 5 of
he Dialogues of the Buddha ( S. B. B. , Vol. IV ) have raised this

iuestion: who in the oldest period could be an arahat ? The answer
s:
- Anyone - men or women, old or young, lay or religieux. They

lave drawn our attention to a number of lay arahats mentioned
Q many canonical and non-canonical Pali books. It is distinctly
aentioned in the Milmdapafiho3 which is one of the most important
*ali books that Nagasena in reply to the question put to him by
Cing Menander points out that whether he be a layman or recluse,
e who attains to the supreme insight, to the supreme conduct

1 Chahi bhikkhave dhammehi samannSgato Bhalliko gahapati .. Sudatto
Kahapati AnSthapindiko... Citto gahapati MacchikSsandiko. 'Hattha-
ko lavako . . Mahanamo Sakko ... Uggo gahapati Vesaliko .. Uggato
gahapati ... Suro Ambattho .. Jivako Komarabhacco ... Nakulapittt
gahapati ... Tavakapniko -gahapati ... Puratio gahapati ... Isidatto
gahapati . Sandhano gahapati ... Vijayo gahapati... Vajjiyaaahito
gahapati . Meijdako gahapati ... VSsettho up3sako> Arittho upSsako,
SSraggo upSsako TathSgate nittham gato amataddaso amatam sacchi-
katvS iriyati ( Aiiguttara Ntkaya, Vol. Ill, p. 451 ; Cf. Vinaya, 1, 17 ;

Savhyutta Nikaya. V, 94 ; The Questions of King Milinda, II,, 57, 96,
245 ; Dhammapada Commentary, I, 308, etc. ).

2 Yaso kulaputto, Uttiyo gahapati, Setu mSnavo gihissa byafijanena ara-
hattam patta, ten a vata re vattabbe ' Gihl* ssa Araha ti.'

3 According to the Burmese tradition the MHindapafiha is one of the
books of the Khuddaka JNikaya which is included in the Sutta Pitaka
hence a book of the canon ( The Pah Literature of Burma, p. 4 ),
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of life, he too will win his way to tbe excellent condition of

"Gihl pi mabaraja sarnma patiparno Sradhako boti

nayarh dhammam kusalam, pabbajito pi maharaja

patipanno aradhako hoti nayam dbaoimarh kusalam.2 "

It is clear from this pasaage that a householder if he leads a reli-

gious life may obtain arahatship which is nirvana. The Milinda-

panho further points out that whosoever has attained, as a lay*

man, to arahatship, one of the two courses is left to him and

no other -either that very day he enters the order or he dies

for, beyond that day he cannot last. ( The Questions of King
"Milinda, II. t p. 96).

"Yo gihl arahattam patto dve v' assa gatiyo bhavanti, anafinS:

tasmim yeva divase pabbajati va parinibbayati va, na so divaso

sakka afcikkametun ti." Mdindapanho, ed. by Trenckner, pp, 264-

265).

And all they who as laymen, living at home and in the enjoy-

ment of the pleasures of sense, realise in themselves the condition

of Peace, the Supreme Good Nirvana, all they had in former

births accomplished their training, laid the foundation, in the

practice of the thirteen vows, had purified their walk and conduct
by means of them ; and so now even as laymen, living at home and
in the enjoyment of the pleasures of sense, do they realise in

themselves the condition of Peace, the Supreme Good, Nirvana
( The Questions of King Milinda, II.

, p. 253 ). T. W. Rhys Davids
and C. A. F. Ehys Davids remark in their introduction to the

Patika Suttanta that when laymen had experienced the mental
change called becoming an Arahant, the natural result, under the

conditions prevailing in Northern India in the 6th or 5th Centuries

B.C., would be that he would become a religieux, and this may have
been sufficient reason for such opinions as those expressed in the

Kath&vattbu and the Milinda having, in the course of centuries,
grown up, ( S. B. B. , Vol. IV. , Dialogues of the Buddha, III , pp.
5-6). In the Dhammpada we find that the verse 23 of the

The Questions of King Milinda, II., p. 58. ( SBE ).

Mihndapa-nho, Ed. by Trenokner. p. 243.
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AppamSdavagga refers to the learned, meditative, steadfast and

always firm in their determination having obtained nirvana. The
verse 226 of the same work mentions that those who are always
watchful, study day and night and who strive after nirvana, their

passions will come to an end. The verse 289 refers to a wise and
well-behaved man who should quickly clear the way leading to

nirvana. All such verses of the Dhammapada point out that a

layman or monk may ohfcain nirvana.

Another interesting point which should attract our attention

is whether there be any such precept prescribed for the laity as

we find prescribed for the monks, A layman with trusting

heart (pasanna-citto) while leading a household life should observe

the following precepts-*

1. panatipataveramanl, avoidance of life slaughter,

2. AdinnadanaveramanI, abstinence from stealing,

3. KamesumicchacaraveramanI, abstinence from evil conduct

in respect of sensual pleasures,

4. musavadS-veramanl, abstinence from speaking falsehood,

5. sura-meraya-majja-pamadatthanaveramanl, abstinence from

taking strong, intoxicating and maddening drinks.
1

It is curious to note that among the ten precepts prescribed for

regulating the conduct of the Buddhist monks, only five mentioned

above are meant for the householders. Some are under the impres-

sion that it is not possible for a householder to observe these

**Yo kbo brShmana pasanna-citto sikkha-padani samSdiyati,

psta" veramai?.!, adinnSdSnS veramaijT, kSmesu miccharS verama^z,

muiS - vSda verama^i, sura - meraya - majja - pam5dat$hSna

verama^I ayam kho brShmaria yafifio imSya ca ti vidhSya yafifia

-sampadSya solasa pankkharaya imina ca nicca- danena auu-

kGla - yanfiena immS ca vihSra - dSnena imehi ca saraflSgamanehi

appatthataro ca appasamarabbhataro ca mahapphalataro oa mahS -

msaihsataro cS ti." Kutadanta Sutt-Dlgfia Nik&ya, I. , p. 146; cf. also

the Sigalovada Sutta of the Digha Nikaya which is also called tfc$

Vinaya ofths Houseman, S. B. B. , Vol. IV. , p. 169.
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W are at a loss to understand why the observance erf

these precepts is not practicable in the case of a householder,

rather it is difficult for him deeply engrossed in worldly affair*,

Surelj this is the course of conduct laid down for the ordinary

Buddhist layman contained in the Gahapativaggas found in the

variou* Nikiyas.
1

ef. Introduction to tfce SSraafifiaphala Sutta, S. B. B., Vol. II. , p, 63
r



TYPICAL PROBLEMS OF HINDU MATHEMATICS

BY

GUEUGOVINDA CHAKBABARTI, M. A , B. so.

In this paper we shall deal with a few of the typical problems
of Hindu mathematics which, it Is apparent, had their origin in

practical applications of mathematics to questions of real life.

But the problems, starting as practical cases, underwent different

variations in later times for the reason, put in a nutshell by
Smith, that

"
there is an interesting law of hook writers that

most of them would steal from one another without the least

scruple if they can thinly veil the tteft ",
7 As has been pointed

out by his student Yera Sanford, there is however some justifica-

tions for it, for no mathematical principle is a monopoly of any
mathematician.2 The many metamorphoses will also be within

the scope of each type of our problems.

The purpose of the study is to show o;ne of the distinctive

features of Hindu mathematics. Furthermore, there are certain

problems which are found to be in common with many nations

which show an inter-relation amongst ancient peoples that is very

significant to the students of primitive culture.

But the materials pertinent to the study of the histoiy of our

problems are so very limited that it has become practically an

impossibility to ascertain the time, place and the cause of the

origin of a problem. In fact we have no work earlier than the

seventh century which deals with problems although it must at

the same time be said that there was a regular culture of mathe-

matics amongst the Hindus from an earlier time. We should

therefore be strictly cautious in forming our judgments from the

Smith 4I On the origin of certain typical problems
'* American Math.

Monthly, x*iv. No. 2, Februaiy 1917, p. 6&

Vera Sanford " The History and significance of certain standard

problems in Algebra" Teacher's College, Columbia Umvtreity,

York, 1927, p. 79.
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external evidences as available tinder the present state of research,
1

]

on the relation' between two nations, considering -that some of

them might be apt illustrations of argumeutum er silentio which

had led to many accidents in history. As such, some problems

which appear to us with a stamp of foreign influence might be

genuine products of Hindu brain without our knowing' of the fact,

Some of our remarks are therefore provisional and the excuse

still:for completing the theses 'is in^the hope that it will attract

the attention of the future workers and save at least some amount

of labour of the more successful researcher,

The first of these problems, without which an arithmetic of

to-day, might'by some bethought to be' incomplete and which is

likely to retain its honourable" position, as it illustrates a valu-

able ' mathematical principle's based upon t the reduction of

fractional differences. These problems [to< whose origin and

development, I wish to direct special attention, appears first in

definite form in the Trisatika of^Srldhara ( c, 750 A. D. ) as
'

a rule I

of the pole
' "

One-half, 'one-sixth and one-twelfth parts of a 1

pole are immersed in water, clay and sand respectively. Two I

ha&tas are visible. Find the height of the pole.
" 7 It also *:

appears in one of the great mathematical classics of India, the ?

Garitta-sara-samgraha of Mahavira ( c, 850 A. D. ).
2 As to the

(

origin of the problem, any one familiar with the Arthasastra of 5

Kautilya cannot fail to recognise that it originated in con-

nection with architecture ai-least^as early as the 4th century B. C. I

In this work we find a rule included under the
"
Construction of !

Forts
"
that

"
in firing a pillar, six parts are to form its height

j

on the floor, twice as much to be entered into the ground and one- 1

fourth for its capital ".
s

Kaye suspected
4
that the problem ori- !

ginated on the banks of the river Nile, as if there was no river '

in India. \

- - -
' " -~

t

1 ib. Math. (3) ziii, p. 211.

2
Gamia-sara-sarngraha, of MahSvira, Rangacharya's Ed. p. 71,

(

3 Kautilya's Arthasastra - E, Sham Sbastri's Ed. p. 69. i

4 Bib. Math. (3) xiij, p. j&n.
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Problems in general, have many variants and the one tinder

consideration, is no exception to the rule. One of them most

interesting and so devised in their effort to make problems repre-

sent cases that actually happen, was to find the numbers of

pearls in a necklace which was broken in an amorous struggle.

The problem appears in Trisatika'1

, G-ariita'sara-sa'fngra'ha*' and

Manoranjana, a commentary of Bhaskara's Lllavati 3
, where it is

stated as
"
the third part of a necklace of pearls, broken in an

amorous struggle, fell to the ground, its fifth part rested on the

couch, the sixth part was saved by the wench and the tenth part

was taken up by her lover, six pearls remained strung. Say of

how many pearls the necklace was composed ".

Another variant as found in the G-anita-sara-samgraha* and

the Lilavati 5
is

" Out of a swarm of bees, one-fifth part settled

on the blossom of Kadamba and one-third on a flower of Silindhri,

three times the difference of those numbers flew to the bloom of a

Kutaja, One bee, which remained, hovered and flew about in the

air, allured at the same moment by the pleasing fragrance of a

Jasmin and pandanus. Tell me, charming woman, the number

of bees.'
7

It is interesting to note bhat the very same problem has been

repeated elsewhere in the Lllavati6 with some modification to

illustrate the principle of assimilation of roots co-efficient, thereby

transforming the equation from a simple one fco a variety of

quadratic. The problem as it stands in its modified form is :

" The square-root of half the number of a swarm of bees is gone

to a shrub of jasmin and so are eight-ninth of the whole swarm,

a female is buzzing to one remaining male that is humming
within a lotus, in which he is confined, having been allured to

1 TrisatikS Ed. Sudhafcara Dvivedi, Benares . Rule 50.

2 Rangacharya's Edition, iv. 17-22.

3 Colebrook Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensuration from the

Sanskrit of Brahmagupta and Bhaseara Lond. 1815 ; to be hereafter

called ColebroDk*

4 iv.6*

5 iii.54.

6 Colebrook's Translation, LtlaVati 68.

12 [ Annoli, B. O. R. I. ]
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it by its fragrance at night. Say, lovely woman, the number of

bees.
7 '

The next set of problems as found for the first time in the

Bakhsali Me, is that of the forward and backward motions. The

problem is :

" A boat goes V2 of V3 of a yojana plus V3 less */4 in

!/2 of V3 of a day, but then it is driven back by the wind 1
/2 of ]

/5

of a yojana in !/8 of 3 days. In what time will it travel one

hundred and eight yojanas".
1 Mahavlra gave the variant "In

the course of s
/7 of a day a boat traverses V3 of a Krosa. State

in what time will it have advanced 99 yojanas, thou who hast

powerful arms in crossing easily the ocean in numbers ".
2

Prithudak Swami ( 864 A. D. ) gives another variant of tj&e

problem
3

:

" A white ant advances 8 barley corns less 1/5 part

of that amount in a day and returns the 20th part of a finger in

three days. In what space of time will one, whose progress is

governed by these rates of advancing and retarding, proceed one

hundred yojana ". This problem seems to have originated with

the Hindus which was taken to Europe by Fibonacci in 1202 A.D.,

who depending upon some Arabic source, did much to make
known the Hindu arithmetic there. The variant appears in the

form*:" There is a lion in a well whose depth is 50 palms,
He climbs V? of a palm daily and slips back 1/9 of a palm. In

how many days will he get out of a well ?
"

The next problems that attract our attention are those that

deal with rate-time-distance. The simplest type of these problems
deal with the computation of distance traversed or the time

required to travel a fixed distance from the observation of a i

uniform rate of motion. There is in the Bakhsali Ms. 5
,

"
Some-

thing travels 3 yavas a day. How long will it take to go five

yojanas". A similar problem occurs in the Ganita-sara-samgraha
of Mahavlra6 " A lame man walks over 1/4 of a Krosa together

1 Kaye's Ed. of BSkh. Ms. p. 51.

/J G-anita-sara-samgraha, Loc. cifc. V. 23-31.

3 Colebrook's Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensuration, p. 283.
4 Vera Sanford, Loo. oit. p. 63.

5 K&ye's Bskh. Ms. p. 37.

6 Gayita-sara-samgraha, Loo. cit. v. 4.
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with 1/5 thereof in 71/2 days. Say what ( distance ) he ( goes
over ) in 3l/5 years ( at this rate )."

The application of the idea to simplest astronomical problems,
was another variant of the problem. In the Bakhsali work we
have two problems

'
:

"
The Sun travels 500,000,000 yojans in

a day. State with certainty the amount of progress in one

ghatika."
" The Sun's chariot is guided by the god Mahoraga

among the Siddhas and Yidyadharis. The clever scientist says
that according to the general rule, it travels half a hundred Koti
in a day and night, Tell me, O best of the calculators, what it

will go in one muhurta/ '

" The actual basis of these problems
"

supposes Vera Sanford2

"
may be traced to the use of pace-scales in the ancient world,

particularly by Alexander whose official pacers measured the

distances between towns and villas in mapping his empire/'

This suggestion, however, seems to me not to represent the

true view. Several centuries before Alexander, the idea was

applied by the Hindus in astronomy. In the Vedanga Jyotisa,

we have several rules the rationale of which is the
"
rate-time-

distance
"
law, For instance we have a rule which gives the

period, for which the Moon remains in one Naksatra ( asterism )

to be 1 day 7 kalas. The rationale of this however is that if in a

5 years' cycle the Moon passes through 1809 asterisms and if the

total number of day in a 5 years* cycle is 1830, what is the time

required to traverse 1 !N"aksatras ? Again there is another rule

where the distance traversed in a particular time is to be found

Dut. The rule is to find the place of the Sun on a particular
HP QT

lunar day. The rule is P 4- - -f where P means PSrvan
1*4 124

'

fortnight ), T stands for Tithi or the lunar day. The rationale

of the rule is that if in a cycle the Sun traverses 135 Naksatras,

bhe parvans of the Moon is 124, what is the Naksatra on a parti-

cular parvan
4
?

1 Kaye's B5kh. Ms. p. 51.

2 Vera Sanford, Loc. cit. p. 71.

3 Vedanga Jyotisa, Sudhakara's Ed. p. 13 t

4 Ibid. p. 22.
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The more complicated problems based on this principle are

those that deal with the computation of motions of more than

one thing. These problems, too, represent practical cases and

have a history of wide travels. Furthermore, they are interesting

from the standpoint of scientific mathematics. In its purely

mathematical form it first appears in the Bakhsali Ms. ( early

centuries of Christian era ),

" A travel at a certain rate ri for a

number of days T and then B starts at a daily rate rg. When will

A and B hare travelled equal distances
'

?
"

A similar problem is also repeated in the Gariita-sara-saih-

graha *
J "A certain person travels at the rate of 9 yojanas

( a day ) and 100 yojanas have already been gone over by him.

Now, a messenger sent after him, goes at the rate of 13 yojanas

( a day ). In how many days will this messenger meet ?
"

Such problems have been found in China in the
"
Arithmetic

of nine sections ( 3rd century B. C. ) as
" A hare yuns 100 paces

ahead of a dog. The latter pursues the former for 250 paces, when
the two are 30 paces apart. In how many further paces will the

two come together
3 ?

"

"
In Europe it appears, however, among the propositions ad

acuendos jubenes attributed to Alcuin, ( 8th century ) in the form
of hound pursuing the hare and thereafter it was looked upon as

one of the stock questions of European mathematics. I have run
across it in Italian manuscripts of c. 1440, it is in Petzensteiner 's

work of 1483, Calandri used it in 1491, Pacioli gives it in his

Suma of 1494, and most of the writers of any prominence in the

sixteenth century embodied it in their lists
3? so said Smith.4

There is another such problem found in the Bakhsali Ms. a
similar to which appears in Cardan's practica arithmetics ( 1539 ).

*

The Indian problem is
" A travels at a distance ^ the first day, i

aj 4- d the second day and so on ; B travels a 2 the first day i

a$ 4- d2 the second day and so on. When will they have travelled

equal distances5
?

"

1 Kayo's BSkh. Ma. p, 43, Art. 83 (i).

2 Ganita-sara-samgraha, vi, 337 1/2.

3 Mikami - Development of mathematics in China and Japan, p, 16,
4 On. the origin of typical problems, Loo. cit. p. 70,
5 Kaye's pskh. Ms. p. 43 Art. 83 (2).
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Cardan's problem was :

"
It is 100 miles from Florence to

Borne. Four companions start from Florence to go to Borne.

The first goes 1 mile the first day, 2 the second, 3 the nert in-

creasing by a mile each day. The second goes 1 mile the first

day, 3 the second, 5 the third, increasing by 2 miles a day. The

3rd goes 2 the first, 4 the second, 6 the third, increasing by 2 miles

a day. The fourth goes 4 miles the first day, 8 the second, 12 the

third, increasing by 4 miles each day. If they wish to reach

Borne together, how many days after the first should each

start
1
?
"

It has already been pointed out by Vera Sanford that another

variant was the application of the idea to conjunction of two

planets, which in India began from Bhaskara I ( 522 A. D. )*, and

which was discussed by Trenchant, Cardan ahd Vender Hricke in

the sixteenth century in Europe.
3

The origin of this type of problems has often been traced to

Zeno's paradox. The appearance of the hare problem in the
" Nine sections

" however puts it to an earlier date. But it

appears that none of the two above mentioned views is correct.

There is another variant of the problem as to the occurence of the

new moon. The astronomical cycles, too, involve the idea of

finding the interval when the Sun and the Moon, starting from

the same place, will meet again at the same place. These last

variants were known to the civilised world many centuries

before Zero's paradox or the
"
nine sections ". The earliest appli-

cations of these can be traced to the Caldeans and the oldest

Indian reference is in the Vedanga Jyotisa ( 1200 B, C. ).

The next problems that we shall discuss are those on

progression. The standard illustrations of the jproblems that

depend on the idea of progression, both arithmetic and geometrical,

are the problems of gift. Thus for instance, problems on A. P,

in the Ganita-sara-samgraha*
" A certain excellent SrSvaka gave

1 Vera Sanford, LOG. oit p. 73.

2 Vera Sanford and others attributed to Brahmagupta ( 628 ) the credit

for the first application of the idea. But now it is known that it was

first applied by BhSskara I ( 522 ).

3 Vera Sanford, Loc. oit. p, 74 & 75.

4 O-aqiw-snra-samgraha, II, 66,
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gems in offering to 5 temples ( one afteiranofcher ). Commencing
the offering with 2 (fgems ) and then increasing ( it successively )

by 3 ( gems ) O you ! who know how to calculate, mention what
their total number is.'* Exactly similar problems were given by
Prithudak1

:
"
The king bestowed gold continually on venerable -

priests during three days and ninth part giving one and a half

( bharas ) with a daily increase, of a quarter. What were the

mean, the' last term and the total,"

Another problem was :
,

" A man gave his^ son-in-law sixteen"

panas the first day, and diminished the presents by two a day.
If thou be conversant with? progression,* say how many had he"
bestowed when the ninth day was past

B
?
"

Bhaskara too gives such problems
s

" A person having given four drammas to priests on the first

day, proceeded,! my friend, to distribute
r

daily alms at- a rate
increasing by five a day. Say quickly how many were given by
him in half a month."

" A person gave three drammas "on* the first day, and con-
tinued to distribute alms increasing by'two a day and he^ thus
bestowed on the priest three hundred, and sixty drammas/' Say
quickly in how many days.

"

The elements of the problem in G. P. are also the same i e
they are also based on gift where however the gift progresses

: "Having fost obtained

eighth city," Prithudak Swami gives ^ How much* is giveninta* days, by one, ,ho bestows six with ^ threefold increase

a mendicant a

1 Colebrook, Loc. cit. p, 290.
2 Ibid, p, 290.

3 Ibid. Rulel20of.LsZst;afl.
4 Ganita-sara-samgraha II, 96-99.
5 Colebrook, p. 291.

6 Ibid, translation of Ultoaft, Rule 128
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couple of cowry shells first and promised a twofold increase of

the alms daily. How many niskas'does he give in a month ?
"

Similar Fproblemsjn A, P. based on gi't is found in Europe in

the worts of the ICth
r

century and on^srds. Thus in Clavius
( 1583 J

1 we find :

" An emperor promises 100 scundi to the last
of his 20 captains to

r
scale the enemy's wall, 130 to the one who

is next to the last, 160 to the one next before that and so on. The
question is how much did he give in his rewards and how much
did the first captain give ?

"

There is another"problem
ron A. P. found in Prithudak Swami's

commentary where the prices of the counch shells are progressive
arithmetically :

"
Tell the price of the 7th counch, the first one

being worth six panas, and the rest increasing by a pana
2
?
"

After the penetration' of oriental
T

ideas in Europe, particularly
when Hindu mathematics became well-known Buteo ( 1526 ) gave
a similar problem with a modification to illustrate geometrical

progression. It may be doubted that the problem of Buteo was
taken from some lost work on Hindu mathematics or even it

may be that the Problem of A. P. was borrowed with, an

attempt to conceal the fact of borrowal.

There is another type of problem in Hindu mathematics often

used to find the sum of the squares of the natural numbers. Thus
in Prithudak Swami d we find :

" To find the contents of a pile of

quadrates with period 5. ( Having one at the top and the length
and breadth increasing by one in each successive layer ) ". We
find also in the G-znita-sara-samgraha of Mahavlra 4

** "There is

constructed an equilateral quadrilateral structure consisting of

5 layers. The topmost layer is made up of one brick. O you,

who know the calculation of mixed problems, tell me how many
bricks are there ?

"

China shows itself in the variant given by Chen Huo ( 1011-

1075 ) who states that the uppermost layer consists of 2 kegs and

1 Vera Sanford, Loo. cit. 57.

2 Colebrook, p. 290.

3 Colebrook, p. 293.

4 Gayita-sat-a-saingraha, itale 331 '/2,
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the lowest of 12 kegs, there are 11 layers. To find the number of

kegs- Ans. 649.'

Another type of problem that pleased the attention of our

fore-fathers was that of apportionment of shares in proportion to

capital. In the work of Brahmagupta ( 628 A. D. ) although we

do not find any problem of this nature, there is however a rule

by which such problems are to be solved. The rule in question

is :
" The contributions taken into profit divided by the sum of

the contributions are the several gains ; or if there be subtractive

or additive differences into the profit increased or decreased by

the differences and the product has the corresponding: differ-

ence subtracted or added '*.
2 His commentator Prithudak dictat-

ed a problem to illustrate the rule. His problem was " A horse

was purchased with the principal sums, one &c. upto nine,

dealers in partnership and was sold by them for five less than

five hundred. Tell me, what was each man's share of the mixt

amount ' ?

.
d Similar problems also occur in the Garitta-sara~sam-

grahaf Trisatika? and

The actual basis of these problems may be traced to an univer-

sal custom, the oldest Indian reference of which is found in the

4th centu ry B. 0. In the Arthasastra of Kautilya, we find a

direction that
"
shares may be allotted in proportion to ........... *or

to the capital invested''.7

Like many other problems, this too touched the eyes of the

European scholars of the Eenaissance period. Fibonacci ( 1202 )

of whom we already remarked to have indirectly borrowed from
some Indian work, gave a typical form of these problems:

" *

" Two men form a partnership. One contributes 18 pounds, the

otter 25. The profits are 7 pound. What is the share of each ?

1 Mikami. Development af mathematics in China, and Japan, p. 62.

2 and 3 Colebrook, Loo, cit, p. 288.

4 Q-aQita-sara-saihgraha, vi, 86' /2.

5 jB*5. Math, Loc. cit. Art. 93 of Ltlavatt.
6 Colebrook, Loo. cit. Art. 93 of lAlavati.
7 Ejmtalya's Arthaiastra, Tr. of B. Sham Shastry, p. 20$.
8 Vra Sanford, p. 43.
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There was another of type problem which may be said to be
typical to Hindu mathematics. These are problems for arriving
at certain results in required proportion. This type of problems
occurs in Trisatika* ( c. 750 A. f>. ), Ganifa-tara-saftgrata ( 850
A. D. )

2 and in the Lllavati (1150 A. B. ) *. The problem as it

occurs in the Litavati is as follows :
"
If three and a half manas

of rice may be had for one dramma and eight of kidney beans for
the like price, take these thirteen cacinis, merchant ! and give me
two parts of rice and one of kidney beans, for we musfc take a
hasty meal and depart, since my companions will proceed
onwards.

"

We next corne to another type of problems which treats of

arriving at equal amounts of wealth, after mutually exchanging
any desired amount. These problems can be traced from the
Bakhsali Ms and are found to have occurred in the Ganzte-sara-

samgraha and the Lilavali. A typical form Is :

"
One possesses

seven horses, another nine mules and a third ten camels. Each
gives one of his animals to each of the others and then their

possessions become of equal value/' 4

Another variant of these problems is on the presentation of

the gems. The problem in the Gamlarsara-sarngraJia is:
" The

first man had 6 azure blue gems, the second man had 7 emeralds
and the other the third man-had 8 diamonds. Each one giving to

each the value of a single gem, became equal to others What is

the value of the gem of each variety ?
"

5 That of LUuvati is >*

"
Four jewellers possessing respectively 8 rubias, 10 sapphires, a

hundred pearls and five diamonds, presented each from his own
stock, one a piece to the others in token of regard and gratifica-

tion at meeting and they thus became owners of stock of

precisely equal value. Tell me friend, what are the prices of the

gems respectively,
" 6

1 Bib. Math. Loc cit. p. 21?, Art, 38.

2 Gamta-sara-samgraha, Loo. cit. Rule 9CP/2 and 90/2,

3 Colebrook, Loc. cit, Llla. 97, Yij. 115.

4 Kaye's Ed. of Bakh Ms. p. 41.

5 G-amta+sara-samgraha, Loc. cit. Vi. 164<

6 Colebrook, Loc, cit. S9 of Lllavaft C/o Vij, ill,
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Problems on Remainder theorems, as it transpires from the

available evidences, originated with the Chinese. Its earliest

treatment that can be traced to any Hindu work is in that of

Aryabhata. In later works it is found in the Granita-sara-saihgrafia
'

" Wlien divided by 2 the remainder is 1, when by 3 it is 2, when

by 4 it is 3, when by 5 it is 4. Tell me O friend ! wha the heap is ?" '

Next we find in the Vijaganita of Bhaskara
" What number is it

which being divided by sir has fire for the remainder, or divided

by five lias a residue of four, or divided by three leaves two ?
" 2

The Chinese problem, the earliest trace of which is found in

the Sun-Tsu SuM-Ching ( 58-75 A, D. ), is stated as :

"
There are

certain things whose number is unknown. Repeatedly divided

by 8 the remainder is 2, by 5 the remainder is 3 and by 7 the

remainder is 2. What will be the number ?
s

This chronological sequence, however, speaks of the Chinese

origin of the problem. But there are some reasons to believe that

the Chinese obtained the problem from some other sources. Prof,

Gino Loria rightly points out that the problem lies in the midst of

a collection of problems, without the slightest indication, that Sun-
Tsu regards the problem as more interesting or valuable than
its trivial companions.

4
Prof. Mikami, too, shares the same

opinion. Whafc is this source ? In the absence of any other

evidence, it may be conjectured that this source mustjbe some lost

Buddhist work. There are two reasons, however, to support it

and the first of them is that
"
All the subjects treated by Sun-Tsu

were those that had been given in the
"
Arithmetic in nine

sections
7;

, but the problem of indeterminate analysis first appear
ed in the above in Sun-Tsu. The second reason is embodied in
the fact that the work contains some such as

"
Chang-an

"
and"

Lo-yang
"
and "Buddhist works "

all of which are assuredly of
no origin of Pre-Chin era,

"
but that it was written after Buddhism

was introduced into China.
" 5

1 Gantta-sara-sqihgraha, LOG. cit. vi,
2 Colebrook, Vijaganita, 160,

3 Mikarm's^ork, Loo. cifc, p, 32

4 ^M ;
Deb

1l
f Mathematlcs *<> Chinese people ". The Scientific

Monthly, June 1927.

5 See Mikaxni's work, Loc, cit, p. 25,
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The last problem in Algebra which I shall undertake, to

investigate the origin of, is based upon the application of in-

determinate equation to a problem commonly known as that of
11 Hundred Fowls ". Problems, bearing the same mathematical
idea, appear in the Indian mathematical works from the early
centuries of the Christian era. We

u have, for instance, in the

BSkhsali work, nearly complete statement and solution to the

following pair of equations
1

:

x + y + z = 20.

3x + 2/3y 4- 1/sz = 20.

of which the only solution in positive integers is x =
2, y = 5,

z = 13. In Mahavira, we find the problem in the following
form

2:- "Pigeons are sold at the rate of 5 for 3 (Panas), Sarasa birds

at the rate of 7 for 5 ( Panas ) and peacocks at the rate of 3 for

9 ( Panas). A certain man was told to bring at these rates 100
birds for 100 Panas for the amusement of the king's son and
was sent to do so. What ( amount ) does ha give for each ( of the
various kinds of birds that he buys ) ?

"
Bhaskara, too, gave

exactly the same problem in his Vijagartita?

In china the problem was given by Chang-Chin-Chien ( 6th

century A. D. ).
4 About 900 A. D. it was pretty fully treated by

Abu-Kamel j^l-Misri who gives some six problems, varying from
three to five terms and attempts to find all the integral solutions. 5

In Europe, the problem made its appearance for the first time in

the 8th century and was given by Alcuin. 6

As to the origin of the problem, Prof. Smith's suggestion that
"
the problem originated in the East "7 deserves appreciation.

But his suggestion that the problem found its way into India
from China, seems to be another apt illustration of argumerdum

1 Kaye's Ed. of Bakh. p. 42, A rt. 80.

% Ganita-sara-satngraha, vi. 152.

3 Colebrook, LOG, cit. Vtjaganita, 158.

See Mikami's work, LOG cit, p. 43.

5 See Dickson- Theojy of numbers II. p. 77.

6 Vera Sanford, LOG. cit. p. 93.

7 Smith History of Math. II. 586,
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ex silentio. True it is, we have no direct evidence to show that

the problem is of Indian origin by establishing the priority of its

appearance in India, except the solution of similar problems in

the Bakhsali Ms, which is believed with good reasons by autho-

rities like Hoernle ' and Dr. Datta a to be a work of the early

centuries of the Christian era. The problem, on the other hand,

with its solution occurs in such a way that the Chinese do not

appear to have understood the mystery of the analysis of this kind,

This strongly suggests that they obtained the problem with its

solution from some other source. The determination of this

source would be an important piece of work and what I can point

out in this connection is that earlier than the sixth century it

were the Hindus only that arrived at a general solution of the

linear indeterminate equation.
5

In Geometry, there are certain problems whose place and time

of origin, we cannot ascertain today. But the fact of their appear-

ance in the works of Prithudak and Mahavlra who lived at the

game time, but in parts of India widely seperated from each other

show that they were ancient problems and became typical to

Hindu mathematics by ninth century- These problems are :

1. What Js the area of an isosceles triangle the base pj

which is 10 aud the sides 13 ?
*

2. What is the area of a scalene triangle, the base of which
is 14 and the sides 13 + 15 ?*

5

3. From a tree 100 cubits high, an ape descended and went to

a pond 200 cubit distant, while another ape vaulting to some
height off the tree proceeded with velocity diagonally to the same
spot, If the space travelled by them be equal, tell me quickly

1 Ind. Antiq* xvii, p. 36.

2 BSkh. Math. EulL Cal Math. Soc. sxi. p. 57. Reprint, p. 57.

3 Aryabhafiyam Q-anitapada, Verses 33-34,

4 Colebrook, Loc, cit. p. 295, G-anita-sara-samgraha, vii. 52.

5 Colebrobk, Loc. cit. p, 295, comp. Trisatika, SudbSkara's Edition, ?1

,
vh. JO, 3,
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learned man, the height of the leap, if thou have diligently

studied calculation. "*

Three other problems are found to have occurred in Prithudak

Swami's commentary and Srldhara's Trtsatika. These problems

also seem to be typical to Hindu mathematics. These are :

1. What is the area of a quadrilateral having three equal sides

25 and base 39 ?
2

2. What is the area of a quadrilateral with two equal sides

thirteen, base fourteen and summit four ?
^

3. Tell the gross area of a trapezium, of which the base is

sixty, the summit twenty"five and the fifty -two and 'thirty-

Two other problems in Geometry, on the miscalled Pythago-

rean theorem, highly speaks of India's cultural relation with

her neighbour China. These two problems are

1. If a bamboo, measuring 32 cubit and standing upon a level

ground, be broken in one place, by a force of the wind, and the tip

of it meet the ground at 16 cubit, say mathematician, at how

many cubits from the root is it broken ?
5

2. In a certain lake with ruddy geese and cranes, the tip of a

bud of lotus was seen a span above the surface of the water.

Forced by the wind, it gradually advanced and was submerged at

the distance of two cubits. Compute quickly, mathematician, the

depth of water. 6

1 Colebrook, Loc. cit. see 155 of Lilavati, 39 of Brahmagupta ( Problem

given by the com. }. G-amta-sara-samgraha, vii, 198V2 - 200V2.

2 Colebrook, p. 296, Tnsahka, Sudhakara's Ed. EX. 79.

3 Ibid. p. 298. Ibid. Ex. 78

4 Ibid. Ibid. Ex. 80.

5 Colebrook, Loc. cit. 148 of Ltiavati. rt 41 of Brahmagupta. (The

Problem is given by commentator ). Q-anita-sara-saibgraha, vii, 192^/2.

Mikamis work, Loc. cit. p. 23

Colebrook, Loo. cit. 153 of Lilavati, 41 of Bralitnagupta (commentator's

note ), Miami's work, p. 22,
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These problems are found to have appeared in China in the

third century B. C. in the Chin-Chang Suan-Shu which seem to

speak of a Chinese influence on Hindu mathematics. But I have

elsewhere1 shown that it does not seem that the Indian borrowed

only one problem ( this one ) from the Chinese which if it be

true, would be the only instance of Indian indebtedness to China

in a cultural relation of these two nations extending over such a

long period and in so varied branches of learning.

Self-
" Relation of Hindu and Chinese mathematics." A typed oopy

is preserved in the Controller's office, c. u. ( Thesis to whioh tfre

CJ-riffith's Memorial Prize was adjudged ).



NAGABA APABHRAMSA AND NAGARI SCEIPT

BY

PROF. N. B. D1VA7IA, B. A.

The March and April numbers of this year's Indian Antiquary

contain an extremely interesting and enlightening article on "The

Nagar Brahmins and the Bengal Kayasthas" , contributed by Dr.

Devadatta R. Bhandarkar. There are two incidental statements in

that article which at once arrest attention and challenge inquiry.

They are as under :

(a) "He ( i. e. Hemacandra) not only mentions, but also de-

scribes and illustrates, Nagara Apabhramsa.
"

{ Ind. Ant.

April 1932, p. 66 )

( b ) "As a matter of fact, the Nagara Brahmanas to this day use

the Nagarl script though they live in Gujarat and

Kathiawar, surrounded by people who employ nothing but

the Gujarati character for their vernacular.
?;

( Ibid, p. 67 )

I shall take up ( b ) first, it being compartively a smaller issue.

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar regards this as a most noteworthy fact; and

so it would be. But is it a fact at all ? To me who am a Nagara of

Ahmedabad and for over half a century in permanent touch with

the Nagaras of Gujarat and Eathiavad, the statement comes quite

as news to me. On reading it I rubbed my eyes more than once,

qnestioned several Nagaras of Gujarat and Kathiavad and they all

expressed unqualified surprise at the statement. I have with me

my father's writing in letters, diaries, manuscripts of his works

etc. ; they are all in current Gujarati script. This would carry

us back to over a century (my father died in 1886 at the age of 63),

The experience of the other members of my community must be

similar. [I may state incidentally that during Persian influence

from Delhi there were Nagaras of Ahmedabad who wrote the gayalrl

mantra ( rrmf^Rrcfr *HT : etc.) in the Persian script! ] If Dr.

Bhandarkar received occasional letters in Devanagarl character
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written by correspondents from Gujarat Kathiavad, for instance

persons like the late Vallabhaji Haridatta Acarya of Junagadh,
who may have used that script in the hope of being understood by
a Maratha Brahmana, it would be dangerous to generalize on such

meagre data. If Dr. Bhandarkar has any extensive evidence on
this point I should be delighted to know it. For a greater issue de-

pends on the correct answer on this point
*

viz. That the name Nagarl
Script was given to it because the Nagara Brahmanas used it. I do

not forget the proper value of the several facts advanced by Dr.

Bkandarkar as to the existence of the name Nagarl for the script

through several centuries, even since the time when, in the middle
of the fifth century, the Jain religious work, Nandi-Sutra was
written,

- which includes Nagarl as one of the eighteen scripts

learned by the Tlrthamkara Bsabhadeva. But to connect this

mention with the Nagara Caste involves an unwarranted jump. I

would only ask one question : what about the name, Devanagarl for

the script ? Whence came the first member, Deva, in this com-
pound ? And how do we connect it with ths Nagara Caste ? May not
the name Nagarl have been but a natural abbreviation of the term,
Devanagarl ? Sastrl Vrajalala Kaiidasa consistently calls the script
Devanagari not Devanagarl in his Gujarati-hasa-no-Itihasa ( pp.
69 ff ) written in 1866 A. D. Not being at all acquainted with
English he could not have mistaken the na ( in English ) for na
( in English ). This is not without a significance of its own.

It seems that Dr. Bhandarkar s basis for his statement is, after
all, an earlier assertion ( more or less unwarranted ) made by Sir
George Grierson. Thus, Sir George in the L. S. I. vol. IX, Ft.
II, P. 327, n. 2, says : "At the present day, they ( i. e. the Nagaras )

employ the Nagarl and not the Gujarati character for their
writings.

"

Again at p. 338 ( para 4 ) of the same work Sir George says .'

"Two alphabets are employed for writing Gujarafci. One is
the ordinary Devanagari. It is not much used now-a-days, except
by special tribes, such as the Nagara Brahmanas, but the first printed
Gujarat* books were in that character. The other script is knownM the Gujarati alphabet, and is the one in general use "
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Once again, at p. 3^8 in introducing a specimen of what he
tuaintly calls Nagarl-Gujarati" ( a dialect which does not really
nist ) , he repeats the assertion thus

"At the present day they employ the Pevanagarl, and not th
3-ujarati character, as will be seen from the specimen annexed. "

The specimen is printed ( probably as received ) in Devanagarl.
Tie locus for this so-called Nagari Gujarati is given at the top of
he specimen as "Bombay Town and Island." Such a locus for
his specimen is really strange. Evidently someone, for reasons
.est known to himself, sent this specimen written in this character,

repeat with all the emphasis I can command that to me, a Nagara
live and with over 70 years behind me, this assertion, which gains
othing by repetition, is entirely opposed to facts. I may incidental-

7 mention that the first printed Gujarati books were printed in
>evanagarl under certain special circumstances which it would
a needless to dilate upon.

Another littler point : Dr. Bhandarkar relies mainly on the article
Q

" The Nagars and Nagari Alphabet
"

( J, A, S. B-, LXV, Pt. 1.

p. 114 ff ) by Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu. I shall have to deal
ith an important point in that article soon below. Here I
ould touch one of Mr. Vasu 's statements extracted from that
rticle by Mr. Manshankar P. Mehta in his Gujarati booklet on
tagarotpatti. Referring to p. 124 of that article he tells us that

any Nagara Brahmanas have been now settled in many parts of
16 Deccan and they even now write their religious books in Nagari
sript. Well, what of that*' Religious books, presumably
L Sanskrit language, would naturally be found written in

agarl character. Facts of this nature can render very little

ilp in drawing the required inference. A similar remark would
>ply to Dr. Bhandarkar 's observation based on the fact that the

hgious books of certain Bengal Mahomedans were written in

agarl character ( p. 67 of Ind, Ant. April 1932 ).

I may ask one question before 1 take leave of this part of my
tide : Sir George Grierson (L. S. L Vol. IX pt. II. p. 338 ) men-
3ns the Kaithi script in vogue all over Northern India and says
iat the Gujarati script closely resembles it. ( The plates 1. 2, 3,

14 [ Annals, B. O. B. .1 1
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in the article on Modern Indian Vernaculars at the end of this

April number of Ind . Anfc, clearly shows this rasemblance, which

is more or less close ). If this was named after the Kayastha, as

presumably it was, and if the Kayasthas, as so well demonstrated

by Dr. Bhandarkar, were ISTagaras, why should the name Nagarl

given to the balabodha script be related to the Nagaras ? Nay,
KaithI script would really have been the script taken along by
the Nagaras with them as human nature's daily food and not the

Nagarl which naturally would be reserved for occasional use.

It is high time now for taking up the first issue ( a ).

Well, who really started the myth that Hemacandra treated

Nagara Apabhramsa in his grammar? Ever since I saw Sir

George Grierson's statements, scattered incidentally over several

places, in this connection, I have been wondering what authority-

Sir George had for stating that Hemacandra treated Nagara
Apabhramsa, Here are his statements-*

( 1 )

"
This (i. e. the IsTagara form of Saurasena Apabhramsa)
was the Apabhramsa with which the grammarian Hema-
candra ( fl. 12th century A. D. ) was acquainted, and
which he made the basis of his work on that language."
(L.S.I, vol. IX, pt. lip, 327)

(2)
" The close connection of this old Gujarati with the

Gurjara Apabhramsa of the Prakrit Grammarians is

remarkable." (Article on the Mugdhavabodha Maukttka
( sic? AuMika ) in J. R. A. S., 1902 p. 537 ff reproduced
bodily in L. S. I vol. IX pt. II, pp. 353-364 ( This sen-
tence is found in the opening paragraph of the article ).

( 3 ) In his chapter on Language in the Census of India Bepoit
( vol. I pt. I chap.VII. 503, p, 305 ) he calls Gaurjari
a dialect of Nagara Apabhramsa parent of modern
Gujarati.

Now, Hemacandra has nowhere in his Siddha Hemacandra
( Prakrit Section ) called his Apobhramsa by the name Aagaro
Apabhramsa. It is therefore not easy to understand Sir George's
ftatement noted in ( 1 ) above. The earliest Grammarian who
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has spoken of Nagara and Upanagara as branches of Apdbhramia
is Markandeya ( flourished at the earliest about the middle of the
15th century after Hemacandra : see my Gujarati Language and
Literature vol. I p. 261 ). In the opening portion of the first Pada
of his Prakrfa Sarvasva, Markandeya says : -

' *

And at the close of his eighteenth Pada he shows this omnibus
inclusion by enumerating about twenty various dialects of which

Gaurjari is one.

I say Markapdeya was the earliest grammarian to give' the

name Nagara to his Apabhramsa, because he has not been pre-
ceded by any other in this statement, so far as can be ascertained.

True, Eamasarman ( TarkavSglSa ) agrees word for word with

Markandeya in his account of the minor Apabhramsas. But, as
Sir George, in his private letter to me, dated 8th December 1924
states the date of Ramasarman is unknown ( to him ). He adds :-

"
Either Markandeya copied from him or else copied from an
earlier writer ( ? Lankesvara ), for the account of the minor

Apabhrarh^a dialects in their two works is almost word for

word the same. "

However, in view of the uncertainty of Eamasarman r

s date,

and certain internal indications, to be stated later on, that

Markandeya probably preceded Eamasarman, Markandeya may
be regarded as the earliest grammarian of known date who
spoke of and treated Nagara Apabhramsa. In any case Hema-
candra cannot be connected wifch that name ( Nagara ) for his

ApabhrarhSa. Laksmldhara who, in spite of the variation in the

arrangement of his Suhas in his Sadbhasacandrika; virtually

follows Hemacandra's grammar, speaks of Apabhrarh&a, pure

and simple, not Nagara Apabhramsa. I shall later on show

that Laksmldhara preceded Markandeya. The date accepted by
me for Markandeya is merely tentative and simply marks the

earliest limit. Sir George Grierson, in his letter referred to a

little while ago, supports this view. He says there ;
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" About the date of Markandeya, I have always admitted that

it is doubtful. At present, it all depends on the date of

Raja Vira Mukundadeva of Orissa, The best known king

of that name flourished about 1664, but there were others of

the same name. I am, however, inclined to think that

Markandeya cannot have lived many centuries ago, for his

village, Birapratapapura or Birapura is well-known, and

there is a field there still associated with his name. "

Eamasiarman, it is true, mentions and treats Nagara, Vracafa
and Upanagara varieties of Apabhramsa in almost the same way
as Markandeya ( see the Apabhramsa Stabaka Ind. Ant. 1923,

pp. 2, 3, 4). But as we noted above the date of Eamasarman is

unknown; and thus it is difficult to dogmatize whether he

preceded, or followed Markandeya, or whether both were con-

temporaries. I shall give reasons later on for the view that

RamaSarman followed Markandeya. There is, however, a decided-

ly earlier grammarian, Kramadlsivara ( 1300 A. D. according to

Dr. Belvalkar ) who, just incidentally mentions Nagara and Upa-
nagara ; i. e. less than two centuries after Heinacandra these dia-

lects were known in some parts of India. But a regular treatment
of these seems to have been left to Markandeya at least a century
and a half later, if we accept his earliest date 1450 A. D. Thus,
my contention that Markandeya is the earliest grammarian who
mentions and treats Nagara Apabhramsa stands.

But Dr. Devadatfca takes us far back to 1150 A. D. and accept-
ing Nagendra Natha Vasu's views, places $esa Krsna in that date
and states that he, Sesa Krsna, enumerated 27 ApabhramsJas two
out of which were Nagara and Upanagara. ( Ind. Ant. April 1932
p, 66 ). [ Dr. Devadatta puts the weight of Sir George Grierson's
authority in the scale in his favour by referring us to Sir George's
statement at p. 152 of Ind. Ant. Vol. XL. All I find there is
that Sir George calls 1ST. N. Vasu's article interesting without com-
mitting himself to any view about Sesa Krsna, and he again dwells
on his obsession that Nagaras even now write in Nagarl script.! I
shall soon below show that Dr. Devadatta's reliance on JSTagendra
Hatha Vasu's date (1150 A, D.) for Sesa Krsna is but a case of
dependence on a very fragile reed. But Dr. Devadatta Bhandar-
kar's ne*t step is not easy to understand : He states .
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"In the same period ( as Sesa Krsna) lived Hemacandra. He
not only mentions, but also describes and illustrates the Nagara

Apabhramsa.
"

( Ind. Ant. April 1932 p. 66 ).

In his foot-note Dr. Devadatta Bhandarkar cites as his author-

ity for this statement, Sir George Grierson's L. S. I. vol. IX
pt. II p. 27. I have already at the outset of my examination of

this issue ( a) questioned the correctness of this statement of Sir

George, for, I repeat emphatically, Hemacandra has nowhere men-

tioned, described or illustrated ft agara Apabhramsa ; or, to put it

more accurately, Hemacandra has nowhere given to the Apa-

bhramsa of his grammar the name Nagara.

But, curiously enough, to this specific reliance on Sir George

Grierson's statement, Dr. Bhandarkar adds, by a subtle implication

which can hardly be called a logical inference or even corollary,

a hint that Hemacandra and Sesa Krsna dealt with Nagara Apa-

bhramsa as a subject known commonly to both by some curious

mental influence. Anyhow if we can show that this reliance on

Nagendra ISTatha Vasu for the date of Sesa Krsna is futile, the whole

fabric is bound to tumble down. Well, then, what is Nagendra
Nath Vasu's authority for 1150 A. D. as the date of Sesa Krena?

In his article entitled
"
Nagaras and Nagarl Alphabet

l7

( J. A.

S. Beng. vol. LXV, 1896 A. D.) to which Dr. Devadatta Bhandar-

kar refers at page 66 of his article as his authority, Nagendra
N ath Vasu states as under

P. 116.
" About 750 years ago Pandit Sesa Zrsna thus give*

an account of different languages in his PraJcria Candrika'*

( Here follows a list of 27 Apabhramsa dialects which includes

Upanagara and Nagara). It is clear from the above skkas that

like the Maharastrl, SaurasenI, &c. which derived their names

from the provinces or their people, the corrupt forms of languages,

viz. Nagara, Upanagara and Daiva were current in some part of

the country whose name they bear.
"

Foot-note to this is important. It runs thus:

"Also known under"the name of Krsna Pandit,son

sprung in the Sesa Vamsa. According to Dr Bhandarkar
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probable date of Ramacandra nephew of Sesa Krsna is about

1150 A. D, (R. G-. Bhandarkar 's Report of Sanskrit Mss. 1883-84,

p. 59).

Now on looking up Dr. Bliandarkar 's Report relied on by Mr.

Vasu, what do I find at p. 59 and p. 60? Dr. Bhandarkar

computes that

"

( a ) A great grandson of Ramacandra lived in 1527 A. B.

( b ) Therefore Ramacandra himself must have lived about

1450 A. D.

The genealogy worked out is as under :

Ananta

I

Nrsiihba

Gopala Krsna

Nreimha 1. Ramacandra
1 1

Krsna 2. Frsirhha"

Ramesivara Naganatha 3. Vitthala
(?)

Out of these repetitions of names, one thing which stands out

clearly is that Ramacandra's uncle is not Sesa Krsna ; and that

Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar does not give 1150 A.D. but 1450 A D. as

the date of Ramacandra. Of the two Nrsimha suta Krsnas one
would be Ramacandra's lather, the other bis nephew. In either

case they ( Krsna and Ramacandra ) would not be three centuries

apart. How and whence, in the face of 1450 A. D. for Ramacandra,
did Nagendra Kath get 1150 A. D. for ( Sesa Krsna ) the nephew,

4. P. year of^ 1ST. Vasu's paper = 1900 ; 1900 miniis 750
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=1150 A. D.) it is beyond me to conjecture even. And, besides, no-

where in these pages 59-60 does Dr. B. G-. Bhandarkar give Sesa

as the family name of any of tbe members in this genealogical

tree* However, curiously enough, the Ms. U. II. in Appedix III

of the report ( which contains the work of Ramacandra viz.

Prakriya Kaumudl ) is followed by a Ms, VV, Rasamanjarl and

its commentary, the latter being written by Sesa Cintamani, son

of Sesa Nrsimha. In fact this is where we find the Sesa

family and Nrsimha as the father of one Cintamani. It

seems that number 1 2 3 are the names for us, that number 2 had,

besides Vittbala, two other sons Cintamani and Krsna, and that

Dr. Bhandarkar 's genealogy given at p. 59 of his report was of

the Sesa family ;
it is only difficult to guess why the prasasti from

which the family tree was constructed omitted the Vamsa name.

It is possible, and I hope permissible, to combine this family tree

with another, to be presented later on very soon, and place

Cintamani and Krsna therefrom as brothers of Vitthala ( no. 3 )

in the above tree.

For, we need no longer wander in the wilds of conjecture. We

have conclusive evidence about the date of Sesa Krsna. If Dr.

Devadatta Bhandarkar had referred to the Chronological con-

spectus placed in the paper pooket of the cover of Dr. S. K. Bel-

valkar 's valuable work "Systems of Sanskrit Grammar'* , he would

have seen Sesa Krsna placed in 1600-1650 A. D. This is not the

conclusive evidence which I mean. It is found in an enlightening,

lucid, and well arranged article, entitled "TheSesas of Benares"

written by S. P. V. Banganatha SvamI in Ind. Ant. November 1912

vol. XLI pp. 245 ff. I shall take only salient and pertinent matter

therefrom
"

The family-tree constructed from the Sukti-Satnakara of Sesa

is as below *
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Ramacandra

i

Narasimha 3

Exsna 1 Cintamani 2

Vlrevara Narayana

Purusottama Cakrapani

I

Gopinatha

Rama

( Notes :
( a ) To 1 &~2 ( Krsna & Cintamani ) I add Vitthala by

combining with the tree given in Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar's Report,

as already stated above.

(b) Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar assigns the date 1450 A. D. to Rama-

candra. Ranganatha Svami's article states that Nrsimha ( No. 3 )

belongs to the first half of the sixteenth century ( i. e. about 1550

A. D.) A span of something about one century between father and
son would seem too big. Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar T

s date is infer-

ential, and we can adjust the difference by shifting the dates a
decade or two at each end. However, this process may prove
defective after all.

Works of S'esa Krsna

Ranganatha Svami gives a list of 10 or 11 works of Sesa Krsna,
out of which the following three are noteworthy for our purpose :

(a) irS^i**-!^.- A commentary on his grandfather 's mlNreWr.
Note : This establishes a link between Dr. R. G, Bhandarkar 's

tree and Ranganatha Svami's tree, enabling us to add Vitthala's
name among the sons of tfrsimha; as Vitthala wrote a

, as his commentary on Ramacandra's work.

(b) mcref^$nr~-- A grammar in metre of what Rafcgasvaml
terms the Jaina Prakrit dialects.
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Note : The dialect, Prakrit, the first of the six is terniCfl

in this work and it does not treat of Apabbramsa as it is an un

important dialect ; He says

a

And at the end of workjhe tells us :

Thus he brushes away Apabhramsa as negligible on these

grounds :

T^T^^r??!^ t

T I tT^lJlf^nTT^ T ' '

But ITagendra ITatha Yasu has quoted the list of 27 dialects

given ( as he believes ) by Sesa Krsna in his work, wherein he in^

eludes Nagara and Upanagara as varieties of Apabhramsa.

( c ) sNra-sTia; A play.

This furnishes conclusive clue to the date of Sesa Krsna.

This play No. 6 in the Ka'iyait.aLa series, shows in the STittadhara's

prologue ( prasiaiana ) that Sesa Krsna was a contemporary of

Giridhara, son of Raja Todarmal, the finance minister of Akbar

the Great, fla.a Todarmal died m 1586 A. D. ; so his son, argues

Rangasvami, must have lived in the last quarter of the sixteenth

century. Sesa ICisna thus flourished in the beginning of the

seventeeth century.

How in the face ol this clear evidence, can anyone seriou&ly

accept the unwarranted date, 1150 A. D.? Ihe range between

1150 and 1625 is so wide that we cannot conceive any element of

reconciliation. However let us try to be accurate. The footnote

at the beginning of the play says
*

And on this basis the fippa&z-writer says that"! the author flou*

rished in Akbar 's time in the latter half of the sixteenth century

A. D. But in the prastavana itself the tiutradhara informs the

atter stating who Giridhara is,

315 [ Annals, B. O. E. L ]
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which would show that Giridhari ordered, not the composition,
hut the performance of Kamsavadham.

Nevertheless the formalities of a play's prastavana will explain
the apparent discrepancy, and we can take it that the composi-
tion was necessarily the result of an invitation from Giridhari-
or at any rate the composition could not be very much earlier
than the performance. But once again there is another difficulty
in date-fixing. Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar's Report p. 60 mentions
an unquestioned date, 1527 A. D. ( 1583 V. S ) as the year in which
a great grandson of RSmacandra copied Praknya Kaumudi of
Eamacandra. Thus Krsna, an uncle of this great grandson
could not have lived 60 years after the year of that copy Some
sort of adjustment will be necessary by assuming that Giridhara
ordered the play qj*=n^ a good deal before Todarmal's death in
1586 A. D. Thus Sesa Krsna may have composed the play saysomewhere about the last quarter of the 16th century; uncle and
nephew could very well be contemporaries.and longevity may easi-
ly wipe off other differences. And we may accept the last quarterof the szzteenth century or the first quarter of the seventeenth
century as the period when Sesa Krsna flourished. Thus the fix-mg of such an early date as 1150 A. D. for Sesa Krsna and his

out oeofout ol 11 ones of Apabhramsa falls to the ground.

Another incidental statement, a virtual reproduction of Sir

is met with in the Gujarati

"
f

> T
to have a diaiect f ther wn> - e

Gu.arah. For the statement in quotation marks he refers
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us to Sir George's Linguistic Survey, Vol. IX, Pt.-II, p. 378. This is

all entirely news to me, a Nagara myself. or, there is nothing

like JSTagari Gujarati so far as I have'known, and the specimen of

Nsgari Gujarati given by Sir George at p. 378 carries with it no

linguistic or dialectic features peculiar to the Nagars. Sir George
obtained for his work a translation of an extract from the story of

the Prodigal Son from some one in the office of the Collector of

Customs. Bombay and located, unwarrantedly, the Nagara dialect

in Bombay town and Island, which in no sense is a Nagara
location. I need not quote the passage, for Sir George virtually

gives his case away when he says at the same page, ( after stating

that the ISTagaras are said to have a dialect of their own called

Gujarati )
:

"But their language is ordinary Gujarati with a" slightly

greater use of Sanskrit words than is met ^ith in the Gujarati of

other castes" (This, by the way, is like the definiton ^*&dl'<&lT*frefn'

in Markandeya's omnibus list of dialects. )

There are, no doubt a few formal peculiarities in the speech of

Nagaras in a few localities e. g. Karnall on the banks of the

Narmada, Surat ( where they are fast dying out ) and Benares ;

they are such forms as g?o^f for ^6w( future, 1st pers. plural );

$><U3r, 3ST35
1

, for ( $ ) 3^is ( present tense, 2nd pers., singular ), con-

fined to Charotar, which again is disappearing, and a few others,

But, one swallow does not make a summer, such stray features

do not make a dialect.

Having fairly well fixed the location of Nagara and Upa-

nagara in the several grammatical works, let us attempt their rela-

tive positions. I shall at first apply two tests*-

( a ) The mention, or treatment, of Nagara and Upa-

nagara ;

( b ) The recognition of certain special Apabbraihsa

peculiarities.

I give a list of grammarians for easy reference .

1. ( V ) Vararuci 1st quarter of the 4th Century B. C.

3. (H) Hemacandra 1112 A, D. Apabhramsa grammar
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3. (L ) Laksmidhara Early part of 13th Century A, ix

4. (Kr) Kramadisvara 1300 A, D. or later

5. (Mk) Markandeya^
f 1450 A D. or later

6. (R) Bamasarman j

7. ( S) Sesa Krsna 1576 A. D. or thereabouts.

Before proceeding further, let us try and verify the dates of

the above writers. Vararuci's date is fairly trustworthy, as given

by Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar, who at p, 301 of his Wilson Pnilological

Lectures, accepts the popular tradition which refers Katyayana
to the period of the Nandas, i. e. to about the first quarter of the

fourth century B. C. Dr. Belvalkar practically assigns him to this

date.

Hemacandra's date is undoubted. He was born in 1145 V S,

(
= 1089 A. D. ) and died in 12,29 Y. S. (

= 1173 A D ). Yra-alal

Kalidas Sastrl, in his Gujarat i JBhasa-no Itibasa (p. 40) tells us -hat

Hemacandra wrote his grammar of Apabhramsa in Y. S 1168

(
= 1112 A. i>. ).

Laksnfid'hara K. P. Trivedi ( p. 17 of his Introduction to the

( Sadbhasacandrika) assigns ( L ) to somewhere before 1532 A D,

His line of reasoning Is this :

"Kumara Svamin, son of Mallinatha, quotes Laksmidhara.

Mallinatha flourished in the sixteenth century; for one of his verses

occurs in an inscription of A. D. 1532. This makes Laksmidhara
a contemporary of Mallinatha.

"

How ? I cannot grasp. Assuming that the verse in ilie

inscription is a sure index, all one can say is that Mallinatha

flourished before 1532, not necessarily in the 16th century. "N"or

is it quite clear why, because Mallinatha 's son quotes (L) 9 he (L)

was the father's contemporary.

If we reject K. P. Trivedi's date for (L) and assign the

thirteenth century to him, we get over the anomaly created by

the fact that (Kr) mentions ( ever so much as incidentally ) the

dialects, A agara and Upanagara, while (L) strictly adheres to (H
in his utter silence regarding the two dialects. For (L) follows

(H) almost religiously except in a few variations and different

in arrangement. (L) reproduces, though with a varying develop
ment, (H)'s erroneous views ; thus :
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1. (ID 1ms f^r as an adasa for ^ with sr as an upasarga when

the sense is WrTH* ( sufficiency) ( spr: q-^rm gs^: VIII iv. 390
;

in Siddha Hemacandt a ;. The instance given is 3*fK >?f3^ ?TTf .

Now <Tf^"f really is from stT1^ ( sTOTf?r ). Gujarati ^\^. It has

nothing to do with sr 4- ^. I need not discuss the error at length.

I have done so in GLL, vol. II, pp. 32-33, pp. 132-3 5 which will

soon be out. Now (L) has followed the error but turned <Tgsr into
1

( ill. iv. 58 ; WTHT ^Ct flifsiff: ).

2, Again (H) imagines that ft is the ablative suffix: in the

efise of certain pronouns -,
his instances being 3fff ^T^rTS" srm^r and

the like ( see his VIII. iv. 355 ). As a matter of fact the -gf is the

locative suffix and fT^rT3 (
= ^^ ) conveys the ablative idea.

I have discussed the question at great length in my article on
" The Ablative Termination in Gujarati" ( Sir Asutosh Mukerjee

Silver Jubilee, vol. Ill, pp 656 ff ). Laksmldhara has altered the

id
1

to % and dropped the $7^3 of ( H) in his sutra III. iv. 20 (p. 268),

a reduction which wipes off the element of copying. His instance

is ^rscTf not STff ^T?rT^. K. P. Trivedi ( Appendix p. 148 ) compares

this f with. H's ft. Could (L)'s f be a mislection for ft especially

as f is given for gen. plur. in III. iv. 10 ?

K. P. Trivedi makes ( L ) contemporary with Mallinatha,

Asa matter of fact Mallinatha flourished in the early part of the

thirteenth century A D. Mable Duff ( page 189 ) speaks of V. S 1298

(
= 1242 A. D ) as the year in which Narahari, son of Mallinatha

was born, and refers us to Peterson's first Report of Sanskrit Msg.

p. 25, where we find the parentage of ISTarahari ( viz. Ramesvara

of Vatsa Gotra father of Narasimhabhatta, father of Mallinatha),

as given in the introductory verses to Narahari's com-

mentary on Kavyaprdkasa ( written under the name, Sarasvati-

tlrthaX Narahari s birth date is there given as under :

892

( The figures are placed by me. ).

If, then, Narahari ( Mallinatha 's younger son ) was born in V.

S. 1298 ( 1242 A.D.), Mallinatha himself must necessarily be placed

say about 1 210 A. D, Thus, there is only one century between
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(H )'s Apabhramsia grammar ( A. D. 1112 ) and ( L )'s ^sT
taking L as Mallinatha's contemporary, earlier though he must

have been.

( Kr. )
- Dr. Belvalkar has placed ( Kr ) in 1250 A. D.- 1230 A, D.

in his chait. ( "We have to remember that at the top of his chart lie

tells us that all the dates are approximate only ). He tells us ( at

page 109 of his Systems of Sanskrit Grammar ) that Aufrecht
makes ( Kr )'s school even anterior to Bopadeva, though Colebrooke

places it immediately after. Now "Bopadeva is quoted by
Mallinatha ( cir. 1350 ) in his commentary on the Kumara, and he

is known to have been the protege of Hemadri who was a minister
to Mahadeva the Yadava king of Devagiri ( 1200-1271 A. r>. ) and
to his successor Ramadeva. "( Belvalkar's pp. 104-105 ).

Mallinatha as we have just seen above belonged to the early part

of the thirteenth century. Belvalkar's date cir. 1350 is therefore
out by a century. Add to this the further statement at p. 109 that

( Kr ) wrote seven padas of his Safaksipta Sara ( dealing with

Sanskrit) earlier and the eighih dealing with Prakrit was added
later. Thus, for the purpose of our investigation ( Kr ) must be

placed fairly later, say, about 1300 A. D.
, if not later. ( Belvalkar's

chart shows 1200-1250 A. D. for Bopadeva; but the inquiry in the
text takes him right up to 1271 A. D., and even later. )

Markandeya and Ramasarman : I take them as twins, both
because they were apparently closely allied in time, and because
their mention and treatment of Nagara and Upanagara is almost
identical. The occasional differences between ( Mk ) and ( R ) are
indicated in detail by Sir George Grierson in his pub'ication of

Uamasarnmn's Apabhramsa-Sfabakas in Ind. Ant vol LI and LII
1922 and 1923 A. D. There are two noteworthy features in these
Stabakas :

( 1 ) The difference between ( Mk ) and ( R ) consists in addi-
tions to ( Mk ), not omissions.

( 2 ) While ( Mk )'s Prakrta Sarvasva is almost entirely in the
common and simple Anustup metre ( R)'s Siabakas employ
various classical and elaborate metres like Mandakrania,
Upajati, Aupjcchandasika, Vasantatilaka, and the like. These
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two features, to my mind, strongly indicate that (Mk)'s
work preceded that of ( R ).

So we find that between 1112 A. D. when Hemacandra wrote
Ms Grammar of the Apdbhramsa language, but never uttered the

names, Nagara and Upanagara, and 1450 A. D. or thereafter when
( Mk ) and ( R ) appeard in the firmament of Prakrta grammar
writing, the dialects Ktagara and Upanagara occupied a notice-

worthy place.

Sesa Krsna. We have already gone into the problem of his

date and on the strength of the evidence of Kamsciadham assigned
him the end of the sixteenth century or the beginning of the

seventeenth century We have further evidence which I take

from Belvalkar **

*'

Sesa Krsna was a guru of Bhattoji Dlksita.

Jagannatha, the court pandit of the Emperor Shah Jahan, says
that Bhattoji was the pupil of Sesa Krsna. As Jagannatba was
the pupil of the son' of Sesa Krsna, this gives us Bhattoji's date,

which must be about 1630 A. D. This is also confirmed by the

fact that a pupil of Bhattoji wrote a work in Samvat 1693

;

= A. D. 1637 ). Bhattoji's date being 1630 A. D., Sesa Krsna may
safely be placed aboufc 1600 A. D.

But there is a hitch Sesa Vitthala, son of Sesa Nrsimha, and

grandson of Sesa Ramacandra, wrote a commentary, Praknya
Kaumull Prasada on his grandfather's work (Prakriya Kaumudi).
The earliest Ms. of this Prasada is dated Samvat 1605-6 =
L D. 1548-9. Hence, Belvalkar says, Vitthala cannot be later

han 1525 A. D. If so ? 1600 A D. for^Sesa Krsna presents a span
)f 75 years between the two brotliers ! This is absurd. Belvalkar's

iate for Eamaoandra is 1450 A. D. Vitthala, the grandson being

n 1525 A. D. The grand father may possibly have lived 75 years

tefore him. But 75 years between the two brothers are an

ncredible gap. Some adjustment will, therefore, be necessary in

his case also. We can very well reckon that 3^3^*3; was per-

ormed or written, at the instance of Giridhara during the life-time

f Todar Mai, and there fore7airly well before 1586 A, D. *

Let us now apply the tests stated before
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(a)

The mention, or treatment, of Nagara and Upanagara

(V) Does not mention even Apabhramsn, much less can we

expect any referece to Nagara and Upanagara. Obviously these

dialects did not exist in his time.

( H) Mentions Apabhratitsa, but nowhere does he speak of, much

less treat, Nagara and Upanagara, It may be that these varieties

did not exist in his time, or, if they did, he left them severely

alone.

( L ) Holds the same position as ( H ) in this respect.

( Kr ) In the chapter in Samksipta-sara on Apabhrathsa, Su'ra

70 we find a bare incidental reference to Nagara and Upanagira.

( It is noteworthy that ( Kr ) seems to cover Mafjadhi, Pcnsaci, and

Ardhamagadhl under the generic name Apabhramsa. )

We have fixed 1300 A. D. and a little later for ( Kr ) . H. wrote

his grammar of Apabhramsa in 1112 A. D. Thus within a space of

nearly two centuries, these minor dialects appear to have just

sprouted up, and nothing more.

When we come to ( M ) and ( R ), the two dialects, Nagara and

Upanagara come into prominence, comparatively speaking, by way

of recognition and treatment.

( S ) is tie last in the list. He professedly disowns Apabhramsa,
for purposes of treatment, and briefly includes Nagara and Upti-

nagara in his omnibus list of minor dialects, as already noted by

us above. To give him the place of honour in connection with

Nagara Apabhramsa, as N. K Vasu and, following him, Dr. Deva

datfia Bhandarkar do, is out of perspective, to say the least. How

ever, I have my doubts about the presence of the omnibus list in

Prakrta Candnku, which I state fully in my post script to this

article. If my doubts are valid, they cut the ground from undei!

N, N. Vasu's main argument.
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(b)

Recognition of certain special flpabhrams'a Features

The neuter gender nominative and accusative singular form for

wards ending in 3T.

ETemacandra has two alternative forms for this 1. for words

without the ^ suffix and 2. for words with the 3* suffix. For the

former he has ^ endings for neuter as well as masculine genders.

For the latter he has ^ ending in the neuter gender :

VIILiv. 351. Thus, ST^ for snrc: and $$ for^% 35* for

D-qr, for Ttifa;. But (^^r%)sFr?cr^?m^'Hl"* VIII iv. 354=. Thus,
"

for HT^f^q;, qTnire for

It is the treatment of this 3s suffix in the neuter gender that

I apply as a test.

Laksmldhara recognises this $ ending, no doubt, but attempts

a,needless improvement upon (H) by providing the ^ for the past

participial forms additionally and specifically
*

( III. iv. 25 p. 222 in K. P. Trivedi )

^, and instances ^3" \ cTF^r ?&*t3 ^nf \

I

( H ) would cover this WB" ( ffraj) under qFT^cT by tracing it to

In fact he has given w^ itself as an instance of ^Tn^

Kramadisvara says nothing about ^ for ^r^cRE^P* He has

a general 3" for all, sCcrrerm^n" sutra RR I $tt sft^' sutra ^.

Markan^eya, Ramasarman Both are silent on the point of the

for ^ewrrcT neuter gender.

( Mk ) XVII. 10 gives S for all genders for all bases (a

in nom. and ace. singular but nowhere does he speak of 3" for the

qsMKTM'W in 3T base. Both ( Mk ) and ( R ) supplement the V suffix

by a novel suffix, 5 ; see Mk. XVII, 7 and ( R ) Ap. Btabaka 7. In-

stances : ^F^f, TOfwrj, ^ni ( Mk ), ?FriM5 ( B ). (B ) calls such

forms ^^T'S^ (irregular) and 5TTT ( boorish ). Ramasarman follows

suit in verse 8 of the Apabhramsa Stdbafa. I say "follows suit"

because, for reasons already stated, I regard (Mk) as the model and

( R ) as the copyist, I differ, with due deference, from Sir George^

Ifi f Annalo T* r\ ff T 1
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Grierson's view that "Markandeya must have been acquainted
with the present work, or with some of his predecessors, for he

quotes almosfc vetbattm the long passage, at the end of the chapter
here given, which deals with the minor varieties of Apabhrarhsa"
( See Ind. Ant. vol. LI, 1922 A. D. p. 14). The mere fact of identity
of the particular passage can very well be proof of ( H )'s being
the copyist and ( Mk ) the original ; and I have already given
certain internal indications leading to my view of the question of

priority between the two.

The pleonastic *

( H) in his sutra VIII-iv~399 3T^cTTOT>^rr%^ notices this un-

invited ( 5ri%sr ) T. His instance is aw for csjRT: ; the *r being first

elided under the general rule 3^mrarR( ( III-ii-78 ) .

( L ) accepts this fully ( III-iii-6 ) ^re^rftSTC and instances

( Kr ) has SrrcrTf^sqTCT^ ( sufra 5 ) citing the word specimen
bodily without marking the phonetic change process. But evident-
ly, at the back of his mind, there is an intention to take * as a
substitute for V, almost so, as

(Mk) and (R) regard the genesis of the letter-transformation,
For (Mk) has ^nn^r ^:^^ (XVII <3 ) and gives more
instances than one. wt i srrofe I 5rnt I srmqi \\

verse 3, tells the same tale but slightly differently. It says
s

: *rnreaTQ; ; i- e. in words like smr, *m% and- .
,

the like a * comes as the lower member in the conjunct -,
which is

almost the same thing as saying that *r is turned to * ; both these
writers employ a crude empiric method, as compared with ( H ).

^

But throughout we find that the * comes in after the V is
kicked out

5 that is to say, the *$? of , is recognised only in cases
where * is the lower member of a conjunct. This limited scope is
largely widened in po*-Apabh*aMa period, J have given a longish
ist of words with a pleonastic T in my G. L. L. vol II, lecture 1Y,section HI, Utsarga I, pp. 433-435-which will show this extension

of the principle : q^j (= side )

and the like are inetances in point,
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Tessitori 31 calls this a euphonic r ( it is really pleonastic ) and

gives instances which are not all to the point, the T, as he him-
self admits, being present in Sanskrit.

The suffix

This suffix, profusely used in Apdbhraihia, is dealt with by (H)

specifically in VIJI-iv-429 and 431 ( ^t constructively, as really it

is ^ + f ) e g.

( L ) gives, word for word, the same sutra ( his being IH-iii-29)
and instances

( Kr ) is silent on this ^ suffix.

( Mk ) XVII 5 and 6 note ^r and ^r ( fern. ); the art in r

really is the nom. sing. form. ( H ) rightly gives 1^=3T^; virtually

5B
1

; the ^ being a mark-letter for resfrr in the base-word. ( H )

also gives sr, ^^ which ( Mk ) ignores.

( E, ), verse 6, has the same 7 and ^r ; his instance, f|s^r

( same as Mk ) and nt^t ( *TR^T ) different from Mk.

Note : Tessitori 146 relates this, conjecturally, to the Skr. 5T

suffix. The conjecture is quite a happy one. We find instances

like *st ^mmEiT q^: cfcrTcsnsr n^FcT ( Mdhavlracarita ) ; ^frre^jl^a-
^ITIT ( Bhasa-panecheda ) ; where 2f is a dirnunitive suffix showing
delicacy ; and, ^TT2nTn%^rR ua ri^^fx^: ^^m^": ( quoted in

SaUtya-darpana I) where r- f^^r is used to show contempt through
the dimunitive idea. This ^r suffix is profusely used in Gujarat!

literature, ancient and modern, especially in ancient ; in modern
literature it is too often a case of namby-pamby effeminacy.

What does this inquiry show us now ? Does it not establish

the chronological sequence of the grammarians named by me ?

But, we must cry halt. There may be an alfcerntive explanation.

Sir George Grierson notes two schools of Prakrit grammarians
( 1 ) Eastern and ( 2 ) Western. To the Eastern belong Varsruci,

Lankesvara, Kramadlsvara, Bamasarman and Markandeya.
Under the Western school he places Hemacandra, Trivikrama,

, Siml^araja aud others who adopted the technology of
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the* expanded Valmiki Sutras ( See Tnd. Ant. vol. V, 1922 p, 13);

Jould it be that the recognition of N&gara and Upanagara depend-

ed on the school of grammarians, so also the special Apabhramsa
features which I discussed just above ? Thus ( Kr ), ( B ) and

( Mk )
- all Easterns recognize the Nagara and Upanagara dialects,

either fully or incidentally, while ( H ) and ( L) "Westerners

ignore them. This would mean that the locus of the dialects was

in the East and not in the West, a theory which would not readily

be accepted by the advocates of Nagara Apabhramsa,

Again, out of the special Apabhrariisa features, the most impor-

tant one is the ^ formations in sBT^rT^^r^
1

of sr^r bases. This

principle accounts for the 3 ending of neuter words in Gujarati,

WN, Muuitf, "TT5 ( Guj. ). Marathi, also a Western vernacular, has <(

to correspond to the 3" in Gujarati : e. g. *T3r< *T*T$5tr<c; TrT3f^. But this

comes from a^-srcr-q; and not from 3^"- 3". All the same the nasal

is there. While these features are present in the Western verna-

culars, they are absent in Hindi which has 3fT ending for neuter

'gender as well as in masculine. Other Eastern vernaculars will

a7so go with Hindi- at least they do not possess the $ ending
of Gkijar&tL Sindhi too has no distinctive neuter gender ending.

The pleonastic * and ^ suffix vary in their presence in East and

'West. In fact we have not enough data for fixing them locally.

Thus, the fact of a grammarian being Eastern or Western .will

not furnish a true solution
; and we must fall back on the com-

paratively surer basis viz. chronology, which will show how the

Kagara and the Upanagara dialects gradually appeared in the

linguistic field,

In these circumstances my view that Markandeya was the first

grammarian wbo dealt with Nagara and Upanagara, and that
Bemacandra has nowhere even so much as mentioned them, stands
justified.

PostScript

Mr. tf. y. Vasu, in the article relied on by Dr. D. B. Bhandar-
kar qoutes certain slokas which enumerate 27 minor dialects-
ita-ofta t according to him, are found in Sesa Krsna's PraJcrta

I pbtained from the Bhan3arkar O. R. Institute of
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Poona a Ms. of Prakrla Candriln which was copied in V. S. 1776
= A. D.1720, ie, about a century after0* i A

Sesa Krsna's time ( 1600 A. D. or thereabouts), I went through tie

Ms, carefully more than once, asked a competent friend to do the

same, and the result was that these ilokas are nut there, in any

part of the work, How are we to account for this ? The absence

of the slokas does not leave a gap in the B.CXR, Institute's Ms.. A
solution, possibly the only solution, lies in the possibility of the

slokas being an interpolation in Mr. N. K. Vasu's Ms,. This theory

gains colour from a very significant fact : Markandeya, in the In-

troductory portion of his Prakrta Sarmva raises in the com-

mentary a possible objection to his statement in the 4th stanza

that the Prakrit languages are sixteen in all
? viz, how siiteen in

all, when some people have said that there are Maharastri, AvantI,

SaurasenI and others eight in number, Sakarl etc,, and 27 varieties

of Apabhramsa, and 11 Pisaca dialects. In enumerating the 27

ApabhramSas the list given by (Mk) is the original which must

have supplied matter for interpolation to Mr, N, ILYasuVMs,,

In fact the list is the same as given by Markandeya, Sir George

Grierson regards this list as taken <by Markandeya from an un-

named author ( See his Apabhramsa Stabakas of Kamasaraan, Ind.

Ant vol. LIT, A. D. 1923, p. 5 ).

In my foregoing article all observations regarding Sesa Krsna

and his 27 varieties of Apabhramsa are to be taken as subject to

this interpolation theory.



MISCELLANEA

NOTES ON INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

BY

P. K. GODE, M. A,

XV

HEM&DRl'S COMMENTARY ON THE EAGHUVAMSA
( CALLED DAKPANA ) AND ITS PROBABLE DATEx *

FIRST HALF OF THE 15TH CENTURY

Hemadri, the author of the commentary called Darpana on

the Raghuvamsa was a very learned commentator. This is

evidenced by the list of
"
authors, works and portions of works

quoted hy Hemadri in his Darpana
"

published by Mr. S. P.

Pandit as an Appendix to his edition of the Raghuvama. T

According to Mr. Nandargikar, Hemadri stands second to

Vallabha, another commentator on the Raghuvarhsa, chronolo-

gically.
8 He also observes in the same place that this commen-

tary
"
excels by far all the others both in point of scholarship

and judgment.
'
7 Hemadri mentions other earlier commentators

such as Daksinavatta, Krsna and Vallabha but it is
"
curious

to note that Caritravardhana and Mallinatha although they

literally imitate him nowhere give his name or at least indicate

that these expressions are not their own." s Caritravardhana
flourished after Vallabha for he quotes him in his commentary,
Caritravardhana imitates Hemadri while Dinakara's commentary
which gives its date viz. A. D. 1385 is simply the epitome of

Caritravardhana's commentary. It is clear, therefore, that

Vallabha lived long before 1385 A. r>. and between him and
Dinakara flourished Hemadri and Caritravardhana.4 Hemadri 's

1. Raghuvamsa, part IT, Bombay, 1872, Appendix I, pp. 12-18,

2. Kaghuvamsa, Poona, 1897 Critical Notice, p. 13.

3. Ibid., p. 15.

4. Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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commentary mentions Caturvargacintamani of the celebrated

Hem&dri, the writer on Dharmasastra. 1 This work is assigned to

a period ( 1260-1270 A. r>. ).
2

It would thus be seen that

Hemadri 's commentary must be assigned to a period between
1260 to 1385 A. D., if Mr. Nandargikar 's hypothesis of putting
him before Dinakara is accepted.

We have, however, to record the following evidence which
to a certain extent upsets Mr, Nandargikar's hypothesis '-

( 1 ) Hemadri in commenting on verse 20 of Canto XII refers

to Mi9ti4Tci3 \^q i as follows :

( 2 ) We have been able to identify the above quotation in the

recent edition3 of the work by Mr. K. P. Trivedi, where

the quotation reads as under :

g wteara; n
"

( 3 ) It is, therefore, perfectly clear that Hemadri knew the

Prakriyakaumudl of Ramacandra and possibly in his

time it was gaining in status as one of the authorities

on grammar because he refers to it in the same breath

with Kasika in the same place.
4

( 4 ) Now as regards the dafce of Prakriyakaumudl, the follow-

ing views are available :

( i ) According to Keith 5 the work was written c. 1400.

( ii ) Sir B. G. Bhandarkar thinks that Eamacandra

lived about 1450 A. D.
6

1. See Comm. on Canto XIII, 52, and Canto VII, 37, 51.

2. History of Dharmasastra ( 1930) by P. V. Kane, Vol. I, p. 357*

3. B. S. S. LZXVIII, Part I, 1925, p. 584.

4. Ms. No. 47 of 1873-74, folio 106, a, line 5

\ ^^Tr^Pr^r[f5 tfig^-

u
;;

5. History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 430.

6. Report on the Search for Mss. for IS88*-84, p. 60.
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( iii ) Mr. K. P. Trivedi,
1 however, concludes thai; Bama-

candra flourished in the latter half of the 14th

century ( i e. between 1350 to 1400 A. D. ),

We are inclined to adopt Mr. Trivedi's conclusion be-

cause he notes a Ms.2 of the Prakriyakaumudi which is

dated Samvat 1493 (
= A. D. 1437 ). If a copy of the

work is dated A. D 1437 the work may be presumed to

have been written during the 2nd half of the 14 th century
i e. between 1S50 to 1400 A. Z>.

( 5 ) If the above view is accepted, Hemadri, who refers to the

Pralcriyakaumudl of Ramacandra, must be assigned to

a period which is removed at least by 50 years or so,

We may be, therefore, not much wrong if we state that

Hemadri's commentary was written during the first half

oft/ie 15th century Le. between A.D. 1400 to 1450. This
conclusion vitiates Mr. Nandargikar's inference that
Hemadri lived before A.D. 1385. We may state here
that this view is based on the philological argument
that Caritravardhana imitates Hemadri and that Dina-
kara's commentary is practically an epitome of Caritra-
vardhana 's commentary.

( 6 ) Other evidence in support of our conclusion is the fact
that Hemadri refers to Eupamala a work on grammar
in commenting verse 70 of Canto XIIL Presumably
the reference is to the work of this name by Vimala-
sarasvatr* who is placed not later than A. D. 1350. This
work is put prior in chronological order to the Prakriya-
kaumudL As this work is referred to as an authority
on grammar by Hemadri, he must have lived at least
50 years after A. D. 1350 Le. after A. D. 1400. Our con-
clusion, therefore, that Hemadri belongs to the first hatf
of the 15th century appears to be approximately correct.

1. B. a S. LXXVIII, Part I, Introduction, p., . .

2. MS. No. 20 of 1904 ( Sanskrit College Library, Calcutta ).

5, Belvalkar , Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, p. 44.
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XVI

SOME FURTHER LIGHT ON THE DATE OF SlllKAN'lHA,
THE AUTHOR OF EASAKAUMUDI

In my note In the Annals, Vol. XII, pp. 202-4 I have shown
that Satrusalya was the patron of Snkantha ( author of Rasa-
Jcaumudi) and that he was identical with Jam Sattarsal of

Navanagar ( 1569 to 1608 A. D. ). I also inferred that the B.O.R.L
Ms. of the Ra&akaumual was a contemporary copy from the

original of the court poet Srlkantha, who must have been living
in Jam Sattarsal 's reign, and that he composed his Rasakaumud!
about A. D. 1575 i.e. 5 or 6 years after Jam Sattarsal's accession
to the gadi.

In the present note I have to record the corroboration of my
inferences. There is a poem on the history of the Jam dynasty
of Kaccha and ISTavanagar, especially of Satrusalya Nrpa
claiming descent from Yadu and E~rsna, in seven cantos. It is

called Jamavijaya-Kavya by one Vaninatha. Aufrecht T

records
two Mss. of this historical poem, at the end of which the following
verse occurs with reference to Srlkantha :

f ^r: u ? o\s n
"

The above verse makes it clear beyond the possibility of a

doubt that Srlkantha 5 who is none other than the author of Rasa-
kaumudi described by me in my previous note, was a court-

poet of Jam Sattarsal, being extremely clever on account of his

study of various Sastras as mentioned in the verse.

The India Office Ms. of the Jamavtjaya Kavya is dated Sarhval

1866 (
= A. D. 1810 ) while the B.O.RJ. Ms. is dated Samvat 1805

(
= A. D. 1749 ) and hence older.

1. Catalogue Catalogorum, i, p, 206 "P. 9
" which is the same as B. O.

B. I. No. 183 of 187980 and in, 44 " 10-2351" described by Eggeling
on p. 1511^of Part VII of India Office Mss, Catalog^ 1904*

17 [ Annals, B, O. E, .1 ]
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XVII

A BARE MANUSCRIPT OF A COMMENTARY ON THE

MEGHADTJTA CALLED SARODDHAEINI
AND ITS PROBABLE DATE ( between A. D. 1173 AND 1561 )

Mr. Nandargikar in his edition of tlie Meghaduta1
describes

a Ms. of a commentary on the Meghaduta of Kalidasa called

Sarcddharirfi. This Ms is No. 157 of 1882-83 in the Govt. Mss,

Library at the B. O. R. Institute. It is dated Samvat 1617

( =A.D. 1561 ). According to Mr. Nandargikar it is a
"
\ery

learned commentary.
" *'

It abounds in quotations from numerous
authors and in grammatical, philological, rhetorical, and critical

disquisitions. It refers in several places to older commentators bufc

does not name any of them,
"

Dr. K. B. Pathak2 who has also made use of this Ms., records

this commentary as "next only to Mallinatha's work in point
of merit/'

As Aufrecht in his Catalogue Catalogorum does not record

this Ms. or any other Mss of this important commentary, the only
available B.O.RL Ms., though in a damaged condition, must
be regarded as very rare and important

As regards the date of this commentary Dr. Pathak5 thinks it

is composed after Mallinatha's commentary
"
as we find in it

a reference to his explanation of TTI^ as HT^T^ hc in verse 16.
?;

I have examined this reference in the Ms. of Saroddharim referred
to above. It appears as under on folio 8 :

Dr, Pathak identifies this reference with the following line
5

in Mallinatha's commentary :-

1. Meghaduta with Malhnatha's commentary, Bombay, 1894, Critical
Notice, p. 7.

2. Kahdasa's Meghaduta, ( Second Edition ), Poona, 1916. Introduction,
p. xzi.

3. Ibid., p, xxi.

4. In a commentary on the Meghadtlta ( Ms, No. 158 of 1882-83 dated
6 ' AJX 157 ~ f L 19) the e^re

Pathak's Edition of the Meghaduta, oona, 1916., p. H
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It will be seen from the above quotations that the Saroddharinl

does not mention Mallinatha by name. We are, therefore, not

positively sure from this vague reference whether it pertains to

Mallinatha or any other commentator who preceded the Saroddha-

rinl. Even though quotations are given in the commentary the

names of the sources drawn upon are not mentioned and conse-

quently it has become difficult to fix the date of composition of

this commentary. On a cursory perusal of this decaying Ms
I have been able to get the following references :

q-TrE SSFTcFTSr ( foT. 2 ) ; qfrf? ( fol. 16 )

<niT igpra? ( fols. 4, 9, 21, 22, 26, 33, 46 etc. Y;

( fol. 6 ) ; $3T ( fol. 33 ).

In these few references the only reference which could' be of

use for chronological purposes is the following :

On folio 2
ee

S5WT5F5T: <Tl7be|W*i LUl'W
1

*T3rFr 34?rch|3T \\

rim*4M U

I have succeeded in indentifyin^ this quotation in the

1 of fsra^ where it is found as under :

( the reading
Cf

^TfFr ^ "
for ^?spr% is evidently a scribal error ).

The above identification enables us to put the date of the

Saroddharin! between Hemacandra's Anekarthasam^raha and

A. D. 1561, the date of the present Ms As Hemacandra died in

A. D. 1173 2 we may for the present fix the date of the Baroddharinl

between A. D. 1173 and 1561. If Dr. Pathak's identification of

reference to Mallinatha is corroborated by any other evidence

internal or external we may put the date of the Saroddharinl

between A. D. 1420s and 1561.

1. Anekartha-samgraha, ed. by Zacharie, Vienna, 1893, p. 27.

2- Duff: Chronology of India, p. 152.

3. Keith : History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 87, foot-note %,
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XVIII

A QUOTATION FROM THE HANUMANNATAKA
IF THE COMMENTAEY ON MEGHADUTA BY

MAHIMAHANSAG-ANI, COMPOSED nsr

SAMVAT 1693 (
= A. D. 16S7 )

Dr. S. K. De in his elaborate study of the
'"

Problem of the

Mahanataka" 1
states that Anandavardhana ( middle of the 9th

century ) and Dhanika ( end of 10th century ) quote verses which
occur in the Mahanataka or Hamimannataka, but these quotations

being anonymous cannot establish the antiquity of the Maha-

nataka. Dr. De further adds that a large number of quotations

mostly anonymous, from the Mahanataka is also found in

Sanskrit Anthologies. Out of ten quotations given as hanumatah
in the Sarngadharapaddhati ( about A. I), 1363 ) only two can be

traced, one in the recension of Madhusndana and the other in

that of Damodara.2

I find from the above useful data gathered by Dr. De that

the quotations ascribed to Hanumat and identified in the two
recensions of the Mahanataka are two only. It may, there-

fore, be useful to record and identify any further quotations from
the Mahanataka.

While examining the Mss of the commentary on the Megha-
duta by Mahimahansagani in Govt. Mss Library at the B. O, B.
Institute I came across the following quotation :

Ms~lTo, 389 of 1884-87, folio 36

TTT

1. Ind. Histo. Quarterly, Vol. VII, pp, 537-627 1

1 Ibid., p. 542,



The above verse appears as under on p, 70
(
Act V

) of the

edition of the Malimtak ( MadhusMana's recension
) by

BamataranaSiromani,l870-

: p

As the above verse cannot be traced in the

,
the possibility of its being a second-hand quotation

from this anthology is negatived and the statement of Mahima-

hamsagani that it is taken from the Hanunwnnataka appears to

be correct.



PLATES OF RANABHANJADEVA OF THE
YEAR 18

BY

ADRISH CHANDBA BANSRJI, M. A.

This grant was edited for the first time by Mr. B. C. Mazumdar

nearly fifteen years ago. But as bis transcription is far from

correct it is being re-edited. I have prepared ray reading

from the excellent facsimiles reproduced with Mr. Mazumdar's

article.
1 As it is the custom to name the copper plate grantg

According to the find-spot, I have changed the title of the plates,

This grant is reported to have been found at Binka, a sub-

divisional town in Sonepur feudatory State, in Orissa. It had also

a seal partly broken ( not reproduced by Mr. Mazumdar ) on

which the the body of a Bull is represented, the head seems to

have disappeared w ith the broken part of the seal. Above the

animal is engraved the legend : Randka &ri Rariabhanjadevasya.

"The charter consists of three copper plates of which the first

plate alone bears an inscription on the inner side only. The

plates are rather irregular in shape their average height (length?)

and breadth may be put down as 5" and 7" respectively. The ring

which is half inch in thickness and three inches in diameter

passes through the hole cut at the left margin of the plates,

contains the oval seal of the grantor ( donor ) at the top.
2

The inscription is very badly inscribed and contains many
mistakes. The language is no doubt Sanskrit but it is wretched,
even the quotations are not properly done. The grant was in-

scribed by Sivanaga, son of Pandi, who is called a 'vanika* and*

'suvarnakara* .

The record belongs to the reign of Kanaka JRanabhanjadeva, of

the spotless Bhanja family who was the 'lord of both the

1. J1.B, O.JJ. ff.Vol.H.pp.167-77,

3. J6*d. p. 167.
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hinjalis' . Raibahadur Hiralal tiled to identify this Eanabhanja
ith the king of the same name ruling over a place called

hijjinga Kotta in Orissa. But the absurdity of such a hypothesis
as first demonstrated by late Mr. R. D. Banerji and conclusi-

ly proved by my friend Mr. C. C. Dasgupta.
1

Following grants
this king are also known :

( 1 ) Singhara plafces of the year 9.
2

( 2 ) Dasapalla grant of the year 24. s

( 3 ) Baudh grants of the years 24 and 54.*

( 4 ) Unpublished Baudh grants of the year 58 and another.

Before we begin consideration of the text it would be well to

int out some peculiar points about these plates. The first point
that no mention is made of any ancestor of the donor except-

g his father. The second point is that though the grant men-
5ns the myth about the progenitor of the family being born out
an egg, it does not mention Gandhata who is described as an
icestor of the king in some of his grants. This Gandhata seems
be the same man as King Gandhamardana of local tradition at

iudh, in whose honour a village called G-andhatapati was
tablished ( represented by modern Gandharadi in Baudh state X

s

Banabhanja seems to have begun his life as a feudatory of

me powerful king. In all his earlier grants he is invariably
iscribed as a Kanaka together with the adjectives Samadhigaia
\nca-waha sabda. Later in life he seems to have become an inde-

mdent sovereign, because in his land grants of the years 54 and
> he is called a Maharaja.

The king is described in this as well as in other grants as

bhaya Khinjaly =* adhipati. Now the question that requires to

> settled is where was this Khinjali mandala situated? Raibahadur
iralal is of opinion that ancient Khinjall is modern Keonjhar.

6

1. Banerji-History of Orissa. vol. I, p. 166 fn. 1. Annalslof the Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute Vol. XIL pp. 2312.

2. J. B. O. E. 8. Vol, VI. p. 175*

3. Ibid. p. 165ff.

4. E. I. p. 321, ff.

5. J. B. O. JR. a. 1929. pp. 72-74
6* E. L, XVIII. p. 293.
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On the other hand late Mr. R D. Banerji was of opinion that the

ancient Khinjali mandala was the name of the country on both

banks of the Mahanadi, near and about the modern states of

Sonepur, and Baudh. 1

The grant which is issued from Dhrtipura, the capital of the
i

Bhanjas is dated in the 6th day of a month not specified, in the \

16th regnal year of the king. It records the grant of the village ,

of Tasapaikera on the river Mahanadi in the Uttarapalli division

of the Khifqali mandala. The donee was Srldhara, a Brahmana
of the Bharadvaja gctra, son of Balabhadra, and grandson of

Vapula, a student of the Madhyamdina branch of the Yajurveda,

He was an immigrant from the village of Bhata Nirola then

residing at Karnari.

Text
Line

1. Om* svasti I Sa[m]hara-kala-huta-bhug vikarala ghora-

sa[ m ]bhranta-kimka-2

2. ra krtanta bhinnam [ I *] bhinnandhak asura mahagaba-
na atyatra^ I tad = bhairava[mj Hara-

3. vapur = bhavatah papatuh.
4
.u Durvvara varanam-ranam-

pratipaksa-Laksml ha-

4. tha-gratanam suprasrna5
pa[ pra ]tapa [ n* ] Bhafija-

naradhipatayo vahava vabhuvu-

5. r = udbhutayo
6 = tra bhuva7 bhuri-sahasra samkhyat il

Tesa [ m ] kule sakala-bhutala-

6,
pala-mauli-mal~arcit=:anghrHn(yu)galo valavarh

1. J. B. R. S. 1929. pp. 83-84.
Expressed in symbol as well as in words,

2. Read kimkara.
3. Bead atapattram.
4. Bead prapatu-
5. Bead suprasrta*
6. Bead udbhutayettra*
7. Bead bhuvi*

8 Bead valavan*
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1. buta It [ I* ] SrI-Satrubhanja ity- afcula-dbii. [ \\] Tasy =
atmaja [ li] svayambbu-vat \\ Anyo-

8. nya mada^mana milita- samuddiiata- nrpa-cakra-ca-
tunga

2 va [ ba ] la kso-

9. bha oalita -dhara -mandala [ lo ] gaja- turaga- ksura- nird-
-dharana pasarads-atula

10. dbuli- vitana- samcchanna jany-angana[ no ] -ga[ ja ]

-skandha I vedika-svayamvar-ayata U [ I* ]

11. parinlta-bh[ ja ]aya-laksml-samnandita-paurajana-mana-
sali

4 Srimad Bhafija-

12. bhupatih purad = Dhrtipura-namnaf L. ] U Sa[Sa]rad-
amala dhavala-kara-yasaii pata-

13. la dhavalita-dig=:vadaBO n Anavatata-praYrta
5-gan-

mana dan = ana-

Second Plate t First side

14. H^i]ta sakala-jano andaja~va[m]sa
r

prabhavaii parama-
vaisnava mafeapitr pa-

15. dfinUdb^ata[ to ] BhafiJ amala-kula-tilaka Ubhaya-khiS-

jaly
-
adhipati [ t ] sama [ a ]

16. dhigata-paJaca-mabasabda
6 mahasamanta-vandita Stambhe

svarl lavdha-vara-

17. prasada u Banaka [ It ] Sri Ranabha&jadeva
aiva Khinjall-manda-

18. le bhavisad7-raja- rajanak =
mahasamanta-vra [ bra ] hma-

1. Eead marda.

2i Eead caturanga*

3. Eead prasarada.
4. Eead manasafy.
5. Eead pravrtta.

6. Eead sabdo.

7. Eead bhavi$yad.
8. Eead kuma.r7imd.tya,.

IB I Annals, B. O.R.I. J
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19. na pradhana any = anca 1

dandapasika- cata- bhata-
vallabha jatlya-

20. n II Yatharhi2 mamnayati5 vodhayati samadisayati c =r

anyat II Sa-

21. rvvatai. s[s]ivam asmakam IS Viditaiii = astu bha-

vatah4 utrapali
5
pravati-

22. vaddhah6 MahanadI vimala-jala-viji
7

praksalita

Tasapaikara gama8

2$. catuh-slma-paryanta nidha 9

upanidhl-sahita mata-pitr =
atmajasva

10
punya-

4 bhi yrddhye salila-dharah-purahsarena vidhina \ Bharad-

Vaja-gotra A~

^5. igi^sa varisyatya
11

pravaraya Yajurveda madhyanna-
sakhaii 12

-dhyai s bhata

26.
Nirola^Yinirgata Kamarl-vastavya bhaia-putra Sri-Sri-

dhara Sri-Va

Second Plate : Second side

2?. pula-sutal. SrI-Va[Ba]labhadra-naptre vidhi-vidhanena
savisaya tamvrasa-

?S. sana pratipaditoyah
13
para [m] parya-kul-avatarena yavad"

ved [ a ] \ nu vacamne-

1. Head
2. Bad yalharham.
3. Bead manayati.
4* Rea.d. bhavatam.
5. Bead uttarapalll*
6. Bead prativaddha.
7. Bead ifici.

8. Bead grama.
9. Bead nidhye.

10. Bead atmajasca,
11. Bead barhaspatyct.
12. Bead madhyUmdina,
13. Bead pr
14. Bad yavad,



J9. na yatha [ ] I Kanda [ t ] Kanda [ t ] prarohanti \\ sgganena

pratinasi sahasrepa viro-

30. hasi
1 evarh buddh[v]a parardh==rhcaa parato vami-

avatarena api asmad-anurodha [ t] dharama-gau-

31, rava = ca na kenaci[ t ]smalp = apr* vadha kararilya

[ m ] I tafcha c= okta dharmma-^astresu [ II* ] Pha-

32. la [m] krsta mahi [ m^] -dadya [ t ] sa-vija-fosya-medinl

yava [ t ] surya krta [ m ] lo-

33, ke tavafc svarge malilyafce It Veda-vakyas-mayo
4
jihra

vadanti rsi-

34 devata[h] bhumi hartta tath anyacoa aho ma [m]
haro ma hara I [ u* \ Yath =s apsu

35. patitam sakra tailavindu visarpati M Evam bhumi-krtam

danam sasye sasye
5
pra-

36. rohati \\ Adityo Varuna Vispu [m] V[B]rahma Soma

[ o ] Hutasana [ 1 ] I Sulapanis = tu bha-

37. gavam6 abhinandati bhumida[iii] I [ll*] Asphotayanti

pitarah pa [ pra ] valghayanti pi-

38. tamabaf h ] bhumi-data ka[ ku ] le jata [ at ] sa m ti

[ tra ] ta bhavisyati II Evvbubhir = vvasu-

39. dha datta rajanaK
7
sagara-adbhi II Marud-aphala samka-

ya paradatte-

Third Plate : First side

40. su palita
8 n Yasya Yasya yada bhumi tasya tssya tada

phalam I [ \\* ] Svadattarh

1. Read mrodhasi.

2. Read parnrdhamca.
3. Read svalp api.
4. Eaad veda vak-smrtayo jihva t

5. Bead sasye sasye
6. Bead bhagavan.
7. Read rajabhih.

8. Read bhud ~ aphala-sarhka vahparadatt eti parthivafy.
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41. paradattam=va yo hareta[m] vasumdliara[ m ] n ga

visthaya' krmir bliufcvS pitrbbi [ t ]

42. saha pacyate \\ Hiranyam==ekam gamekam apy =

Srddham angulam \ hararh nara-

43. karii ayati yavad-abMti-samplavali n Bhumimyali pratiga

[ gr ] nhati yac = ca bliu-

44. mi prayacchati \ ubhau tSu punya-karmmanau niyatau
1

svargga-gaminau \ [tl*] Ha-

45. rate liSrayate bliumi[m ] manda-vu[ bu ]ddhis stamav*

[ vr ]ta I savvaddlios varunaiii

46. pa^ai [ s] tirya [ g ] -yonisu ja[ ja ]yat \\ Ma parthival

kadSci [ 1 1 v [ b ] rahma-

, 47. sva[m] manams = adis anausa4
dha[r ]ma[ih] bhaisajya

[ m] etata [ rij ] hala-halaih visam \\ Avisa [ m ]

**

48. visam ity = ahu[ r ] v[ b ]rabmasva[ m ] visaf m ] ucyate I

visa [m ] ekakino banti vra[ br ]hmasva[ m ] pu-

49. tra pautrikam \ loba-curnn = a^va currman =oa jaraye

naralt vralimasva [ m ] trsu lokesu

50. kah pumaj n ] jaramisyati
s

\\ Vajapeya sabasrani

Satani oa ga-

51. ra [ m] ko [ ti ] pradattena bhumi-hartta na ^yudhyanfci n
7

Iti kamala-d [ al ]
= ambu-Yindu-lola-

1. Bead niyatam.

5. Bead taddho.

3. Bead manasVd api.

4. Bead aneqa-

I. Bead jarayijyaii.

6. Bead asvamedha.

T.
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Third Plate : Second side

53. SrI
1

ftnucintya-maniisyajmtan--caBaklam--idam
brfcan oa vu

53, dhaili
2 na hi purasalh parakirttayo vilopya n

rajya samva [ t ] sa-

54. rQ so[ so]dag=abdi sans= divase utkina4 noa
suvanakara5

Sivanaga

55. Pandi suta maharajakija- mudre = natiti H

1. Bead rtyaih

I. Read "buddhvV.

3. Readjaf.

4. Read u^-rna=



REFERENCES TO THE BA.UDDHAS AND THEIR PHILO-

SOPHY IN UMASVATI'S TATTVAKTHABHASYA. AND
SIPPHASENA GAM'S COMMENTARY TO IT
\ K

*

BY

PROF. H R, KAPADIA, M. A.

I have come across some references pertaining to the Eauddhaa

and their tenets in Vacaka UmasiUh's bha&ya to his splendid work

Tattvarthadhigamasutra and its commentary composed by Siddha*

sena Gayi* So far as I know, no scholar has seriously devoted him-

self to the study of this commentary, which is, in my opinion, a

precious mine of information pertaining to various topics.

First of all we shall examine in this connection, the bhasya

and then turn our eyes to the commentary.

We come across the word Tantrantariyah, in three places in the

bhasya, firstly when Umasvati discusses the nayas or stand-points

( I. 35 ; p. 121
*

), secondly when he deals with the nether regions

( III. 1
; p. 232 ), and thirdly when he is interpreting the meaning

oipudgalaCV. 22; p. 354).

If we refer to the commentary ( p. 121 ) we see that the bhasya-

kara uses this word in the first place to signify a non-Jaina,

a Jaina being designated as svatantra or having the same

scriptures as his own. In the remaining two places he distinctly

alludes to the Bauddhas or Mayasunaviyas as the learned com-

mentator has pointed out on p. 232 and p. 354 respectively.

The commentator refers to the Bauddhas under several names'-

( 1 ) iTOT^sfta on pp. 70, 232 and 354 ( part I ) and p. 67 ( pt. II ) ;

(-H)jft? on p. 85, ( iii ) 3?rref^*ran on p. 30
5 and ( iv ) 5^^^

on p. 123 ( part II ).

2

1. The number of the page refers to my edition, published in the D, L. P*

Jain P. F. Series.

2. These and other references given in this article are by no means

exhaustive.
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Out o. these Mayasunam^a means son of Maya. This may
imply that the tradition of Lord JSuddha being the son of J\faya-

devi was current, in the Lime of the commentator.

By akahkacivaraka the commentator seems to allude to the

fact that a Buddhist monk has to wear a garment consisting of

several pieces and patches.

At least in two places, pfc I, p. 32 and pt. II, p. 67 he has even

mentioned the name Buddha. 1 He has also referred to his staunch

followers and famous philosophers, Vasubandhu and Dharma-

J&rtt, the former with as well as without his nickname Amisa-

grddha on p. 68, lines 1 and 29 (pt. II) and the latter with his magni-

ficient work Pramawavmiscaya on p. 397 ( pt. I ).

The bhumika ( pp. 4-5) to Vasubandhu' s AbhidharmaJcosa written

by Tripitakacarya Rahula Samkrfcyayana deals with 18 Buddhistic

mkayas mentioned by Stddhasena on p. 123 ( pt. I ). l.As these ap-

pear to refer to the 18 schools or sects of the Hmayana Bud-

dhists, it will not be fruitless to consult Dipavarhsa ( Ch. V, 39-48)

Mahavanisa ( Ch. V. ), Mahabodhivawsa and the commentary on

Kathavatthu. Even the article
"
The sects of Buddhists

"
by

J. W. Ehys Davids published in J. R. A. S., July 1891 (pp. 409-

422 ) may be studied in this connection, as it throws light even

on the relationships etc., of these sects.

The well-known doctrine2 of five anantarya papas mentioned

in Nagarjuna's Dharmasantgtaha (p. 13 ) is discussed by Siddhasena

ou p. 67 ( pt. II ).

Now we shall refer to the passages quoted by him from the

Buddhistic works. For instance, on p. 232, he observes 1

1, The name tiugata occurs in pt. II. on pp. 66 and 123.

2, This is treated by &ilahka Sun \n his commentary to SutrakrtcLngct*

3, Up-till-nowl have not succeeded in tracing the original sources of

this and the following quotations. So will any veteran scholar of

Buddhism kindly point them out to me and oblige ?
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On page 354 be has remarked as under *'

, fenWrtcfl ^^iitio-^i ^TcWT^n^TfjTqf ^gtl faffed N't

w,

In the end, I may enumerate the topics dealt with bj me in

this article :
( 1 ) designation of the Bauddha*, ( 2 ) their various

schools, ( 3 ) names of their prominent philosophers and their

standard works, and ( 4 ) some of the main features of Buddhism
accompanied by quotations at times.

and Fratityasamutpada in HmaySna and MahSySnn ",

127).

*d to *h* *M*1* f B< ' H< L < To1 ' XI'PV- 1M'



RiJAPEASNIYASTTTRA, ITS CLAIM AS
ITS TITLE, ETC.

BY

PROF. H. E. KAPADIA, M. A.

As is well-known to a student of Jaina literature

jnancf or the Jaina agama? is divided for facilitating
4

its study

into two groups ( i ) the angapravista and ( ii ) angabahycf ( also

known as anangapravisto? ). The first group includes the 12 angast

composed by the Gariad/iaras, whereas the latter comprises the

remaining canonical works composed by saints immediately next

to the Granadharas.
7

The angabahya ^Tuta-jnana is further classified as ( i ) ava~

fyxlca and ( ii ) avasyakaiyatirikta? the former having six sub-divi-

sions, such as samayzka^ etc, and the latter having only two nawely

( i ) kalika
10 and ( ii ) utkaiika?

1 both of which include a number

1. Ke serving the question of its origin for some other occasion, I may
state that this word reminds me of two things: ( 1 ) the word "fiuyara**

occurring in 3^4 "% 3TT31J etc. in several Jama Sgamas e. g, AcSrSnga,

Sthananga, Das"asrutaskandha, etc., and ( ii) Sruti, the designation for

the Vedas.

2, For the various synoyms of tuis Srutaj55na such as Sgatna etc. see

Vacaka Umasvati's bhasya of Tattv5rthadhigamasutra ( I, 20, p. 88.)

S. This is not to be confounded with the Sgama meaning the oldest Saiva

canon confirming to the Vedas and not entirely separated from the

Vedic religion like that of later Saiva sects.

4, Vide Tattvarthabhasya (I, 20 ) and its commentary (p. 94 )*

5, See Haribhadra Suri's commentary to .SvasyakasHtra and its niryukti

( p. 25, edn. Agamodaya Samiti ).

6, Vide TattvSrthabhasya ( I, 20, p. 9 ).

7, Ibid., pp. 91-92.

8, See Nandlsutra ( sutra 44 p. 202, edn* A, Samiti ),

9 The remaining five are (a) caturvimsatistava, ( b ) vandanata, (d

pratikramai? a, ( d ) kayotsarga and ( e) pratySkhySna,

10-11. The sacred works which are allowed to be read during the first and

the last paurusis of the day and of the night as well go by th* name of

kShka sruta , the rest can be read at any time except kSla-velS and

are known as utkahka scuta. See Kandlsutracur^i*

Id [ Annals, B. O B. .1 ]
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of sacred works. Eajaprasniyasutra? belongs to the latter class,

and it is considered as the upanga of Sutrakrta, the 2nd anga*

I, for one, fail to realize how these two are related to each

other as anga and upanga, when, there is practically no connection

between the contents of these two works, except that both refer

to akriyavada
- a subject, by no means uncommon to other

agamas, etc.

Upanga Now, a few words about the upangas before I

proceed further. According to the Jaina tradition at least

300 years old, the number of the upangas is 12, there being one

upanga corresponding to one anga. In this connection it will be

worth-while to reproduce here the following passage from

Prameyaratnamanjusa, 8anticandra Garifs commentary ( pp. 1-2 )

to Jambudvipaprajnapti
*

\\
"

The 12 upangas are not referred to, in Samavaya, the 4th anga,

though, in its 12th samavaya there are mentioned several other

objects 12 in number. What does this imply ?

Furthermore is it not rather very strange that we do not

cdme across any reference to "upanga" much less to its number
and its relationship with the anga even in JVandzsutra, where a

very big number of agamas is mentioned along with their

various divisions and subdivisions ?

No doubt, we notice in this Nandisutra, all the works later on

3, Some of the works written in a Sutra style are themselves so named,
2. This is partly supported by Siddhasena GanVs commentary ; for, it

only helps us to beli eve it to be an upSnga but it does not enlighten us
as to its being an upSnga of a particular anga.



i
as upangas, and that, too, in the very order above referred

to though, afc times another work or works intervene,
1

The earliest work to which I have traced up-till-now the use

f the word upanga is Umasvati's Tattvartlwbhasya ( I, 20, p. 93 ).

It is but natural that we find this word in its commentary ( p. 94)

composed by Siddhasena G-ani. But, strange to say, this erudite

commentator, too, has not supplied us with a list of the 12

wfthgas ; for, he has named only two upangas and those also, in

an order just the reverse from the one mentioned in Prameya-

ratnamfijusa.

Moreover, is it not more than significant that we do not find

the names of the 12 upangas in Abhidhdnacintamarti, a magnifi-

cent; lexicon of Hemacandra Suri, as well as in its commentary by

the same author, a Jaina polygraph, even when he has res-

pectively stated in these two works
"
^FTT^T^-n^

"
( II, 159 ) and

( p. 1 04 ) ? Can this be looked

upon as a sufficient ground to infer that he did not endorse the

number of the upangas as 12 or that he did not believe that there

was any order ?

If we were to consider the relationship between the angas and

the upangas, in most of the cases we shall find that there is

hardly any connection between an anga and its upanga so far as

the subject-matter is concerned. Will it be too much to say that

1. To elucidate this remark the corresponding portion is being cited a

follows :

in^
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Upfisakadasanga and Oandraprajnapti as well as

ih&hga and Jarribudvipaprajftapti, have no common subject,

may enable us to deduce their afigopangabhava ? Drstivada* and

Vrsrddasft can very well be included in this very category, tut

this case is reserved, since the contents of Drstiv&da are not sufii*

ciently known, owing to its being lost.

Thus, the conclusions we can safely arrive at so far as the

femlambara literature is concerned are that ( i ) the word upanga

can be traced up to Tatfvarlhabhasya, ( ii ) its number was regarded

as more than two, at least by Siddhasena Q-ani, ( iii ) its order and

fts relationship with the corresponding: ahga date back to

anticandra Cf-ani's time at least, and ( iv ) that there was a

difference of opinion regarding them amongst the svetarribaras in

his time*

It will not be amiss to add here that a splendid work like

TattvSrthar'ffjavartika has not even mentioned the word upanga,

though it gives an elaborate treatment of the various classifica-

tions of ruta-jfiana. Even tfrutaskandha, a Digambara work Is

silent on this point. What does this convey ?

With ihis digression, if it can be so called, we shall now exa-

mine the title of this 2nd upanga.

The title Rajapratniya Is called JRayapaxewya in Prakrit,

but this seems to be hardly justifiable. For, Panha and Pasina are

the two Prakrit renderings of the \rord Prasna. Consequently,
the Prakrit name of Eajaprasmya ought to be either jRayapayhtya
or Rayapasinhja. Thus it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish

a linguistic connection between the Sanskrit and Prakrit titles of

this upanga.

This title Rajaprasniya seems to imply a work dealing with the

t questions {*asked by a king, a fact corroborated by the contents of

this work, since it contains the queries raised by king- Pradesi?

1. The 14 ptErvas form an important part of this work. Various theories
Have been propounded as regards their origin etc. The present writer
h0pes to deal with them at an early date.

2, This reminda us of Milmda--quefltloife in the Buddhistto literature,
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It may be mentioned in this connection that Weber has

that the real title ought to be Bajapradesiya,

in Prakrit), as it is thoroughly significant.

Siddhasena Oani, in his commentary to Tattvarthabhasya has

referred to this upahga under altogether a new title viz. Rajapra-

tetakiya? I have not up-till-now come across any Jaina work,

prior or posterior to this commentary where it is so named, Will

joy scholar kindly enlighten me as to its propriety and oblige ?

Contents Birth of king Pradesi as Suryabhadeva, his cele-

stial grandeour and enjoyments, his staging of a sdrama4 and a

dance
5 in the presence of Srarnana bhagavan Mahavwa, even when

He neither gives His assent nor expresses His dissent, description

of the vlmana of Suryabha, and the questions pertaining to Jtva's

identity with body raised by him and their replies by Kesi

nirgrantha* a follower of Lord Parsua* are some of the main

topics
treated at length in Eajaprasniyasutra.

l f There seems to be a possibility of this word
( ^rnJTO%*r }

taken for rpjq%foT3. Even if it is so, this wrong title must hare heen in

vogue since a very long period.

2, Even on p. 51a of the palymara Ms. No. 7 of the G-overnnient

1881-12
Mas. Collection deposited at the B. O. R. Institute, thia is so spelt,

3, A beautiful description of this along with its 32 varieties is on of the

many attractive features of Rajapras"niyasutra.

4^5. For a connection between these two viz. nUtaka and nrtya see the

last lecture in ZryavidyavyakhyanamalS p. 233 ff,

6. This is the name by which the Jaina saints are generally referred to

in the non-Jaina literature, e. g. Majjhimanik3ya I. 370-375 etc.

For other Buddhistic references, Pali English Dictionary ( edited by

Rhys Davids ) may be consulted.

7, Very recently I happened to notice a casual remark in the Calcutta

Review May 1932 ( p 268 ) where the historicity of ParSavanatha i*

doubted by Dr. P. C. Bagohi M.A.. D Litt., the reviewer. I would like

ta know the criterion or criteria necessary for establishing the

existence of an individual. Will the reviewer or anv other ichol*r

be pleasad to elucidate this point ?



REVIEWS

BUDDHISTIC STUDIES, EDITED BYDR.B.C.LAWf PLD.,M,A,,

B. L., xii + 900 pp. 4 pi. Thaeker, Spiok & Co, Ltd., Calcutta

and Simla, 1931,

Dr. B. C. Law's energetic and versatile abilities have in this

work resulted in a large volume of great interest to students of

Buddhism. We have here a collection of thirty-six: essays contri-

buted T?y Eastern and Western scholars. It is indeed a matter of

congratulation to find East and West engaged in a work of common

learning and research, but there is no doubt that as a whole it Is

an achievement of Eastern scholarship, for more than two -thirds

of the chapters are by Indian, Sinhalese and Japanese authorities,

and Jain scholarship has also contributed.

One of the merits of a work of this kind is that it serves to

bring into relief the obscure or neglected portions of a field of

study, and to contribute items which not merely fill up gaps, but

which may put the whole subject in a new light. Such is the

first chapter in the volume,' by Rao Bahadur Dr. 8. Krishnaswami

Aiyangar on The Buddhism of Manimekhalai, an epic ( or a portion

of an epic ) which -throws light on the type of Buddhism found in

Tamil-speaking lands during the early centuries of the Christian

era. The spread of Buddhism to the south is still largely hypo-

thetical, and it is such investigation of details and indirect evi-

dence that we shall be gradually able to see our way more clearly,

and piece together an intelligible picture. Another chapter, en*

titled Buddhism in Tamil literature by Mr. V. R. B amachandra

Dikshitar, goes partly over the same ground, and each essay sup-

plements the other.

Dr. R. C. Majumdar contributes the second chapter on the Bud-

dhist Councils. The various views regarding these nerve-centres of

history vary from complete credulity to complete scepticism, and

the author marshals the facts that must be accounted for in form-

ing a balanced historical judgment. He also explodes some of

the now hoary theories and speculations that have been based

upon the facts. Ihree chapters by the editor deal mainly with the

period of the lifetime of the Founder, Six heretical teachers, Gautamq



Buddha and the lanbraja&as, and Some Ancient Indian Rings.

This is a period which the author has made specially bis own. In

all these we are in a region which, even if it can be said to have

been brought within the range of history, still requires the appli-

cation of modern historical principles. The learned editor has

diligently collected the data on which they must work, and ap-

plies Iris usual skill in laying bare and; smoothing out the evi-

dence. There are two chapters on different aspects of Indian

education, and each writer seems to have succeeded in excluding

all the evidence adduced by the other. That on Ancient Indian

education from the Jatakas is by Dr. Radhakumud Mookerjee, and

its range is shown by its title. The present paper, he tells us, is

part of a comprehensive work on ancient Indian education in two

volumes, Brahmanical and Buddhist, and is now ready for the

press. This should add greatly to our knowledge of ancient

Indian thought.

What may be called the philosophy of Buddhism is mainly in-

cluded in the chapters on The Buddhist Conception of Mara, by
the editor, JDukkha and Sukha, by Mr. E. H. Brewster, Faith in

Buddhism, by Dr. B. M. Barua, Samsara or Buddhist philosophy

of birth and death, by Bev. Narada, Wanted a philosophy of life,

Buddhism, by Mr. C. E. Ball, Ntbbana, by Rev. Narada, Man as

wilier by Dr. Mrs. Rhys Davids, on Karma, by Dr. S. Tacliibana,

and Christian Mysticism in the light of the Buddha 8 doctrine, by
Dr. G, Grimm.

Without being invidious special attention may be drawn to

Chipsfrom a Buddhist Workshop from the veteran pen of Mahama-

hopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Shastri, and Dr. S. Dasgupta's

Philosophy of Lankavatara. These are the two chief essays which

deal Lpecially with Mahayana developments. The Chips is con-

cerned rather with the mode of development of the later doctrines

than with their philosophical significance, but it is the only sound

method. We must know first how the schools arose and split up
if we are to place the literature in an intelligible order of deve-

lopment. It is one of these schools exemplified in the Lankaratara

Sutra which Dr- D&sgupta expounds and carefully distinguishes

from other forms of Buddhist idealism,
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Dr. P. B* Bhandarkar writes in
r

a refreshingly common-sense

way about Asoka and his Mission. He shows what Dbamma meant

for Asoka, and deals with the painful perverseness of those who

are surprised that Nirvana is not mentioned in the inscriptions,

as if Nirvana could have had a meaning for lay people who were

not aiming at it. History is further represented by Dr. B.

Mookerjee on The Authenticity of Asokan Legends, Dr. Hem

Chandra Rai Chaudhuri on Buddhism in Western Asia, A short

Eistory of Ceylon hy Dr. W. Geiger, History of Buddhism in Ceykn

by Dr. W. A. de Silva, Outlines of the History of Buddhism in Indo-

China hy Mr. Louis Finot, and BuddhistFestivals in Ceylon by Mi.

S. Paranavitarne. No less important for history is the long and

excellently documented chapter by Mr. C. D. Chatterjee on Som

numismatic data in Pali literature.

Vinaya is discussed by Dr. M. Nagai in his deeply interesting

and candid chapter on Buddhist V^naya discipline or Buddhist

Commandments. Mythology and iconography are dealt with in

the chapters on Buddhist worship and idolatry by Dr. Benoytosh

Bhattacharyya, A comparative study of Hindu and Buddhist My*

ihglogy by Mr. Bankim Chandra Chaudhuri, and By Mr. N. Kay

in Ms Notes on Bodhisattva Lokanatha and other Mahayana gods

in Burma with six excellent photogravures. Grammar is repre-

sented by the Rev. E. Siddhartha's chapter on Origin and develop-

ment of Pah language with special reference to Sanskrit grammar

and Dr. A. B. Keith on The home of Pali.

The catholicity of the volume is shown by an excellent

chapter contributed by Mr. K. P. Jain on MaJiavlra and Buddha.

Neither religion loses anything by a temperate statement of the

| principles which each holds essential. Indeed the calm temper of

the whole volume is what we should expect from writers who all

share devotion to the common principle of ahimsa, and the editor

is to be sincerely congratulated on the success of his enterprise.

E. J. THOMAS, D. Litt., M. A.,

Deputy Librarian,

University Library, Cambridge*



THE CHANDOGYAMANTRABHASYA OF GUNAVISNU
EDITED BY DURGAMOHAN BHATTACHARYYA, Sanskrit Sahi-

tya Parishad, Calcutta 1930.

The work under review Is an old and important commentary

on select Vedic Mantras that are recited by a Ohandoga or

Samavedin householder in connection with the performance of

various domestic rites. Gunavisnu is a much respected com-

mentator and his readings and interpretations of Vedic Mantras

are regarded authoritative in the province of Bengal and in

Mithila in Bihar. The need of a scholarly edition of this work

has long been a desideratum and this critical and handsome

edition issued under the auspices of the Calcutta Sanskrit Sahitya

Parishad will be welcome to all.

The book was edited in 1906 by Mahamahopadhyaya Paraine-

skwar Jha of Mithila. That was a nice edition but there was no

division into chapters. It also lacked references to the original

sources. In Bengal, parts of Gunavisnu 's Bhasya have been

printed times without number as explanations of Mantars in the

Paddhati compiled by Bhavadeva. But in very few of these there

is any serious attempt to settle the real text. In the edition of

Pandit Shyamacharan Kaviratna numerous emendations have

been freely made without the support ol Mss. ,
and what is worse,

he has rejected some passages unwarrantedly.

The Mantras commented upon in the Chandogyamantrabhasya

are divided into eight sections, all arranged in accordance with

the order of the rituals for which the Mantras are meant. The

compilation, either made by the commentator himself or handed

down to him by tradition in the form of a Mantrapatha, contains

more than four hundred Yedic Mantras taken from the SamhitSs

and Brahmanas of the four Vedas. The largest number of them,

however, are taken from the Mantra-brahmana and the Gobhila-

Grhya-Sutra, two Sainaveda works,

The commentary though sometimes wanting in the elaborate

etymological discussions of the celebrated scholiast Sayana, is

marked for its brevity, simplicity and directness of style. The

20
[ Annals, B. 0. R 1.1
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commentator ,seems to have followed at times a school of inter*

pretation different from that followed by Sayana.

The present editor proferssor Bhatfcacharyya has acquitted

himself very ably. With the help of various materials detailed

in his Introduction he has been able to settle the true text of the

commentary which in several places seemed to be hopelessly

corrupt.

The Introduction contains a valuable account of the work and

its author Gunavisnu. The data have been gathered not only

from the printed texts but also from a number of manuscripts,

The discussions show that the editor Professor Bhattacharyya has

carefully studied the relevant writings of scholars including

Oldenberg, Stonner, Jcirgensen and Winternitz and has brought

critical ability to bear upon the subject. From the evidences

supplied by the works of Aniruddha, Halayudha, Baghunandana,
Satrughna, Nityananda and Ramanatha the very legitimate

conclusion is reached that Gunavisnu lived during the 12th

century of the Christian era at the courts of Ballalasena and

Laksmanasena of Bengal. This also was the conclusion of Maha-

mahopadhyaya Paiameshwar Jha. Passages have been quoted

from Sayana's commentary to show that Sayana is in several

places indebted to Qunavisnu.

The most notable feature of the present edition is the number

of indices and appendices. They are indispensable for the proper

utilization of texts oi this kind. To the alphabetical index of the

Mantras occurring in the text, a very useful list of the

*Viniyogas* of every Mantra has been added, and a concordance
of the Mantras covering more than thirty pages together with a

list of quotations contained in the body of the work has been

appended. In this concordance the editor has not merely used

the Vedic Concordance of Bloomfield, but has sometimes
corrected it, and, what is more important, he has adduced readings
from four new works that had not been used by Bloomfield.

The present text edited is much more improved than that of

Mm. Parameshwar Jha, Some of the important improvements
noticed in the edition are given below ;
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( 1 ) Portions of the commentary not found in Mahamabo-:
padhyaya Jha's edition have been supplied in this (pp,

149, 150, 152 )

(2) Some quotations attributed to SrutMn Mm/ JhaV edition

have been traced to Srnrti works.

(
3 ) Errors in quoting Paninfs rules as also Sruti passages

have been corrected.

( 4 ) Correct readings of Mantras with three commentaries,
have been discovered

5 and in all this the editor has been

guided by the original Vedic text as well as Gunavisnu's

manuscripts.

( 5 ) Occasional emendations of the Mantra texts and their

commentaries have been made on a comparison of several

manuscripts with other allied works such as the Bra-

hmana-Sarvasva of Halayudha and the Samaga-Mantra-
Vyakhyana of Kamanatha, e. g. , 'Sahah' 'Utsahah' in this

edition ( p, 152 ) instead of 'mahali' 'Utsavah
7

of the

previous edition ( p. 172 ),

(6) In the Mm. Jha's edition, grammatical disquisitions are

sometimes found supplied in respect of commentaries on

wrong readings of certain Mantras which have been

corrected in the present edition, e. g. , 'panvimsa' which

should really be *padvirh6a' ,
has been commented on in

Mm. Jha's edition ( p. 55 ) thus

Panvima iti pacer = acah paro vi&o nipafcanad vargantah

Jha's edition Present edition

Vrstyam, p. 18 Vrsnyam, p. 17 ( mantra )

Tvamadyan, p. 19 Tvamadya, p. 18 ( mantra )

Pramino Yudhayayan, p 21 Pramrno yudha jayan p, 19

( mantra )

Yisvarupe, p. 21. Visurupe, p. 20. ( mantra )

Panvimsah. p. 55, Padvirhsiah, p. 49. ( mantra )
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Prthuia, p. 134.

Vipran Visthaya, p. 163,

Visthaya Visesena Sthitaya,

p. 163,

Anuneyarn, p. 168.

MahaL. Utsavali, p, 173.

Prthvaha, p. 114 ( mantra ) ? (this

reading however is given in the
foot-note of Jha's edition)

Vipra navisthaya, p. 141.
(mantra)

tfavisthaya
atyantabhinavaya,

p. 152. ( commentary )

Arthaneyam ( =Arthana + iyam
p. 148 ( commentary )

Sahali utsahah, p. 152 ( oommen-
tary )

s. isr. PHADHAN



EAMARUPASASATSTAVALl, BY PROF. PA.DMAKATH BHATTA-

CHARYYA, M. A., Vidyavinoda. Published by ME, SlIEENDEA

CHANDKA RAICHACJDHURI, Secretary, Bangpur Sahitya Pari*

shai Price Rupees Six only. 1338 B. S.

We have here the text, and Bengali translation with elaborate

historical and exegetical notes of seven copperplate grants and

one Book Inscription all belonging to Kings of Assam up to the

time of Dharmapala ( circa 12th century ). Most of these records

were already thoroughly studied by the present editor in different

Bengali journals and in some cases in English journals as well.

The work under review, therfore, is a collection of the papers of

the editor, written during the last quarter of a century, with

necessay additions and alterations as was required by later

thought and further investigations.

This is the second collection of inscriptions to be published in

Bengali. The first was the (JaudalekJiarnala (Inscriptions of

Bengal Vol. I ) by the late lamented Aksayakumara Maitreya

published twenty years back in 1319 B. S. Of similar works in

other Indian vernaculars reference may be made to the three

volumes of Jain Inscriptions edited and published by Mr. Puran

Chand Eahar of Calcutta. But it must be said to the credit of

the editors of the Bengali volumes that they have carried out

their task in the right scientific way.

There are some notable peculiarities in~severarof the grants, as

pointed out by the editor, to which the notice of the readers needs

be drawn. ( 1 ) The absence of imprecatory verses in the conclu-

ding portions of grants issued by Kings of Kamarupa, save and

except the Nidhanpur grant of Bhaskaravarman which, however,

is found to have been issued from Karnasuvarna in Bengal ( 2 )

The composition of portions of a grant by the royal donor as in

the case of the first eight verses of the Puspabhadra copperplate

of Dharmapala ( p. 173 ). ( 3 ) The use of epithets of the royal

donor after the conclusion of the formal part of the grant as in

the case of the Guakuci copperplate of Indrapala II which has

Nen styled the
"
Strange copperplate

"
( pp. 1S n. 3 ),
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Some facts of interest from the point of view of social and
cultural history not referred to by the editor may also be noted
here. The skill in archery of a Brahman named Himanga one
of the donees in the Subhamkarapataka grant of Dharmapala ( first
half of the twelfth century ) is described in detail ( p 156 ), We
know of another Brahmana of Bengal, Kedaramisra, whose qua-
lities as a warrior as well as a man of letters are referred to
( Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Eesearch Institute--Vol. II,
p. 243 ). Another Brahmana the grand-father of the donee of the

Puspabhadra copperplate of Dharmpala is described as having

^
possessed, like the donor, a knowledge of the fine arts ( pp. 173,

: 174 ) which were generally acquired by Ksatriyas alone.

The same Brahmana is also described as having had his intel-

lect developed by means of his study of MlmSihsa. It is to be
noted that this system of philosophy which" required a thorough
acquaintance with the Vedic literature was popular from fairly
early period in Eastern India where Vedic studies were neglected
at least in a later period ( Ind. Ant. 1929, p. 202 ).

T

As a matter of fact it may be reasonable to suppose that Vedic
studies as well as Vedic rites were not entirely neglected during
the 9th, 10th, and llth centuries in Bengal

2
or Assam. In the

records, we are dealing with, it is definitely stated that
Bhiuata studied the Yajurveda with all its accessories (p. 64 ), that
Devadatta was the chief of Vedic scholars, the Vedas having had
their aims fulfilled in him, that his son was a regular performer
of Vedic sacrifices ( agnyaUta ) ( p. 99 ), and that Devadhara who
was an adhvaryu duly practised Vedic rites ( p. 78 ). It does not
seem that all these statements were nothing bufc formal.

The learned editor has suggested some new interpretations of
particular words, expressions etc. Some of these are worth noti-

An epithet of this Brahmana - CanakyamamkyabhU- may mean, as
supposed by the editor, that he was, as it were, the source of the jewels
( i. e. the moral maxims ) of Canakya. A knowledge of these would,

at

1.

2.

( in Bengali )
- Vol II, pp. 207 ff.

0. Ohakrararti - Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Instiute
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dug- The symbol used at the beginning of most epigraphic re-

cords is usually taken to be nothing but Cfnkara or Pianava. But

as Mr. Bhattacharya has rightly pointed out ( pp. 55-6 ) this is the

symbol known as Anji in Bengal and used at the beginning of

letters of the alphabet until sometime back. It cannot be prana va

as it is, in some cases, found used even before Pranavas.

But all his interpretations are not free from doubts. Accord-

ing to him ( p. 31. f. n. 1 ) the Himalaya is also a Kulacala, but

this is well-known as a Varsaparvata which separates one varsa

froma nother. In cases where there is reference to eight KulacaJas

^Vdi^Mohamudgara of Samkaracarya the Mahendra and not the

Himalaya should be counted in the list. As a matter of fact the

Mahendra is regarded as a Kulacala in the Bhagavata Puraria

(VIII. 7.6.).

Prakamya ( p. 101. f, n. 5 ) is stated to be one of six Aisvaryas

while it is really one of eight as appears from the list quoted by
the editor himself.

The explanation of the unusual epithet Q-Qiarwamanavaidya

applied lo Prasthanakalasa, the poet who composed the document

recorded in the
'

First copperplate of Dharmapala
'

as one con-

versant ( Vaidya ) in the measurement of letters in speech ( i. e.

prose and poetic composition ) is ingenuous ( p. 161. f. n. 1 ). But

it cannot be supposed to be free from all doubts,

It may be stated here that the praotica of referring to paddy

grains in terms of a cardinal number (e.g. thousands) without

mentioning the unit of measurement ( p. 72 ) a practice followed

in more than one record is still found in some parts of Eastern

Bengal where, however,
'

hundred
'

is used in place of 'thousand'.

The editor has omitted to take note of some of the latest theo-

ries raised in connection with some of the records, Thus there is

np reference either in the body of the book or ia the section called

Somyojani O Sam$odhani ( Addenda ahd Errata ) to the question

raised by Mr. Eamtarak Bhattacharya as early as 1919 (in a paper

entitled 'Pancakhanda Tamrasasna* read before the sixteenth session

of ihQ&ihatta Vaidik mmiti, and by Mr, J. G Ghosh ( L H, Q,
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VI. 60ff. ) with regard to the location of the land gianted

the Nidhanapura copperplate of Bhaskaravarman. [Neither fe

there any reference to the issue opened by Mr. Ghosh (Ice, tit,}

and supported by Mr. K, M, Gupta ( I. H. Q.--VIL 718ff ) with re-

spect to the identification of the donees of the said grant with the

Nagara Brahrnanas on the basis, among other things, of what are

supposed to be their surnames as found in the record in question,

The ideotification of Sravasti in the Silimpur copperplate (Ep.

Ind, XIII. 283 if.) with some region in Gauda as suggested by
Mr. E. G. Basak has been refuted by the present editor ( p. 164-

5) and according to him it is to be located in some part of Aasam,
But it is to be noted that another scholar has of late come forward

with further arguments to support Mr. Basak (Ind. Ant. 1931-

pp. 14-18).

The learned editor has deviated in one point from the usual

practice observed in editing inscriptions. He has, as is done in

the edition of old texts, incorporated the emended readings in the

body of the book pointing out the readings found in the foot-

notes, It is not known if this will be appreciated and followed

by epigraphists.

Some minor inaccuracies and misprints are found to havo

crept into the book, We may mention the following. *r>Ww
has become nftsrrenr ( Introduction p. 19 f. n. ), Mr. Nanigopal
Majumdar has become Dr. Nanigopal Majumdar ( Introduction p,

26, 1 n. 2 }, ^?^fr has become ^rfr ( p. 138 Li).

Question of funds seems to have prevented the learned editor
from appending facsimiles of all the plates some of which are in

private possession, rendering it difficult to check the readings in

doubtful cases, if any,

On the whole, the work is a very important publication, which
Wil be indispensable to every scholar dealing with the history of

Eastern India,

CHINTAHAEAN
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THE VISNUSVAMIN EIDDLE*
*

BY

RAI BAHADUR AMARNATH RAT, B, A,

I

Visnusvamin is a veritable riddle to us, He is said to hav6

been the founder, or at least the most important teacher of the

Rudra Sect of Vaisnavas. The other three sects are known as the

Sri, the Catuhsana and the Brahma Sects, connected with the

names of Ramanuja, Nimbarka and Madhva respectively. About

this, the following verse is often quoted :

"
Ramanujam Srlh Svlcakre Madhvacaryaxn Caturmukhah

Srlvisnusvaminam Rudro Nimbadityam Catufcsarah,"

Very little, however, is known about Visnusvamin. Aufrecht

credits him with the. authorship of a gloss on the Bhagavata

Purana : while another writer of eminence
]
ascribes to him

authorship of commentaries on the Vedanta and the ,Glta, and

mentions him as an author of the Madhvacarya Sect, earlier chan

*Read at a meeting of the Sanskrit-Bengali Association of the Univer-

sity of Dacca on the 28th January, 1932.

L See Indexes to the " Sarvadar^ana-Samgraha ", edited by M, M.

deva Shastri Abhyankar.
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Madhva himself, which is rather amusing. Elsewhere 1

we

find it said that Visnusvamin wrote Commentaries on the Vedas,

These are all pure guesses, and all that we may safely hold is

that Visnusvamin, as the founder or the Chief Acarya of a seofc,

must have written some works which have unfortunately been

lost. This would appear strange as the works of all the three

other leading Vaisnava Acaryas have been carefully preserved,

and as Visimsvamin evidently did not belong to a hoary antiquity i

Yajnevara, in the Aryavidya-Siidhakara ( p. 24 ) says that

Visnusvamin's father was the prime minister of a Dravida Chief

under the Emperor of Delhi, so that Visnusvamin lived after

Moslem influence had spread to the South* E. G. Bhandarkar2

holds that Visnusvamin lived in the thirteenth century A. D.

That great scholar says that Visnusvamin's philosophy was

the same as that of Vallabha. This might be an inference from

the fact that a certain section of Vallabhacarya's followers trace

their sect to Visnusvamin, or from the account of Visnusvamin's

philosophy to be found in the
4

Sakalacarya-mata-samgraha' by

Srinivasa, the well-known author of another work, the 'Yatlndra-

matadipika,' a summary of Ramanuja's a Sribhasya on the

Brahmasutras. Any one familiar with the Anubhasya on the

Brahmasutras by Vallabha will not fail to observe that this

account of Visnusvamin's Philosophy reads like a concise but

faithful summary of that commentary. It appears likely that by

Srlnivasa's time, which was possibly some part of the eighteenth

century, Visnusvamin's philosophy had come to be identified with

that of Vallabha, But, in his commentary on the Bhagavafca

Purana, III. 32. 37, Vallabha refers to an interpretation put on the

verse by the followers of Visnusvamin, Madhva and Bamanuja,
and from the nature of bhat reference, some of Vallabha's

followers hold that Vallabha was not a teacher of the Visnusvamin
Sect and that his philosophy was different.5

1. See the accounts of VallabhacSrya in Prajnanananda Sarasvati's His-

tory of the Vedanta Darsana ( in Bengali ) Vol. II., and in the Bengali
Visvakosa.

2. See 4

Vaisnavism, Saivism and other Sects.' p. 77.

3. I am indebted to Professor G. H. Bhatt, of the Baroda College, a mem-
ber of the VallabhScHrya SampradSya, for this reference*
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The History of 'the VedSnta Philosophy by PrajaanSnanda

garasvafci,
1 and the Bengali Visvakosa? mention a tradition

that Visnusvamin would not admit into discipleship any one but

a Brahman willing to adopt the life of a Sarhnyasin. The tradi-

tion among a certain branch of the Vallabhacarya sect, to which

i have already referred, is that Visnusvamin had a disciple,

named Jfianadeva, who, in his turn, had two disciples, named

Nathadeva or Namadeva and Trilocana, and that Vallabha was a

disciple of one of these two This tradition appears to be fictitious.

We know definitely that Vallabha was born in 1479 A. D., and

if this tradition were true, Visnusvamin would be a teacher who

lived between the latter half of the fourteenth and the first

quarter of the fifteenth centuries. This is highly improbable,

Then, again, the Bhaktamala tells us that Jfianadeva was the

son of a Brahman, outcasted for reverting to the life of a house-

holder after having adopted Samnyasa, that Namadeva was

widow's son, and Trilocana a non-Brahman tailor. Vallabha

himself ia alleged to have renounced samnyasa and to have

reverted to the life of a householder. All this would conflict

with Visnusvamin's alleged fastidiousness in the selection of

disciples. Vallabha is also known to have advised his followers

not to shun the good things of life, a teaching contrary to the

rigorism ascribed to Visnusvamin. Then again, in
^his

Com-

mentary on the Brahmasutras, Vallabha denies that a Siidra was

entitled to Brahmavidya and it would be curious if in the face

of such opinion, he permitted himself to be initiated by a Sudra*

nay, an ati-Sudra*

The
"
Srloaitanyaoaritamrta

' 2 tells us that Caitanyadeva

sharply rebuked one Vallabha Bhatta for having differed in his

Commentary on the Bhagavata, from Srldhara Svamin's inter-

pretation, thereof In a recent edition of the
'

Srlcaitanya-

caritarnrta," we find it stated that this Vallabha Bhatta was a

different preson from Suddhadvaitin Acarya of that name; but it

is generally believed that the 'Srfcaitanyacaritamrta' refers to this

Acarya ; and Krsnadasa, the author of the Bengali Bhaktamala,

1 & 2. See the account of Vallabh5c5rya in each of these works.

3.
'

SrlcaitanyaoaritSmFta ', Ft. HI. Ch. 7.
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writing in the eighteenth century, distinctly says so in the very

beginning of his account of Yallabhacarya.
1

Then again,

some Bengali Vaisnavas hold that the Sridhara Svamin, from

whom Vallabha is alleged fco have differed, and who was the

well-konwn author of commentaries on the Glta, the Bhagavata

Purana and the Visim Furana, was an Acarya of the Visnu-

svamin Sect.
3 M. M. Professor Bhagavatakumar Shastri has

expressed the same opinion in a letter written to me. I shall

revert to this matter later on, but I may say here that the inter-

pretation of verse 37, ch. 32, Bk. Ill, of the Bhagavata which

Vallabha, in his Commentary thereon, ascribes to the followers of

Visnusvamin, Madhvacarya, and Ramanuja, is to be found in

Srldhara's tlka on that verse : and nobody ever believed or

suggested that Sridhara belonged either to the Ramanuja or

Madhvacarya Sect. Then, again, one finds it difficult to find out

why Vallabha should have materially differed from Sridhara

Svamin, if both belonged to the same sect, namely, the Visnu-

svamin sect. In his commentaries on the Brahmasutras or the

Bhagavata, Vallabha never even mentions Visnusvamin as a

Purvacarya, and in the' first commentary he claims that his

exposition was original and that he owed it to the grace ofj

Srikrsna.

"
Nanamatadhvanta vinasanaksamo

Vedantahrtpadmavikasane patuh
Aviskrto'yam bhuvi bhasyabhaskaro
Mudha budha dhavata na'nyavartmasu/

9

Then again,
"
Srlkrsnakrpayaiva

?

yam Siddhanto hrdi bhasate.'*

The late lamented M. M. Haraprasad Shastri told me thai:

Laksmana Bhatta, the father of Vallabha, was a follower of the

Visnusvamin culfc, whom the oppression of the Moslem rulers of

the Telugu Country compelled to seek abode in Benares.

Vallabha might have been connected with the Visnusvamin Sect,

1. No Commentary on the Bhagavata by any other Vallabha Bhatta has

come down to us.

2. See Introduction to the Bhagavadgita with the commenary of
-**u

-, published by the Gaudiya matha of Calcutta,
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'n gome way, direct or indirect, but it seems clear that he did

not own absolute allegiance to that teacher's doctrines. His

ascendancy, on the other hand, appears to have been one of the

reasons which have relegated Visnusvamin, his works, and

his Suddhadvaita to the limbs of oblivion. Then again, in this

country, it has been the fashion to refer every new doctrine to

antiquity ;
the Visistadvaita of Ramanuja has been traced back

to Sri or Laksmi, bhe dvaifca of Madhva to Brahma, and the

dvaitadvaita of Nimbarka to the mythical Catulisanas, viz. ,

Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana, and Sanat-Kumara. There could be

nothing strange, therefore, in the fictitious attempt to connect

Vallabha with Siva through Visnusvsmin. I may here narrate a

certain myth which has been invented in order to connect Visnu-

svamin with Rudra or Siva. The Hindu Bhaktamalaby Nabhaji

lias nothing more to tell us about Visnusvamin than what we

have learnt from the Sanskrit verse about the four Vaisnava Sects

I have already quoted. He paraphrases that verse in this way -

"Ramapaddhati Ramanuja VisnusvamI Tripurari

Nimbaditya Sanakadi Madhukara Gurumukha cari.
"

Nabhajl has so many things to say about so many saints, but

has nothing to add about Visnusvamin. Nor does Priyadasa, in

his gloss on the Bhaktamala, add to our knowledge. But in

a recent tlka, called the 'Varttika-tilaka' first published in 1852, and

possibly written not much earlier, we find the following mythical

connection established between Rudra and Visnusvamin. There

was a man, named Premananda or Paramananda ,who used to de-

voutly worship the God Varadaraja of Visnu-KancI. Varadaraja was

much pleased, and asked the God Siva of Siva-Kane!, his friend-

ly neighbour and disciple, to initiate Premananda into the Cult

of Balagopala,- as if he could not do it himself,
- and this was

readily done. Visnusvamin, is said to have been the 48th teacher

in apostolic succession from Premanada and 50th from the

G-od Varadaraja, the Siva of Siva-KancI evidently coming between

Varadaraja and Premananda.

We have a few references to Visnusvamin, in the
account^

of

Rasesvaradarsana in the
'

SarvrdarSanasamgralia,
' from which

Yajnesvara appears to have collected his scanty materials for the
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brief but rather inaccurate exposition of Visnusvamin's philo-

sophy, to be found at p. 124 of the 'Aryavidya-Sudhakara' . It ig

generally believed that Madhava, the brother of Sayana, the com-

mentator on the Vedas, both the brothers being ministers of the

Vijayanagar Kings, was the author of this work, and that he came

to be known as Vidyaranya Muni on adopting Samnyasa. Some

people deny that this Madhava and Vidyaranya were identical,

while others say that there were three Madhavas who lived about

this time and who were all authors. Madhava, the brother of

Sayana, was according to these Scholars, the writer of certain

chapters of the 'Pancadasi', of the 'Jlvanmuktiviveka' and other

works, a second Madhava, who was a fighting minister of the

Vijayanagar Kings, wrote the commentary on the Sufca-Samhita,

while a third Madhava, being the son of the first Madhava'g

brother, Sayana, was the author of the 'Sarvadarsana-samgraha.'
There is a third view that Madhava, brother of Sayana, was the

author of the 'Sarvadarsanasarhgraha*, with the exception of the

last chapter containing the account of Samkara-Vedanta which

*vas added by Sayana's son or somebody else, and which is not to

be found in some editions of the work- I find myself in agreement
with this third view, but this is certainly not the place to enter

into a discussion on the subject.

In the account of Rasesvaradarsana we find it stated that ac-

cording to Visnusvamin, the sarlra of Nrsimha was '

nitya
'

or

eternal, and the following verse is quoted in support of the state-

ment, as from a work, named the
'

Sakarasiddhi '
:

^Saccinnityanijacintya-purnanandaikavigraham
Mpancasyamahm vande Srlvisnusvamisammatam

"

A follower of Visnusvamin, by name Garbha-Srlkanta Misra,
is mentioned as having established that Nrsimha had the visJesanas
'

Sat ',

'

cit
'

etc. It need not be supposed, however, that this ex-

position of Vismisvamin's doctrines gives a correct account of
that teacher's philosophy. Madhava appears fco have sarcastically
pointed out how the Rasesvarites would twist the meaning of the
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well known Sruti passage
' Raso vai Sail *, equating , Rasa

'

with

that blessed thing, mercury,-and of the sayings of old and recent

teachers, like Govinda-bhagavatpada ( the gum of great Samkara),

and the author of Sakara-Siddhi ; respectively, in order to find

support for their eccentric doctrine therein. Visnusvamin and

Garbha-Srlkanta are not so mentioned as if they belonged to a

remote past.

Srldhara Svamin, in his tika on verse, I. 7. 6. of theBh&gavata

Purana, quotes the following verses of Visnusvamin *

"Taduktarh Visnusvamina

Hladinya samvidaslistali saccidananda fsvarah

Svavidyasamvrto Jivah samklesanikarakarah.

Tatha

Sa Iso yadavase maya sa Jlvo yastyafditali

Svavirbhutaparanandah Svavirbhuta-suduhkhabhuli

Svadrguttha-viparyasa-bhava-bhedaja-bhlsucali

Yanmayaya Jusannaste tamimam ISTrharim numali"

In his tika on verse, III. 12. 1-2, of the same Purana, again,
Srldhara names "Visnusvamin and quotes a part of the third verse

above
;
while in the tika on the Visim Purana, verse, I. 12. 70, he

quotes the first of the above verses as irom a work, named the

'Sarvajna-sukti
'

( taduktam Sarvajnasuktau )
' which would show

that Visnusvamin used to be known as the
'

Sarvajna
?

. N. Venka-

taraman ]

tells us that this distinction, which later Samkara-

carya earned, has been transferred by tradition to the great

Samkara. We know also that a few others have from time to

time earned this distinction. We may take it, from their common
adherence to the ISTrsimha Cult, that the Sarvajna Visnusvamin,
quoted from by Sridhara and Visnusramin, mentioned in the

ftasesvaradarsana account, were identical.

The question which now engages our attention is whether this

Sarvajna Visnusvamin could have been the author of the com-

mentary on the JSTrsimhapurvatapanlya Upanisad and of the

1 See , Sariikaracary a the great and His Successors at KSfici ', p. 82-84,
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Prapancasara Tantra, works erroneously attributed to the great

Samkara Pandit Vidhushekhara Shastri has proved that these

works could not have been written by Samkara. 1 These works

must, as matter of fact, have been composed long after Samkara's

time. Srldhara, in his tlka on the Bhagavaca, X. 87. 21, quotes

the following Nrsimhapurvatapaniya passage :

" Yam sarve deva namanti murrmksavo brahrnavadinasca",

( II 4. ) and proceeds,

"
Vyakhyatam ca Sarvajnair bhasya-krdbhihj-mukta api UlayS

vigraham krtva bhajanta iti.
"

Srldhara here quotes with slight variations,
-

possibly he

quotes from memory, - from the commentary on the Upanisad,

passing for a work of Samkara, for there the passage is explained

thus-
"
Muktasca lllaya vigraham parigrhya namanti tyanu-

sangah.
>?
Vamsidhara Sarma, the writer of the 'Bhavartha-dipika-

prakasa,
'

which is a tlka on Srldhara's annotation, explains the

words 'Sarvajnairbhasyakrdbhih/ as 'Ssrvajnairbhasyakrdbhir

bhagavatpujyapadair-I^rsimha-tapanyam, "meaning that Srldhara

was quoting from Samkara's commentary on the Nrsimhapurva-

tapanlya, Vamsidhara's recent age is responsible for this

mistake, for not even the credulous Madhava, the author

of the Samkaravijaya attributes this work to Samkara,

and Srldhara who appears from my researches about

him, to have been a late fourteenth, or early fifteenth century

teacher, at the East, could not possibly have mistaken a recent

work like this commentary for a work of Samkara.2 In the intro-

duction to his tlka on the Glta, Srldhara refers to Samkara as the

'bhasyakara' and in the tlka on verse 20, ch. XIII, of that work,

1. See Sir Ashutosh Silver Jubilee Memorial Volume III. pt.2 p.100 et seq.

2. Sridhara quotes Gau4apada, Saihkara, Suresvara, and Anandabodha*

cSrya, he knew Cit-Sukha's commentaries and also Vidya s'amkara'a

commentary on the NrsimhapTIrvatapaniya Upanisad, but he does not

quote from the '

Pancadasi ', the great source of inspiration to subse-

quent Advaitm writers. Possibly the fame of the * Pancadasi
' had not

spread as far as Benares, where s'ridhara used to live, in his time*

His commentaries were known in Bengal early in the sixteenth

century, if not earlier.
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he speaks of Samkara thus : 'Srlmacchamkarabhagavadbhasyakrd-

bhih;' he does not refer to Samkara as Sarvajfia. Again, if

Srldhara had known two 'SarvajnW , one being the author of the

'Sarvajna-Suktf and the other of the Nrsimhapurvatapaniya com-

mentary, one might expect him to have indicated their difference,

It should be remembered also that both these Sarvajnas were

followers of the ISTrsimha Cult. The Commentator Sarvajna

mentions, in six places, that the Prapancasara tantra is a work of

Ms; and that tantra devotes a whole chapter to Nrsimha rituals.

The Nrsimhapurvatapanlya Upanisad inculcates 'Nrsimhakara-

brahmavidya
'

}and the 'Sakara-Siddhi \referred to in the Rasesvara-

darsana account, might possibly have had some connection with

that Upanisad or with the commentary thereon. Vidyaranya, in

the beginning of his commentary on the Nrsimhotlaratapantya

Upanisad, after stating that the Nrsimha-purvatapaniya dealt

with 'Nrsimhakara-brahma' observes as follows : "Tatha hyuktarb

varttikakrdbhiL. :

''Nrsimhabrhmavidyaisa vyakhyata jnanasiddhaye
1 "

This varttika appears to refer to the following passage in the

Nrsimhapurvatapaniya commentary - "Tapaniyopanisacchri
-

Nrsimhakarabrahmavisaya satl nirakarabrahmapratipattyu-

payabhuta.
2 ??

In another connection in his commentary, Vidya-

ranya quotes three verses of the Val-ttikakara, and in a third, one

other verse. In Advaita Vedanta literature, Suresvar.carya is

generally known as the Vartfcikakara, but the verses quoted cannot

be traced to that great teacher's works. The fact that the Krsimha-

karabrahmavidya appears to have been the topic common to the

'Sakarasiddhi' and to the Vartbika work quoted from by Vidya-

ranya, leads one to think that the two works might, afcer all, be

identical. The last Varttika quoted runs as follows

'

'Sarva^nakarunanunna vicarajnanakamana

Iksanopaeayannadirupenatha vivartate.
2 "

, 1, Sealmesl-gof the NrsimhapurvatSpaniya commentary p. 3. Anand4

srama Edition.

*. Bee commentary on the K^sinihottaratapauiya Upaniaad, p* 145,

Anandasrama Edition.

% L Annals, B. O- K. L ]
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This means literally that the c'esire for discrimination and

knowledge, not moistened by the grace of the omniscient, takes

the false shapes of Iksana ( observation or contemplation ) upacaya

{ accumulatian or growth ), and anna ( food or matter ). There is

an evident pun on the word 'Sarvajna', which, while referring

directly to God, refers indirectly to the Sarvajna commentator of

the Nrsimhapurvatapanlya, not unlikely the Yarttikakara's Guru.

This Yarttika brings in the doctrine of 'prasada' or grace. No

wonder that the worshippers of a manisfestation of Yisnu, believ-

ing in the doctrine of divine grace, should for a time, have been

counted as a Yai^nava sect, in spite of their Mayavada

metaphysics. The devotion of this Yarttikakara to the com-

mentator discloses his temperamental likeness to Garbha Srikanta

Misra, whom MadLava, in the Easesvaradarsana account,
describes as *Yisnusvamiparinatantalikararia' that is one whose

inner organs were wholly bent towards the feet of Visnusvamin.

Mr. A. Govinda Wariyar tells us that a section of Sarhkara's

followers early took to the worship of ISTrsimha and Parthasarathi 1

.

I may point out here that-there is a common error that Samkara 's

followers are Saivas. As a matter of fact, his followers make no

choice among the five deities,
'

panca-devata
'

as they are called,

viz. Yisnu, Siva, Ganapati, Surya and the Devi. People living in

the country where Samkara was born still point out an image
which Samkara used to worship before leaving home. The ]st

Mr. Tilak has pointed that, in his recognised commentaries
Samkara, in giving instances of pratikopaeana, several times
refers to the Salagrama Sila,

2 but never to the
*

Lingam
'

of Siva.
It is said that Padmapada, the distinguished disciple of Samkara,
was a devotee of Nrsirhha, nay a Nrsimha-siddha. No mention of

Nrsimha IB to be found, however, in the fragment of the
'

Panca-
padika

'

which has come down to us, and the story might have
been invented after the spread of the Nrsimha cult among
fcamkara s followers with a view to make it look ancient. Git-

imkha, the author of the
*

Tattvapradlpika and Krsirhhasrama,

1. See *

Vilvamaijgala SvSmiars '

-I. H. Q. June, 1931.

'*. BeeBrahma8Htra^J.2.7,1.3A i4.rand 4.1. 3. and ChSndogya Com-
8. 1. lf
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the author of the
' Bhedadhikkara7

and the 'Bhvartliaprakai!ka*

we found making obeisances to Nrsiihha, while Srldhara is never

ttred of bowing to tbat deity. I have already said that some

Bengal Vaisnavas contend that Srldhara was an Acarya of th$

VisnusvSmin Sect. But it is known that his metaphysics was

substantially the Advaitavada of Samkara, though he differed

from that great teacher in adhering to the BhSgavata PurSna

doctrine that Bhakti for a lllavatara of Visnu was the easiest way
to liberation. That is exactly the position of the commentator of

the NrsiinhapuTvatapaniya, who says, in a passage already quoted,

that Nrsimhakarabrahmavidya led to the realisation of the

Supreme Brahman. If Visnusvamin were the author of this

commentary, as I think
r

he was, those who say that Srldhara was

a teacher of the Samkara sect, and those who contend that he was

an ascetic of the Visnusvamin sect, would find their respective

position equally vindicated, for, in that case, Visnusvamin and

Srldhara would both be merely teachers-of a branch of the Samkara

sect with Vaisnavite leanings, which went] in for Nrsiihha

worship.
1

It appears likely that tbis branch of the Samkara sect came to

be looked upon as the Rudra sect, not because as the BhaktmSla

Varttika tells us, the fictitious Premananda was initiated by the

Siva of Siva-KancI, but because the Nrsirhha-rupa is a rudra-

rupa of Visnu as will appear from the following passages from the

Nrsimha-purvatapanlya ( I. 6 ) and the Prapancasara Tantra. Th

first passage runs thus :

"Om rtam satyath param brahma purusam Nrkesarivigraham,

Krsnapingalamurdhvaretarh, virupaksam, Samkaram nllalohitam

umapatim pinakinam" etc.

In explaining
*

virupaksam' the commentator says *lalta-

netrena rudratam prapnoti.
'

1. That Sridhara belonged to the Samkara sect is dear. He says that he

wrote his tikB on the GitB after consulting the commentary of Samkara

and a tika thereon, add that, in tikS on the Visnu Purana, he merely

simplified the commentary of Cnsukb a. Nilakantha, in the Introduce

tlon to his tikS on the Gita, distinctly mentions Samkara and

as having belonged to his own Sect.
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* The PrapaftcasSra thus describes Nrsimha J

"Ugram vlrajutarh mah&ntikamatho Visnum jvalantanvitam

Samprofcta 'tha ca sarvatomukha-Nrsimharnam-statha bhlsanam/'

The Nrsimha cult appears from the evidence of its two

Upanisads and of the Prapancasara, to have mixed up Tantrih

rituals with Advaita VedSnta, and its adherents began gradually

to replace Nrsimha by Krsna. But it seems possible that &

section of its followers thought that mSyavada vedanta and bhakti

went ill together, and this led to the final supersession, at the

instance of Vallabha of Nrsimha by Balagopala and Visrmsvamin's

mSyS-bhakti SuddhSdvaita by the Suddhadvita of Yallabha

which he calls Brahmava'da. 1

I might say in passing that the 'Prabodhasudhakara', another

work wrongly attributed to Samkara, appears to me to have been

written either by the author of the two works just mentioned or

by some other writer of the same school. The work abounds in ero-

tic imageries which remind one of the Prapancasara Tantra, and

also of Visnusvarm'n's line Hladinya Samvida-Slistah SacoidS-

nanda Isvarab/' while the same partiality for 'Sagunopasana' is

noticeable in the two sections of the work, named, 'the twofold

bhakti', and 'The unity of Saguna and the nirguna'. Again, to

he brief summary of the Krsna-llla contained in the work, the

epithet 'Nrhari', which means both 'Nrsimha' and 'purusottama',

1* luside Saibtara's school, however, the tradition of the Vis^usvSmin

"branch continued for some time more, as will appear from Madhu-

sudana Sarasvati's Commentary on the Gita and his 'Bhagavad-

bhaktirasSyanam \from Visnu Purl's BhaktiratnaYalT, and from Nila-

kantha's commentary on the Mahabharata. I have attempted to show

elsewhere that lvara Purl, the Guru of Sri Caitanya and MSdba-

Tendra Pur!, the Guru of !6vara Pun helonged to this branch of tfo
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fe applied six times to Krsna, no other epithet being used so

often,
1

But if the indentification of the author of the PrapaficasSra

fcridtheNrsimhapurvatapaniya commentary with Visiiusvamin is

to hold good, it remains to be explained how the authorship of

these works came to be attributed to Satnkaia. The attention

of the reader is invited to the second opening verse of the Sarva-

darssanasamgraha', where Madhava salutes his guru 'Sarvajna

"Pararh gatarh sakaladar&anasagarana-

Matmocitartha-caritarthifca-Sarvalokam

Srisarngapanitanayam nikhilaganiajnarh

Sarvajfia-Visnugurumanvahama^raye'ham".

N. Venkataraman rightly identifies this Sarvajna Visnu with

Vidya-Tlrtha or Vidya-Samkara Tirfcha
2

,
the great scholar and

adept in tantras and mantras, whom both Madhava and Sayana
salute as their Guru, and whom Madhava is said to have placed on

the SamkaracaryapStha at Srngeri. There is a magnificent com-

meir oration building over his vesting place at Srngeri, con-

structed under the supervision of BharatI Krsna Tlrtha. Madhava,
in the introduction to his Jaiminlya Nyayamala, thus refers to

Vidya-Samkara 's omniscience ?

'*Vidyatirthamunistadatmani lasanmurti-stvanugrahikS

Tenasya svagunairakhanditapadam sarvajnamudyotate."

Let us remember also that Sridhara calls the commentator of

Nrgimhapurvatapaniya 'Sarvajna'. In the very first verse intro-

ducing that commentary, the commentator mentions that his

1. Thee, again, the prose
'

TJrade^aEahasri
'

might not unlikely have been

a work of the same author. At para 18 of that work we find Brahman

, described as endowed -with 'anantasakti' and again with 'acintya^akti
f

and it might be that Vallabha took his idea of Brahman's acintya-

saktitva' from this work, and this idea is responsible for the nomencla-

ture of Jiva Gosvamin's philosophv
'

AcintyabhedSbheda-va"da
f
.

?, SamkaracSrya the great and his followers at KSnci p. $3 t
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Guru's nfttne was the one by which this Upanisad was known, thai

is, 'Nrsimha' *

"Yannamnopanisatkhyata tapanarh fcam vidhurh gurum

Prapamyopasanagarbham tad-vyakhyam sraddhaya'rabhe*"

We know from the Srngeri and Kafici Tables of Acaryas

that Vidya-Samkara was the disciple of Nrsirhha or Narasimha

Tlrtha.
2 So it is clear beyond doubt that Vidya-Samkara was the

author of this commentary, of the PrapaScasara Taptra and

possibly also of the Trabodha-Sudhakara' and the prose 'Upade&a-

sahasrl.' The Srngeri chronology spreads Vidya"-Samkara*s

pontificate at Srngeri over the period 1228-1333 A. D. which isun-

thinkable. There must have been gaps at both ends. All that one

may safely hold is that he lived a long life covering a portion of

the period 1200-1333 A, D. It looks possible that Visnusvamin

was his original Samnyasin name, that Madhava while retaining

the epithet Sarvajna, abbreviates the full name, for the sake of the

metre, into Visnu, and that he took the name Vidya-Tlrtha or

Vidya-Samkara Tirtha on ascending the Srngeri pltha. We have

already seen that, according to Bhandarkar, Visnusvamin, the

alleged founder of the so-called Rtidra Sect of Vaisnavas also lived

in the thirteenth century. Surely there could not possibly have

been a plethora of Sarvajnas or Sarvajna Visnu s in the thirteenth

century A, D. For aught we know, the distinction has been

rarely achieved. 8 It appears certain, therefore, that Visnu-Svamin

and Yidya-Sam^ara were identical : and as he was a Sarhkaraoarya

of the Srngeri Pltha, his works have come to be confused with

the works of the great Samkara. If all the works which pass

current for works of Sarhkara were critically studied, it might

possibly turn out that they are the works of at least half a dozen

authors. Vidya-Samkara is stated to be the author of the Vakya-

1. It is strange that this verse hitherto escaped the attention of scholars.

2 "We get the same information from a Srngeri work,
' The Guru vamsa

Eavya by one Lakshmana Shastri, published by the VSnivilasa Press,

Srirangam.

3. ~VTe bear of Sarvajua Samkara, Sarvajnatma muni, Sarvajna Vi^u-

svamin, Sarvajna RSmesvara BhattSraka Bhasarvajna and Sarvajna

$TSrSyana, who -wrote an annotation on the Mahabharata,
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bbasya on the Kena TJpanisad.' In that commentary differing
from Samkara, lie interprets the expression, 'Brahml Upamat' as
'IJpamsad meant for Brahmans'. This partiality towards
Brahmans is similar to the attitude which tradition ascribes to
Visnu-Svamin, namely, that he would] not admit into disciple-
Bhip any one but a Brahman who would adopt Samnyasa. I have
also stated that Prajnanananda Sarasvatl and the writer of the
Bengali 'Visvakosa' tell us that Visnusvamin wrote comment-
aries on the Vedas. No such Commentary has come downlto us.
As regards Sayana's commentaries on the Vedas, it is sa'id by
some that they were the joint production of Madhava and Sayana.
Sayana himself, however, repeats in the commentaries that they
were composed under the patronage of King Bukka and the in-
spiration of Vidya-Tlrtha. That Vidya-Samkara or Vidya-Tlrtha]
was a great adept in the Vedas would appear from the following
identical reference to him in Sayana's commentaries and also in

'

Madhava's 'Jlvanmuktiviveka' :

"Yasya nihsvasitam veda yo vedebhyo'khilam jagat
Nirmame tamaham vande Vidyatlrthamahesvaram".

Vidya-Sarhkara might have had some hand in the composition
or the commentaries in SSyana's name, and that might be the
only truth behind the tradition about Visnusvamin's authorship
ofcommentaries on the Vedas. Some of Visnusvamin's sayings
were called 'Sarvajfia-sukti'. It is not strange that the sayings of
one whose exhalation was the Vedas should be called 'sukti' in
imitation of the Vedic 'Suktas'.

Vilramangala, the author of the 'Ersnakarnamrtam', is held by
some to have been an ascetic of the Visnusvamin sect. AGovinda
Wariyar, however, says that the Vilvamangalas were all Acaryas
of one of the two Samkarite Madhoms at Trichur.8 He says that
there were three Acaryas of this name known to have been
authors, and he fixes them for the 9th, the 13th and the 17th
centuries respectively. He says that the first of these Vilva-

I. afahSmahopadhySya Shridharshastri Pathafc is the Proceedings of the
First Oriental Conference, Poona, 1919, Vol I. p. XCIX

* See Vilvamangala SvSmiars *. I. H. Q., June,193l,
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mangalas was the author of the 'Krsna-Karnamrtam'. K, Eama
Pisharoti is of the same opinion,

1 The seventeenth century Vilva*

mangala could not possibly have written the 'Krsnakarnamrtam'
which was a favourite work of Sri Caitanyadeva, but I no nod

think that the author could have lived in the 9th cenimy. A,

Govinda Wariyar bases his conclusion oil the fact that the author

of the 'Krsnakarnamrtam 7
in his gloss on a work of Samkara, -

Wariyar does not give us the name of this work, - calls himself a

pupil of Padmapada, and he takes this Padmapada as identical

with Samkara's first disciple of the same name. The author cf

the 'Krsna Karnamrtam in the very first verse tells us that his

Guru was one Somagiri, but he also mentions that he had

Siksagurus', and if one Padmapada were his 'Vidyaguru', it does

not necessarily follow that he would be identical with Samkara's

illustrious disciple, Padmapada. There is a tlka on the Prapanca-
fcara tantra by one Padmapada, and people identifying him with

Sarfakara's^ disciple, Padmapada, ascribe the authorship of the

tantra to Samkara. But we have proved it beyond cavil that the

author- of the Prapancasara was Yidya-ssmkara. Who then was

this Padmapada, who commented on the Prapancasara? The

Srngerl chronology mentions no Acarya of this name. But we
have a valuable piece of information supplied by the 'Madhva-

vijaya^ by Narayana Pandita, being the traditional biography of

Madhvacarya. We learn from that work that Madhva had a

dialectical contest with a great Advaitin monk, whom the author

with abominable taste, calls 'Samkara'. Both C. N. Krishnaswami
Iyer and O. M. Padrnanabh Achar identify this monk withiVidya*
sarhkara. The Madhvavijaya relates another encounter of Madlm
with the Srngerl monk, Padmatlrtha after Vidya-amkara's death,

As we have said before, the Srngerl chronology does not men-

tion this Padmatlrtha, but the very fact that it allots the uncons-

cionable long period of one hundred and five years Acaryaship to

Tidyasamkara would tend to show that there are some gaps in

this chronology and, relying on the account of the 'Madhv*

^ijaya', we*'may hold that Padmatlrtha came between Vidya-
Samkara and Bharati Ersna Tirtha, who is named in the Smgerl

Jable immediately^
alter Yidyasairikara. It seems likely that

1* Se '

Kulafcekhara in Kerala- "ibid-*
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this Padmatlrtha was the Padirspada who commented on the

'Piapancasara', and who was also the teacher of Vilvamangala.
Bis possible to trace the erotic emotionalism of the *ETs:nakarn-

mrtam' to the author of works like the 'Prapancasara and
'Prabodhasudhakara' but not to the great Samkara or to his dis-

ciple Padmapada. As a result of the present discussion, those who
say that Vilvamangala was a Samkarite Samnyasin and those

who attach him to the Visnusvamin sect would be equally
truthful.

It would appear as
f

if Vidya-Samkara and his disciples re-

enacted the drama of Samkara 's life. He was like Samkara,
considered an avatara of Mahesvara, and his works are passing

for Samkara' s works. One of his followers, commenting on his

Prapatcasara has come to pass for Samkara's disciple, Padma*

pada, and^was actually named Padma Tlrtha ; another follower of

his wrote a Varttika on his Nrsimhapurvatapanlya commentary
and called it the 'Sakarasiddhi' in imitation of the Vaittikakara

Suresvara's works such as
*

Naiskarmyasiddhi
' and 'Svarajya-

siddhd'.

To sum up. The conclusion to which I am led by an examina-

tion of the available materials is that the tradition about the

eiistence of a Tfcudra Sect of Yaisnavas before Vallabha and

about VisnusYamin having been the founder or chief teacher

thereof is a semi-myth and that Visnusvamin, as matter of fact,

was the same person as Vidyasarhkara, the guru of Madhava and

Sayana. Yajnesvara's statement in the 'Aryavidyasudhakara'

that the Visnusvamin sect become extinct no sooner than it had

come into existence and was revived, later on, by the genius of

Vallabha would also bear me out. The merging of Yisnusvamin

into Yidya-Samkara on the one hand, and the ascendancy of

Vallabha on the other, are the real reasons why we know so little

about Yisnusvamin.

Yajnesvara has culled his information about Visnusvamin

from a work of the Vallabhacarya sect, namely the 'Sampradaya*

pfadlpa', written by one Gadadhara Dfivedin, a devoted followef

3 I Annals, B. O.B.LJ
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of Vitthalanatha, one of the sons of Vallabha. 1 The work exists

only in manuscript, and my attempt to get a transcript of the

portion of it which relates to Visnusvamin has not yet succeeded,

One does not really know whether it contains anything more than

"what Yajnesvara has borrowed from it ; nor should one be sur-

prised if it gives a fictitious account of Visnusvamin similar to

the one given in the Varttikafcilaka on the Bhaktamala. In any

case, no serious critic would think of attaching greater impor-

tance to an avowedly sectarian work, than to evidence derivable

from independent sources.

Here ends my attempt to weave a history of Visnusvamin out

of the very scanty available yarn. An unbiassed pursuit of the
*

present clue might unearth more details about him. That he has

become quite a riddle to the historian of Indian Philosophy and

Eeligion is due, not to his hoary antiquity, as supposed by some,

but to the fact that the search for him has nofc been conducted IE

right quarter, tradition having been relied on to a greater extent

than is permissible in historical investigation.

That I have taken a lot of pains over the history of this

teacher is due to the fact that a study of the Bengal Vaisnava

literature has led me to the belief that if one is to trace the

origin of the peculiar cult of bhakti,
-

tinged with erotic

emotionalism, - of the Bengal school of Vaisnavism to the

Bhagavata Puratia, he will have to look, for the intermediate

stages of development, to works like the commentary on the

ITrsimhapiirvatapanlya Upanisad, the Prapancasara Tantra, the

Prabodhasudhakara, the Zrsnakarnarhrtam and Sridhara's Com-

mentaries, rather than to the literature of the recognised

Vaisnava Sects. The history of the Caitanya Sect has hitherto

been wrongly written. But that is another story :

L The name of the author has been supplied by Prof. G, H. Bh*tt of the

Baroda College,
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II

Aiter the original paper liad been given at the meeting of the

Sanskrit-Bengali Association of the Dacca University, a kind

friend of mine 1 brought to my notice certain matters relating to

the subject, for which I am extremely thankful to him, He first

pointed
out that Aufrecht in his Catalouge, Vol. I, P. 402 B,

mentioned the existence of a manuscript of a tlka on the

Bhagavata Purana by Visnusvamin among the collection of

manuscripts owned by the Government Sanskrit College at

Benares, On inquiry, however, I have been able to ascertain

through the kindness of Principal Gopinath Kaviraj and of a

friend of mine, now staying at Benares,
2 that the manuscript re-

ferred to by Aufrecht, viz. No 226 of the Collection, is really one

of the 'Subodhini tika on the Bhagavata Purana, by Vallabha-

carya, and that there is not in existence, among the Benares

Government Sanskrit College Collection, any manuscript of any

work by Visnusvamin. Aufrecht has simply copied the mistake of

author of the Catalogue of manuscripts of the Government Sanskrit

College.

The next thing pointed out to me was a brief account of Visnu-

svamin in Wilson's Essays on Sanskrit Literature, Vol. I, pp. 119-

20 It appeared on a perusal of the same, that Prajnanananda

Sarasvati and the writer of the note on Vallabhacarya in the

Bengali Visvakosa had both borrowed their account of Visnu-

svamin from this work. The only additional matter Wilson

mentions is a tradition about Visnusvamin having been the

fifteenth in apostolic succession from the God, Visnu. This

appears to be a variation of the silly tradition referred to in the

Rajavarttika tlka on the Hindi Bhaktamala, and the discrepancy

between the two accounts only proves the unreliability of the

whole tradition. Wilson, unfortunately, does not mention the-

authorities from which he had gleaned Ms information about

Visnusvamin.

1. M*. Subodh Chandra Banerji, M. A., keeper of Manuscripts, University

of Dacca.

2. Babu Manmathanath Chatterji, at present of 56/2, Laksjnikun4a

Benares.
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Tie third thing pointed out to me by the same kind friend was

ail account of three manuscripts of the
'Sampradaya-Pradipa'

by Gadadhara, referred to in the original paper, in H. P. Shastri's

Catalogue, Vol. IV.1 The manuscripts mention that Vignu*

sv&min was the son of the minister of a Dravidian Chief, and

that he was born early in the Kali era, which is nonsense, because

the writer says that Visnusvamin preached the 'Srl-Gopijana-

vallabhakhya tattva' and harmonised all Sastras with the

Bhagavafca Parana. It is further said that Vilvamangala, author

of the Krsna-Karnamrtam, belonged to the Visnusvamin Sect,

and that he inspired Vallabha, in a dream, to preach the Bala-

gopala cult. The work was composed in the year 1554 A. p.

The same Catalogue ( p 95 ), contains an account of a biography

of Vallabha, named the 'Caritracintamarif by one 'Devakinandana'.

It is stated by this author that all the four Vaisnava Acaryas,-

Bamanuja, Madhva Visnusvamin and Nimbarka, - incarnated in

order to undo the mischief done by Samkara's preaching of the

My,vada. This positively disproves Visnusvamin having in-

carnated early in the Kali era.

The Catalogue (pages 106-7) contains an~account of 'Vaisnava

varfctamala' by one Srlnatha Devesa, from which we learn that

Vallabhacarya's great grandfather, Yajnanarayana Bhatta was a

follower of the Visnusvamin Cult. So it appears that Vallabha

was rather remotely connected with this cult and did not find it

difficult to break away from it and preach a new doctrine.

I have stated in the original paper that Isvara Puii and

Madhavendra Purl, the teacher and teacher's teacher respect-

ively, of Sri Caitanyadeva, appeared to have been ascetics of the

Visnusvamin branch of the Samkara Sect, and that the erotic

emotionalism of the Bengal {School of Vaisnavism must have

developed from the Bhagavata Purana through the Visnusvamin
Literature. These statements are borne out by the 'Sampradaya-
pradlpa', for Gadadhara, who wrote only twentyone years after

1. A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Government
Collection, under the care of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. IV
( History and Geography ), pp. 97-106,
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the death of Sri Caitanya, mentions, that the Caitanya p$ct was a

sub-feet ( upasampradaya ) of the Visnusvamin sect.

Ill

The foregoing paper was sent to Professor M. Hiriyanna of the

Mysore University for favour of his opinion, and that erudite

Professor, while holding that the conclusion I had attempted to

reach appeared to be quite plausible, very kindly pointed out

certain difficulties, which I propose to deal with in this placa

(1 ) He first says that the terms in which the Sarvadarsana-

garfagraha refers to Visnusvamin ( Visnusvamin-matanusaribhili. )

seem to indicate that Visnusvamin was regarded" as a fairly old

writer at the time. To this it may be said that an eminent

teacher does not take a long time to found a school. Visnusvamin

appears to have lived long, and everybody knows that the great

Samkara founded a School even during his very short life-time.

It may further be pointed out that the Sarvajna Visnu referred

to by Madhava in his second prefatory verse appears to be no

other than Visnusvamin.

( 2 ) The learned professor next points out that there is in the

Mysore Government Oriental Library an unpublished Com-

mentary on the Brahma-Sutras by one Cinmaya Muni, a writer

who appears to have lived in the 18th Century, and that the

writer says in the prefatory Stanza that he simply elucidates the

Commentary by one Visnu, who was possibly no other than

Visnusamivn. Professor Hiriyanna has not read Cinmaya's

Commentary but says that] according to a note on it by the

Library authorities, it advocates the Bhedabheda-vada. I am
grateful to Rao Bahadur Professor B. Venkatesachar of Banga-
lore who has, since this note was written, examined

'

Cinmaya 's

Commentary. He tells me that the library note is incorrect and

that Cinmaya is an A.dvaitin of the Samkara type. If the Visnu

whom he follows is Visnusvamin, that would only support my
hypothesis.
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( Annamalai University )

The date of the ri Bhagavata is admittedly one of the many

intriguing of textual problems of Oriental Research. The

astonishing uncertainty concerning its date would seem to be

hardly consistent with the unrivalled popularity which this

Purana has always enjoyed. But this is a feahire so common with

reference to works and authors in Indian history that we have

little reason to be surprised at it. Thanks, however, to the in-

creased application of scientific methods of research to the study

pf indigenous texts, there is every possibility of our stabilizing

one much -
neglected aspect of our history and literature.

The unsettled nature of the chronology of the Bhagavata hag

given rise to a number of varied and amusing theories propounded

by pioneers and protagonists. Wilson, Macdonell, Colebrooke

and Burnouf placed the Purana in the 13th century. Winternitz

took a more sympathetic view of the Bhagavata and thought that

"in any case, the work connot be so late as that" and was pleased

to date it about the 10th century A. D. in consonance with the

views of C. V. Vaidya whose date for the Bhagavata is the earliest

so far claimed by anybody.
1

The theory of Bopadeva's authorship of the Bhagavata was at

one time fashionable2
especially among ultra-reformers. This

1. Except for the opinions of Pargitar, Farquhar and Kadhakrishnan
who assert that the Purana belongs to ahout 900 A. D. but have not

cared to substantiate their opinions in any manner-

2.
" I am myself inclined to adopt an opinion supported by many learned

Hindus who consider the celebrated rt Bhagavata as the work of a

grammarian Bopadeva supposed to have lived about 600 years ago*"

Colebrooke, Asiatic Researches, Vol. viii, p. 467 ( Wilson ;
Frefoo*

Ft$nu Puraya ).
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theory was never seriously countenanced in learned circles ; but

had its own advocates among extremists. We need only refer to

gvatni Dayanand Sarasvati, the leader of this extremist school,

who fondly believed in Bopadeva's authorship of the Purana and

assigned it accordingly to the 13th century

If

Sf

wr

T f^ff^T

The Svamiji's theory needs no elaborate refutation since no

.scholar with any reputation to lose would now think of upholding

such a view. As professor Winternitz rightly remarks,
*

this

supposition seems to rest only on the fact that Bopadeva is the

author of the Muktaphala a work dependent on the Bhagavata and

of the Hanlila an Anukramam ( index ) to the Bhagavata." Apart

from the powerful textual evidences to be indicated in the

following pages-which would amply disprove this silly theory and

establish the existence of the Bhagavata long before either Bopa-

deva or even his grandfather could have seen the light, it deserves

to be noted that the Harilila of Bopadeva not only lacks any

evidence in support of Bopadeva 's authorship of the Purana but,

what is more, also contains statements which clearly presuppose

the prior existence of the Purana

theSvamijicoatinnesunblushingly:-lf

I

U PP. 218-19 Satyartha Prakasa Hindi Bdn.. A3mer 1930. The

be see,, pretends to quote from a

homhe further styles a brother of

ork of Bopadeva entitled H**** has *"
the feigned quotations given from Bopadeva s Sw ( p. 219 ) aro fl

ppposed to the statement in * Barim of the genuine 3opadeT*,
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We shall not therefore, waste any more time in refutinj &&
stupid theory.

Quite apart from the foregoing theory, the 13th century was

suggested as a suitable date for the Purana by other scholars like

Macdonell. Still, it cannot be maintained for a host of reasons*

Mr. C. V. Vaidya, so far as I can see, was the first to attempt

to controvert this general but unsubstantiated belief among

scholars. His own conclusion is indicated at great length in the

course of a brilliant article published in the Journal of the Bombay

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1925, vol. i ; wherein Mr

Vaidya's lower limit of the 10th century A. D. is arrived at by

arguing backwards from Jayadeva's G-ltagovinda where the cult of

BadM plays a prominent part while the same is totally absent in

the Bhagavata. While I entirely agree with Mr. Vaidya 's conten-

tion that the Purana must be far earlier than the 13tl century, I

cannot either accept his conclusion that it belongs to the 10th

century or his argument in that direction. I am fully persuaded

that our Purana is far earlier than Mr. Vaidya suspects. Mr,

Vaidya has mostly relied on specious reasonings and feeble data

and has nowhere tried to adduce sound external textual testimony

in support of his contentions. For instance, he is "tolerably certain

that the Bhagavata precedes Madhva2 "
not because the latter is the

author of a well-known commentary on the Bhagavata and makes

numerous citations from it; but, because
"
on a general survey of

the Bhagavata one cannot doubt that the Vaisnavisrn of Bhagavata
is neither influenced by nor akin to the Vaisriavisim of Madhva*" \

1. HariKin, Calcutta Oriental Series No. 3 with Commentary of Madbu-
sudana Sarasvati.

2. J. B. B. B. A. S., p, 153*

3. J. B. B. K. A. S., p. 152.
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the Bhagavafa is later than Samkara not because Mr.

Yaidya could say thai* Samkara makes no reference to it
1

or show

Ijhat
it could not have been known earlier than Samkara; but

simply because ( I ) it treats of Buddha as an Avafcara of Yisnu

which could not have happened till a long time after Samkara

and(ii) of its "representation of Kapila as an incarnation of

Visrm which Samkara refutes* "! (Italics mine). It is to be

feared, that arguments such as these are purely ex cathedra and

have no foundation on facts. Mr. Vaidya would have done

brtfcer to have taken his stand on the terra firma of sound external

Ritual evidences alone as having a decisive value in virtue of

their being next only to epigraphic evidence in importance.

Madhva's thorough familiarity with the Purana, his uubounded

admiration for it, his having written a critical commentary on it

and his numerous quotations from ifc would be enough to utterly

discredit the once fashionable theory of Bopadeva's authorship

still lurking in some quarters and the consequent ascription of

the Purana to the 13th century; as well as the unsubstantiated,

but die-hard belief of some Orientalists in such a date quite apart

from Bopadeva's authorship. Madhva, who lived between 1238-

1317 A. D., was an elder contemporary of Hemadri* who is be-

lieved to have lived between 1260-1309 A. D., to whose court

Bopadeva was attached. It is clear, therefore, that Madhva would

have paid scant respect to the Bhagavata had it been a work of

Bopadeva written in his ( Madhva 's ) own lifetime 1 From another

source we learn that the Purana was extant and widely popular

during Madhva's times. It will be interesting information that

there were known several
'

recensions
'

of the text also in

Madhva's times 1 Narayapa Panditacarya, the biographer and the

son of a direct disciple of Madhva, who lived about 1350 re-

cords in his Life of Madhva, an incident that once in his boyhood,

1. A reference to the Bhagavata is made in the Sarva Siddhanta tiamgraha

attributed to Samkara ( Madras, _1909 ). For a repudiation of

Samkara' s authorship of this work see the present writer's Note on

the Authorship of the Sarva Siddhanta Samgraha published in tn

Annals of the B, O. R. I., Poonat Yol. XII, pp* 93-96*

1 J. B, B. K. A. S., p. 153.

3. Not Himadri as SvSmi DaySnanda has him I

4
\ Annals, B. O* R. I* J
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the Acarya gave out in an assembly, a certain reading as the c

recttext of the Purana which was disputed by the other membe
When challenged to cite some other passage ( gadya ) in the

chapter, according to the correct text, the Acarya did so ; and <

examination of a number of manuscripts, the passage was foui

in one of them. 1 This episode simply illustrates the wide pop

larity enjoyed by the Purana the creeping in of different readini

of the text if not also the existence of distinct
'

recensions
'

of H

text already in the beginning of the 13th century. That it

much earlier than the 13th century is made clear by a quotatic

from Narayava Astaksara Kalpa given by Madhva, in his COD

mentary on the Gita wherein mention is made of the Bhagava\

Purana as a work of Vyasa'

Another quotation from the Naradiya speaks of ihe Bhagavai

as one of the Yisnu-Vedas :

II

Kotwithstanding the limitations of an argunevtum ex silentic

the masterly silence of Samkara and Ramanuja about the Bha

gavata Purana lias to be satisfactorily accounted for by every one

who prefers a date much earliar than both these philosophers, foi

the Bhagavata. But it should be remembered that no thoroughly

satisfsctory reason could be given in such complicated cases

where a celebrated writer says no word about a great work which

3
*

\\

Vijaya - IV,
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IB otherwise known to have existed in his days. The reason would
lie primarily in the sheer caprice of the writer and only secondarily
in other considerations. To cite but a few instances : Hiouen Tsan#t

the Buddhist Monk who came to India on a cultural mission,

translated npt the well-known Vaisesika Sutras of Kanadabut Guna-
candra's text-book on the Vaisesika system ! Again, the same
writer mentions a number of Nyaya works but entirely omits to

mention the Nyaya Sutras of Gautama! His own forte being

Yoga, he mentions a number of works on Yoga-Sastra but, curi-

ously enough, makes no mention of the Yogi Sutras of Patanjali I

l

Whatever the reason for 6amkara's indifference2
to the

Purana, the silence of such a staunch Vaisnaya philosopher like

Ramanuja over a Purana which espouses the cause of Vaisnavism

in a special manner is claimed to be really suspicious. Though,
few scholars to-day would go to the extent of denying that the

Bhagavata existed prior to Ramanuja, yet, there seems to be a

general acquiescence in the view of his unfamiliarity with the

work. It will be useful therefore, to note a few quotations from

the Bhagavata in the Vedanfa-Tattva-sara, a work attributed to

Ramanuja for what they are worth. Apart from the prejudice of

fashionable belief, there is nothing to disprove Ramanuja 's author-

ship of this work, so far as I can see :

TTF1T

Max Mtlller, Six Systems.

Wilson's statement ( Preface : Visnu PurSna ) that the Bhagavata wai

cited as an authority and made the subject of comment by Samkara is

infinitely amusing. His explanation that " the exist9noo of this com-

ment rests upon the authority of Madhra or Madhava" is ^rorse. The

Professor is evidently having in mind Madhva who, however, is not

guilty of any of the statements attributed to him ;
and a commentary

on JBhUgavata by the real MSdhava = VidySragya is practically

unknown*
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u
r

Ramanuja's silence about the Purana in his other works the&! 5A5sj/a and the GzfS PAasya may require a word of explana-
tion, The evidences to be adduced presently, would

conclusively
prove the existence of the Bhagavala many centuries before Rama-
nuja. Such being the case, the reasons for Ramanuja's silence
over the work in his major works, must be sought elsewhere than
in the theory of either its non-existence or his unwillingness yet
to recognise it as an authority.

6
It would have been noted by all

those familiar with the &i Bhasya and the Glta Bhasya of Rama
nuja that he accords the first place of honor to the Visriu Pwanaand cites his texts mostly from that Purana. Sudarsana Suri the
classical commentator on the $rl Bhasya, in one place, sums upthe reasons for Ramanuja's 'partiality' to the Visnu Purana
which explains fully, his seeming indifference to the Bhagavatd1^-

1. Vedanta Taitva Sara, of Ramanuja, Pandit,
2. Op. , cit. , p. 37.

3. Op. , eit, , p. 50.

4. Op., cit. , p. 54.

5. Bhagavata, X t 87, 2,

6. Of. Prof. Wmternits-s remark. in this conn8Otlon tQ fce
I. >rtLtfi P>rftTf-x&~ ~e ri i / '
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Such is the real reason for Ramanuja 's 'partiality* to the

, Purana and his non-reference to the Bhagavata whose

metaphysical standpoint besides, is identical with that of the

Visnu Purana ; so that, Ramamija refrained, most sensibly, from

unnecessarily multiplying texts in support of his position ; for,

his non-citation from Bhagavata would not, in the least, have

jeopardised his interpretations. Prof. Winternitz is, therefore,

entirely ignorant of the real reason when he writes that ElmS-

nuja, in the twelfth century, did not yet recognise it as an

authority
1

; for, he does not mention it and alludes only to the

Visnu Purana'
' To be sure, Ramanuja not merely "alludes" to

the Visnu Puraria but quotes at every step from the Visnu Purana

and the learned Professor's statement seems to me to be simply

misleading. However that may be, the Professor's instantaneous

conclusion from Ramanuja's silence about the Bhagavata that he

"did not yet recognise it as an authority" is entirely unwarranted.

The Professor would do well to remember that writers of the

eminence of Ramanuja are under no obligation to quote every

work that they recognise as authoritative. To mention but one

telling instance, Madhva recognises the Mularamayana, ( a work

distinct from Valmlki's Ramayana, ) as highly authoritative
8

; but,

so far as I have seen, Madhva has nowhere cited passages form this

work 1 An indirect piece of evidence testifying to Bamamija's

acquaintance with the Bhagavata may be noted. In his Vedartha

$aihgraha> Ramanuja speaks of the three-fold classification
5 of

Puranas as Sattvika, Rajasa and Tamasa. A well-known passage

in the Padma Purana speaks of the Bhagavata as one of the sir

>
1. Winternitz ; History of Indian Literature ( Tr )* , p. 556.

X X X X X ffrTrSp^FffSnofS Sr^3T^ 3^*11 ft^T

Yedartha Samgraha, Pandit Reprints, p. 156,
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Sattvika Puranas. 1
Fortunately, a list of PurSnas in the

.

( which is relied upon by Rarnanuja himself in setting forth 9,

threefold classification of the Puranas ) includes the Bhagavata

too. All this would tend to show that the Bhagavata could not

been unknown to and unrecognised by

III

We shall now proceed to note one important external textual

evidence which unmistakably proves the existence of the Bhaga-

vata Purana much earlier than the 10th century the date, or,

more precisely, the lower limit proposed by Mr, Vaidya.

Abhinavagupta, the well-known exponent of the Dhvani school

and fche illustrious champion of the Pratyabhtjna school of

Kashmir Saivism, who flourished towards the end of the 10th and

the beginning of the llth century, was intimately acquainted

with our Purana to which he refers by name5 and quotes a few

passages in the course of his arresting gloss on the Gita? :

rP*T!

II

. Matsya Purana chap. 53. verses 20-22. The Matsya further specifies

the extent of the Bhagavata as 18000 slokas which agrees well with

facts,

3. Abhinavagupta's pointed citations from the 'Vaisnava Bhagavatc? also

show that the claims of the Devi Bhagavata to be called 'Bhagavata*

advocated by some and referred to by Mr. Vaidya ( p. 145) are spuri*

ous since a disinterested scholar of the type of Abhmava clearly

understands the 'Vaisnava Bhagavata' alone by the term Bhagavata \

Mr Vaidya's statement on the definition of the Bhagavata given in

Matsya ( ch 53 ) :

II

that "the first line does not apply to this "Vaisnava Bhagavata' (p. 145)

is equally unsound. Srldhara, in his commentary on the J3haga~

vata quotes these very psssages from the Matsya and shows their

application to 'this Vaisnava Bhagavata'. Madhva, in his Bhagavata

Tatparya writes : TTTqafnTrsq^Tl^r ^fpfnffTfrf: U Tn e opening verse of

the Devlbhagavata is a base and clumsy attempt to embody the Gaya-
tri mantra and metre into itself and cannot stand comparison with the

grandeur of the opening verse of our Bhagavata.
Abhinava's Q-ita Vyakhya, p, 594, Nirnayasagar, Bombay t
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"
( #M0, II, 1, 3-4 X

ftoffcfr

n ffrT ( ^Aa^r. XI, 20, 17 X

Abhinavagupta having flourished in the 10th century, it needs

no great ingenuity to show that the Purana must have been

composed at least some centuries earlier to have acquired such a

profound esteem. Many scholars,
1
including Mr. Yaidya himself

(p. 157), are wedded to "the belief that the author of the Bhagavata
was a South Indian and that the Purana must have originated in

the extreme South (presumably on the banks of the TamraparnI
to which reference is made by the author of the Purana ! ). It

would be impossible in that case, to deny that at least a few

centuries must have elapsed before a South Indian composition
like that ( especially a Puranic work, which, besides, covered no

new ground ) could have won its way to the extremity of the

North ( Kashmir ) and secured unquestioned authority in the 10th

century ! It is no use trying to mince matters and deny the

Tisnuite' tenor of the Purana We have already seen that the

author of the 6rnta Prakasa hints that this was exactly one of the

reasons why Ramanuja did not want to use it viz ; to avoid

looking overmuch sectarian. The Vaisnavite tenor of the Purana

being thus undeniable, it follows that but for the tremendous

popularity of the Purana in the Norlh about the 10th century A. D,,

Abhinavagupta would not have cared to cite it for his own

1. Vide 'Domicile of the Author of the BhSgavata PurS^a*, Amamatfc

y, L H, Q., March 1932, pp, 49-53'
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purposes especially in the face of his avowed Saivite predilections

and his authoritative connection with a vigorous system of Saiva

philosophy ! It would scarcely improve matters to argue that

Ahhinava was not a bigot. Bigotry or no bigotry 5
-Abhinava could

have had no soft corner in his heart for the '

* of the Bhagavata not to speak of :

spzrr 3T3J'* towards the close ; and if, in spite of the persistent

provocation which that Purana must give to every ardent Saiva,

Abhinava felt obliged, for whatever reason, to quote it, it must

be the irresistible popularity alone of the work that could have

goaded him to do so. Another interesting reference by Abhinava

to the Gajendra Moksa episode : *TSr*$*ft?H UM ^j l% ft" ^KcTlffr TOT

n clearly shows that he must have
.

swallowed the lavish praise of Yisnu which that episode contains

to the exclusion, nay, derision, of all other deities :

Ti N \ 4

l^ftr^ < l (viii, 3^ 30 ).

These and other considerations compel us to conclude that the

popularity enjoyed by the Bhagavata in N. India, in the 10th cen-

tury was simply irresistible, that the time had come when it

could no longer be ignored by the noblesse of scholars whatever
their sectarian sympathies and mental reservations. I submit,
once again, that such a wonderful eminence could not have been

attained within any short period of time and that this fact alone

compels us to date its composition necessarily a few centuries

earlier allowing a reasonable period of two centuries or so far its

gradual migration from the extreme South and its spread in the

North.

Another allied consideration also lends great support to this

suggestion. The Bhagavata Purana was quite well-known to

Albeiuni who was in India in about 1030 A. D. and who recordi
its name among the 18 Puranas read cut to him from anoth$r list
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in the VUnu Purana. 1 It is needless to comment further on the

value and validity of such a matchless piece of external testi-

mony which compels us to date the Purana a few centuries earlier.

Surely, the composition of the Purana, its mention in the Visriu

Purana, its quotation by Abhinava and mention by Alberuni

could not all of them be placed, most bureaucratically, in the 10th

century itself as Mr. V&idya's theory would oblige us to do, I

therefore plead for a more charitable interval of breathing-space

for the Purana.

IV

Mr. Vaidya, however, is adamantine in holding the Bhagavata

to be distinctly posterior to Samkara and unless this lower limifc

of Ms is shown to be untenable, we cannot safely ask for a time-

limit of two to three centuries before the 10th for the compos ;

tion,

spread and prestige of the Bhagavata. We shall, therefore, devote

our attention, now, to an examination of the thesis of the Post-

Samkarite origin of the Purana maintained by Mr. Vaidya. As

already remarked, this thesis rests wholly on ambiguous and ques-

tionable hypotheses and on the theorist's taking his stand on my-

thopoetic beliefs and philosophical doctrines dealt with in the

Bhagavata. It is to be feared that no conclusive argument can be

based on such colorless testimony. It is very difficult to fix the

date of the origin of mytho-poetic beliefs and philosophical doc-

trines with anything like certainty or say when exactly they

came to be crystallised into definite views and it would be hazar-

dous to base chronological researches on such elusive testimony.

But, to proceed. Mr. Vaidya declares that the appearance of

the Buddha as an Avatara of Yisnu in the Bhagavata points to a

date long after Samkara, since it is after the final overthrow of Bud-

1, "Another somewhat different list of Pura^as has been read to me from

the Visnu Purana. I give it here in extenso

Brahma, Padma, Ffcww, Swa, Bhagavata i. e. VSsudeva ...-

p. 131, Alberuni's India, Sachau, TrUbner- 1914. The juxtaposition of

the term Vasudeva with reference to Bhagavata in Alberuni shows

that it is to the <Vainava Bhagavata' that be is referring and not to

the Devi Bhagavata.

5 [ Annals, B. O. K. 1. 1
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dhism by Kumarila and Samkara that
" Buddha could have been

begun to be looked upon as an incarnation of Visnu "
( p. 148

).

But the conception of Buddha as an avatara is not at all a Post-

Sfomkarite event ; but is a much older affair ! Mr. Vaidya says,
11

In the Mahabharata ( about 3rd century B. C. according to my

view) Buddha is not mentioned though his tenets are
"

(148),

[ Italics mine 1. If it were not again his own Mahabharata that is

referred to, we may venture to point out that if he would read

through the Epic with open eyes, he would find in it the

Buddha mentioned as an avatara of Visnu ; that the name of his

father too, is correctly
1

given !

\

: n

( Moksadharma, 348, 42-43 ).
E

Neither the Moksadharma Parva nor the particular section un-

der reference could be dismissed as an interpolation since the Epic

is known to have existed in its presentform as early as 500 A. D.
s

It Mr. Vaidya is rather hard upon the author of the Bhagavata when he

writel with reference to rfrf: *&$\ ^1% OTtfPr ^%^f [

1^1 ^T*% TSRHrf: ^1^5 HH^I^ II of the origi-

nal- "Here Buddha and Jina are confounded and the author seems to

know not much of either" (p. 148 ). The term^Hrf does not, how-

ever, mean 'son of Jina' as Mr. Vaidya misunderstands ; but is, simply,
a term of reproach not infrequently used by polemical writers : of

: etc. Thie term, Mr,

Vaidya will further see, embodies the historical truth of the close

affinity between Jainism and Buddhism and that the author of the

Bhagavata knows more than Mr. Vaidya suspects! I cannot, for the

life of me, understand the point m Mr. Vaidya's sapient comment;
'Here Buddha and Jina are confounded' To say ( as does the author of

the Bhagavata ) that X is the BOD of Y is not, I believe, to con-

found the two 1 1

2, Kumbakonam Edn.
3. "The Epic in 500 A. D. was practically of exactly the same length"

and m 462 . D. there is a Hand grant mentioning the extent of th

Epic as it i today p. 287, H*torv of Sanskrit Literature,

( Mftodonell ).
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is perfectly familiar with the Moksadharma Parva

and quotes it frequently in his commentary on the Vedanta

Sutras and elsewhere. Indeed, his familiarity with the Parva is

thorough to the minutest detail. To mention but one illustration

in point, witness his commentary on the G-tta iii, 1, where he

quotes a passage
1 (from the Moksadharma) with the remark:

;
l. Examining the Moksadharma carefully, we find

the passage in question occurs there in a speech put into the

mouth of Suka ! Such being the case, there is no inherent diffi-

culty in supposing that Samkara could have had easy access to

the passage in the Moksadharma representing Buddha as an

avatara of Visnu come to mislead the ungodly.

Nor is the above the only place in the Moksadharma where the

Buddha is spoken of as an avatara of Visnu. Attention may be

drawn to :

Sr TO

( Mahabharata xii, 548, 2 ).

And for aught we know, Samkara would very well have used

this information as a double-edged device to discredit his opponents

and to win back the straying sheep to the fold of orthodox Brah-

manism. The existence of Brahtnans in open sympathy with

Buddhistic tenets is admitted by Mr. Vaidya himself who speaks

of the
" Vaisnavas who were less hostile to them than others

owing to their also professing and practising Ahimsa.
"

( p. 148 ).

Moreover, Mr. Vaidya assigns no reason for the momentous

event of Buddha's inclusion among the Avatftras. And he has al-

ready forfeited the only plausible reason for it by assigning it to

a period long after Samkara and KumErila It seems
l^icrou*

to suppose that more than a thousand years after the death of

Buddha and long after
"
the final blow of Buddhism had been

given, the Brahmans invented the theory of
Buddha^being

an.
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Avatara. Mr. Vaidya forgets that after the 'final blow' was given

there was, indeed, BO earthly necessity to deify the Buddha on

the part of the enemies of Buddhism 1 A more reasonable hypo-

thesis would be to maintain that the deification of Buddha was an

act of self-preservation and a bold stroke of Brahmanical diplo-

macy to stem the tide of Buddhism and prevent the rapid conver-

sion of men of their own community to Buddhism.

The growing popularity of Buddhism and the weight and pro-

spect of royal patronage that it carried with it as a bait turned

men's minds towards it and created a favorable atmosphere

among the Brahmans and others for the spread of Buddhism. The

orthodox among them watched with great anxiety this turn of

events. Already, in Mahayana Buddhism, Buddha passed for a

God and the power and prestige of Buddhism seemed to en-

gulf Brahmanism which seemed well-nigh in danger of exinction.

It was at such a time that a mighty effort was made by the Brah-

mans to deprive Buddhism of its hold on the intelligentsia and

the masses. The days were not yet favorable for drastic mea-

sures. It was not very hard to convince the intelligentsia of the

metaphysical bankruptcy of Buddhistic nihilism and appeal to the

mataphysical satisfyingness of Hinduism. But it was not so easy

to cajole or convince the masses who were out of reach of the

esoteric truths of Brahmanism. How to reclaim the allegiance

of the masses from the glamor of Buddhist Ethics and Religious

Organisation which had their own charm over the masses then ( as

now in the case of Christianity ) ? There was the tuzzle. The

Brahmans ( an admittedly resourceful community that they were),

rose equal to the occasion and by a bold stroke of diplomacy stole

a march over Buddhism by coolly assimilating many of its influ-

ential doctrines and institutions and ended up by claiming
Buddha himself as an Avatara of VisnuU The doctrine of Ahimsa
was proclaimed from house tops with one voice and the rank and
file of the Brahman community turned vegetarian from that

time onwards. A more austere reform could scarcely be ima-

gined. The institution of Monasteries and allied practices of Vaa&o
or Winter Retreat corresponding to Caturmasya were assiduously
absorbed by the Brahmans. To crown all this, Brahmanism pro-

i tied Buddha an avatara and killed Buddhism by a fraternal
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embrace! The idea of the divinity of Buddha being already

established firmly among the Buddhists and fcheir admirers among
the Hindus, it was virtually impossible to eradicate the spell of

this belief
1

; and the only safe course left for the Brahmans was
to out-Herod Herod by a show of subscribing to this doctrine by
proclaiming

him an Avatara of Visnu, At the same time, caution

was taken to give a bad name to the Avatara by calling him as one

come
'

to delude the undeserving
'

which further was too ambi-

guous to offend the Buddhists alone ! and which also had the ad-

ditional advantage of providing the still staunch admirers of the
Buddha among the faithful the pleasure ( a very short pleasure

it would be as the Brahmans very well knew ) of laughing in

their sleeves at the diplomatic folly of the Brahmans and other

orthodox Hindus. The device wore on until its very clumsiness

disappeared behind the crust of time. The device itself could not

at the time have been regarded as either clumsy or nonsensical

since it was not a theory to be put to the test of extraneous criti-

cism but was simply intended to lull the doubting conscience of

half-Buddhists among the faithful especially among the masses,

These would easily be satisfied with the honor shown to Buddha
in their own old religion which would reconcile them both to the

new and the old faith without necessitating any violent

changes of faith and enable them to live at peace with their

prosperous Buddhist brethren. They would not care very much
to see if the honor done to Buddha was a real one or if it was

simply a make - believe.

The conception itself of an Avatara come to delude the un-

worthy is not so indefensible or puerile as it may now appear to us.

It is partly ingrained in the nature of Hinduism itself and is

traceable to the JZgveda

EFT

1. Cf. "The priesthood not being able to deny that Buddha was an AvatSra

interpolated forged slokas and absurd stories saying that Buddha

came to mislead the asuraa ......
" and an amusing tirade in a similar

strain by a 'cultured* writer ( no\v no more ) in Bharata

June 1928 ( p. 42 ),
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The conception is familiar to many Puranas1 in one form or

other; and it is clearly deducible from the Glta.
1

The theory of God incarnating himself to mislead the ungodly

and prevent their participation in Vedic Sacrifices and access

to Right Knowledge is current coin among the commentators of

the Vedanta. Accordingly, they look upon whatever system is

hostile to them as the result of a vicious and misleading cam-

paign on part of God to delude the undeserving =

^ ft *Rwr*fl!lr

STtlT

( Sudar^ana Suri : tirutaprakasa \

( Samkara : Visnu Sahasranama Bhasya).

( J.rm J3hasya : Vallabha and Madhva ),

4

f^Hft 5*1

""' ^''S^Twt^^
( A.dvaitananda : JBrahmavidyabharana ).

5

sqror^cgr fr%

( Appayya DIksita : Panmala ).

6

1. Ftsrm Purana, 1*11, 17, 41 where Yispu is said to have produced a being

to delude the Asuras, from his own Body! ( qpqr*fff 5Tfl^TJ ^i?TO)

2. Of. IV, 8 ; xvi, 1920.

3. Sruta Prakasa, p. 1600, Medical Hall Press, Benares, 1889. Of. also:

Nyaya Pariuddhi> of VedSnta Desika who quotes the same authori-

ties p. 288 ; Brahma Vadin Press, 1913.

4 Bombay Sanskrit series, p. 544.

5. Adraita Manjari Series, p. 51.
, Nirnaya Sahara Preis, 1917, p. 575.
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%<nf^rsfr ^^s

( Vallabha : Anubhasya ).

7

i

( Ratnaprabha)*

It is needless to multiply instances.

There is thus nothing grotesque about the theory of a

3^cTR; and such a theory could very well have been made use of

by the forerunners ofJfche Brahmanical revival in the campaign

against Buddhism. Samkara himself, a pucca controversialist that

he was, could not have failed to make use of the Buddha Avatara

theory both to discredit the faith and at the same time to warn

the wavering against the pernicious character of Buddhism.

There is every reason to believe that the doctrine of Buddha as an

Avatara was well-known to Samkara. Concluding his tirade

against Buddhism, in the course of his commentary on the

Vedanla Sutras, Samkara writes :

i $s*inr

It This refers unmistakably to the deceitful campaign

of Buddha4 the Avatara of Visnu even as Anandagiri helps us

to understand :

1. Bombay Sanskrit Series, pp 651-2.

2. Niruayasagar Press, pp. 479-80.

3. Samkara's B. S. B., ii, 2. 32, p. 558, Nirnaya Sagara Press.

Visnu Sahasranama Bhasya - on the Holy Name, Tirthakara (v.87),

P. 123, Vanivilas Edn.

5, Anandagiri's gloss, on Saiikara B. S. B., p. 479, Eirnayasagar P*si,
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It is obvious, therefore, that Sarhkara was perfectly aware of

the traditional theory ahout Buddha and used it very effectively

indeed as a finishing blow to Buddhism. And he could have

derived his information as likely from the Bhagavata as from the

Moksadharma. Of course, we cannot categorically assert that he

drew upon the Bhagavata alone. Nor, am I anxious to maintain

that this reference to Buddha's 'misleading campaign* proves his

acquaintance with the Bhagavata. My only point is that the

deification of Buddha as an avatara of Yisnu in the Bhagavata,

can by no means prove its Post - Samkarite origin as Mr. Vaidya
contends, By advancing such an argument as this, Mr. Vaidya
has only laid bare his blissful ignorance of the great antiquity of

this doctrine which finds a place even in the Moksadharma

section of the JM ahabharata. Since Mr. Vaidya has raised the

knotty issue of the date of the deification of Buddha as an Avatara,

by the Hindus, I feel bound to place before the readers certain

very powerful pieces of evidence which I have been able fco gather

in the course of my researches into this question of the date of the

Bkagaiata, bearing on the Buddha Avatara - doctrine.

There occurs a reference to the Buddha - Avatara in one of the

hymns of Nammalvar,
1

alias Saint Satagopa, who preceded

Eamanuja by more than a century --
( I give below the translite-

ration in Devanagari from the original Tamil : )

( Tiruvaimczhi : Nammalvar V, 10, 4 )*.

I also subjoin below the relevant extracts from the highly autho-

ritative commentaries on the present stanza :

1. My thanks are due to Mr. B. V. Ramanujam, M. A., Research Student in

History in the Axmatnalai University, for having spotted these re-

ferences at my request.

Bhagavad Visayam- TiruvSitaozhi, S. Krishratna'carya. Tttplicane,

s, 1926.
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(i) The Arayirappadi of Tirukkurugai Pixan Filial, (born

1061 A. D. ) contemporary of Ramanuja -

asurarode serndu vaidika sraddhaigalaippokkiJ

(ii) Irubattu Naloyiram, of Peria Accan Pillai (Born 1207 )

Nalani pattil Bauddhavatara vrttdniam migavum ennai naliyani-

nratu enkirar.
2

( iii ) Idu of Vadakku Tiruvldi Pillai ( Born 1226 ) :

Nalam pattil Bauddhavatara vrttantam ennai migavum naliyani-

nratu enkirar.
3

(
iv ) Onpadinayirappadi of Nan-jiyar ( Born 1112 )

:

Nalam pattil Bauddhavataram ennai naliy aninradenkirar.
4

Nammalvar belonging to the 9th century, it follows that the

conception of Buddha as an Ayatara of Visnu come to delude the

Asuras was at least a few centuries earlier. The doctrine, having

originated with the Puranas and the Epic, must have found its

way into the devotional literature of the Vaisnava Saints of S.

India of whom Nammalvar holds the most exalted place, only

gradually. This shows that in the 9th century it was by no means

a new-fangled idea but was still considered to be a doctrine of the

hoary past.

This surmise is greatly strengthened by the occurrence of

another reference under similar circumstances to the Buddha

Avatara of Visnu in one of the excellent hymns of Appar ( Tiru

navukkarasu ) the Saiva Saint who flourished within the 7th

century A. D.

NttsanilaJckutfiaraneyena nlsarai

NeQumal teyda mayattal \

Isanor sarameyya venndupty

Nasamanar Trtpuranadare.
5

\\

1. Tiruvaimozlii With comm. ( op. oit , ) p. 67. ( vol. 5 ).

2. Op. cit. , p. 67.

3. Op. cit. , p. 68.

4. Op* cit. , p. 67*

5. Appar, Ttrtram : 5th Tirumurai vers. 5. ( Tirunilakku<fi * ),

6 [ Annl, B. O. K. I. J
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Not only this. A Pallava inscription on the lintel above the

figure of Samkara-N&rayana in the rock- cut verandah of the

Varaha Perumal temple at Mahabalipuram contains a well-known

Puranic verse mentioning the ten avataras of Visnu. The verse as

described by Kao Bahadur H. Krishna Sastri, in the Memoirs of

the Archaeological Survey of India, Ko. 26, ( p. 5 ). and inscribed in

Pallava Grantha characters runs ( with the first quarter "new

hidden from, view by a modern wall'' fully restored ) thus

TTWBT ^rnszr <3^ 3^5?T ^ ^ s^r
1 u

H. Krishna Shastri is of opinion that the Pallava grantha

characters employed in the five Pallava inscriptions in the rock

cut temple at Mahabalipuram "must.belong to the time of Parame-

svara Varman I" who is assigned to circa 670 690 A. D. This

would amply prove that Buddha had come to be regarded as an

Avatara of Yisnu and classed among the ten Avafcaras long before

the 7th century A. D. Samkara is assigned to the 8th century A.D.;

and it needs no further proof that this conception was firmly

established some centuries before the philosopher. Mr. Vaidya's

theory, therefore, that the inclusion of Buddha among the Avataras

of Yisnu happened long long after Samkara "preached and wrote"

and his attempt to post-date the Bhagaioia on this ground all stand

utterly discredited. This would also show that our opinions about

Kumarila and Samkara being the pioneer champions of the Be-

vival of Hinduism would themselves have to be speedily revised

in the light of evidences adduced. It must be clearly understood

that the revival of Hinduism came much earlier than either

Kumaxila or Samkara. These two, however, were among the

many conspicuous champions of the Renaissance of orthodox

Hinduism. It cannot be argued, therefore, that so early a date

as the 7th century A. D. for the Buddha-Avatara theory is incom-

patible with the comparatively late attempts at the revival of

Hinduism under Kumarila and Samkara. This early date would

1. It will be seen that this "Parable passage" which Bao Bahadur Krishna

Sastri has left untraced and unidentified is from the Mok adharma of

the Mahabharata already referred to by me,
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sot also militate against the fact of the Avatara theory having.

been used as a favourable device by the earliest champions of

Jinduism.

V.

The inclusion of Buddha as an Avatara in the Bhagavata can-

not therefore, help us in determining the date of the Parana. We
shall now turn to an examination of another criterion proposed by

Mr. Vaidya. Taking his stand on certain statements made by

Samkara in the course of his refutation of the Samkhya system, in

his Brahma Sutra Bhasya ( ii, 1, 1 ), Mr. Yaidya concludes that

"the Samkhya of the Bhagavata is later than Samkara." His reason

is that Samkara speaks of two Kapilas with one of whom he

associates the Puranic episode of the burning of the sons of

Sagara, This Kapila is further claimed to be different from the

Founder of the Samkhya system. But in the Bhagavata no such

distinction is made and Kapila-who burnt the sons of Sagara is

identified with the founder of Samkhya : *7FTf?cTT ^rf5^nr^T f?ft

(11,8,14). "This is in clear opposition to the statement of

Sarhkara

shows that Sarhkara must have preached and written before the

popular Bhagavata came into existence" ( p 152 ).

But a critical examination of the evidence adduced by Mr.

Vaidya shows that there is really no contradiction between

Samkara 's position and the statement of the Bhagawta. In

Samkara's statement; quoted above, there is nothing to show that

Kapila - Vasudeva could not have taught some sort of 'Samkhya'

tenets. Mr. Vaidya need not fare up into a violent protest at the

word Samkhya. It is methodologically unjust to peevishly re-

strict the term Samkhya to the heterodox and 'agnostic' ( if not

also atheistic ) Samkhya and then to argue that Samkara 's Kapila,

-
i. e., Kapila - Vasudeva, would not be guilty of it; and tfcat

therefore the Bhagavata must be grievously mistaken in attribut-

ing Samkhya ideas to this Kapila -
( Vasudeva ) and hence must

be later than Samkara. Samkara himself, simply denies the tdm~

tity of his Kapila ( Vasudeva who burnt the sons of Sagara ) wttto

the Purvapaksin's Kapila -
i. e., the founder of heterodox Samkhya.

This does not, however, mean, that Samkaja's Kapila could not
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have held 'Samkhya' views which would be perfectly consistent

with Vedanta. This, in turn would raise the question : were there

two distinct types of Samkhya one which was compatible with

VedSnta doctrines and the other entirely opposed to it? In

Sarhkara's opinion, as indeed in the opinion of every orthodox

commentator on the Vedanta Sutras, there were two types of

Samkhya.
1 From the historical point of view also, there are two

types of Samkhya the Upanisadic and Epic Samkhya which

was mainly theistic and the later Samkhya "system" whioli was

practically atheistic. The occurrence of frequent references to

Samkhya categories like Pradhana or Avyakta, Mahat, etc.
, and

the use of the term 'Samkhya' itself in the Upanisads show that

some kind of 'Samkhya' must, willy nilly, be admitted to have

been recognised in orthodox circles. And the alleged contradic-

tion between the two Kapilas would disappear if we understand

the Kapila of the Bhagavata to have held and taught views similar

to those of the Upanisadic Samkhya2 whatever it may' mean !

Samkara himself is concerned with establishing the identity of

his Kapila ( Vasudeva ) with the Kapila of the Svetasvatara

passage and not with denying that the latter Kapila had anything
to do with any kind of Samkhya ! Now, if it were denied that

Vasudeva - Kapila taught any kind of Sarhkhya, albeit orthodox,
and if it were contended that this Kapila, the teacher of orthodox

1. of 3Tsz5 wrm,
\ \

ST

Samkara on Gita, II, 11 ;

Madhva on Glta, II, 39 ;

Jayatirtha ;

TH^f^^qj" - Bamanuja on Gkffi, V, 4 ;

- VedSntaDe&ka.

%3T?rT: S'aifakara on Glta,

zvni, is,

)

q-
- frahma Vidy&bharana Ilfl, I,
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and theistio Samkhya, was different from Vasudeva Kapila, it

would come to this that there were three Kapilas in all one the

Upanisadic Kapila whom Samkara claims to be one with Vasu-
deva

- Kapila and two others connected with orthodox: and
heterodox types of Samkhya 1 ! Tlie recognition of two Kapilas

by Saihkara is itself criticised by some as an undue strain on

probabilites.
1 We cannot, therefore, admit more than two Kapilas.

The one would be Kapila Vasudeva who burnt the sons of

Sagara and who is further to be identified with the Kapila of the

tivetasvatara passage and the second would be the founder of

heterodox Sarhkhya. But here again, the Kapila of the tiveta-

svatara could not be forced to eschew all connections with some
sort of

*

Samkhya.*

For, the &vetasvatara itself is
"
interested in presenting a thei-

stio syncretism of the Vedanta, the Samkhya and the Yoga2
". It

would be idle to deny that the Kapila ( whoever he was ) of the

tivetasvatara? taught some kind of
'

Sarhkhya '. No imparital stu-

1. "In his BhSsya on II, J, 1, Madhva is practically silent. Samkara

asserts that the Vedio Kapila. is different from the author of the

SSmkhya Smrti. BSmanuja admits Kapila as an Spta but not as an

Sptatama x x x x ^ x x xlt is.clear from these that Sarti-

kara's statement about another Kapila cannot be supported from any

ancient Smrti or PurSna. To admit two Kapilas on the questionable

evidence of Padma and Markandeya is to give too much weight to

PurSna literature." pp. 61-62, M. G-. Shastri, An Examination of

tiamkara's Refutation of Samkhya Theory, Poona. The author is nofc

quite correct in stating tbat Madhva is silent over the question of a

duality of Kapilas. A referenoe to Madhva's commentary on the Bha-

gavata would at one show that he too, is prepared to recognise two

Kapilas and quotes Padma itself against which Mr. Shastri murmurs :

I

3 10 5

2. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol i, p. 140. ( 1929 }.

3. Witness the eloquent testimony of passages of the veta6vatar* it-

self suoh as : ^rwro iv, 5 ;
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dent OP Professor of Indian Philosophy cares to hide this histori.

cal fact to-day that the Upanisads do not give us any one f

theory of philosophy and have no dogmatic scheme of
theology

to propound but embody the doctrines of several types of specula-
tion the Samkhya, Yoga, Vedanta &c Even Buddhism ig

claimed by some to be traceable to the Upanisads, 1

Mr. Vaidya
therefore, is clearly mistaken in asserting that the association of

Samkhya with Kapila in the Bhagavata is
"
in clear opposition to

the statement of Samkara ". He is also needlessly confusing him-
self by the promiscuous use of the phrases

'

Samkhya System
'

and
f

founder of the Samkhya System '. These have now come to

mean the agnostic system of Samkhya set forth in the Tattva-

Bamasa Sutras, the Sathkhya-sutra, the Samkhya-Kankas &c
, and

attributed to Kapila one of the early predecessors of Vindhya
vasin, Rvarakrsna &c. Mr. Vaidya, therefore, is not justified

in applying these terms in their historical significance to the
'

Samkhya
'

of the Upanisdas, Epics and Puranas and hanging up
some theory on a supposed reference to the

"
founder of the

Samkhya System". He entirely misunderstands Samkara
when he writes that the association of (some sort of) Sam-

khya views with Kapila in the Bhagavata is
"
clearly in opposi-

tion to Sarhkara's statement ". Mr. Yaidya would do well to look

up Samkara' s commentary on the Vasnusahasranama in the course
of which he clearly calls the Kapila commemorated in the Sveta-

svatara passage (which also lie citos ) Samkhyacarya 1 Only,
'

Samkhya
'

with Samkara, as indeed with every other orthodox
commentator of the Vedanta, does not ( always ) mean the

'

System
of Samkhya '. For the information of Mr. Vaidya, I may cite the

passage which runs

i

'

Mr. Vaidya's argument suffers from another fallacy and self-

Contradiction
also. The association of Samkhya views with

1, Of. -Early Buddhism, we- venture to haaard a conjecture, is only a

restatement of the thought of the Upanisads from a new stand-pomt"-
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy Vol i, p. 361.

2. Vwu ftahasratiama ha ya, p. 106, Vam Vilas Edn' } ( Vol. XIII.).Vide the same authority C1ted by Madhva also.
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Vaudeva in the Bhagavata would betray the post Sam-
karite character of that; Purana only when it could be proved that

such views were unknown prior to Samkara, But, this is utterly

impossible. Mr. Vaidya himself admits that
u
the Samkhya en-

joyed favor with the orthodox Pandits of the Hindu Keligion
"

-( a very clumsy expression by the way ) and that
"
Originally

the Samkhya was acceptable since its tenets were not openly at

variance with orthodox Vedic views 1
". This takes the pith out

of Mr. Vaidya's thesis that later on, when the Vedanta philosophy
was formulated the Samkhya became an unorthodox philosophy ".

It is ludicrous to believe that the same type of Samkhya became
orthodox and heterodox at different limes. In that case, the Vedanta

too, would have to be acknowledged as opposed to
"
Vedic views"

in so far as it is ( claimed to be ) opposed to the old Samkhya
which was * k

originally acceptable since its tenets were not at

variance with Vedic views ". Only a monistic prejudice is re-

sponsible for such a hide and seek policy. But, it certainly will

not do A more reasonable explanation would be to understand

Badarayana's refutation of Samkhya tenets as being directed to-

wards the heterodox Samkhya System (which was heterodox through-

out ) and not against the orthodox type of Samkhya known to the

Upanisads and the Epic ( whatever Samkara might have under-

stood by such a kind of 'Samkhya' ). On Samkara 's own showing,

there are two Kapilas ;
and I see no reason why there should not

have flourished two types of Samkhya thought each distinct from

the other in essential doctrines. The testimony of Samkara him-

self ( in the Visnu Sahasrariama Bhasya ) supports the reasonable-

ness of such a view. Literary evidenc, also, in Sanskrit, is not

wanting to show that as a matter of fact, two types of Samkhya

thought were known the one which Mr. Vaidya is compelled to

admit
" was acceptable since its tenets were not at variance with

orthodox Vedic views '7 and the other which was opposed to

the
"
Vedic views " and Vedantic views alike! The S'vetasvatara

and Katha Upanisads testify to the existence of some type of

Samkhya which found its way into the Epics-especially the

Mahabharata, and the Oita, the Fzs?m, KHrma and Bhagavata

1 May we ask Mr, Vaidya why the Samkhya referred to in the J5A5-

gavata could not have been this same variety of it ? ,
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Puranas &c. The "
Samkhya

"
as we find it in the Gtta etc, is as

much theistio as dualistic :

Mr, Vaidya's conjecture therefore that "after this condemna-
tion of the Samkhya system and some of its unorthodox tattvag
such as Mahat etc. , by Samkara, an attempt was made to

remedy these defects and we know that the Samkhya Sutras

which exist to-day and which plainly belong to about the 14th

century A. D. represent the Samkhya philosophy as Sesivara or

with G-od and try to identify the Mahat-Tattva with Hiranya-
garbha of the orthodox philosophy and that "the Bhagavaia
clearly makes this attempt" is wrong look, stock and barrel. For
one thing, fche Samkhya system as propounded in the Sutras

( whose date also Mr. Vaidya so kindly determines ) is far from
theistic or being 'with-God' as Mr. Vaidya puts it. The Sutras

do not expressly admit the existence of God. Nay, one Sutra

even goes to the extent of denying Him. t3Tn%%; which the

special pleading of Vijnana Bhiksu alone claims to embody not a

denial of God-head but the denial of the possibility of proving his

existence in other words the denial of any pramana anent the

existence of God. Apart from the fact of such an interpretation of

the Sutra being forced, it is candidly admitted by all, that we can,
with perfect truth, describe the attitude of the Samkhya Sutras as

agnostic if not totally atheistic. And it is worth noting that the

Samkhya Karikas do not even make this show oi an agnosticism 1

The Yoga Sutras of P&iB,ni8,U 9 on the other hand, were avowedly
theistic from very early times and the term %g^rf^T, the

Samkhya "with-God" to borrow Mr. Vaidya's excellent render-

ing for the nonce, is really applied to the Fatanjala Yoga Sutras

and not to the 14th century Sarhkhya Sutras 1 Mr. Vaidya is sadly

confusing the two. The theistic Samkhya i. e. to say either Oi
Yoga-type or the Epic Samkhya, was therefore known long long

1. Via^u PurSg*. i. 2. 39.
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before "Samkara preached and wrote" and was by no means an

after
math of Samkara 's campaign against the Samkhya. Here

again,
Mr. Vaidya, in his anxiety to assign the Bhagavata to a

aafce much later than Samkara, on the strength of the view that it

"makes an attempt to remedy these defects -
"

forgets,

most inexcusably, that there was simply no necessity for the Bha-

gavatato
undertake a reorientation of the kind referred to, since

even in the Visnu Purana, the Moksadftarma, the KUrma Purani

etc. ,
the Samkhya was mainly theistic and dualistic in outlook.

Mr. Vaidya himself admits, with some discomfiture, that in the

Mahabharata "the Samkhya philosophy is stated over and over

again though its dualism and the plurality of souls is noted with a

little disfavour !

" However that may be, there can be little

doubt, that a purely theistic and dualistic Samkhya existed long

before Samkara ; such an admission leaves no ground for Mr.

Vaidya to conclude that the theistic Samkhya of the Bhaga^ata

must necessarily be viewed as a Post-Samkarite compromise or

revision of the Samkhya system ! Why could not the Bhagavaia,

I ask, have derived its theistic Samkhya faithfully, from the

Bliarata, Gfita, Visnu and Kurma Puranas and other early sources ?

Is it because Mr. Vaidya should find support for his theory of the

Post - Samkarite origin of the Bhagavata ? I wait for an answer.

Here again, my point is that the criterion proposed by Mr. Vaidya

is clearly insufficient.

A word about the attempt to "identify ( the unorthodox) Mahat

Tatfcva with Hiranyagarbha of the orthodox philosophy." Mr.

Vaidya 's belief that an attempt of this kind was distinctly Post-

Samkarifce and was purely necessitated by the desire of the

votaries and sympathisers of the Samkhya to patch up its defects

and make it conform to orthodox belief is clearly erroneous. The

identification of Mahat Tattva with Hiranyagarbha, was no new

device or development of a Post-Samkarite origin but was current

long, long, before that Philosopher and what would be more

startling for Mr. Vaidya to hear,
- was effectively made use of:by

Samkara to repudiate the claim of the Samhky as that this 'tattva

also had the support of the Sruti and Smrti as can be seen from

the following quotation from the Vayu Purana made by Samkara

himself :

7 [ Annali, B. O. K, I. ]
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A careful consideration of the various Sutras of BsdarEyana

dealing with the Samkhya and Sarhkara's commentaries on them

would easily show that far from the heterodox Sarhkhyas or their

friends wanting to make a compromise with or profit by the cri-

ticisms of the Vedantins and S'amkara, and patch up or modify

some of their old views and evolve a quasi thei&tic system to escape

the defects pointed out by their opponents ( towards which end the

Bhagavata is claimed to make an attempt j, it is S'amkara and the

Vedantins who are ( in keeping with their ambitious theory of

q" in Brahman ) found to exploit the pure Samkhya con-

cepts and categories in the $ruti and elsewhere. A discussion of

this is beside our point. Enough has been said, however, to sho^

that the Syncretist Samkhya of our Epics and Puranas is Pie-

S'amkarite in origin and that therefore the presence of such Syn-

cretic Samkhya in a given Purana ( such as the Bhagavata) is not

evidence per se of the Post-S'amkarite origin of that work.

VI

There are several other statements made by Mr. Vaidya in

trying to fix the date of the Bhagavata. I have already shown

that it would be a dangerous game to presume to fix the date of

our Purana on such a feeble and ubiquitous grounds. Says Mr,

Vaidya
"
The Bhagavata preaches that there are 22 avataras of

Visnu. The present 01 thodox belief ( Italics mine ) is that there are

only ten Avataras. The present view must have grown after the

Bliagava^a. In the Q-tta-Govinda, Jayadeve details only ten

Avataras2
". The argument advanced by Mr. Vaidya only con-

firms the view that the Bhagavata is earlier than Jayadeva and that

the modern theory is but a simplification of the old. So far, there

is nothing very original in Mr. Vaidya's remarks. But, the craze

for novelfcy has him by the throat when he opines that
"
S'amkara

further tefutcs the view that Kapila, the founder vf the

system was an incarnation and seems therefore to precede the

1. Sarfxkara B. S. B. I., 4, 1, p. 376, Nirnayasagar Press.

l* J. B. B, B, A. S,, 1935, p. 152.
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Misunderstanding and misrepresentation of S'amkara

cannot go further. In the first place, in the passage in question in

gamkara's Bhasya (which Mr. Vaidya lias in mind) no claim i

made by the Purvapaksm on behalf of Kapila that he is an in-

carnation of Visnu ; hence it is the height of disingenuity to re-

present
Samkara as refuting a claim that had never heen made by

Ms opponent I In the particular context referred to by Mr,

Vaidya, the Purvapaksin claims that the Kapila of the &wffi-

ivatara ( V, 2 ) is identical with the founder of the ( he-

terodox ) S&rhkhya system and that therefore the Upanisads

should be interpreted in strict conformity with the teachings of a

Sage of the type of Kapila so highly spoken of in the Upani-
sads. Now, S'amkara, in reply, denies the identity of these two

Zapilas and points out the differentia of his Kapila also (which,

out of doubt, should be lacking in the other ) to be his having- burnt

the sons of Sagara. If the Qpanisadic Kapila were innocent of any
kind of

'

Sarhkhya
'

as Mr. Vaidya concludes ( and finds fault

with the Bhagavata for attributing Samkhya views to him and

thus finds room for his theory of the Post-S'arhkarite origin of the

Purana ), S'arhkara would, most naturally, have given this as the

differentia of his Kapila instead of going in all the way for the

PurSnic incident of his having burnt the sons of Sagara and com-

mitting the additional blunder (?) of unhistorically cona^sting

with the ancient personalities in the Upanisads the quaint inci-

dents recoided in later Puranas! This shows clearly that S'am-

kara was not averse to crediting both the Kapilas with some sort

of Samkhya views not necssarily identical. That such is actu-

al^ the case has already been proved by an extract from S'am-

kara's Visnu Sahasranama Bhasya where he clearly calls At*

Kapila i. e. Kapila-Vasudeva, as a Samkhyacarya! The Visnu-

Sahasranama accepts this Kapila as an incarnation of Visnu -

: ( v. 50 ). And S'amkara has no hesitation in iden-

tifying him with ( 1 ) the Kapila of the $vetasvatara which passage

also he quotes and ( '2 ) the Kapila who is called a Siddha and

Muni in the Gita (which also, he quotes)! Mr. Vaidya's con-

tention, therefore, that S'amkara refutes the claim of Kapila to be

an Avatara is utterly baseless.

1. Op. cit. p. 153. ( Italics mfne ),
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Equally unfounded is his claim that the Kapila holding

khya views came to be regarded as an Avatara only later than Sarii-

kara, for the first time in the Bhagavata. The whole trouble

has arisen, as I have pointed out, from the false restriction of

the term Samkhya to the system of that name. Mr. Vaidya would

be rudely surprised to be told that the Visiyu Puraya speaks of

Kapila as a manifestation of Visnu :

and once again in III, 2, 59 *

Mr. Vaidya, therefore, founders very miserably indeed when

he concludes with great gusto that "the representation of Kapila

as an incarnation of Visnu makes the Bhagavata later than

Samkara." But, he is not to blame ; for, he himself admits, with

real pathos, "we have not been able to ascertain which ( other )

Pur&na represents Kapila as an incarnation" 1 Only, we wish -he

had not theorised wildly from the admittedly insufficient evidence

at his command and landed himself in fantastic results.

M^ Vaidya commits a very serious mistake in reading his

own views into the statement of the Bhagavata : ^Fprffftr ^rfwrit

ifgf jft ( IX", 8 14 ), which he claims to bespeak the identity of the

sage Kapila with the "founder of the Sarhkhya sytsem of Philo-

sophy" ( p. 152) meaning by the terra, 'Sarhkhya system/ the

heterodox: Samkhya. But, he himself admits that the Sfimkhya

associated with Kapila in the Bhagavata is "made consistent with

the Yaisnava philosophy.
''

So then, it follows that the 'Samkhya'

taught by this Kapila could not, in any sense, have been hetero-

dox but was quite consistent with pure Vedantic traditions. Mr ;

Vaidya forgets that it is bad logic to restrict the application of

the term Samkhya s especially in the Puranas, to the Samkhya of

fevarakrsna -
brand, and argue from that position.

Similarly also, his statement that there are at present only 10

avataras which he chooses to call "the orthodox belief'
7

is based on

imperfect acquaintance with real orthodox opinions. The tap
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AratSras are referred to, as he himself suggests, as the "chief
ones" and it is illegitimate to interpret this to mean that a belief
in more Avataras is Unorthodox 1 Vaoaspati MiSra, as early as the
9th century, refers to Vyasa~ as an Avatara ; and the Visnn

speaks of Yyasa and Kapila as manifestations of Yisnu r-

II (

The authors of the $ruta Prakasa, Madhva etc., look upon VySsa
as an Avatara of Yisnu on sound authority and it would-be amus-
ing to contend that they do not represent

'

orthodox belief M The
Mahabharata when it enumerates the ten avataras makes no men-
tion of Yyasa; also, one cannot charge Yacaspati Misra, Sudar-
tan* Suri, Madhva and a host of others as being ignoranfc of
'Orthodox belief. Elsewhere in the Mahabharata when Bhlsma
enumerates the Avataras ( Sabha, 36 ), mention is made of r>uly 8

avataras : The well-known Matsya and Kurma are conspicuous by
their absence 1 Kalki is mentioned

; but Buddha, who is chronolo-

gically earlier than Kalki, to come, is absent! Curiously enough,

Dattatreya, who is not mentioned commonly and not usually
counted among the so-called

*

Orthodox beleif
'

of Mr. Yaidya, is

given a place ! All this would prove how dangerous it would b
to argue wildly from the vague and imperfect references in the

Puranas and the ambiguous details contained in them. Mr.

Vaidya's statement that there are only ten Avataras and his claim

that this is the orthodox belief deserve to be taken for what they
are worth. The Mahabharata clearly states that there are

;

thou-

sands of manifestations of Yisnu ?

( srr^rf^yg^iTl'S'l H, 36 ) and

Bhlama closing his narration observes:

: H. 36, 231.
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Mr. Vaidya would, therefore, have done well not to have rush-

ed to hasty conclusions from admittedly insufficient evidence.

vir.

In my humble opinion, therefore, the date of the Uhagavata
Purana cannot be settled without the aid of express and unimpea-
chable textual evidence which is the only safe guide provided of

course, the works relied upon are of proven genuineness. It is

glaringly noticeable that Mr. Yaidya has adduced not even one
such independent textual evidence but has throughout relied upon
very vague and slender pieces of evidence of the Purana itself

which on examination have been shown to be inconclusive.
Before setting forth such external textual evidences collected by
me during the course of my investigation of this question for the

past two years and more, I shall have to say a few words about
the last item of internal evidence adduced by Mr. Yaidya viz.,

the list of
*

future Kings
f

appended to the Bhag^vata forming the

opening adhyaya of the XII Skandha.

Now, the list of 'future kings* is almost a proverbial feature of

our Puranas and is now generally admitted to be a clumsy inter-

polation of later times.
1 Mr. Yaidya himself admits that there is

some obvious clumsiness in the Bhagavata, in the very manner of

introducing this Adhyaya and adds, apologetically, that "the in-

troductory question may ba treated as an interpolation but not
the whole chapter" ( p, 154 ) !

Strangely enough, the reason he assigns for this reservation is

that "to give a list of future kings had become traditional with
the Puranas and the author of the Bh'tgavata whose acquaintance
with other Puranas cannot be doubted, could not have been
satisfied without a chapter on future kings.*

'

Now, the very fact

While o-ne set of scholars is highly sceptical about the usefulness of

any attempt to reconstruct the ancient and early history of IndU
through the genealogies of the PurSnas, another set of scholars rpmes
th*t these genealogies are more useful for purposes of companion
father than for independent speculation. In any case, it would be un-
ritical to attempt to fettle the original dates of the Purlnas them-

Ielyeg from these genealogies.
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that it ifc a rule with, our Puranas to pretend to give a list of

'future kings' ( knowing which weakness but too well, pious inter-

polators always conveniently smuggled in a revised and uptodate

list of 'future kings' ) must for once prejudice all scientifically

minded students against swallowing their versions too readily.

It is best therefore s to ignore these genealogies for chronological

purposes.
Even granting that a large number of these inter-

polated stanzas formed part of the original Bhagavata, whatever

its date, there is absolutely no reason why the portions now relied

upon by Mr. Vaidya to prove the lateness of the Purana could

not have been later interpolations. Mr. Yaidya, therefore, is

wrong in treating the entire chapter as it is to-day, to have

formed part of the original Bhagavata and 'proceeding' to "draw

the natural conclusions from it."

VIII.

We shall, therefore, turn as the last and the only satisfactory

resort, to external textual evidences with the hope that they

may help to usher in a more satisfactory solution of the vexata

questio of the date of the Bhagavata Purftna.

Reference has already been made to Abhinavagupta's quota-

tions from the Bhagavata and its currency during the time of

Alberuni which obliges us to believe that the Pur&na must have

been some centuries earlier than the tenth.

This probability is further strengthened by a quotation

from the Bhagavata Purana occurring in Gaudapida's

commentary on the Uttara Qita. It is gratifying to note

that even Dr. S. Z. Belvalkar, whose scepticism with re-

ference to the large mass of works fathered on Samkara

Gaudapada etc. is well-known for its extremity, very kindly

observes anent this commentary - uwe can, for the present, only

assert that there is nothing, so far discovered,
1 in these two com-

mentaries ( i. e. ,
the Samkhya Karika Vrtti and the Uttara-Gtta-

Vrtli) that necessarily militates against the traditional idenfafr

1. The limiting adjunct* employed \>T the scholar are truly

But I cannot reconcile the oautiouineii displayed by theie term, witb

the confident 'aitertion'.
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cation of their author Tvith the author of the Mandukya Kankto"'
Hoping, therefore, that the learned Doctor will not have an
occasion whatsoever to withdraw his remarks, I proceed to state
the internal textual evidence from Qaudapfida'B commentary on
the Uttara-Wta. And in so doing, I do hope that my present dis-

covery of a reference in it to the BhSgavata, would not compel th
learned Doctor to change the date he has so generously ascribed
to this Vrtti. Now, Gaudapada is found to refer to the Bhagavata
by name and quote a hemistich therefrom in the courge of V
commentary on II, 46 of his original

'

which is to be identified
8
as the second hemietich in:

n

Bhagavata X, 14, 4.

Gaudapada having flourished in the 7th century A D it
follows that our Purana is much earlier than his date.

' '
'

This is further supported by the occurrence of two verses of the
Bhagavata as quotations from an unnamed source in the Mathara

I-

8 %6
-

rf8inal f *he <****** ^ on the
Aaa of Isvara Krsna. The Mathara Vrtti has-

u

( under Karika 2 )

1. BasuMalhk Lecture, on VedSnta. 1835 p

PurSna.
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which corresponds to

Bhagavata i, 8, 52.

Again, Mathara has tinder Samkhya-Karika 51

which corresponds to :

u

Bliagavata i, 6, 35.

The Mathara Vrtti is known to have been translated inio

Chinese by Paramartha between 557-569 A. D. and is safely

assumed to be as early as 450 Samvat. I must, however, state

that noting corresponding to the verses in question occur in

Paramartha's work, retranslated into French by Dr. Takakusu

and now finally rendered into English by Prof S. S. Suryanarayana

Shastri.
4 But this does not, in the leabt invalidate my claim

of the antiquity of the verses forming part of the text of Mathara 5

for, it is freely admitted that Paramartha s was not a strictly

literal and faithful translation of Mathara ;
and consequently, the

non-occurrence of particular verses or passages of the original in

the translation need not surprise or unnerve us overmuch.

1. The reading in the second half in Mathara agrees not with that of Sri-

dhara. Vijayadhvaja has r^N and $fa*\* in the place of W^-

cfrfo of Srldhara.

1 Vijayadavaja has q tj jr I

3. g^; in Bhagavata for T%. is the more satisfactory reading. The verse

as it occurs in Mathara, thus, seems to be rather corrupted.

1 Long before Prof. Sastn began his translation from the French, he was

kind enough to read and translate to me the relevant portion from th

French translation in the B, F. B. O. with a view to seeing if anything

corresponding to the verses in question could be found therein. We

found of course, that there was nothing. My thanks are due in a

special manner to Prof, Sastri for his ready help*

8 [ Annals, B. O. K. I. J
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The evidences so far adduced would show therefore that the

Bhagavata Purana was well-known in the 10th century ( having
been composed, ohviously, some centuries earlier ) ; was extant in

the 7th century ; was not unknown in the 6th century j and

might very well, therefore, have been composed about the 5th

century A. D. if not earlier still- The mention of the Bhagavata

in a list of Puranas in the Vtsnu Puraria 1

( from which it was

quoted to Alberuni ), also confirms the antiquity of the work.

No claim is, however, made that the ri Bhagavata always existed

in its present form.

-

fq- ^pT^cf <TOT (ui. 6,



SUTTEE

BY

Miss SAKUNTALA RAO, M, A., CALCUTTA

Suttee ( sail ) was the practice of cremating a widow on the

pyre of her dead husband. The custom certainly prevailed from

mediaeval times onwards till it was abolished by Lord William

Bentinck in 1829. It was in great vogue amongst the higher castes

of the Hindus who followed the Brahtnanical religion. The

practice does not seem to have been in evidence among the Jains.

Sikhism certainly condemned it. Nevertheless, we learn from the

narrative of Honigberger that in the year 1839 when Eanjit Singh

died, several of his widows were burnt. Our object here is to trace

the history of this custom so far at any rate as India is concerned,

We know that the universal usage of the primitive age compelled

a widow either to be the wife of her husband's brother or his near

kinsman, or, if she was of the ruling rank, to be immolated, along

with his concubines, slaves, steeds and so forth at his tomb in

order to preserve his dignity in the next world. Here we have to

see whether either or both of these motives were in force in ancient

India. The first leads to the exact opposite of salt, because the

widowed wife is married to a near relative and is thus not allow-

ed to immolate herself. The second motive
manifests^itself

in an

act which has received the name of anumarana. In this case, it is

not only the wife or wives, but alLthe friends, slaves and horses

who are immolated, in order that they may contribute to the

happiness of the departed in the next world. Where the wives

alone burnt themselves, it became the sail rite, which is thus only

one instance of anumarana.

Let us, in the first place, turn our attention to fee Vedic

period and see whether the practice of sail was then pre-

valent There is a verse in the Rg-Veda' which also occurs m

1. ff-FecZa,X. 18. 8.
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the Atharva<-Veda,i but its meaning is rendered clear only when

it is considered along with the verse preceding it in the Atharva-

Yeda. We will, therefore, consider both these verses from this

latter Veda. The late Professor Whitney2
translated them thus ;-

"This woman, choosing her husband's world, lies down by
thee that art departed, O mortal, continuing to keep (her)
ancient duty ( Dharma ) ; to her assign thou here progeny
and property."

"Go up, O woman, to the world of the living ; thou liest by

( upa-si ) this one who is deceased ; come to him who

grasps thy hand, thy second spouse ( didhisu ) ; thou hast

now entered into the relation of wife to husband."

It is worthy of note that there are no verses in any Yeda bear-

ing upon the course of life a widow has to follow. And it will be

seen from the passages just quoted that in Vedic times the widow
was made to ascend the funeral pyre of her departed husband and

afterwards brought back home by the husband's brother or near

kinsman. There is no question here of widow-burning even in a

symbolic manner. It has been stated above that according to the

world-wide primitive usage the widow was forced either to be the

partner of her deceased husband's immediate relative or to ascend

the funeral pyre and burn herself. The latter custom, which is

really the sctti practice, does not thus seem to have been prevalent

amongst the Vedic Aryans.

We must not, however, think that the Vedic literature repre-

sented the whole life of India. There were many types of tribes and

people settled in different parts of the country, even in the Vedic

period, who had not imbibed Vedic culture and religion. It is quite

possible to imagine that sail was prevalent in India, if not among
the Vedic, at any rate among some of the non-Vedic peoples of

the age. How else are we to understand the celebrated -passage

from the Mahabharata which depicts the dialogue between KuntI

1. Atharva-Veda, ZV3II. 3. 2.

2. Whitney's English translation of the Atharva- Vedq, Samhita (

Oriental Series, Vol. 18 ).
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and Madrl as to who will burn herself on the funeral pyre of

their departed husband Pa^du.
1

Pandu, we know, died in the arms of his younger wife ; and,

as soon as he passed away, KuntI said :

"
I am the elder of his

wedded wives; the chief religious merit must be mine. There-

fore, O Madrl, prevent rne not from achieving that which must be

achieved. I must follow our lord to the region of the dead. Rise

up, Madrl, and yield me his body. Bear thou these children.
"

Madrl replied, saying :

"
I do clasp our lord yet and have not

allowed him to depart? therefore, I shall follow him. My appe-

tite hath not been appeased. Thou art my elder sister. O, let

me have thy sanction. Thereupon MS-drl consigned her two sons

to the care of Eunti, and immolated herself on the funeral pyre of

her husband. This is a clear instance of sail, and the motive

which prompted Madrl to this step also deserves to be noticed,

Pandu had approached her out of desire and died, and she had

therefore to go to the other world to satisfy his carnal desire.

There is one more instance of sail forthcoming from the Maha-

bharata? where the four wives of Vasudeva, father of Krsna,

are represented fco have ascended the funeral pyre and consumed

themselves with the body of their lord. These are the only two

instances known from the Mahabharata. Though these are only

two cases, they should not be considered to be solitary instances

of their kind. The Greek historians who have written about

India testify to the prevalence there of the sail custom shortly

before the beginning of the Christian era. Thus Strabo quotes the

authority of Aristoboulos, as saying ( when referring to customs

existing at Taxila )
: "The custom of having many wives prevails

here, and is common among other races He says that lie had

heard from some persons of wives burning themselves along with

their deceased husbands and doing so gladly? and that those wo-

men who refused to burn themselves were held in disgrace. The

same things have been stated by other writers ".* Among the

1. Mahabharata, Adiparva, Ch. 126 ;
Sts. SMS.

2. Mahabharata, Mausalaparva, XVII. 7. 1 8-24.

3. J. W. M'Crmdle's Ancient India, p. 69.
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'other writers
'

referred to by Strabo may be mentioned Diodorus,

who says that among the Kathians it was the custom for widows to

be burned along with their husbands. He pointed out, how-

ever, that an exception was made for women with child or with a

family. Otherwise, if she did not comply with this custom she

was compelled to remain a widow for the rest of her life, and to

take no part in the sacrifices or other rites, as being an impious

person.
1

It is quite possible to think that the testimony of Greek writers

in support of the prevalence of sail related only to the Panjab

and especially to such tribes in that region as the Kathians who

had not assimilated Vedic culture. Similarly it may be argued

that the two instances of sail supplied by the Mahabharata,

as against many where the widowed wives of princes did not burn

themselves, indicate but a feeble survival of the pre-Vedic custom

of sati, so that our main conclusion remains unassailable, namely

that the Vedic practice compelled a widow not to immolate her-

self on the pyre of her deceased lord, but rather marry his nearest

relative. Even the DharmasutrcP of Gautama, which is looked

upon as the earliest law-book, says
*

A. woman whose husband is dead and who desires

offspring ( may bear a son ) to her brother-in-law."

"( On failure of a brother-in-law she may obtain offspring)

by ( cohabiting with ) a Sapinda, a Sagotra, a Samana"pra-

vara, or one \i ho belongs to the same caste.
' '

"
Some ( declare that she shall cohabit ) with nobody but

a brother-in law
'

'.

It will be seen that what is enjoined by Gautama is practically
identical with the custom prevalent in the Yedic period- Gautama,
being the earliest law-giver, has been assigned to the 7th century,
B. C. We may, therefore, assume that until that time the practice
of a widow immolating herself on the funeral pyre of her husband
was not sanctioned by law. Things, however, began to change

1. Ibid., pp. 69-70, D 3,

3. XVIII. 4. 6, 7.
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pretty quickly, for the next earliest law-book on the subject, name-

It, that of Baudhayana
1

, lays down the following

"A widow shall avoid during a year ( the use of ) honey, meat,

spirituous liquor, and salt, and sleep on the ground. Maudgalya

(declares
that she shall do so) during six months.

''After ( the expiration of) that (time ) she may, with the per-

mission of her Gurus, bear a son to her brother-in-law, in case

she has no son."

Vasistha
2 was not much later than Baudhayana. He says :

"Tie widow of a deceased person shall sleep on the ground

during six months, practising religious vows and abstaining from

pungent condiments and salt. After the completion of six months,

she shall bathe, and offer a funeral oblation to her husband.

(Then) her father or her brother shall assemble the Gurus who

taught or sacrificed ( for the deceased ) and his relatives, and shall

appoint her ( to raise issue to her deceased husband. )"

It is scarcely necessary to remark that Baudhayana and

Vasistha are in substantial agreement with each "other. They,

however, differ from Gautama in one material point. Because,

the latter nowhere lays down any kind of asceticism for any

length of time for a widow. We have, thus, to notice a new

element introduced into the life of a woman who has lost her

husband. For, Baudhayana and Vasistha enjoin ascetic practices

on her for six months or one year, and require her to offer obla-

tions to her departed husband before she can be permitted to live

with another man.

The age during which Buddha and Mahavira flourished was

noted for asceticism of a rigorous fcype. We have only to read the

Buddhist and Jaina literature referring to the life-time of these

teachers to be convinced of the correctness of this conclusion,

which receives a remarkable confirmation also from the Brahma-

nical literature. It seems that asceticism was, as it were, in the

1. Dharntastttra of Baudhayana, II. 1. 2, 4, 7-9.

& Dharmasutra of VaSisfcha, XVII. 55-56.
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air at that time. It is, therefore, no wonder if we find temporary

asceticism enjoined upon a widow by Baudhayana and Vasistha

on the immediate death of her husband- Although these law-givers

have introduced an element of asceticism in the life of a widow,

we have to note that it is only for a short period ; and they allowed

the widow, after the expiry of this period, to live with a near

kinsman, as is also enjoined by Gautama. But the system of
niyoga,

or cohabitation of a widow with her younger brother-in-law or

near kinsman appears to have become extinct soon after the

compilation of the Dharmasutra of Vasistha, and what remained

thereafter was the ascetic practices just referred to. It is there-

fore not a matter of surprise if the later law-givers such as Manu
and Yajnavalkya lay down a life-long asceticism for a woman on

the death of her husband. Thus Manu 1

says :

"At her pleasure let her emaciate her body by (living on)

pure flowers, roots and fruits ;
but she must never even

mention the name of another man after her husband* has

died.
"

"A virtuous wife, who after the death of her husband

constantly remains chaste, reaches heaven, though she

has no son, just like those chaste men ( Brahmacarls ).

"

"But a woman who, from a desire to have offspring

violates her duty towards her ( deceased ) husband, brings

on herself disgrace in this world and loses her place with

her husband ( in heaven )."

These verses clearly show that Manu does not allow the co-

habitation of a widow with any man, even though she has no

offspring. These are perhaps later insertions, as they conflict

with Manu, IX. 59-61, where niyoga is permitted in such cases for

raising one or, at the most, two sons according to the custom,

YajSavalkya
2
has the following :

*'

She who does not go to another ( man ), whether her husband

ib living or dead, attains fame here and rejoices with Uma. "

1. Manu-Samhita, V. 157, 160-16S.

2. Yajnavalkya Samhtta. I. 75.
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The last redaction of the Manu-samktta has been placed by
Sutler between 200 B. c. and 200 A, D. We, therefore, see that

about the beginning of the Christian era the custom of niyoga was
falling into desuetude, and a woman, on the death of her husband,
is eihorted to practice life-long asceticism. Be it, however, noted
here, that there is not even a least reference to the self-immola-
tion of a widow, whether in the test of Mann or 0! Yajiiavalkya.
Things, however, seem to have considerably altered soon after

the advent of the Gupta power. Thus the Visnu 1

, which was
compiled after the fourth century A. D., says that one of the duties
of a woman is,

"
after the death of her husband, to preserve her

chastity ( brahmacarya ), or to ascend the pile after him ".

Similarly the law-book of Brhaspati
2

, which has been assign-
ed to the sixth or seventh century A. D., lays down^the following: :~

"
A. wife is considered half the body of her husband, equally

sharing the result of his good or wicked deeds; whether she asce-

nds the pile after him, or chooses to survive him leading a virtu-

ous life, she promotes the welfare of her husband. "

It will be seen that, though both Visnu and Brhaspati allow a

widow to lead a life of virtue and asceticism, they prescribe an
alternative course of action also, viz,, that she may ascend his

funeral pile. These are the earliest instances of Smrh referring to

the practice of sail by a widow. We have noted that satl was

practised even in very early periods, among tribes and races

who had not imbibed Yedic culture. But no text from any ruti

or even Smrh before the 5th Century A. D. is forthcoming to show
that this rite was sanctioned by sacred law. It^is^only when we
come to the period of the Visnu and the Brliaspati Smrti that we,

for the first time, note that sati was allowed by Hindu law. But

even here sati has been prescribed as an alternative course of

action for a woman after the demise of her husband. In this con-

nection, we have to take note of what the Paraiara-samhito? says

1. The Institutes of Visnu, XXXV. 14.

2. The Laws of Brhaspati, XXV, 11.

3. Parasara Sanihita, Prayascittakciiidam, Verse 30,

9 [ Annals, B. (X E. T. ]
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about the course of life to be led by a widow. It contains four

verses on the subject, representative of three different ages. It

seems the first of these belongs to the original text of the Smrti

and the others were added, each in course of time to suit the cir-

cumstances. The first of these may be translated as follows'

" When the husband of a woman has disappeared, is dead, has

turned a recluse, is impotent or has been excommunicated, under

these five calamities another husband is permitted to women.''

It will he seen that Par.&ara takes a far more sympathetic

view of the condition of a woman than Manu or even the Sutra-

karas. Manu, as we have just seen, inclines more to a life of

asceticism for woman than marriage through niyoga after the

death of her husband. The earliest and most liberal of the Sutra-

karas is Gautama, who allows a woman to marry another man

after the demise of her husband, without waiting for any length

of time or without prescribing any kind of asceticism for any

period- He thus allows a woman to marry soon after her hus-

band is dead, but Para^ara permits her a second marriage not only

when the husband is dead, but also when he has disappeared, nay,

even when he is known to be living, provided he has become a re-

cluse or an outcast or impotent. This certainly points to a state

of society which was far anterior to that of the Manu-Smrti, though

perhaps, not to that of the Dharrnasutra period. Things however

changed, and provision had to be made in conformity with the alter-

ed conditions. This explains why we have the second of the four

verses in the Parasara-Samhila^. It may be rendered as follows

"That woman, who, when the husband is dead, performs the

vow of chastity (brahmacarya ), attains to heaven after deathlike

the Brahmacarls.
"

This is an exact replica of Manu, V. 160, which we have trans-

lated above, and the full significance of which we have also dis-

cussed before. We shall, therefore, not be far from right if we

maintain that this verse came to be inserted in the Parasara-

samhita soon after the compilation of the Manu-Smrti. We have

1. Pajta&ara Sarhhita, Prnyascittak&qdam, verse 31.
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now to consider the remaining two verses from Par&^ara,
1 which

represent a condition of society of a much later period. They may
be translated thus

"She who follows her husband will abide in heaven for as

much time as there are hairs on a human being, that is, three

thousand crores and a half.
''

11 As a snake-catcher takes out a snake from a hole by force, in

the same manner the wife ( who immolates herself ), taking out

her husband ( from hell ), enjoys ( heavenly bliss ) with him. "

These verses show that by self-immolation a woman not only

dwells in heaven herself, but raises up her husband also from hell.

This shows that they came to be inserted when the anumarana of

a widow was in full swing and was considered to be vastly supe-

rior even to a life of asceticism, such as that prescribed as an alter-

native course by the Visnu and JBrhaspati Smrtis. When exactly

these last two verses were inserted into the Parasara, it is diffi-

cult to say. We have noticed above that verse 2 is an almost er-

acfc replica of Manu, IX. 76. Now, in regard to the last two verses,

they are found with a slightly different phraseology in other

Smrlis. Vijnanesvara5
, who commented upon the Yajnavalkya

Smrti, attributes them to Sankhangirasa, who seem to be the joint

authors of some Smrti. Madhavacarya, who wrote a commentary

on Parasiara, traces the first of these to the Harlta and the second

to the Vyasa Smrti. It is difficult to say who copied from whom.

It appears, however, that these two^ verses were incorporated into

Pariisara after the model of Angirasa or Sankhangirasa, for Medha-

tithi, a commentator on Manu-Smrti, refers to and condemns the

practice of anumarana allowed by Angirasas
3

. But he does not

tefer to Parasara at all, although practically the same verses

occur there. On the other hand, Medhatithi refers to Parasara

in his gloss on Manu4 in connection with the permission of

1. Para&ara-Kamhita, Prayascittakandam, verses 32, 33.

2. Yajnavalkya Bmr* ( Wir^ayasagara Press), Zcaradhyaya*-

kandam> verse 86.

3. Manu-bdmhita, V. 157,

X.. 76,
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marriage to a woman under the five well-known calamities, This

shows that the verses in Parasara connected with anumarana wer$

not in the text of that Smrti which was extant before
Medhatitttf,

and came to be inserted later on in imitation of Angirasa, with a

view to sanction a new practice that was coming into forge in

society.

Now Medhatithi has been assigned by Btihler to the 9th cen-

tury A. D.
1

Evidently Angirasa and Smrtikaras of his ilk must

have lived before that time. The practice of sail must have come

into vogue also before that time, and it was doubtless gaining

ascendency over the custom of life-long asceticism recommended by

the previous law-givers. Of course, sail has not established itself

completely, as we have seen that it has been condemned in no un-

certain terms as an act of suicide by Medhatithi himself, He has,

no doubt, in this connection referred to the view of Angirasa

which allows anumarana $ but he says that it is not an obligatory

act, that is to say, it is not that it must be done. In his opinion

it stands on the same footing as the performance of the syena

sacrifice allowed-by the Vedic text : "One may kill living beings hy

means of syena sacrifice." The Vedic text, no doubt, makes the

performance of this sacrifice possible, but only for an individual

who is blinded by extreme hatred (^ ) for creature life. This act

can in no way be regarded, says Medhatithi, as dharma ( a merito-

rious act). Similarly, the widow who is bent upon experiencing

the consequences ensuing from this act of suicide, viz. anumaraqa,

can disobey the prohibition of it and put an end to her life. But

in so doing she cannot be considered as acting according to the

scriptures. Further, continues Medhatithi, we have the distinct

Vedic text - "One shall not die before the span of one's life is run

out,
" which is in contradiction to the Smrti text of Angirasa,

We have, therefore, to interpret Angirasa in such a way as to

show that his statement is not in conflict with the Vedic injunc-

tion. This we can do only by supposing that Angirasa allots

anumarana to a widow under special circumstances. Supposing
that a widow is childless, has not inherited any property, has to

toil and moil for her livelihood, does not wish to marry again;

1. The Laws of Manu ( Sacred Books of the Bast Series ). Intro, p, CVJI,
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supposing that she is placed under conditions of abnormal dis-

tress, where transgressions are permissible, as was the case with

Visvamitra when he partook of the dog's thigh, a widow can

undergo anumarana. This act, though it is suicide, may be

condoned as a transgression pardonable in times of distress.

Hindu society seems to have changed pretty fast after Medha-

tithi wrote, for Hindu law was being differently explained about

the middle of the llth century, when Vijfianesvara flourished iu

the court of the Calukya king Vikramaditya and composed his

commentary on the Ydjnavalkya-Smrti. He was followed in tlie

Uth century by Madhavacarya, who wrote a gloss on the Para-

sara-samhita and lived in the reigns of Bukka and Harihara of

the Vijayanagara dynasty. Both unite in eulogising the practice

3f sail and holding it up as the ideal for a widow, One may feel

curious and ask in this connection how these commentators slur

Dver the Vedic text quoted above : "One shall not die'before the span

3f one's life is run out ". Madhavacarya explains it away in this

manner :

" The Smrti text relating to anumarana remains forceful,

otherwise it has no scope ( for action ). The &ruti text relating to

self-destruction has, indeed, scope everywhere except in the case

pf women desirous of heaven 7
'. This means that the &ruti text

Forbidding: suicide is not to be given a first and universal appli-

cation, as a Sruti text deserves, and as has been done by Medha-

tithi, but its scope is to be limited by the Smrti text, which has to

be given ifcs full scope first, leaving the 6ruti text to be applied

only where it is not covered by the former.

Medhatithi did not look upon anumarana as a dharma or meri-

torious act afc all, and tolerated it only as a transgression in times

of distress. On the other hand, Vijaana^vara and Madhavacarya

regard anumarana as a DJmrma and not as an act of
^suicide.

Hence they argued that the suicide prohibited by the Smti text

was to be considered suicide in all cases except in that of self-

destruction by a widow. The whole mental vision thus seems to

have changed between the time when Medhatithi and Vijnane-

svara wrote, that is, between the 9th and the llth century A. D.

That the mental vision had completely altered during this

period may be inferred from another consideration also.
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nasi, a Smrtikara, who seems to be earlier than Angirasa, says ;"
By the order of Brahma, a Brahmana woman Is not to follow the

dead (husband ). But among other castes this is'laid^down as the
best duty of a woman ".

Similarly, if Angirasa allowed anumararia^ he allowed it only
in the case of non-Brahmana woman. This text of Angirasa also

has been quoted by Madhavacarya, which may be rendered as

follows :

"A woman of the Brahmana caste ( who ) follows her dead
husband does not, on account of suicide, lead either herself or her
husband to heaven ",

Many more texts have been adduced to by Madhavacarya in^this

connection; but the two texts adverted to above have also been
quoted by Vijnanesvara. Both these commentators explain them
by remarking that the prohibition in this case relates to the asce-

nding of a separate pile, that is to say, a Brahmana woman shall
not immolate herself with her husband on the same pile. And in

support of their position they quote a text from Usanas: 1 "A
Brahmana woman should not die by ascending a separate pile ".

It seems that from the llth century onwards the sail rite became
such a rage that even Brahmana widows were not spared, al-

though they were originally exempted.

It may now be asked, when and how came this salt rite to be in-
troduced and enforced in India ? The evidence marshalled above
shows that the custom was entirely non-existent in the early
Hindu society. The Yedic practice was that of a widow marry-
ing her dead husband's younger brother. In the sutra period she
was allowed to marry any near kinsman. The earliest Dharma-
sutra ( Gautama ) did not prescribe any ascetic practice, while
the later ( Baudhayana and Vasistha ) enjoined ascetic practices
for a short period only. Later on, however, this asceticism alone
remained and became life-long. This was the characteristic of the
period between the 2nd century B. O. and the 4th century A. D. ,

- 1. Parasara tiamh^^n i Prayascittakandam, verse 33,
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rhen the Manu and Yajftavalkya Smrti were compiled. But there

3 absolutely no mention of the sail rite in any one of these works,

jater on, however, we find this rite prescribed for a widow but

inly as an alternative to life-long asceticism. This is clear even

rom a superficial study of the Visnu and the Brhaspati Smrti,

rhich were compiled between the 5th and 9th centuries A. D.

loon after that Hindu society was completely revolutionised, and

re find new Smrtis and new commentaries holding up satl as the

deal for a widow in comparison with life-long asceticism. The

atter is no doubt mentioned by them, but only just mentioned,

md that incidentally. Satl, on the other hand was specially

mlogised, and celestial felicity of the highest type was promised

o the widow who immolated herself. In fact, she was believed to

>aise her dead husband even from hell and make him a parti-

jipant of her heavenly bliss. The period, however, between the

>th and 9th centuries was ajperiod of transition. The practice of

ta/l was, no doubt, gaining ascendency ; but authors and scholars

nrere not wanting who condemned it. Such was Medhfttithi, and

pre have already seen in what way exactly he has condemned it.

Be was, however, a scholiast and probably belonged to one school

)f law. This was not, however, the case with the poet B&$n, who

flourished in the 7th century A. D. and was a protege of Harsa-

rardhana, the supreme ruler of northern India. His views on the

subject have been embodied in a characteristic passage of the

Kadambart,
} which has already attracted attention in various

quarters. The passage may be rendered as follows

"This ( practice ), namely anumarana, is utterly fruitless. This

is a path followed by the illiterate, this is a manifestation of in-

fatuation, this is a course of ignorance, this is an act of foolhardi-

ness, this is short-sightedness, this is a stumbling through

stupidity, viz. ,
that life is put an end to when a parent, brother,

Mend or husbandlis dead. Life should not be ended if it does not

leave ( one ) of itself. If the matter is ( properly ) considered, this

suicide has, indeed, a selfish object, inasmuch as it is intended to

arrest the unendurable pain of bereavement. But it brings no good

1. Kadambart, edited by Kashmath Pandurang Parab ( Nirnayasagara

Press, 1890 ), Purva Bhaga, pp. 338-9,
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whatsoever to the deceased. Certainly it is not a means of reviv-

ing him ( 1 e., the deceased ), nor does it cause any augmentation
of religious merit, nor is it a means to attain to a world of bliss,

nor does it prevent falling into hell, nor is it a means of meeting
( the deceased ), nor does it lead to mutual communion. One

( of these ), not being master of himself, is carried to an altogether

different world, acquired as a fruit of his KARMAN. This other

( person ) is merely conjoined with the sin of suicide. If the person

survives, (he or she ) can do much good to the deceased and to

( himself or herself ) ; but if the person dies, ( he or she ) can do

good to neither."

The above is one of the most interesting- passages in Sanskrit

literature, and throws a flood of light upon the period when it was
written. The first and foremost point that strikes us on reading
it is that it was not merely sail, but general anumarana that was

prevalent in India when Bans wrote. It is not merely the case of

a woman following her dead husband as satl that we have to note

here. But curiously enough we find that on the demise of a father,

brother or friend, his sons or daughters, his brothers or sisters and

his or her friends immolated themselves. Such a thing is unheard

of, no instance of it being known from Indian literature, secular

or sacred, prior to the time of Bana. As we shall see later on,

instances of this general anumarana are by no means lacking in

inscriptions and chronicles of later period. But it can be asserted

without any fear of contradiction that such a custom was un-
known to India before Bana flourished.

The second point that engages our attention is that Bana
passes tha same verdict on satl that has been passed by Medha-
tithi, viz., that it is'an act of suicide. Thirdly Bana asserts in the

most unambiguous terms that this immolation does no good at all

to the person concerned, because his destiny is already determined
by his KARMAN while living on the earth-

It will be seen from the above resume that satl was mentioned
for the first time in the Fisvu-Smrti, which was compiled soon
after the 5th century A, D. It may now be asked whether we
have any epigraphic evidence shedding light on the subject
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Memorial stelae have been found in numbers in Rajputana, called

devil These are small stone uprights, sometimes sculptured with

figures and engraved with an inscription. They were erected in

commemoration of the women, mostly of the Rajput race, who be-

came sail) as is made clear by the words engraved. Many such have

been found at Ghatiyala in Jodhpnr State, the earliest of which is

dated ( V. S. 947 = A. D. 890 ) and records that there was a Rajput

chief called Ranuka whose wife Sampalla Devi followed him as

satV Not far from Ghatiyala is the village of Osia from which

Jain Oswals are supposed to hail. This place is full of old me-

morial stones, the earliest of which is dated ( V.S. 895=838 AD.).
2

In fact, the whole of Rajaputan a and Central India are full of

such stelae. The earliest of these, however, has beeB found at Eran

in the Saga* district of the Central Provinces. It is a small pillar

bearing an inscription. It is dated G. E. 191 = 510 A. D., and be-

longs to the reign of a Gupta prince called Bhanu Gupta. The in-

scription records that Bhanu Gupta had a chieftain named Gopa-

raja, who came apparently to the place where the pillar was set up,

and fought a battle in which he was killed, and that his wife cre-

mated herself on his funeral pyre. We are thus on sure ground

when we say that the practice of sail was coming into vogue about

the beginning of the 6th century A, D.

There are, however, other features connected with the social

revolution of this period that we shall now proceed to take into

consideration. As we have just seen, Bana has made a clear re-

ference to various types of anumarana,not merely of a widowed wife

following her dead husband, but also relatives and friends follow-

ing their dead relatives and friends. The annals of Kashmir set

forth some interesting instances of anumararia which show clear-

ly how different was the custom from what it was in the Gupta

period. In these singular instances, we find anumararia practised

not only by a wife or wives, but also by concubines, slaves of the

1. Progress Keport of the Archaeological Survey of L, W. C., 1906-7, p. 35,

para 33 ; D. B. Bhandarkar* s List of Inscriptions of Northern India.

No, 39.

3. Progress Report of the Arbhceotogicat tiurvey ol L W. O . 1906-7, p. ?.

para 37.

ID r Annals^ B O* B. I. 1
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household, mother, nurse, man-servants, faithful friends and

followers. So that the practice, as is evidnet from this chronicle,

is the same as described or referred to by Bana in the seventh

century. But even in these a gradual change in the extent of the

scope of the rite is to be noticed. The earliest ofthese occurs in the

10th century ( 902 A. r>. ), when on the death of king Samkara-

varman1

, his three queens, two maid-servants, and one male

servant called Jayasirhha burnt themselves on his death. The

instance of anumarai^a that is recorded next is the one that .took

place on the death of king A.nantaa ( 10S1 A. D. ). After his death

not only his queen, but two male servants, a litter-carrier, and

a few female servants immolated themselves. The next instance of

anumarana that we notice is on the death of Kalasa3 in 1089, when

a concubine immolated herself along with the queens. Next

comes the anumarana of the queens of Malla5
( 1089-1101 ). Herfc

we see the sister-in-law of Malla, his two daughters-in-law, sit

female attendants, his mother and his nurse burning themselves,

not with the body of Malla but in separate places. The first three

of these evidently must have died to meet, not Malla, but Ms

queen, in the next world. The last instance of anumarana which

we have to note occurred in the 12th century. Here we see only

the four qneens of Sussala5
following him on his death. : This

clearly indicates that the scope of anumarana had gradually

widened.' Before Alexander's invasion of India anumarana was

co-extensive with sail, that is the self-immolation of a wife on the

death of her husband. Not a single instance is known, from the

Buddhist, Brahmanical and Jain literatures, of relatives ( other

than wives ), friends and dependants of the deceased burning

themselves on funeral pyres or on separate piles. The story re-

lated by the Kashmir chronicle in the above account repeated it-

self down to a very recent period. We have only to turn to the

narrative written by a German traveller called Honigberger, Who

1. Kalhana's Chronicles of the Kings of Kashmir, Canto V,

2. IbicUtfatito VIt,481.

3. Ibid., Canto Vlt, 724,

4. Ibid-, Canto VII, 1486-94*

5. Ibid,, Canto VIII, 1440.
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t0a State physician to Maharaja Rartjit Singh of the Panjab.

Therein is preserved a graphic account of the anumarariz practised

after
the demise of this Indian ruler.

" The scene of this sad funeral where Maharajah Ranjit Singh

was burned with his queens and slaves was a small garden atta-

ched to the fortress, where the body of the deceased Chief was

brought on a board and placed on a huge pile. The queens of

Maharajah came out of the Harem, surrounded by several of their

attendants. The queens ascended the pile by means of a ladder

amidst the chanting of sacred texts by the priests and the gentle

beating of drums and sat at the head of the Chief. They were

followed by the slaves of tke household who sat at his feet. They

were, then, covered with a thick mat over which oil was poured.

The whole pyre was kindled in which the lives of all these people

perished in a few moments ".

Tlia instances of anumarana that we have been referred to al-

ready show that the custom existed at least in the north-western

part of India. From the inscriptions published in EpigrapUa

Carnatica, it appears that it existed in the southern part of India

also Inscription No. 47 of the Honnai Taluq
1 records the death

of the Kadamba ruler Tailapa, upon which his faithful follower

and secretary, Bopanna, in accordance with the vow taken before

the throne and " making good his word ( given ) for the occasion

I7*vskvamr' sacrificed his life and "went to Svarga with

tailasa-deva ". The incident is said to have occurred in 1130

A, P. A. grant from the State seems to have been made to his

family by the successor of the deceased as he had fulfilled his

vow, from which it may be concluded that such public instances

of self-sacrifice were rare, but were held in high esteem and hence

encouraged by the authorities. Inscriptions Kos. 5 and 27 of

Arkalgud Taluq
2 disclose the self-destruction of two P

the death of their master, the Ganga king Nltimargga, who lived

*t 915 A. D. A faithful friend and follower Bacheya by name

immolated himself by entering the
flre-Jfo^

ne

1. Epigraphia Catnatica, Vol. VII,

8. Ibid., Vol. V,
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Babiyamma also entered the fire on the same occasion. This

name seems to be that of a woman, perhaps his wife.

The inscriptions in the Epigraphia Carnatica evidently refer to

upright stones erected in honour of the departed, called Virar

sasana or Vtra-TcaL The sculpture on the pillars generally repre-

sented the deities worshipped by a particular family. Sometimes

the persons who destroyed themselves in this heroic way were

also depicted on the stones. This is evident from the following

quotations referring to the pillar bearing inscription No. 112 of

the Belur Taluq:
" And on the pillar they became united with

Laksm! and with Garuda 1
".

" The sculptures on the pillar

point unmistakably to suicide, being all figures of men with

swords cutting off their own arms and legs, and even their heads".8

These sculptures disclose some striking instances of self-destruc-

tion where great heroism and strength of mind were displayed.

The inscription
3

, which is dated 1220 A. D., states that on the death

of king Ballala, his minister and general, prince Kuvara Laksma,
who had been brought up by the king as his own son and was on

intimate terms with him, destroyed himself at his death along

with his wife Suggala Devi. It can be conjectured from the des-

cription, engraved on the pillar that the couple mounted the Vira

sasana and cut their bodies limb by limb and thus immolated

themselves. Inscriptions ISTos. 9 and 10 of the Krsnarajpet

Taluq
4
describe a similar act of self-immolation, where greater

valour was displayed at the time of death. Here we find not only
*

one or two persons immolating themselves, but
1

a long train of

faithful followers, comprising men and women, cutting their limhs

and heads and mounted on the back of an elephant. The sculpture

represents the self-destruction of the line of Nayaka servants

who were under some hereditary engagement to the Hoysalas.

The record runs thus *

"
Sivaneya Nayaka .

- with five of

his servants, fulfilled his engagement ( or vow ) with Ballala Deva.

Lakkeya Nayaka, with his wife Ganga Devi and three servants,

1. Ibid., Vol. V. Belur Ko. 112.

2. Ibid.. Vol. V. Introduction, p. xxiii.

3. Ibid., Vol, V.

4. Ibid.,VoHV.
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fulfilled his engagement with Narasinga, son of BalMa. In the

Sakayear (specified = 1257 A. D.) Kanneya-Hayaka with his

wives Ummavve, Javanavve, and Kallavve, and with ten maid-
gervants end twenty- one men-servants, sir times embraced

Garuda on ( or from ) the head of an elephant and fulfilled his

engagement with Somesvara-Deva ( son of ISTarasinga. )" In the

Saka year ( specified ) Singeya-Nayaka, the son of Kanneya-
Nayaka, with his wives Ketavve, Honnave, Nachavve, and with

ten maid-servants and twenby man-servants, on (or from) the head

of an elephant six times emhraced Garuda and fulfilled his engage-

ment with Narasirhha -Deva.
'*

Inscription No. 146 of the Kadur

Taluq,
1 which records the death of Bammarasa on the battle-field

in 1180 A. D. , also describes the.death of his follower Bammaya
Nayaka, who did it to win fame. A vira-kal is said to

have been erected to his memory by his son Hariyama Kayaka.

The incidents quoted above refer to the death of a follower or

a whole retinue on the death of a ruling chief or master. But

Inscription No. 149 of Shikarpur Taluq,
2 dated 1185 A. D. f des-

cribes the self-destruction of a man called Boka on the death of

Lachchala Devi, the senior queen of the Calukya king Somesvara

Deva. The inscription describes the vow taken previously by

Boka :

"
fulfilling the vow he had previously uttered, saying

'I will die with the Devi', he died." The description of Ms death

shows that he cut off his head with his own hands : "On the master

calling him, saying, *y u are *ne brave man who with resolution

has spoken of taking off your head', with no light courage Boka

gave his head, while the world applauded saying, 'He did so at the

very instant.'
"

In all these instances it is explicit that a vow was taken

previously, by the person or persons who immolated themselves

and that it was fulfilled in all seriousness when the time came.

The following account of a custom prevalent in India in the llth

century, found in Elliot's History of India? points to a similar

custom :

1, Ibid-, Vol. VI.

fr. Ibid., Vol. VII.

. Elliot's History of India, I, 9f
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" Some of the kings of India, when they ascend the throne

have a quantify of rice cooked and served on banana leaves.

Attached to the king's person are three or four hundred com-

panions, who have joined him of their own free will without

compulsion. When the king has eaten some of the rice, he gives

it to his companions. Each in his turn approaches, takes a small

quantity and eats it. All those who so eat the rice are obliged
when the king dies, or is slain, to burn themselves on the very day
of the king's decease. This is a duty which admits of no delay,

and not a vestige of these men ought to be left."

From the above instances it is clear that the anumzraria

prevalent in southern India is of a somewhat different type from

the one prevalent in Kashmir. In the former we see that an oath

of allegiance was previously taken by the officers of the king or

the ruler, according to which these persons had to immolate them-

selves* It was looked upon as a feat of chivalry in which gfeat

valour atfd strength of mind were displayed at their death, Some-

times a single individual immolated himself, and sometimes a

whole retinue of men and women. Another noteworthy point about

these is that the persons who immolated themselves were not re-

lated by any ties of blood, but by an oath of allegiance, whereas

in the case of the Kashmir Chronicle it w$s mostly the

relatives who l>urnt themselves on the death of the chief, and if

anyone not .related to him died, it was not in accordance with any
oath of allegiance taken solemnly before the king, but as a token

of affection. Another feature common fco both is the,strong faith

in life after death. It was the firm conviction that union .with the

deceased would be the certain result if they could discard the life

here, that prompted them to self-immolation. In the Kashmir

Chronicle, queen Suryamati's oath before she entered the flames

corroborates this :
' 4

"In order to^put a stop to the slanderous rumours which had
grWn up with regard to Haladhara's position as her confident,
she, the Sat!, took an oath in proper form, pledging (her happi-
ness in a ) future life.

"

J. Kalha^a'a Chronicle of the Kings of Kashmir, CaQto VII,-477.
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Andther striking point of resemblance is the similarity of

the words vela-vilta and vela-vakyam. Vela-villa is the word

used for an officer of a king in the Kashmir Chronicle. In some

instances we see the vela-vitta immolating himself at the death of

his master. Jayasimha,1 in the above instances, was one of this

type. But there are references to vela-villas* where they are not

found killing themselves When King Yasaskara3
died, queen

Trllokyadevl burnt herself and among the retinue who proved

treacherous to the king is mentioned a vela-vitta, He is referred to

along with the friends, relatives and servants of the king. A.

velarvitta in favour with Queen Didda, who was the ruler of her

state for sometime, is mentioned in VI, 324.* From these

^stances it is clear that the self-immolation of such a vela-wtta

was optional, but it is not certain whether he had to take any

oath beforehand $ whereas vela vakyam, as has been stated above,

meant the oath of allegiance taken before the throne. The two

terms seem to be connected, but what the exact connection was,

it is difficult to determine.

In the records of Southern India there is one striking instance

of anumararia which is uncommon to the soil of India. Usually,

it was on the death of a man that a man or a woman immolated

himself or herself, But it has never been recorded, at least in

the case of Northern India, that anybody died on the death of a

woman. 5 Unlike this, in the records of Epigraphia CarnatKa, is

found an instance where an officer immolated himself on the

death of a queen in accordance with the oath of allegiance taken

previously, and his family was rewarded by her husband, the

king, and the State.

1. Ibid., Canto V, 226,

2. Ibid., Canto VI, 73, 106, 127,

3* Ibid., Canto VI. 107.

4, Ibid., VI. 324.

5. In the Arabian Nights there is an instance of anutnarana> which U

the reverse of what was in Vogue in India. It is the case of the

burial of a husband with his dead wife.
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The two sets of instances recorded abpve happened about the

same period in India, though in different parts of the country.

There does not seem to be any sufficiently long interval of time

between them to think that one was the gradual development of

the ofeher.

It is curious to note that among the Japanese a similar custom

of self-immolation prevails. It is called the harakin. By it is

meant that a person killed himself in token of his loyalty to his

master. It is attended by a ceremony. The underlying idea is

the belief that he will be united with his master in the next

world. Here, too, the person does not enter the fire but cuts his

belly open in a certain fashion. The similarity is so striking

that it is not improbable that this custom had its origin in

Central Asia among the Mongolian tribes and was later on

brought to India, where it developed in different parts of the

country in different ways.



THE TWO BHAGAVATAS

BY

S. SRIKANTHA SASTRI, M. A.

It is well known that of the two Puranag- Devi Bhagavata
and Sri Bhagavata, the Saktas and Vaisnavas claim that their

own sectarian work is the real Mahapurana composed by Vyasa
and the other is a mere Upapurana. In lis introduction to the

Devi-Bhagavata, ISTilakantha asserts that the authority of the

Matsya and Saiva Puranas is in favour of the priority of Devi

Bhagavata. He quotes the following verses in support.

Bhagavatya6 ca Durgayas caritam yatra vidyate I

Tattu Bhagvatam proktam na tu Devlpuranakam II

( Saive-Madhyesyara mUhatmye )

Here Devlpuranaka means the Upapuraoa Kalika Purana.

yadidam Kalikakhyam tanmulam Bhagavatam smrtam

( Hemadiau )

The chief characteristics of Bhagavata are these

in the Matsya :

TO* ^

Puranantare

Thus the Bhagavata is that work which commences witfc

Gayatrl and deals extensively with Dharma, and the story of the

killing of Yrtra, in the Sarasvata kalpa, and Hayagrlva Brahma-

vidya. All these are only applicable to the Devi Bhagavata which

begins with this mantra.

rrnrrsrf m^ri ^ ^ftmt *

11 [ Annals, B. O. R. I. ]
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It is true that the first verse of Sri Bhagavata beginning-
"
Janma-dyasya yatonvayaditaratah

"
is explained as referring to

Gayatrl but the verse is not; in Tripad Chandas and nowhere else in

the whole of Sri Bhagavata do we find an extensive explanation of

Gayatrl. In the D. Bh. on the other hand, two whole skandhas

(x and xi) are devoted for the exposition of Gayatrl and Dharma.

It is claimed that the Sri Bh also deals with the story of Yrtra

but therein it is said that Citraketu a Vaisnava, was cursed by

Parvati and was horn as Yrtra. The story In the D. Bh. ( YI-4-15 )

however is nearer to the original Vedic story of Trisiras and

Tvastr. ( Rg. 1 85-9. ) ; also in the Taittirlya Samhita ( II. 5-1. )

\ ^r^R"- ^T^TM? \

7?
etc.

As regards the Hayagriva story, the Sri. Bh. ( Y. Skandha)

refers to it hut does not account for the fact of Yisnu possessing

a horse's head, and it is not a Yidya sacred to a Goddess- The

severing of Yisnu's head by gnawing away the string by pipilikas

as depicted in the D. Bh., is an improvement on the story of

Makha. The Satapatha and Pancavimsa Brahmanas ( S. Br. xiv-

1-1. 7 to 10 ; and Pa. Br. VII-5-8 ) assert that Makha's head being

severed, flew up with the sound "Grhran." and became either the

G-harma or the sun's disk. The D. Bh. goes further and trans-

plants a horse's head on the brunk of Visnu.

The contention that only the Vaisnavapuranas are Sattvika and

the rest Tamasa is of little value, as Saiva puranas, ten in number,

claim that they alone are Sattvika. Further in the Sri. Bh, itself

it is said that Yyasa having failed to obtain peace of mind after

composing the 17 puranas and the Mahabharata composed the Bha-

gavata at the instruction of ISTarada. Thus in the Matsya

A.nd Padme
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Here only seventeen
r

Puranas are mentioned before Bharata.

But the Markandeya - one of the eighteen is said to have been com-

posed after the Bharata. Kraustuki, dissatisfied with the Bharata,

came to Markandeya and heard the Markandeyapurana :

rrf'- " etc.

finally in the Devi Bhagavata

TWRr^ \

u ( 1-2-16 ).

The commentator explains that the Devi Bhagavata, the fifth

Maha-purana was composed after Brahma, Padrna, Vaisnava,

Saiva puranas. Hence the Devi Bhagavata alone is the genuine

Maha-purana and not the other.

Thus the Saktas. From the critical view-point it must "be

admitted that the main bulk of the Devi Bhagavata is very old.

Panini mentions the Saiva Bhagavatas who carried a trisula ( V-

2-76, ). The Tantrikas claim that Sri vidya etc. are taught in the

Yedic mantras themselves. Kautilya mentions the Goddess Canda-

vata who protected the crops and resided in seeds and wealth.

She is probabaly the same as Sakambhari ( whose shrine near

Badami is famous ). If the commentaries of Madhva andNimbarka

can be relied on, the Brahma Sutras ( II-3-42 ) criticise not the

Pancaratra system but the Sakta cult, though Samkara^
and

Ramanuja take the last prakarana as referring to the Pancaratras.

The Bhagavati cult in the Kerala country is of great antiquity,

going back to the first century of the Christian Era. But it is to

be noted that in the D. Bh. no Kerala shrine in particular is

mentioned. ,n fact, great prominence is given to KasI and Kama-

khya. The Durga worship is said to have been started at Kasi by

Subahu and thence spread all over India.

a

^SR^TT *rar?fr 3 ^^nw^rrr^ n

In the Vedic period, Kuru Pancala was the sacred land and

dently KaI and Kosala along with Magadha was outside the

evidently
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pale and probabaly the Avaidika Saiva and ffiftta cults orewiii^
there. The Sakyas before Buddha seem to have worshfDDI
Sakta Goddesses like Abhaya, Rama devata, Srngataka de'vate'
Nityanu buddha, etc.

'

Kamakhya is also spoken of as biEw
'

sacred to the Goddess in the D. Bh. ( vii-38. ) Though manv
southern shrines of the Devi are mentioned, yet the author seems
to have been a northerner, even as the composer of Sri Bh wa
a DrSvida.

Coming to the text of the D. Bh. we come across quotations
from Manu, the Glta etc.

a Of greater interest is the mention of
Yajaavalkya as the author of a Dharma Sastra.

r
Similiarly the works of Eanada, Gautama, Zanva Panini

Sakatayana, Katyayana, Satatapa, Samvarta, Vasistha, Parasara
( IX-4-25 ) are also mentioned. Hence it is clear that D Bh can-
not have been earlier than Yajnavalkya srnrti which mentions the
notwfei and was probabaly composed in the 3rd century A D
A.boutthe other Smrtikaras nothing is definitely known and their
date cannot be fixed with certainty.

The D. Bh shows considerable knowledge of Advaita and
SUC

Pragma,
thtt

"

-
d es not ^cessarily meanthat the work as later than Samkara for nowhere it is said thatSamkara xnvented these terms anew. In the 9th Skandha ( is 4

Pping the G^^ -id to hav been

2- E. G. 111-12-63 etc.

. Kane, History of Dharma SSstta, Vol I.
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Sakha at Kamakhya. Also Kauthumokta Haristuti is mentioned

(D,Bh. IX-11.)

The D. Bh. mentions the following Mleccha tribes as occu-

pying the Ganges valley.

ff ^3T

l ^ (IV-8-28 )

The mention of the Hunas on the banks of the Ganges in-

dicates a later date than Skanda Gupta though not necessarily

after the Muharnmadan conquest The sixth century probably

saw the composition of the Devi Bhagavata and the Markandeya

Puranas. The original portion of the Sri Bhagavata seems tohave

been composed at a slightly later date in the sixth century, though

Wilson and Grierson ascribe it to the 13th, Pargiter to the 9th,

C. V. Vaidya to the 10th centuries. Vincent {Smith held, that the

Agni, Bhagavata Markandeya and portions of Skanda were

current even in the 7th century. Abhinava Gupta in his Glta-

bhasya quotes from the Sri Bhagavata. Pargiter ascribes the

Markandeya to the sixth century, and it seems to us that tie Devl-

mahatmya contained therein, is drawn form the Devi Bhagavata.

The familiar verse

occurring both in the Markandeya Purana ( oh. 91. S. 9. Devi-

mahatmya r- v. 81-93 ) and in the Devi Bhagavafca ( VIII-I-28 ) is

reproduced in the Dadhimatl inscription of Druhlana, dated G. B.

289 ( A. D. 608. ). The Goddess Dadhimatl is herself the Durga

whose figure was immersed in dadhi (curds) and worshipped

according to the D. Bh.
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The localities where the Devi was worshipped are mentioned in

Skandha VII and the list of considerable interest. The places

are :

B*or a list of place-names in the Sri Bh. see I. A. 1887
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Vaidarbha and Kerala ;(IIL 19 46 ff. ). Mountains -
Malaya,

Mangala prastha, Mainaka, Citrakuta, Rsabha, Kutaka, Eolla,

gahya, Devagiri, Rsyamuka, SriSaila, Vyanfcata, ( flics), Mahendra,
Govardiana, ISTUaparvata, Drona, Citrakuta, Indraklla and

gamagiri
- all these are in the south of the Vindhyas. Rivers -

Tamraparni, Candravasa, Krfcarnala, VatodakS, VaihayasI, Kaverl,

Vena, Payasvini, Tungabhadra, Krsnavena, and GodavarT - also

in the South. (VTII-11-8 ff). Also Punyabhadra, Sarasvatl, Gomafcl,

(IX-22-16 ). Pancadipas are EaSl, Kedara, Mahakala, Itfasika and

Tryambaka ( XI-16. ). The Lokaloka mountain range is supposed
to surround the world.

Of these 'names several are very interesting. Karavlra or

Kola refers to Kolhapur where MahalaksmI resides. It was

Suratha's capital and was destroyed by Mlecchas who were

dwelling in the forests ( parvatavasinah, v. 32-5 ). The Goddess

at Makota was Makute^vari, The Makuie^vara Natha temple at

Mahakuta near Badami was a very old even in the days of

Mangall^a, who at the request of DurlabhadevJ made some grants

to the God and rennovated the temple. The Devi at Sr5saila is

called Madhavi, though now she is called Bhramaramba. But

the story of Bhramara is also given in the D. Bh. ( x. 13-99 )

At Kaiici she is said to be Annapurna ( not Kamaksl ) and at.

Cidambara ( not Madura ) Mlnaksi.

The author of the D. Bh. mentions several Goddesses of the

Mahayana pantheon. He especially mentions the Clnamarga

Also cTrr 5fr^^r^:^?^r: ^*TR !^T% ftgcna: ( VII-S8-13 ),

Similarly Chinnamasta, Ugratara ( a Tara at Kiskindha ),

Guhya Kali in Nepal, are said to be the manifestations of the

Devi.

The following different sects are described Vamas Kapalika,

Kaulafca, Bhairavagama, Saiva, Vaisnava, Saura, Sakta, Gana-
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patya, Pasiupata, Digambaras, Saugatas, Carvaka, PafLcaratra

Vaikhanasa etc. ( xi-1-30 ;
xii-9-66ff ; vi-12-54 ; vii-39-27 etc. ).'

G-anapati is also called Heramba and Gajavaktra and is the full

manifestation of Krsna while Skanda is an afriia of Visnu,

GanesiaSca svayam Krsnah Skando Visnukulodbhavali
( iz-3-48)

G-anga is said to have sprung from the couple Radha and Krsna

in Goloka and went back to heaven when five thousand years of

Kali had elapsed ( ix-12-18 ) TJrdhva pundra, the worship of Sala-

grama, TulasI and Radha are strictly enjoined on Vaisnavas but

tapta cakrankana is condemned. Since Samkara in his Brahma

Sutra Bhasya mentions Hari as residing in the salagrama,

the worship of the stones from the GandakI is older than the sixth

century. Similiarly the worship of Radna, though nowhere

mentioned in the Sri Bh. or in Ramanuja's works, could not have

come into existence at once in the time of Nimbarka and Jaya-

deva of the Grita-Govinda. It is indeed remarkable that fasting on

the EkadasI day, worship of Tulasi and Saligrarna and Sankha

which hold such a high place in Vaisnava worship are not at all

mentioned in the Sri Bhagavata. The D. Bh. similarly advocates

the wearing of Rudraksa, and Bhasma, and fasting on the Siva-

ratrl day for the Saivas. ( D. Bh. xi. and xii ). The worship of

Sakti in one of her five forms SarasvatI, LaksmI, Durga, Badha

and Savitri, is the duty of every one ( D. Bh. IX-1-1. ) as also

the fasting on Ejrsnajanmastaml, ^Ramanavaml, Sivaratrl and

Sundays ( IX-34-46, ).

The D. Bh. mentions week-days and asterisms beginning with

Asvinl and hence should be placed soon after Varahamihira,

As against the importance of Svetaivlpa described in the Nara-

yanlya section of the Mahabharata, we have in the D. Bh. a des-

cription of Manidvlpa from which the devotees of the Goddess do

not return to the mortal world while those who go to Svefcadvlpa

and Sivaloka are born again in Bharata varsa. ( IX-29-35 ).
The

non-mention of the kings of the Gupta, Abhira and other dy-'

nasties in the chapter dealing with the genealogies of the Solar

and Lunar lines in the D, Bh. is in favour of the antiquity of

this Parana, while on the other hand the Sri Bh. has a chapter

which is probably a later interpolation.
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As regards interpolations in the D. Bh, Nllakantha at the end

of Ms commentary mentions several verses which are Adhika.

To sum up, as between the two Bhagavatas, the evidence seems

to be in favour of the D. Bh. slightly anterior to the Sri Bh. the

latter being an Upapurana ( D. Bh. I. 3. ), though it is not possi-

ble to place the work in its present form, before Matsya which men-

tions the chief characteristics of the Bhagavata, Matsya Puranas.

The Sri Bh. in the last skandha says that a Mahapurana should

have ten chief characteristics while an upapurana has only five.

Amara does not seem to be aware of this distinction as he men-

tions only panca laksarias, and possibly the Yaisnavas thus tried

to exalt their own work on the expense of the earlier D. Bh.

The Yogamaya episode mentioned in the Harivarhsa ( ch. 58 ) and

in the Sri Bh. ( skandha X ) seems to be an attempt to pay differ-

ence to the Devi cult which had already obtained a strong hold

over the people especially over the Abhlras, Sabaras Kiratas, etc.

Any how it is quite clear that in the 9th century, the BhagavatI

cult had spread far and wide, as among the Pratiharas of Kanauj

Nagabhata and Sri Bhoja I are said to have been parama Bhaga-

vati bfiaktas.
1 Thus it will be doing no violence to ascertained facts,

if the composition of the main body of the Devi Bhagavata is as-

cribed to the sixth century and the Sri Bhagavata to a slightly

later date.

1. I. A. XV. pp. 140-141.
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MISCELLANEA

LITERARY NOTES

BY

V, RAGHAVAtf, B. A. ( Hons. )

Research Student in Sanskrit, University of Madras.

THE S&NDHIVIGRAHIKA CRITICISED BY
SRI VIDYACAKRAVARTIW

Sri Vidyacakravartin, in his Brhattlka called the Sampradaya
PrakasinI

1

, on the Kavya Prakasa of Mammata refers to and

criticises very strongly one Sandhivigrahika six times.

1. Fait I, p. 7. The Sandhivigrahika interpreted the word
*

Niyati
J

in the Mangala Sloka of Mammata as Karma and

Vidyacakravartin who takes the word as f%^TT%^T ^r%:, [criticises

the Sandhivigrahika that he would not have taken that word as

Karma if he had only looked carefully at Mammata f

s own Vrtti.

2. P, 12. The concluding words of Mammata 's Vrtti on his

own Karika II, chap. I, viz.
*

^fir ^JehlT rT3" *TcT?fta*3t
'

are taken by

the Sandhivigrahika as going not with the rest of the Vrtfci on

Karika two but as going with the coming Karika. This, Vidya-

Cftkravartin criticises as being against exegetic rules.

3. Part II, p. 4. In the beginning of chapter six Mammata

quotes the three "verses of Bhamaha beginning with

Vidyacakravartin says that the Sandhivigrahika,

unable to make out the correct meaning of thege three Karikas,

tan away from them.

1. Tnv. S. S. nos 88 and 100.
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4. P. 289. The Sandhivigrahika is here accused of not having
understood Mammata's definition of the Apahnuti Alamkara.
Vidyacakravartin adds that, not only in many such individual
cases, but in the whole of the tenth Ullasa generally, the

Sandhivigrahika's interpretations are not correct and must not be
taken as authoritative.

5, P. 339. Mammata defines Svabhavokfci as the description

of actions or appearance of children etc. which are by nature

theirs - ^fcF^r^T^offt The description of an action attributed to

them by the fancy of the Poets - 3Tif{fTcr - will not be Svabhavoktl
While thus explaining the significance of the word 'Svar

in

Mammata's definition, Vidyacakravartin finds fault with the

Sandhivigrahika for not understanding the import of *Sva* and for

giving, consequently, a wrong illustration.

H^ tUi^^

6. P. 348. Concluding his commentary on the section on the

Bhavikalamkara Vidyacakravartin says

I%T%rTT

The Bhavika changed in the hands of Mammata slightly from

what it was in Bhamaha and Udbhata. Things attained the quality

of 'sTcq-^rmWc^ which they did not have originally, by virtue of

the poet's descriptive excellences called ^Mi&tfcfr eta This is

Bhavika according to Bhamaha and Udbhata. But there are also

descriptions by poets of things which have by nature the quality
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of sroqr^rnmTOT^, These also, like cases of Svabhavokti, were taken

by Mammata into the fold of Alamkara first and then into the

scope of the Bhavika. So, to embrace both varieties viz. snfon
t, Mammata cast off the adjuncts

giving the means ^T^rii^dl etc. and gave a wider definition of

Bhavika '

Buyyaka, in his A. S. first follows the old writers Bhamaha
and Udbhata, taking the first variety only as Bhavika. For, to

become an Alamkara, a thing: must have some new beauty created

in it by the poet's powers. Things of the past and future do not

have the quality of being vivid to us now but that quality is

infused in them by certain excellences possessed by the descriptive

powers of the poet. So this first variety only can be called an

Alamkara. But, in the end, Ruyyaka comes to the second variety

and says that that also can be taken as Alamkara ( i.e. as Bhavika-

lamkara ) even as Svabhavokti is taken as an Alamkara. Euyyaka
here refers to and quotes Mammata's definition of the Bhavika and

reconciles the position of Mammata to that of Bhamaha and

Udbha-ta.
* Not realising these subtleties, and taking that Euyyaka,

like Bhamaha and Udbhata, recognises only the first variety as

Bhavika, the Sandhivigrahika in his commentary on the Bhavika

of Mammata, has pointed out that Mammata and Euyyaka do

not agree. Vide pp. 346-348. T. S. S. K. Pra. and pp. 182-3

Sarvasva. K S. edn.

These are the six references to the Sandhivigrahika in Vidya

Cakravartin
7

s commentary on the K. Pra. From the sixth reference

above given we definitely see that the Sandhivigrahika is a com-

mentator on Mammata. From the fourth reference given above,

we come to know that the Sandhivigrahika was a contemporary
of Vidya Cakravartin and that In his days, he was considered

as the greatest Alamkarika. But Vidya Cakravartin treats with

contempt his interpretaions. Now, who is this Sandhivigrahika
who is all throughout referred to only by this title of his, evidently

for sarcasm, and not even once by his name ?

1. I have dealt with this Bhavika and its history m a separate paper
which Tvill be published in the J. 0. K. Madras,
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Vidya Cakravartin. at the beginning of his commentary called

Samjivinl on the Alamkara Sarvasva, which he mentions in the

fourth reference given above, says

i etc.

From this we learn that Ruyyaka was called also as Sandhi-

vigrahika. But one must not be misled into taking the Sandhi-

vigrahika criticised by Vidya Cakravarfcin in his commentary on

the K. Pra. as Ruyyaka. The fourth and the sixth references men-

tion Ruyyaka, the author of A. S. separately as different from

the writer who is called Sandhivigrahika. It is said that the

Sandhivigrahika must have read more carefully Ruyyaka 's work

before he came to the K. Pra. Further, Vidya Gakravartin came

long after Ruyyaka and the Sandhivigrahika was his contem-

porary. As the fourth reference shows Vidya Cakravartin has the

greatest respect for Ruyyaka and his work. He wrote a com-

mentary on the A. S. of Ruyyaka or Rucaka called the Samjlvinl.

I went through this A. S. Samjivini
1 and could not come across a

single antagonistic line. No doubt Ruyyaka was a Sandhivigra-

hika but he that is criticised in the Sampradaya Prakasin? is

different. It shall be proved now that he is none-else than Yisva-

natha, the author of the very well-known Sahitya Darpana.

Firstly, did Visvanatha have the title 'Sandhivigrahika' ? He

had. Visvanatha was born in a family of great scholars in Orissa

and his ancestors held high offices under the king: of Ealinga.

His father, Candrasekhara, was chief minister, Mahamatra or

Mahapatra and Sandhivigrahika, minister for peace and war at the

court of the king of Ealinga. So also Visvanatha. ( Vide P. V.

Kane's Intro, to S. D. p. cxxii ) Visvanatha had the titles of Maha-

patra and Sandhivigrahika as we see from the colophons to chapters

1 and 10 of his S. D.

Secondly, Visvanatha wrote a commentary on the K. Pra. Vide

Vamanacarya's K Pra. Intro, p. 25. Also P. V. Kane's Intro, to

S. D. pp. cxxi-cxxii. The commentary is called Kavya Prakasa

Darpana and it was the last work of Visvanatha. _
1. Ms. in the Madras Govt. Oriental Mas. Library,
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Coming to Vidya Cakravartin's criticisms, we can confirm
our conclusion by an examination of the S. D. on the subjects

figuring in these criticisms. In the fifth reference given above

Vidya Cakravarfcin says that Visvanatha did not understand

Mammata's definition of Svabhavokti and illustrated it incorrect*

ly. This criticism is incorrcet and it is Vidya Cakravartin who has

not sufficiently understood Visvanatha. The illustration for Svabha-

vokti said to be given by Visvanatha is WT^BTtRsr: etc. a verse on

children. It is Budrata's own illustrative verse for Svabhavokti.

We cannot understand how such a beautiful portrayal of this

natural sport of children can be called Aropita and thus not an in-

stance of Svabhavokti. Nor is it a fact that Visvanatha does not

emphasise the word 'Sva' in ^fferr^T, for we see in his S. D.~

The sixth reference in the section on Bhavika however very

definitely helps us in our conclusion that the Sandhivigrahika is

only Visvanatha. Vidya Cakravariin here says that Visvanatha

pointed out some discrepancy between Mammata and Euyyaka
as regards the definition and nature of Bhavika. This criticism

is understandable for, as we see from his S, D. , Visvanatha

accepts the position of Bhamaha and Udbhata only which position

Euyyaka holds earlier but to which, laterly, Ruyyaka reconciles

Mammata's position, by postulating two varieties of Bhavika. Vis-

vanatha rejects Mammata's view and says that only the first case of

creating by ^T^T?{T^^aT etc. the quality of $RrTr5F$ntfTc5r in objects of

past and future is Bhavika and not the second case in which the

poet gives us a thing already having by nature the quality of

^ Says he in the S. D.

1. Mr. P. V. Kane's note on Bhavika must be corrected. Surely Ramaca-

ra^a is correct in giving two kinds of Bhavika but he is worng when he

names the two kinds- The two kinds of Bhavika are ifc^r^Tr^l !1^^
cfq;j and cfcrj-^^ ^^TPTTiai \ Ramacarana misses this distinction but

gives a new classification nowherelse found viz.^r^q-^fRqTUfc^r of Adbhuta

and the same of
-^r and

*Tf%5i[c3\ Nor are the real two kinds of BhSvika,
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In many other places, as notably in the very definition of

Kavya itself, Visyanatha differed from Mammata. He took an in-

dependent attitude towards Mammata and Buyyaka, following
them completely wherever he agreed with them and criticising
them wherever lie disagreed. As Mr. P. V. Kane says, sometime.
Visvanatha even slavishly follows the Sarvasva.

Lastly, Visvanatha was a contemporary of Vidya Cakravartin.

Mr, P. V. Kane assigns him to the 14th century. Vidya Cakara-

vartin is also assigned to the same period. As is clearly seen in his

Samjlvini and as has been pointed out in the Intro, to the K. Pra,

in the T. S. S. Vol. 1. 9 Vidya Cakravartin flourished in the court

of king Vallala III. It is natural to expect such frowning on the

part of Vidya Cakravartin at Visvanatha, who, as the former says,

was considered as the greatest Alankarika of his time. Visvanatha

was a poet besides being an Alankarika and held high office in

another court at that time. He had many titles which praised him

extravagantly. Thus, as can be seen from the colophons to the

first and the tenth chapters of the S. D. Visvanatha had the titles-

and 3Tr5?|fTf^^sfc'N 1 H'5*- Exactly these very titles and

many more were showered on Vidya Cakrvartin who was shining

at that time in the court of another king. Vide the colophons in his

commentary on the X. Pra. and the extract from his A.S. Samjlvini

given in the introduction to Vol. I. of K. Pra. T. S. S. Thus it is

natural that Vidya Cakravartin criticised Visvanatha in such

bitter terms. There is no evidence to show Visvanatha's attitude

towards Vidya Cakravartin. From this fact, it is sufficiently clear

that Vidya Cakravartin was a very young contemporary of Visva-

natha. We know from his Samjlvini on the A. 8. that

Vidya Cakravartin began to write very early, even as a

mere boy. It is clear that when he began to write on

Alamkara, when he began his commentaries on the Sarvasva

and the Kavya Prakasia, Visvanatha 's last work viz. the

Kavya Prakasa Darpana was finished, his literary activities

the difference in the positions of BhSmaha and Udbhata on the one hand

and Mammata and Buyyaka on the other, and the fact that Vifra-

natha follows only the ancients realised by Mr. P. V. Kane in his note*

on Bhavika*
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came to a close and he was merely a Sandhivigrahika. Vidya

Cakravartin was writing in the beginning of the 14th century

and Visvanatha must therefore he referred to the closing decades

of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th centuries.

II

THE LAGHU TlKA ON THE KAVYA PRAKASA

We know that Sri Vidyacakravartin who flourished in the

Court of King Vira Vallala III in the beginning of the 14th

century wrote a commentary on the Kavya Prakasa called the

Sampradaya Prakasinl. This work is published in the T. S. S.

From the introductory verses there we learn that the Sampradaya

PrakasinI is also called as Brhattlka.

Why should this Sampradaya PrakasinI be called the Brhatfcika?

Vidyacakravarfcin is now known to have written this commentary

on the Kavya Prakasa and another commentary called Saihjlvinl

on the Alamkara Sarvasva. Besides these two works, no scholar

has yet pointed out any other work of this writer in the Alamkara

Sastra. The introductions to the two volumes of the, Kavya Pra-

kasa in the T. S. S. have not spoken of any other work. Nor

does Dr. S. K. De mention any other work. It will be shown now

that, prior to writing the Brhattlka on the Kavya Prakasa.

Vidyacakravartin wrote a commentary on the Kavya Prakasa,

called the Laghu Tika, as a contrast to which he named the second

evidently bigger, commentary on the same work as the Brhattlka.

This Laghutlka is referred to by Vidyacakravartin in his Brhattlka

itself. While commenting on the section on Laksana, he says

I

"
p. 62, Part I, T. S. S. K. Pra.

There is a referenee to the Laghu Tika in his Alamkara
Sarvasva Samjlvinl also. While speaking of the varieties of
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his Samjivinl that hie has already spoken of these varieties in his

two Tlkas on Mammata.

^ffnt

Pp. 34 and 35, Mad. Ms.

So Vidyacakravartin first wrote the Laghu Tlka on Mammata
and then Brhattika and the Sarvasva Samjivinl. 3Trom a reference

under Apahnuti Alamkara and from the concluding verse in the

Brhattika, which say that the SamjivinI had already been written,

and from the above-given reference in the SamjivinI to the Brhat-

tika, we see that probably Vidyacakravartin was writing the

Brhattika and SamjivinI side by side at the same time. I drew

the attention of scholars to this Laghu Tlka since I do not find it

mentioned in the introductions 'to tlie two volumes of the

K Pra. in the T. S. S. or in the list of works given by Mr. P. V.

Kane in his Intro, to S. D. or by Dr. S. K. De in Ms Sanskrit

Poetics.

Ill

THE BHARA.TA. SAMG-RA.HA OF SEI VIDYA-

In a self-laudatory verse of his quoted by him in his A. S.

Samjivini which says thai; even as a boy he became proficient in

all Sastras, there is special mention of Yidyacakrayartin as having

mastered the Bharata Sastra i. e. the Natya Sastra. In his

Brhattika on the K. Pra. and in his A. 3. SamjivinI he bas had

occassions to treat of Rasa but no occassion to speak of Drama

and Dance. Separate treatment of subjects of Rasa, Dasarupaka,

Abhinaya and perhaps music also was given by him in a separate

work called Bharata Samgraha. Evidence of his having written

such a work comes both from the published Brhattika of his on the

K, Pra. and the unpublished SamjivinI of his on the Sarvasva.

13 [ Annals, B. O. R. I* I
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n srrf^rer *IT*F: w i^rr <fts?q-2ir u
"

P. 378. Vol. II, K. Pra. T. S. S.

2. On the dance-eye, ^TgT%, called ?trr%cT, he quotes his own

Bharata Samgraha in Ms A. S. Samjlvinl.

"
^fe ft H^T IR^cf^nCI^

^rr T%ct wr^^rr^msr sfir i

"

P. 146. Mad. Ms.

IV

THE RASARATNAKOSA, THE NATAKAEATNAKOSA

AND THE SAMGITA RAJA

Aufrecht mentions a work called Rasaratnakosa as found in

the Paris Library. Dr. S. K. De, on p. 288 of his Skr. Poetics Vol.

I, gives a short description of this work available in the Paris

Biblioth. Rationale ( No. 243 ). H says that
"

it is a treatise on

Rasa and kindred topics in eleven chapters.
" The summary of its

ontents are given by him :

Chapters 1 4 Rasas.

5 6 Nayaka and Nayika.

7 Abhinaya. ( ? )

8 9 Anubhavas and Vyabhicaribhavag.

10-11 Rasa and Bhava.

Dr. De also says that the author is probably King Kumbha
of Mewad (1428 1459 A. D, ) who wrote besides some treatises on

Samglta, a commentary entitled Rasikapriya on the Gitagovinda*

Now I propose to investigate the real nature of the Rasaratna*
ko&a from evidences supplied by Kumbha Rana's Rasikapriya on

the G. G. The Rasaratnakosa is no doubt a work of King Kuinbha
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but it is not a separate work by itself. It forms a substantial sec-

tion in Kumbha's very voluminous work called the Sarhglta Raja.

ibis Samglta Raja is quoted very often in the Rasikapriya: pp.14,

21, 53, 79, 94, 99, 103, 108, 112, 115 ( without name ), 120, 125, 133
'

143, 154 ( without name ), 156, 161 ( without name), 162 ( without

name \ 163 ( without name ), 164 ( without name ), 165 ( without

name), and 172. N. S. edn. G. G-. From these quotations, we

know, besides other things, this : King Kumbha is the author of

the Sarngita Raja and that, to restrict ourselves to the name Rasa-

ratnakosa, that section of the Samglta Raja ( which work

comprehensively deals with all subjects coming directly or

indirectly under the head Natya Sastra, as is shown by the range

of subjects covered by BharaCa himself ) treating of Rasas is called

the Rasaratnakosa. That is, the whole work is called Samglta

Raja. A Raja or king has his treasury in which there are many
jewel-treasures, Mdhis or Ratnakosas. So each major section of

the big Samglta Raja is called by the common name Ratnakosa and

is further divided into Adhyayas. It is likely that certain sections

or Ratnakosas, such as that on Rasa called Rasaratnakosa got

separated from Samglta Raja and were current separately since

Rasa is an important subject, of interest to the larger circle of

Alankarikas also besides writers on Drama, Dance and Music.

Quotations from Rasaratnakosa in the Rasikapriya are four,

all of them being found on pp. 24 and 25. N. S. edn. Two of them

are given as from Rasaratnakosa and two as from the Rasaratna-

,kosa in the Samglta Raja. The lafcter two are

\

' "
p. 24.

2.
"

Besides the four quotations here referred to, there are many

other anonymous citations on similar subjects and these are also

very likely from the same Rasaratnakosa section of the Samglta
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On p. 325 of his Poetics, VoL I. , in the list of anonymous
works, Dr. De gives a work called Natakaratnakosa as bein
cited by Rayamukuta and Bhanuji on Amara and as having been
noticed by Aufrecht. There is every liklihood of this

ISTatakaratna-
kosa being only that section of the Samgifca Raja dealing with,
Drama proper, the Dasarupaka and the Uparupaka scheme

'

Itivrtta, Samdhi etc. The sections on Rasa and Nataka, these two
being widely read parts of the Natya Sastra and connected more
than the other sections to Alamkara also, perhaps got separated
into independent works as the existence of a separate Ms. of the
Rasaratnakosia and the citations of these sections with the mere
chapter-name show. 1

Kumbha or Kumbha Rana or Kumbhakarna or Kumbhakam
Mahimahendra is a very great scholar as the very lengthy
colophon to his commentary on the Gita Govinda, extending in
small print to half a page, shows. He was specially very learned
in Bharata or Samglta (i. e. ) Dance, Drama and Music, vocal and
Instrumental. ( *ftf ^rf ^r 3TT* ^ 5pf ^iftcTH^r^ ). In the colophon
to the Rasikapriya on the sixth Sarga he is called 'Abhinava
Bharata.* In the colophon at the end of the commentary he is

called srfvjctd+itrU'^T^, ^ un *n r^Wi niti ^sTrr^ and ^RTFngnre" ( i. e. ) the

very embodiment of Nada He is referred to in these and many
.more extravagant titles. He seems to be really very learned,

especially in Bharata. His greatest work on this Sastra is the

Samglta Raja . This work is profusely quoted in his Rasikapriya
and the following two quotations show that Kumbha is its author,

1.
"

srfi^jfsrcT i f^^rriK^^fiT i crsrr =gr

ift<r: sftc^r: ^FST^IJ^T
"

p. 125,

Giving the description of the song, (srsperO. contained in Sarga

eleven, Kumbha says

1. From these Katnakosas that are sections of the Sariigita Raja must be

distinguished the lexicon Batnakosa which is quoted in commentaries
on Amara. The lexicon Ratnakosa is very much earlier to the

Samgita RSJa.
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II

"
p. 143

From these two quotations and many more of this nature

quoted in the Rasikapriya, which describe at length each song or

Prabandha in the Gr. G. with ifcs Raga and Tala, we can infer

that in the s^^OTST of that Ratnakosa of the Samglta Rija

dealing with Music, Kumbha has, while treating of songs, speci-

ally devoted his attention to an elaborate determining and des-

cription of the nature, Raga and Tala of the Prabandhas in the

G. G. "When he laterly wrote the Rasikapriya he naturally

quoted from his own Samglta Raja.

It was said above that Kumbha's Samglta Raja is a stupendous

work treating of almost all subjects dealt with or touched by

Bharata. Bharata devotes two chapters ( xv and xvi ) to Metres,

Kumbha also treats of Metres in one section which is probably

called ^[KcH^^r or ^^c?f^r. That he treats of Metres also is

known from the following quotation in the Rasikapriya on the

metre called Sikharinl.

i ? P, 156

Bharata, In chap, xvii, dealt with, before going to Alamkara,

Guna and Dosa, a concept called Lakflana, which comes under the

province of Mamkara Sastra and is similar partly to Alamkaras

and partly to Samdhyanakas.
1 This concept came to be called in

later times by the names Natyalamkara and Bhusana. To this

concept also, which he calls as Hatyalamkara, Kumbha devotes

Ms attention as is shown by the following quotation mh,8

Rasikapriya. Commenting on the penultimate verse of the G.O.

praising the poeb Jayadeva, Kumbha says that here there a the

Natyalamkara called

1. Vide my paper on Laksafla Bharata and its history !

I of the J. O. R , Ma'ras.
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drifter snRfl&rac' n
"

p. 172.

The Gunakir tana is a Laksana belonging to the Upajati list in

Bharata. Kumbha's definition of this is based upon Bharata's. It

cannot now be decided how many Laksanas or Natyalamkaras

Kumbha recognised in all and whether he was acquainted with

the Anustubh list of Laksanas in Bharata also. The chapter con-

taining treatment of these Watyalamkaras or Laksanas etc. corres-

ponding to chap. xvii. of Bharata is probably called Alamkara*

ratnakosa.

Dr. De says that, in the Rasaratnakosa are quoted Abhinava
and Kirtidhara. Knowing as we do the learning of Kumbha, the

nature of his writing and the range of subjects coverd by him, we
can expect many other valuable citations in his very valuable

work, the Samgita Raja, the Ms. of which seems to be available

in the Central Provinces. From Kielhorn's catalogue of Mss, in

the Central Porvinces, !N"o, 96, we come to know that the Samgita

Raja is also known as Samgita Mimamsa. 1

1. Subsequent to my writing this, I had been on a visit to the B. 0. B. I.

Poona, where I found that a fragment of this Samgita Raja of

Kumbhakarna wes available in the B. 0. B. I. Mss. library, Ms. No.

365 of 1879-80. The name of the author, Kumbhakarnamahimahendra

and of the work, Samgita Raja are seen in the Ms. It contains 21

sheets and contains perhaps the opening section of the S. Raja winch

is called in the Ms. as qT5^rTspt$T. This Pathyaratnakosa treats of

language, Sanskrit and Prakrit, Pada and Vakya, and of some subjects

of music. The Ms. contains the beginning of the nest section ( Ratna-

kosa) also which treats of Metres. This is the sf^F?^[$T we

referred to above. At the beginning of the Pathya R. K. Kumbha gives

our Anukramanika which contains a summary of the contents and the

scheme of this work, Samgita Raja and we find that our surmises

regarding the contents of the S. Raja are correct.
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SOME OTHER WORKS OF KUMBHA KABNA

We already know that king Kumhhakarna has written a com-

mentary on the Samgltaratnakara of Sarngadeva. We come to

know of some other works of Kumbha on Music from the Rasika-

priya. He has written a work, perhaps on mere Music alone,

called the Samgitakramadipika. At the end of his !tasik;a-

priya on Sarga III of G-. G. Kumbha refers to this Music work
as the sister of the Basikapriya.

*

We are not able to decide now whether this Samgitakrama-

dipika is an independent work on Music or is only the name for

his commentary on the Samgltaratnakara.

At the end of his commentary on Sarga seven Kumbha says

H ere he refers to another work whose 'sister' is this Basika*

priya but what that work is, is not clear.

Similarly another colophon on p. 94 contains the mention of

another obscure work whose 'brother' is this Basikapriya.

etc.

1. This way of authors referring to their works became very common

after Sri Harsa who inaugurated in the last verse of each canto of his

Naisadha, the numbering of each canto and the mention of his

other works.



A NOTE ON NISIDtfJ ( NISIDIYA OF KHARA.VELA

INSCRIPTION )

BY

A. N. UPADHYE, M, A.

The word nisidhi occurs in many Jaina inscriptions both

"Kanarese and Sanskrit. But the spelling of the word is not

uniform throughout In Kanarese insriptions it is variously

spelt as nisidi, niiidhi, ni&idi, nisidhi, msiddhi, niiidhige and even

nittige.
1 In north Karnataka, even to this day, the word is

current as nisiddi. In Sanskrit inscriptions it is met with in the

form nisidJii, nisadyaka and nisadija.
2 The variety of forms

tempts one to refltct on the original word and its etymology.

Considering the various inscriptions the meaning of the word is

quite clear and it indicated a postmortem structure or a building,

possibly built on the spot where a particular saint breathed his

last or where his body was burnt or where his bony relics etc.

were buried. Such a structure generally consists of a platform

with four corner pillars on which is resting a massive domelike

umbrella made of stones or bricks. Sometimes the platform is

without pillars, On the platform there are the footprints and

sometimes even the image
3 to represent the deceased saint. The

footprints are generally accompanied by an inscription
4 wherein

we get some information about the deceased saint, the manner in

which he met his end and by whom the commemoration was

executed etc. It is the inscription and not the monument that

1. EC, II, tfos. 64 ; 126, 272 ; 62
, 15, 19, 85, 92, 103, 104, 112 ; 273; 117, 118;

65 etc.

2. EC, II, Nos, 66 where the phrase ni^dhyalayam is used ; 65 , 63, 254,

3. For instance Candrasena nisidi at Koppala - Jayakarnataka, X,H). and

NSgacandra - msidi at KSgvada - Jinavijaya xivi, 1.

4. Many such inscriptions are published from B&lgoala in EC. II - see the

Introduction, p. 69.



can be called an epitaph. Moreover, in Jaina texts, we get des-
criptions of square raised seats 1 on which the Jaina monks
observed the sallekha, a vow that consi^ad in a voluntary sub-
mission to death giving up food etc. And at; Koppala and other
Jaina sacred places such vedikas are preserved.

The word being of frequent occurrence needs explanation. When
we look at the Sanskrit forms nisadyaka and nisadya as well as the
Kanarese forms niiidi and nisidi, there remains no doubt that tbe
word should be traced to the root sad (sid) with ni% and there must
have been two forms current, nisadya and nistdika meaning a seat,
a sitting place, a seat taken especially for some religious rite, a
place of rest etc. And when we look at those nisidhis they are

places where particular saints took their seats before their death
or where they got final rest.

But how to explain dh in forms like nisidhi, nisidhi, nisidUge
and nisidhi ? This can be easily explained considering the form
of that word in Prakrit where we have nisihiya = tdsidikcU

Ordinarily h can be equated with dh. The change d to h is not

normal but has some similar instances, kakuda = kauha> * The
word in its Prakrit form is very often met with in Jaina scriptures
in the descriptions of buildings and the life of Jaina monks - *

naisedhiki nisldasthanam aha ca Jwabhigama-mula-ttka-krt naise-

dhikl nislda-sthanamiti and in some cases it means a place for

study. The Sk. rendering is not sufficiently justified, perhaps even
the commentator suspected it and he shirks the responsibility by

quoting an older authority. Early Kanarese authors, especially

Jaina, always relied on the rules of Prakrit grammar for the

corruption of Sk. words and their consequent importation in

Kanarese and perhaps with the Prakrit form nisihiya in mind they

were inclined to retain dh in inscriptions. As to ddh in some

1. See, for the description of nisihiya Bhagavati-aradhanS rerses 1964-67

( Kolhapur edition p. 572 etc- ) ; Sastrasara-samuccaya pp. 170 to

( Belgaum edition ).

2. Hemacandra's grammar VIII, i, 225.

3. Rayapaseniya sutta, Sutra No. 28 where the word ni&hiya occur* and

on that Malayagiri*s commentary runs thus. P. 63 ofthe Agamodaya*

samiti edition,

14 Annals, [B. O. B.L]
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forms it is a case of confusion between two forms nisldika
( Pfe

nisihiya) and nisadya, just as the form suggai 1 is a confusion oftwo

Sk. forms sugatl and sadgati. And wlien once the original was lost

out of sight any corruption comes to be in vogue and the

Kanarese form nistige
z and Sk. nisidhi belong to this class.

Tie word nistdiya occurs in the fifteenth line of Kharvela in-

scription thus, - arahata-nistdiya-samipe where it clearly indicates

the monumental structure on the cremeation spot of Arhan. The

shape of this structure perhaps depended, to some extent, on local

usage ; in South India it is a square raised seat and it must be

seen whether it is correct to render nistdiya as stupa in the Kha*

ravela inscription. From some inscription it is explicit that m'sf-

dika was held in high respect and even puja and pratistha
6
were

performed on the spot.

1. UttarSdhyayana ixviii. 3 -where the form soggai oeturs.

2. EC, II, No. 65.

3. EC, II. Nos. 117, 118, 128 etc.



NAGARA APABHRAMSA AND NlGARl SCRIPT

A REVIEW

BY

PBAHLAD C. DIWANJI, M. A., LL. M,

I have read through with keen interest the article under the above

caption by Prof. N. B. Divatia published in Parts I-II of Vol. XIV
of these Annals (pp. 103-125). The reasons why it aroused such an

interest in me were (1) that I myself am a Nagara by caste and

(2) that I had found that Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar had, in his article in

the Indian Antiquary under review by Prof. Divatia, repeated an

erroneous statement made by Sir George Grierson at pag^ 327

of Part II of Volume IX of his Linguistic Survey of India* Tfart

statement had caused me no less surprize when I first read about

6-7 years ago than it did to the learned professor but I had

remained silent because it had been made in an authoritative

work by a writer of recognized eminence. Now however when we

find that the very fact that it is found in suclt a work is being taken

by other scholars as a sufficient warrant for basing inferences

upon, it behoves us to warn the students against the danger of

doing so and bring the truth to light. Prof. Divatia therefore

deserves credit for being the first Gujrati Scholar to come out into

the open to do so and I propose to give him my humble support so

far as the contradiction of that statement is concerned.

Although I have not like him a heavy weight of a Jong

personal experience behind me, I can testify from a family

chronicle handed down in our family for three generations that

he is quite right when he says that the statement that the Nagaras

of Gujrat and "Eathiawad write Gujrati in the Devanagarl

character, has no basis of truth in it. The chronicle commences

from the time our earliest known ancestor came from some-

where in the north and settled in Surat and began to work as a

broker between the foreign merchants and the local traders,
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several years prior to 1800 A. D, in which year the then Nawab
made over his sovereign rights in the Surat AtthaviSi to the East
India Company represented by Mr. Jonathan Duncan, the then
Governor of Bombay, narrates that his son by his attainments be-
came the Dewan of the ISTawab, that he incurred the displeasure of
the JN awab's successor, that his son again won by his ability the

Dewanship of the State under a subsequent JSTawab and so on. The
whole of it is found to have been written in the Gujaratl character
and if my impression of what I was told is correct, my grand-
father who first commenced the narrative, and who died in 1877 at
the age of 56 years, knew Persian but not Sanskrit. My uncle too
who continued it had a workable knowledge of English but not of

Sanskrit. Both of them could therefore have hardly penned ten
lines in the Devanagarl character except perhaps while copying out
some religious hymns or ceremonials.

Speaking generally, it was the fashion, in Gujrat till the
foundation of the Bombay University in 1857, and even for some
years after that, to study Persian and use as many Persian words
as possible even in ordinary speech and correspondence. For some
years after the University education produced the first batch of

Gujrati writers, a keen controversy was going on between two
schools, one led by Mr. Mansukhram Tripathi advocating the

elimination of all foreign words and the substitution of .Sanskrit
or Sanskritized words in their place and imitating Sanskrit authors
such as Biina in style and the other led by Rao Bahadur
Hargowandas Kantawala advocating the use of such simple words
and adopting such a simple style as could be easily understood
by half-educated men, women and children. Mr. Mansukhram
tried to popularize the Devanagarl script also by writing some
works therein even after Gujrati types had become available bui
did not succeed in doing so. Mr. Manilal tfabhubhai published an
edition of the Bhagavadgita with a commentary also in the same
script. But even they must have conceived the idea of doing so
because of their having learnt Sanskrit at a college and at home
and because they must have wished that their works should be
read by a wider public, not because there was a traditional
Habit amongst the Nagaras to write Gujrati in the Devanagarl
character.
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Another statement which. Prof. Divatla controverts Is that the

Nagaras have a dialect of their own which is known as the Nagarl-

Gujratl. As to that it is a recognized fact that the speech like the

tastes of Nagaras about a generation ago was more refined than

that of the members of the other communities in Gujrat and

Kathiawad. It is also true that there were till then some pecu-

liar words in their speech such as Kura for cooked rice instead of

Bhat, Kalasio for a water-pot used for the purpose of drinking

instead of a Lota &c. It is also within my recollection that the

Vadnagara Nagaras of the priestly section at Surat used till

about a generation ago, to call a foot a Paga instead of a Paga,

to say Karan Chhan ( second person singular ) instead of Kare

chhe, Karlsen ( first person plural ) 'instead of Karlsun and had

certain other peculiarities of speech and intonation some of which

are noticeable in the Narmagadya a collection of the prose

writings of Narmadashankar a Nagara of the priestly section at

Surat, and which marked them out from the members of the

G-rhastha section of the same caste. The latter section is

identical with the Sepahl Nagaras at Benares, Aligarh, Agra,

Calcutta and other places in the north and the east Still

even the members of that section who originally migrated from

Yadnagar, Champaner or Junagadh seem to have carried with

them some peculiarities of speech and intonation resembling those

observable in the members of the priestly section till some time

ago, for even now the Gujratl which the Sepahl NSgaras of the

said places speak differs in some particulars from that spoken by

the members of the corresponding section here and resembles

that spoken by the members of the priestly caste a generation

ago.

I doubt if these peculiarities can be called "one swallow"

which "cannot make a summer", and if they can be, *hen one

would have also to deny that there are Ahmedabadi, ^^>
BharuchI, Parsl, Bhathell, Patidarl and several other dialects

noted by Sir George Grierson in the above-mentioned work, for

barring a few peculiar words d a special

th,re is nothing in them which is not common with^" fl

j*
the other portions or communities of Gujrat, Hence 3ust as they
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are recognized as special dialects, so there is no harm in recogniz-

ing the Nagarl as a special dialect. As to why it is found now in

use only amongst certain portions of the community residing at

certain places it appears to me that the Vadnagara Nagaras at

least may originally have a dialect of their own derived from the

Nagara Apabhramsa of the Prakrit grammarians till a portion of

them took to civil and military services under the Kajput and

Mahomedan rulers of old Gujrat, that the members of that portion

may have gradually modified their speech so as to come in a line

with thq other high caste Hindus and the Mahomedans who had

settled down in Gujrat and adopted its local language, that the mig-

ration of some of the members of that caste to places in the north

and the east may have taken place before such modification took

an appreciable shape, that therefore they and the members of the

priestly or conservative class who separated from them continued

to adhere to their traditional way of speaking and that the

peculiarities above-noted have begun to disappear in Gujarat and

Kathiawad owing to the spread of education amongst all the

communities on the modern lines, of which the teaching of the

Vernaculars on a uniform basis adopted by the literateurs born,

bread up and settled permanently or temporarily at various

places in Gujrat and Kathiawad, to male and female children,

forms a part. It is not at all improbable that in one more genera-

tion, by which time even the children of those who still cling to

those peculiarities will have shaken off their mannerisms, it

may become a matter of history that the Nagaras had a dialect of

their own* It is of course true that the Nagaras of no place in

Gujrat and Kathiawad ever made the Town and Island of Bombay
their permanent habitat. Sir George Grierson must therefore he

deemed to have been misled in respect of the location of the

Nagarl dialect. Nevertheless one cannot agree with the learned

prbfessor when he says that there never was and there is not a

Nagarl dialect of the Gujrati language



NAGARA APABHRAMSA

BY

N. B. DIVATIA, B. A.

Since my article on. this subject was published In the
"
Annals'

1

recently, my attention was called to a passage in the commentary
on Rudrata's Kavyalamkara written by Nami-Sadhu ( V. S. 1125
= A. D. 1069 ). It runs thus :

[ The text being :

t. ^ ) ]

it
"

II

Thus Nami-Sadhu speaks of gf^TT'K ^TO^t here. He seems to

read more than he is justified to read into Kudrata's Karika, He
conjectures that Rudrata's mention of Apabhramsa as ^ijT^

(multifarious in its divisions) is intended to traverse the belief

of some others that Apabhratiisa was of three kinds * Upanagara,

Abhlra and Gramya. Some three or four centuries later than

Nami-Sadhu, Markandeya ( I. 7) also speaks of Apabhramsa as

threefold, but instead of 3T**r of Nami-Sadhu, he has s*W<5 ; and

states that other divisions are not regarded as separate on account

of sg*f (minute ) distinctions. All that this passage can indicate

is that in A. D. 1069 Nami-Sadhu had heard of Upanagara as one

of three Apabhramsa dialects ;
he mentions Abhlra and does not

mention Nagara Apabhramsa at all; while Markandeya has

Nagara, Vracada and Upanagara. It is noteworthy that Rudrata

is not stated as referring to Upanagara, much less to Nagara

Apabhramsa.

Thus the position which I have taken in my article remains

unahaken ; for all I have suggested is :
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( a ) that Hemacandra mentions Apabhramsa, but nowhere does

he speak of, much less treat, Nagara and Upanagara.

It may be that these varieties did not exist in his time, or,

if they did, he left them severely alone ;

(b ) that Laksmidhara follows Hemacandra in this respect 5
in

Kramadi&vara we find a bare mention, a casual one, of

these two dialects, without any attempt at treatment
;

and (c) when we come to Markandeya and Ramasjarman the two

dialects, Mgara and Upanagara appear to have come into

prominence, comparatively speaking, by way of recogni-

tion and separate treatment, ( I may add that Markandeya's

Mgara Apabhramsa differs from the Apabhramsa of Hema^

candra in some noteworthy particulars, To state, then,

that the Apabhramsa treated by Hemacandra was Nagara

Apabhramia involves a curious transference of fact. ).



REFERENCES TO THE BAUDDHAS AND THEIR PHILO-

SOPHY IN UMASVATI'S TATTVARTHABHASYA AND
SIDDHASENA GAM'S COMMENTARY TO IT.

It is a matter of great pleasure to write this note, for, it is

connected with the response I have met with, from two erudite

scholars so far as the Buddhistic quotations referred to in

the last issue of this very journal are concerned.

Dr. P. V. Bapat was kind enough to point out to me that ana*,

wfrraw ft is the opening verse of Trimsika composed by

Vasubandhu and edited by Prof. Sylvain Levi in A. D. 1925.

This very fact together with another has been communicated

to me by Dr. Sylvain Levi, himself, the learned editor of this

very work as under

"
In response to your call ( Annals Bhandarkar Or. Inst. XIV,

p, 143 ), I beg to inform you that the verse quoted on p. 104 3TTST-

TOTRnft ft etc. is the first verse of Trimsika, the classical work of

Vasubandhu.* * * *"

"About the name Mayasunaviyah for Buddhists, I think it is

rather a nickname implying the meaning of sons of Illusion,

of Deceit ", much more than really the name of the queen Mayl

It sounded a good ]oke,'
?

H. R. KAPADIA
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APPENDIX L

List of Journals, Periodicals and Institutions

on Exchange

(Upto 6th July 1933)

1 The " Man ", Royal Anthropological Institute, 50, Great Eussell

Street, London ( England ).

2 Journal of the R. A. Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 74,

Grossvenor Street, London (England).

3 Asiatic Review, 3, Victoria Street, London, S. W. L, England.

4 The Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 41, Great

Russell Street, London, W. C. L, (England).

5 The Librarian, School of Oriental Studies, London Institution

Finsbury Circus, London E. C. 2. (England),

6
" The Shrine of Wisdom ", Aahlu, 6, Hermon Hill, London, E.

II. (England ).

7 Zeitschriffc der Deutschen, Morgenlandischen Geselischaft,

Leipzig, (.Germany).
8 Preuasische Akademie der Wissenschaften N. W. 7, Unter aa

London 38, Berlin, ( Germany ).

9 U niversitats-Bibliothek, Gottingen, (Germany ).

10 Bayerisohe Staatsbibliothek, Munchen, ( Germany ).

11 Zeitschrift fur Buddhismua Oskar Schloss Verlag, Munchea

Neubiberg, (Germany).
12 Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik, Deutschen Morgen-

landischen, Gesellschaft, Leipzig, (Germany).

13 Berlin Academy of Science, Berlin, ( Germany )-

14 Bavarian Acadedy of Science, Munich, (Germany).

15 The Director of Indian Institute Oslo University Oslo, (Norway).

16 Oriental Institute Prague ( Czechoslovakia ).

17 The Editor "Indologica Pragensia" semmar fur Indologie der

Deutschen Universitat Prague ( GzeohoSlovakia ).

18

19

20

21

22 L' Instruction JTUUHH" v " ~~~ ~-
A .

China}*
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25 "Rays from the Rose Cross", The Rosicrusian Fellowv
Oceanside, California (U. S. A. ).

mp '

26 Museum of Fine Ajts Bulletin, Boston, Massachusetts (U S A
27 The Museum Journal, University Museum, Philadelphia Pa

28 -The Political Science Quarteily, C/o The Academy of Political
Science, Kent Hall, Columbia University, !N"ew York, (U S A ")

29 The Proceedings of the Ameiican Philosophical Societv* 104
South 5th Street, Philadelphia, ( U. S. A )

30 The Journal of the American Oiiental Society, Yale Univeisitr
Press, Connecticut, (U. S. A. ).

'

31 The American Anthropologist, C/o American
Anthiopological

Association, 41, Noitb Queen Str. Lancaster, ( U. S. A,).
32 The Ohiho Journal of Science, Ohiho State University

'

Colum-
bus, (U. S A. ).

'

^

33 New Oiient Society of America, 337 East Chicago Ave., Chicago
( U. S. A. ).

34 Linguistic Society of America, Philadelphia, ( U. S. A. ).
35 Social Science Reseaich Council, New York, ( U. S A.).

"

36 The Journal of Society of Oiiental Research, Trinity' College
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

'

37 Nuova Cultura Delia R Univeisita di Napoli, Via Sanita Ko
131, Vapoli, ( Ttaly ).

38 Oiiental School, University of Rome ( Italy ).
39 Sumptibus Pontificu Instituti Biblici Roma 101, (Italy).40 Akademie der Wissenschaft in Wien, Wien, ( Austria)."41 Journal of Oriental Institute, Universitat, Wien, (Austria)42 Archives Onentalis Uppsala, ( Sweden ).
43 Kungl Universitetes Bibliotek, Uppsala, (Sweden).44 " Kern Institute ", Leiden, ( Holland )
45 Section d 'Etudes Orientales Societe des Sciences de Vaisovie

Varsovie, Rue Sniadeckich 8 ( Poland ).

46 The Journal of the Java Institute Kweeks-choollaan 3
karta (Java)

'

47 Royal Batavia Society, Museum, Konigsplein West 12, Batavia
( Java ).

*

M
6
^
Ud

f
hl8t Ok oriole, Ananda College, Colombo, Ceylon.49 The Eastern Buddhist, C/o Tbe Libraxy, Otani

University,
Muromaoi-Kasbtra, Kyoto, Japan.

7

50 Fundamental Library of the Central Asian State Unirersity,
Tashkent, U. S. S. Russia.

'

51 Arhatamat Prabhakar Karyalaya, Poona No. 2.

53 JoiSrf tL
E
R"

Ca
^

Q
'k

/0
^
Aryabhusliai1 preS8 , Poona No. 4" *

Society,

54 ^iBn^ViBtfta
, 81, Phanaswadi, Bombay No. 2

S K^^ SS-
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57 Journal of the K. R. Kama Oriental Institute, 172, Hornby Road
Sukhadwalla Buildings, Fort Bombay.

58 The Jain Hitaishi, O/o Manager, Jain Grantha Ratnakar Karya-
laya, Hirabag, G-irgaon, Bombay.

59 The Iranian Association, Alice Buildings, Hornby Road, Fort,
Bombay.

60 University of Bombay, Bombay.
61 "Jain Gazette,

7 '
Office, 21 Pariah Venkatachala Iyer Street,

G. T. Madras.

62 Madras University Library, Madras.

63 The Indian Review, C/o G. B. Natesan and Co., Madras.

64 The "Kalpaka, 37 The Latent Light Culture, Tinnevelly, Madras.

65 Educational Review, No. 4 Mount Road, Madias.

66
" Vedanta Kesari," Shri Ramkrishna Matha, Mylapore, Madras.

67 Journal of Oriental Reseaich, Mylapore, Madras.

68 The Indian Historical Quarterly, C/o The Calcutta Oriental

Press, 107 Mechuabazar Street, Calcutta.

69 u The Sanskrit Sahityaparishat," Shyarnbazar, Calcutta.

70 Journal of Department of Letters, Calcutta-University, Calcutta.

71 The Calcutta Review, Senate House, Calcutta.

72 Journal of the Mahabodhi Society, 4 A College Square, Calcutta.

73 "The People," 2, Court Street, Lahore.

74 The Central Museum, Lahore.

75 The Vedic Magazine, the Vedic Magazine Office, Lahore.

76 Journal of Indian History, History Department, Allahabad

University, Allahabad.

77 Allahabad University Journal, Department of English, Allaha-

bad University, Allahabad.

78 Mysore University Journal, Mysore.

79 Sa nskrit College Magazi ne, Government Sanskrit Coll ege, Mysore .

80 The Journal of the Mythic Society, Mysore Road, ^Bangalore.
81 Rama Varma Research Institute, Trichur, ( S. India ).

82 " The Philosophical Quarterly," C/o Indian Institute of Philo-

sophy, Amalner (East Khandesh).
83 Baroda Library, Baroda.

84 The Vishvabharati, Shantiniketan, Bolpur (Bengal ).

85 Telugu Academy, Coconada.

86 Superintendent of Aichaeology, Jammu and Kashmir fotatft

Jammu.

97 " Yogamimansa
" Kunjavana, Lonavala, G. I. P. By.

98 The Prabuddha Bharata," Mayavati, Diat. Almora, Himalayas.

99 Bihar and Orissa Reseaich Society, Patna.
T i*t.>

100 Revue Historique de I'lnde Francaise, Pondicherry. (Fr. India;.

101 Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundiy. S. India.

102 Varendia Research Society, Rajshahi, (Bengal).

103 Man in India,
" Church Road, Ranchi, B. N. By.

104 Journal of Burma Research Society, (Bernard Free Library),

Rangoon, Burma.

105 Sri Agamodaya Samiti, Gopipaia, Suratf.
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106 Th Tanjore S. M. Library, Tanj ore.

107 The Curator for the publication of Sanskrit Manuscripts Trira -
drum. '

108 Secretary Bombay Historical Society, Exchange Building Surott
Road, Bombay.

' *

109 Bharat Itihasa Samshodhak Mandal, Sadashiy Peth, Poona No 2
110 Director of the Archaeological Researches in Mysore, Mysore*

'

111 Karnataka Historical Quarterly, Dharwar.
112 Government Oriental Library, Mysore.
113 Journal of Uruswati Himalayan Research Institute of

Museum, Naggar, Kulu (Punjab).
114 New Age 15, K. I. Lines, Karachi.
115 "

Pravinya
"

220, Kandewadi ISTaka, Bombay 4.
116 ** Lokashikshana " Near Training College, Poona 2.
117 Director General of Archaeology, Simla.
118 Imperial Library, Calcutta.
119 Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. (U. S. A.)



APPENDIX II

List of Members of the Institute

(Brought upto 6th July 1933 )

( i ) Honorary Members

1 M. M. Vasudevshastri Abhyankar, Sadashiv Petb, Poona, No. 2,

10-9-18

2 Muniraj Jinavijayaji, Shantiniketan, BoLpur (Bengal). 16-4-21
3 Dr. Silvain Levi, 9, Rue Guy de la Biosse, Paris 12-9-26
4 Dr. H. Luders, 20 Sybelstr, Charlottenberg, Berlin. 6-7-28
5 Mrs Rhys Davids, Cbipstead Surrey, England. 6-7-31
6 Dr. Sir Brajendranath Seal, Vice-Chancellor, Mysore University,

Mysore. 12-9-26

7 Dr. F. W. Thomas, 161 Woodstock Eoad, Oxford. 12-9-26

8 Dr. M. Winternitz, I, Klementinum Prague (Czechoslovakia)
30-2-25

(ii) Patrons

9 Rai Bahadur Badndas, 152 Harrison Road, Bada Bazar, Calcutta.

5-2-20

10 A. M. Broacha Esq., C/o Shapoorji Tullackchand & Co. 51 Appollo

Street, Bombay. 10-4-20

11 Shet Chhaganlal Walchand, Waikeswai, Bombay. 21-7-20

12 Lady Chinubai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18

13 Cowasji Dinahaw Esq., 24, Meadow's Street, Bombay. 6-4-20

14 His Highness Sir Sayajirao Mahara]a Gaikwar, Btroda. 10-9-18

15 Shrimant Narayanrao Babasaheb Ghorpade, Chief of Ichalkaranji,

Ichalkaranji. 10-9-18

16 M. Y. Qowaikar, Esq., 20 Narayan Peth, Poona No. 2. 21-1-19

17 Shet Jivancband Sakharchand, Gopipura, Chanlla Gali Surat.

19-1-19

18 Motiial Kanji Kapadia Esq., 9 Cathedral Street, K&lkadevi,

Bombay. 20-9-19

19 Shet Kasturbhai Nagarshet, CufEe Parade, Bombay. 19-1-19

20 Babu Bhairodan Kotbari Esq., 100, Cross Street, Calcutta. 7-9-23

21 H. H. Maharaja Krishna Kumarasingh, Bhavanagar. 6-7-32

23 Dr. Kurtkoti, Shri Shankaracharya Nasik. 10-9-18

23 Shet Lalbhai Dalpatbhai, Pankore's JSTaka, Ahmedabad, 21-7-20

24 Shet Lalbhai Kalyanbhai, Chaupati, Kew Queen's Boad, Bombay,

12119
25 Shet Manekchand Jethabhai, Babulnath Road, Bombay. 5-2-20

26 Shet Maneklal Mansukhbhai, Ahmedabad. 3-11-20
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27 Shot Manekshet Piatapshet, Amain ei. 10-9-18

28 G. S. Marathey Esqr. M. A. 5 Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4
28-5-21

29 P. A. Mate, Esqi., Satara. 10-9-18

30 B. L. Modak, Esqr., L. c. B., Tulevganj, No. 1, Indore. 10-9-18
31 Babu Puranchand Nahar, M. A., B. L., 48, Indian Mirror Street

Calcutta. 19-1-21
'

32 Meheiban Maioji Mudboji Kao, alias Nanasaheb Naik, Nimbalkar
Phaltan. 6-7-32

'

33 Sir Chintamanrao aJias Appasabeb Patwardhan, Rajesaheb of

Sangli, Sangh ( S. M C ) 6-7-32
34 Shiimant Abasaheb Pant Pratinidbi, Chief of Vishalgad, Vis-

fa algad 10-9-18

35 Shnmant Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, B. A., Euler of Aundh,
Aundh. 1-3-19

36 Premchand Tribhuvandas Esq., Vittal Villa, Santa Cruz, Bombay
6-1-20

37 Kaiser Sbumsher Jimg Bahadur Rana Lt. General Supiadipta
Manyavai a Nepal Tarai Kaisei Mahal Khatmandu, Nepal. 10-8-29

38 Shet Ruttonchund Tullockchand Mastei, Bruce Street, Fort,
Bombay. 6-7-32

39 Shet Sarabhai Dayabhai, C/o Shet Anand^i Kaliauji, Javeriwada,
Ahmedabad. 6-8-23

40 Hiralal Amritial Shah, Esq., B.AO Piincess Stieet, Champsi Build-

ing, 2nd Floor, Bombay No. 2. 10-7-19
41 Shet Shamji Hemaraj, Readymoney Mansion, Churchgate Street

Bombay No. 1. 19-11-18
42 H. E. H. Sn Usman Alikhan Bahadur Fatejung, G. c. s. I., the

Nizam of Hyderabad (Deccan). 5-9-32
43 Maharaja Sir Shnknshna Bajendra Wadaya Bahadui, a. o. s IM

Mysore. 6-7-32

( in ) Vice-Patrons

44 Shet Amaiohand Ghelabhai, C/o., Messis. S. Piemchand and Co.
Samual Street, Bombay No. 3 8-7-20

45 Shet Ambalal, Sarabhai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18
46 Dr.Shripad Krishna Belvalkar, M. A., Ph.D., Bilvakunja, Poona

No. 4. 10-9-18
47 Shrimant Ramrao Venkatrao alias Raosaheb Bhave. Chief of

Ramdurg. 6-7-32
48 Muixcherji Pallanji Contractor, Esqi., L. c B . 31-33, Hamam Street,

Fort, Bombay. 10-9-18
49 Beth Harilal Jagannath, Cambay Mills, Cambay. 13-12-20

F ' Kapadia ' Es<lr -' Girgaum Back Bead, Bombay.

51

Sratnde'Vj-sl
NataVaraBi^h Bbavasimhaji, Maharaja of

52

No.
W
"- Jal Sal'

deSai> L
'
M- & S"> 15

' ^ukrawar Peth, P.opna
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53
31-33

- Forbes

Benefactws
54 Dr, EH. Bhadkamkar, M. A., M D , Triblmvandas Terraces, Gir-

gaon, Bombay. 19-3-20
55 Sardar Y.M. Chandraehud, Shaniwar Peth, Poona No. 2 26-5-19
56 Shet Handas Dhanji Mulji, 131-33 Old Hanuman Lane, Kalba-

devi Road, Bombay. 6-7-32
57 Laia Shri Ram, Shri Ram Charity Trust Fund, 17 Alipnr Raod

Delhi. 28-10-29 ?

58 Y, K Padval, Managing Director, Tatvavivechaka Press, Bom-
bay No. 8. 9-4-33

59 L V. Paianjpe, Esq , 1028, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 10*9-21
60 V, P. Pendherkar Esq., Proprietor, Tutorial Pi ess, Bombay

21-11-22
J "

61 Rashid Jamshed, Esqr , Doongri, Bombay. 9-9-20
62 Rashid Khodadad, Esq., Convent Stieet, Poona No 1 17-12-30
63 Shiimant Babasaheb Pant Sachiv of Bbor, Bhoi. 10-7-19
64 Shrimant L. B. Sardesai of Vantamuii, Belgaum. 6-7-32
65 Madam B P. Wadia, 18 Bomanji Petit Road, Cumballa Hill

Bombay. 10-8-29
'

66 Ramiao Ganesh Wadnerkai Esq , Chota-UcUipuj 3-4-19
67 Sir Leslie Wilson, P. o., G. o i K

,
c, M. G., D. s. o., G/o India OfHce,

London (England) 1-12-25

( v ) Life Members

68 Prof. K. V. Abhyankar M. A., Gujrat College, Abmedabad. 10-9-18
69 L R. Abhyankar, Esqr., B A., LL. B

, Pleadei, Yeotrnal. 10-9-18
70 S. Subrainania Aiyar, Esqr., Shankaraguiu Pustakalaja Kanada

House, Thadalankail Shiyali. 16-2-29

71 Dr. S. Kiishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., pb D., Shri Jayavasam, 1 East
Mada Street Mylapore (Madras). 20-2-20

72 Piof. A. S. Altekai, M. A,, LL B., Hindu Univeisity, Benaies.

16-10-27

73 Shrimant Sardar C S. Angre, Sambhaji Vilas, G-walior. 16-10-27

74 Prin. Y. G. Apte, B A , 281, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No 2, 23-6-19

75 Vinayak Mahadeo Apte, Esqr., M. A
, G-ujarat College, Ahmedabad.

6-7-28
76 Prof. S. B. Athalye, M. A., Elphinstone College, Bombay No, 1.

4-5-28
77 F. W. Bain, Esq. M. A., c. i B., C/o King King & Co., London.

10-9-18

78 Dr. Balkrishna, M A
,
Ph r>

, Puncipal Eajaram College, Kolhapur.

29-4-21
79 Prof S. N. Banhatti, M A., LL. B., Mori is College, Nagpur. 30-8-27

80 N. N, Bupat Eaqr., B. A
, Shiapura, near Clock Tower, Baroda.

28-4-28
81 Dr. P. V. Bapat, M A,, Ph.D. Fergusson College, Poona No. 4.

24-3-21
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82 Dr. V. B. Bapat, B. A., L.M. & s.
t Shaniwar Path, Poon* No 2

31-5-19

83 Jamshedji Dadabhai Baria, Esqr., Baria Building, Pydhonie
Bombay. 9-9-20

'

84 Pandharmath CbmUrnan Bendre, Esqr., 534, Sadashiv Peth
Poona No. 2. 14-10-27

'

85 Pi of. S. G. Beri, M. A., Deccan College Poona, No 6. 6-7-32
86 Mrs. Annie Besant, Theosophical Lodge, Adyar, Madras. 10-9-18
87 Prof. R. G-. Bhadkamkar, M. A., Ismail College, Andheri. 10-9-18
88 Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, M. A., Ph. D. 35, Ballygaunj Circular Road

Calcutta. 10-9-18
'

*89 V. G-. Bhandarkar, B. A., LL. JE. Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.B
12-12-31

90 Prof. V. G Bhat, M. A., Karnatak College, Dharwar. 8-11-20
91 Prof. G. C. Bhate, M.A., Fergusson College, Poona No. 4. 10-9-18
92 Dr. B. Bhattacharya, M. A., Ph. D., Diiectoi, Oriental Institute,

Baroda. 19-8-28

93 Prof. H. B. Bhide, M. A., LL. B., Samaldas College, Bhavanagai.
20-10-19

94 K. N. Bhide, Esqr., B.A., LL.B., Budhwar Peth, Poona No. 2. 10-9-18
95 M. V. Bhide, Esqi., I. o. s., 7, Egeiton Road, Lahore. 18-12-18
96 Mabadeva Eajaram Bodas, Esqr ,

M. A., LL. B., Girgaon Back Road,
Khotachi Wadx, Bombay No. 4. 23-11-18

97 N. G. Chapekar, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., Retd. Sub-Judge, Badlapur,
Biat. Thana. 2-8-23

98 Kshitish Chandra Chatterji Esq., M.A., 61A Bamkanta Bose Street,

Calcutta. 16-2-29

99 K. Cbattopadhyaya, Esqr ,
M. A,, Lecturer, Allahabad University,

Allahabad 1-10-27

100 G K. Chitale, Esqr ,
B A

, LL. B., Ahmednagar. 1-7-19
101 E. M. Chonkai, Esqr., Portuguese Church Road, Dadai. 10-9-18
102 Sir M. B. Chowbal, B. A., LL. B., near Poona Station, Poona No.

10-9-18

103 Cowas]i Dhunjeeshaw, Esqr., 685, Tardeo Road, Bombay 22-8-20
104 Cowasji Jamsetji, Esqr., East Stieet Camp, Poona No. 1. 22-8-20
105 Shet Dalpatbhai Bhagubhai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18
106 A. S. Dalvi, Esqr, M. A., Navalkar's house, Girgaon Back Eoad,

Bombay, No. 4. 10-9-18
107 Prof. N. G Damle, M. A., Fergusson College, Poona No. 4. 6-7-19
108 Pi of . Shankar Vaman Dandekai, M.A , Sir Parashuiambhau College,

Poona No. 2 11-2-23
109 Prof. M. P. Dare, M, A

, Khopalia Chakla, Surat 23-8-27
110 Dr. T. N Dave, M. A., ph. D., 15 Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 6-7-32
111 Dr. Sushil Kumar De. M. A., D. Litt., Dacca University, P. 0.

Eamria, Dacca. 5-9-1932
112 Gopal Eamchandra Deo, Esqr., High Court Pleader, Sitabuldi.

Nagpur, C. P. 30-6-28

* Since deceased.
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113 Piof. D. B. Deodhar, M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona Xo. 4.
11-12-18

114 G V Deosthali, Esqr., M. A
, Zaoba's Wadi, Chawl Xo. 7, Bom-

bay No 2. 2-1-28
115 jST. P. Desai Esqr , M A , LL. B , Bijapur. 26-6-10
116 V. A. Deshpande, Esqr., Terdal, Via Kudchi Stn. M. B M. Rv.

10-9-18

117 Piof. C. E. Devadhar, M.A, Fergusson, College, Poona No. 4.

8-6-23
118 Mrs. Anandibai Dhavle, B. A., Cfo S. B. Dhavle, Esq., I. c. 3. High

Court Judge, Patna. 21-6-19
119 S. B. Dhavale Esqr., i. a s., High Court Judge, Patna. 10-9-18
120 Pun. A. B. Dhruva, H. A., LL. B., Benares Hindu University,

Benares. 10-9-18
121 Miss. Dhuabai Furdoonjee Banajee, artist, AUamoat Road,

Cumballa Hill, Bombay No. 7. 9-4-33

122 K N. Dikshlt, Esqr. M. A., Supdt. Archaeological Dcpt. Indian

Museum, Calcutta 10-9-18

123 V. R Kamchandia Dikahitar, Esqr., M. A., Limbdi Guides, lUya-
petah, Madias. 25-10-28

124 N. Dinshaw Nicholson Esqi., Mam Stieet, 31, Camp, Poona Xo. 1.

22-8-20

125 P. G. Divan^i Esqr., M. A., LL. M., Subjudge, Bulaar, Dibt. Surat,

18-11-25

126 Pi. H. R. Divekai, M.A., D. Litt., Victoria College, Gwalior, 10-0-18

127 Shet Hirachand Neinachand Doshi, Merchant, Sholapur. 10 U-16

128 K. P. Fienchrnan, Eaqr., 2, Wellesley Road, Poona No. 1.21-9-20

129 M. P. Fienchman Esqi., 5 Main Street, Poona No. 1, 17-9-20

130 Gr.K. Gadgil, Esqr., B.A., Bar-at-Law, 580, Sadashhr Petb, Pooua

No. 2. 10-9-18

131 Piof. V. A. Gadgil, M. A
,
Wilson College Bombay No, 7. 10-8-27

132 V. G, Gadgil, Esqr., Anand Karyalaya 330 Sadashiv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 17-10-19

133 Prof . A. B. Ga^endragadkar, M. A., Girgaum, Maharaja Building,

Bombay No. 4. 5-6-19

134 M. B. Garde Esq., B. A., Supdt. of Archaeology, Gwalior State,

Lashkar. 3-9-19

135 Piof. IX R. Gharpure, M. A.> B. sc., Kandewadi, Bombay. 11-12-18

136 Pnn. J. R. Gharpure, B. A., LL. B., Law College, Dccoan Gym-

khana, Poona No. 4. 10-9-18

137 Dr. Govmd Sadashiv Ghurye, M. A., Ph. D. Khar, Bombay, No, 21.

fi 7 28

138 Gindharlal Gulabchand, Esqr., 65/67, Sutar Cbawl, Bombay. 1-12-25

139 Diwan Bahadui K. R. Godbole, M. c. B. Sadashiv Peth, Poon*

No 2. 10-9-18

140 D/H. Gokhale, Esqr. M. A., LL. B., Chief Judge, Akalkot, Dist.

Sholapur. 10-9-18

141 Dr. V. C, Gokhale, L, M. & s,, 717, SadasHv Fctfa, Poona Ho, X.

7-8-19
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142 Dr. V. V. G-okhale, 49 Deccan Gymkhana Poona No. 4. 19-12-32

148 J. Gr. Gune, B. A
, Esqi., Kuvalayanancl Lonavla,Dist, Poona. 16-2-29

144 Rao Sabeb Di. T. R. Grime, L. H. & s., Municipal Health
Officer,

Pandharpur. 1-1-21

145 Manyavaia Rajgma Hemia;j Panditji, Diiector of Public Instruc-

tion, Dhokatoie, Nepal. 14-12-28

146 Pjof M. Hmyanna, M A,, Lakshmipuia, Mysore. 10-9-18

147 Pi of. N.D. Minocbei Honrji, B.A
,
Ismail College, Andheii. 10-9-18

148 Lt. Col. A. Hooton, I. M. s,, Medical Department, Bombay. 10-9-18

149 A. K. Iiani Esqr., 1972, Connought Market Road, Camp, Poona
No, 1. 17-9-20

150 Khodabux Hornmzd Irani, Esqi., Main Stieet, Camp, Poona No 1.

22-8-20

151 K. K. Iiani, Esqr., 840, Ooota Street, Poona No. 1. 3-12-20

152 Khodadad Sheuai Irani, Esqi ,
2 Crawfcid Market, Bombay,

14-12-20

153 Prof. R. J. Jam, M A., Divan Para, Dantia Street, JBhavnagar
(Kathiawad ) 28-8-30

154 Pun, G. B. Jathai. M A. Deccan College, Poona No. 6 19-1-28

155 K. S Jathar Esqr., c. I. E 388, Naiayan Petb, Poona No. 2.

4-1-19

156 Y B. Jathai, Esqr , B.A., LL.B , Banker & Pleadoi, Dharwar. 14-8-20

157 Feroze Jehangu, Eaqr., Mastei Mansion, Choupati, Bombay. 6-8-20

158 Dr. Ganganth Jba, M. A
, D. Litt., Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad Uni-

versity, Allahabad. 14-9-13

159 K. G. Joshi, Esqr., B. A., Naiayan Peth, Poona No. 2. 10-9-18

160 M R Joshi, Esqr., B.A., Bhandarkar Institute Colony, Poona No. 4.

9-7-27

161 P. V. Joshi, Esqi., B.A., LL.B., Residency Bazaar, Hyderabad (Dn)
24-6-22

162 S. N. Joshi, Esqr , 1026, Sadasbiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 6-9-27
163 Shet Jnmnabhai Bhagoobhai, Abrnedabad. 10-9-18
164 K. K. Kale, Esq., 330, Anand Karyalaya, Sadashiv Petb, Poona

No. 2. 24-9-19
165 Rao Bahadur E R. Kale, B. A., LL. B., Advocate, Satara City. 19-6-32
166 Prof. V. G. Kale, M. A., Durga Niwas Poona No. 4. 9-12-20
167 B. S. Karnat Esq., B.A

, Gatieshkhind Road, Poona No. 5. 10-2-18
168 P. V. Kane, Esqi. M. A., LL. M., Angle's Wadi, Girgaon, Back

Road Bombay No. 4. 10-9-18
169 Mahadev Ramchandra Kamtkar, Esqr,, M. A

,
LL, B., Lonar, Dst.

Buldhana, Berai. 14-12-28
170

?o ?'
Kanitkar Esqr., B A,, LL. B., Dhom ?
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